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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the social exclusion of disabled children and their families in 

Bo~nia & Herzegovina and Bulgaria and aims to identify opportunities for and 

obstacles to social inclusion. Both countries have experienced major socio-political and 

economic changes assodated with the transition from communism to an open market 

economy and democracy. They are in the process of aligning their policies and 

practices to a European Union favoured agenda of social inclusion and human rights. 

The thesis identifies key professional practices and views towards disability which are 

persistent and constitute major obstacles to inclusion. On the other hand a number of 

opportunities for inclusion have been identified in the processes of policy reform, 

parents' activism and the development of community care. The study also explores 

how current international pressures originating from supranational and international 

agencies, such as the European Union, World Bank and International Monetary Fund 

support or hinder inclusion efforts. The thesis explores the complexity of inclusion and 

it provides an understanding of the extent to which the idea is an illusion when it is not 

fully embraced by the stakeholders and countries concerned. This qualitative research 

reports and analyses the views of a variety of actors; children with disabilities and their 

parents, professionals who work in residential institutions and special schools, policy 

makers, social workers and representatives of NGOs and international organizations. 

These interviews tell the story of how policies and practices affect individual families 

and children with disabilities and in so doing provides a distinctive critique of the 

current situation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Human rights organisations have been reporting that children with disabilities in the 

Region of Central and Eastern Europe are subjected to discrimination, violation of their 

rights, and high rates of institutionalisation (Save the Children, 2003; UNICEF, 2005; 

Open Society Institute, 2005). Furthermore in 2005 the UNICEF Innocenti Research 

Centre published a comprehensive analysis of the situation for children with 

disabilities in the 27 counties of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), the Commonwealth 

of Independent States (CIS) and the Baltic States. The UNICEF research revealed a 

number of key issues across the region: an increase in child disability, a long standing 

practice of institutionalizing children with disabilities, a lack of support for families, a 

lack of knowledge about children's rights and deeply rooted prejudice about disability. 

However the report revealed that there are also some positive indications; the practice 

of mainstreaming and including disabled children, adoption of a children's rights 

perspective and the inclusion of the family as part of a policy solution for disabled 

children are all currently being employed in those countries. 

In 2006 with the adoption of the United Nations' Convention on the llights of Persons 

with Disabilities (UNCRPD), a strong message was relayed to governments that 

disability is not only a welfare, but also a human rights issue. The UNCRPD calls for 

the commitment to equalise opportunities for disabled people, to reduce all forms of 

discrimination by making physical and social environments more accessible and to 
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increase the participation of people with disabilities. This convention also examines the 

situation of families with children with disabilities, because for the first time through 

adoption of this co~vention (article 23), the importance of support that needs to be 

provided to children with disabilities and their families is acknowledged. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

Since the early 90s there has been strong recognition by international organisations 

working on children's wellbeing that the situation for disabled children and their 

families in the countries of CEE and CIS needs to be urgently addressed (Burke, 1994; 

UNICEF, 2005, 2007; Carter, 2005). This study 'Inclusion or Illusion? Policies and 

Practices for Children with Disabilities and their Families in Bosnia & Herzegovina 

(B&H) and Bulgaria' responds to this issue. In addition this study comes at a time of 

major change in disability policies in Eastern Europe and as such it has the potential to 

inform national policy makers and donors. Furthermore, by employing an in-depth 

qualitative methodology and including groups usually excluded from the research, this 

work provides knowledge and understanding that is often missing from policy studies 

(Manning, 2004; Morris et al., 2009). There is a need to hear the voices of children and 

parents and to examine not only how new policies affect their lives, but also to 

understand (from a qualitative perspective) what the key issues are for practitioners 

and national policy makers. At issue is whether inclusion practices are aligned with 

policies and embraced by diverse stakeholders. If not, then no matter what claims are 
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made, any practical benefits for disabled children and their families may be more 

illusory than real. 

The emerging welfare systems in Bosnia and Herzegovina (B&H) and Bulgaria reflect a 

combination of the strong neo liberal agendas promoted by the World Bank (WB) and 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the state socialist values inherited from 

previous communist/socialist regimes. With the influence of human rights 

organisations and drives towards EU accession, serious attempts are being made to 

reform the system, moving it from an overly medicalised and institutionalised 

bureaucracy to one focused on human rights and social inclusion. As such the new 

developments reflect the promotion of a community services and user oriented 

approach, a striking contrast to the bureaucratised structures and paternalistic values 

of the old states (Stubbs, 2006). 

The EU pre-accession and accession processes bring resources, new ideas, and 

influences that undoubtedly impact on potential member states. In this respect the 

situations in B&H and Bulgaria offer unique conditions for examining and observing 

the effect of diverse influences and values which shape social policies. Policy issues in 

the region have been subject to scholarly investigation by eminent social policy 

analysts (Deacon 2000; Lendvai, 2004; Stubbs, 2007; Saurugger & Radaelli, 2008) and 

national policy discussions, for example IBHI (2007). The current work, with its 

comparative focus on two countries, adds to this important body of literature and 
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contributes to the debates concerning the exclusion and inclusion of disabled children 

and their families. 

In examining the social policy changes in Eastern Europe Manning (2004) argues that 

the policy debates have been based on formal government legislation, whilst the 

opinions and views of those who either implement policy or are at the receiving end of 

policy appear largely absent. This study aims to address that gap in B&H and Bulgaria, 

by representing the views of service users and professionals throughout the thesis and 

by utilising these views in the production of policy and practice recommendations. 

The study also provides insight into the way international organisations exert specific 

pressures related to financing and adoption of political agendas in countries which are 

heavily dependent on international support. 

My interest in doing this research emerged as a combination of professional and 

personal experiences. In 1992 with the onset of war in Bosnia and Herzegovina I 

became a refugee and started to experience discrimination on many levels, but never 

tried to understand and deconstruct this experience. When I graduated in psychology 

in 1999 in London I went back to Bosnia and worked in mental health services with 

refugees and displaced people. They were suffering from a combination of severe war 

traumas and post-war marginalisation because of displacement and poverty. Several 

years later my professional career led me to work with disadvantaged children and 

young people who were outside education because they were very poor, or disabled or 

belonging to the Roma minority. When I came back to England to do my Masters' 
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degree in inclusive education I got introduced to the ideas of social and education 

exclusion and the social model of disability. This prompted me to engage more deeply 

with these concepts and ideas in trying to understand the situation of children with 

disabilities in Eastern Europe. 

RESEARCH AIM AND OUTCOMES 

The aim of this thesis was not to investigate particular impairments and specific issues 

related to them. Rather, the aim is to conduct a broad investigation concerning the 

general approach of the state, national and international policy makers, NGO workers, 

professionals and users towards the care and support for children with disabilities and 

their families in B&H and Bulgaria. A unique aspect of this research in B&H and 

Bulgaria is that it is grounded in examining issues that families with children with 

disabilities are experiencing i.e. children's disability has been researched in a family 

context. However it also acknowledged that many disabled children do not live with 

their families and for this reason the research is also concerned to engage with a 

diversity of views and understanding emerging from both institutional and non 

institutional arrangements. 

The research aims to pinpoint problems at the level of policy and practice, examining 

disconnections between policy and practice and how these might be bridged. The 

rationale for extending the focus to both policy and practice is not only because these 

are closely related, but also because there is currently little insight in B&H and Bulgaria 
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into how disability is constructed, understood and addressed either in policy or 

practice. This becomes especially evident when governments, donors and international 

agencies place demands on practitioners to translate an inclusion agenda into practice. 

The overall aim of the study is to understand the context and dynamics of policy and 

practice and to make recommendations that potentially can aid B&H and Bulgaria to 

develop a more inclusive/integrated society for children with disabilities and their 

families. 

The main research question is: what are the opportunities for developing a more 

inclusive/integrated society for children with disabilities and their families in B&H and 

Bulgaria and what obstacles stand in the way of this? 

The study produced the following key outcomes: 

• A rich qualitative account of the situation for families with children with 

disabilities in Bosnia & Herzegovina and Bulgaria. 

• A critique of current policies and disability politics as they relate to disability in 

Bosnia & Herzegovina and Bulgaria. 

• Increased understanding of how accession to the European Union and the 

actions of international and supranational agencies influence the development 

of inclusion policies and practices in Bosnia & Herzegovina and Bulgaria. 
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• 

• 

The identification of obstacles to developing more inclusive and integrated 

societies for children with disabilities and corresponding ways to overcome 

those obstacles in both countries. 

Identification of successful practices for developing the inclusion and 

integration of children with disabilities that may be applied in other Eastern 

European countries. 

WHY BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA AND BULGARIA? 

In its initial phases this study was informed by the UNICEF (2005) study 'Children and 

Disability in Transition in CEEjCIS and Baltic States'. This comprehensive study was 

used for identifying problems and issues faced by children with disabilities and their 

families in Eastern Europe. The UNICEF study examined the situation regionally 

employing statistical data to identify problems and qualitative research to illustrate 

their nature. The UNICEF research was conducted in 2003 and in recent years, given 

the rapid economic changes taking place and the ensuing diversity in policy and 

practice, the regional perspective is becoming increasingly difficult to capture. 

Therefore smaller scale cross country comparisons can provide valuable insights and 

examine inclusion through the experiences of children, parents and professionals. 

Recognising the need for an in-depth perspective, this study aims to develop, broaden 

and enhance the findings and conclusions from the UNICEF (2005) study by focusing 

on B&H and Bulgaria. In addition this study will document changes for children with 

disabilities made since 2003 when the original UNICEF study was conducted. 
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Bosnia & Herzegovina and Bulgaria were identified as suitable countries for this stud\' 
-' 

on the basis of a number of similarities and differences between them. Similarities are a 

shared communist past, the prominence of the medical model in the treatment of 

disability and the influence of the Soviet school of thinking, for example in the practice 

of defectology. However the countries are also at different stages of ED accession, 

Bulgaria having already joined in 2007 while B&H is a potential candidate country 

which so far has concluded several pre-accession steps, though with actual accession 

uncertain. The process of joining the ED has considerable potential to influence the 

situation for children with disabilities because it requires reform of policies and 

bringing the care of vulnerable groups closer to ED standards. B&H and Bulgaria are 

selected for comparison also because they are in close geographic proximity, and 

broadly similar in size and economic and social indicators. 

In terms of population, Bosnia and Herzegovina at 4.6 million people is smaller than 

Bulgaria which has 7.2 million. Bulgaria is a more urban country. B&H has a more 

favourable infant mortality rate and life expectancy, whilst Bulgaria has better 

economic indicators and employment rates. Both countries have high literacy rates at 

96-98%. In B&H it is estimated that 24% of people live below the poverty line, 

compared to 14% in Bulgaria (Central Intelligence Agency, 2009). In 2008 the infant 

mortality rate for B&H was 6.9 and or Bulgaria 8.6. For illustration, figures for infant 

mortality rates for developed western economies such as Netherlands, Germany, 

Switzerland range between 1.8- 4.5 (United Nations Economic Commission for 

Europe, 2008). According to Human Development Report (UNDP, 2009) both B&H 
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and Bulgaria are classified as countries with a hi h h d 1 . g uman eve opment rnde, (HDI)l. 

B&H is ranked 76 th and B 1 . 615t u gana out of 182 counhies worldwide. ~1ap 1 shows the 

geographic positions of B&H and Bulgaria. 

Map 1. Geographic position of B&H and Bulgaria (The Regional and Environmental 

Centre for Central and Eastern Europe, 2009) 

POLA D 

TURKEY 

© l1w Regional Erwiroomental Center for Cenlral <llld Ea tern Europe 

1 The human development index (HDI) looks beyond GDP to a broader definition of well-being providing 
a composite measure of three dimensions of human development: living a long and healthy life (measured 
by life expectancy), being educated (measured by adult literacy and gross enrolment in educa ion) and 
having a decent standard of living (measured by purchasing power parity and income). It provide a 
broaden d prism for viewing human progress and the comple relationship between income c nd w 11-

being (U DP,2009). 



The key difference between B&H and Bulgaria is in their practices of 

institutionalisation of disabled children. Placing children in an institution was 

historically quite common in Bulgaria, and much less so in B&H (UNICEF, 2005). 

Another important difference relates to the nature of the influence felt from their 

respective communist pasts (see chapter two). Bulgaria practised Soviet style 

communism, whilst B&H as a part of the former Yugoslavia experienced a more liberal 

style of communism -'socialism with a human face'. This thesis shows that even under 

a shared communist ideology there existed nuanced but important differences between 

countries. These differences impacted differently on societal acceptance and practice 

with regard to children with disabilities in B&H and Bulgaria. Moreover twenty years 

after the transition from communism this thesis shows that these countries' political 

and social histories continue to affect children with disabilities and their families. This 

work also provides an opportunity to document changes that have been made and 

how these changes have impacted on disabled children and their families, since the 

extensive UNICEF (2005) study. 

This study utilizes a qualitative methodology comprising focus groups and individual 

interviews. During the fieldwork the views of diverse participants were obtained in 

B&H and Bulgaria and the study reports and analyses the views of children with 

disabilities, their parents, professionals and policy makers. The fieldwork included 

insightful discussions with families and with children with intellectual disabilities who 

live in residential care concerning how they experience the consequences of policy and 

practice. These interviews tell a rich story and provide distinctive critiques of the 

current situation. This is an original contribution to knowledge in the context of B&H 
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and Bulgaria, with policy recommendations outlined in this study developed from 

both service users' and profes· I' .. . SlOna s perspectives m both countrIes. Methodologically 

the study makes a contribution to knowledge by identifying and addressing issues 

related to conducting comparative qualitative work focused on disability. In the 

context of B&H and Bulgaria it has identified issues related to the understanding and 

translation of key terminology used in the field of disability. The study challenges 

assumptions about interviewing elites, working with translators and interviewing 

children who do not use speech to communicate. 

NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY 

Disabled children or children with disabilities are expressions that carry different 

connotations and their use is frequently discussed in the literature. Influenced by the 

social model of disability, many disabled adults in the UK prefer' disabled people' 

denoting the importance of a collective disability identity (Oliver & Barnes, 1998). On 

an international level 'people first' language is preferred, hence children with 

disabilities are viewed as a more appropriate order of words with the intention of 

signifying that disabled children are children first (UNICEF, 2005). 'People first' 

terminology is also used in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities (UNCRPD). In this thesis the terms will be used interchangeably as both 

positions are seen as valid and both the social model of disability and human rights are 

used as conceptual frameworks. In addition as this research is conducted in Eastern 

Europe efforts were made not to assume universality of the social model, but to test the 
11 



concepts proposed by it. Therefore the tendency is to maintain an international 

dimension, through the use of literature produced by international organisations such 

as UNICEF, OECD, Save the Children, the World Bank, and the European 

Commission. 

Throughout the study I avoided the term children with special needs, even though it is 

currently popular in B&H. This is because the term is frequently used in education. In 

B&H for example the usage extends to talented children, as well as children who live in 

poverty or children with behavioural problems. Acknowledging a lack of clarity with 

definitions and concepts, the OECD (2007, 2009) is engaged in active efforts to develop 

an internationally comparable framework, supporting countries of SEE, the Baltic 

Countries and Malta in developing classification systems based on the A, B, C model. 

This model is an internationally comparable approach according to which students are 

registered based on: a) disabilities, b) learning difficulties and c) disadvantage. Both 

B&H and Bulgaria are included in the OECD assessments and studies and both 

countries are moving towards this model. This new classification will help differentiate 

between disabled children and children who are still being classified as disabled 

because of disadvantage, such as Roma children (OEeD, 2009). 

Roma children are mentioned in this study as Roma issues have been confIated with 

disability, a fact which itself has implications for special schools and inclusion 

strategies and has contributed to a misinterpretation of official statistics. Due to 

material disadvantage and poor language skills, Roma children frequently find 
12 



themselves either excluded or placed in special schools upon being wrongly classified 

as having learning disabilities (Open Society Institute, 2007; UNICEF, 2007b; Becirevic, 

2007). For example when the Bulgarian government reports on how many disabled 

children are included in mainstream schools, it is difficult to ascertain if those included 

children in the figures comprise Roma or only disabled children (Tsokova & Becirevic, 

2009). 

Whilst the issues of Roma need no explanation for Eastern Europeans I am aware that 

some clarification is needed for a UK and international audience. According to the 

Migration Policy Institute (2010), Roma also known as Romani or Gypsies are 

traditionally semi-nomadic people who came from Northern India to Europe some 

1,000 years ago, where historically they have faced severe discrimination and 

persecution. Bulgaria has one of the largest populations of Roma, comprising about 

eight percent of the total population. A much smaller number of Roma are estimated to 

be in B&H, around two percent, a still significant number as they constitute the largest 

minority group in the country (Roma Education Fund, 2009). In the countries of 

Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) Roma children and their parents live in the most 

deprived areas, excluded from educational and employment opportunities and with 

poor access to services, often being victims of racially motivated crimes (European 

Roma Rights Centre, 2004). 

The term non-governmental organisation (NCO) is frequently used in this study, but due 

to the diverse, heterogeneous and sometimes inconsistent interpretations of the term 
13 



clarification on its use is needed (Martens, 2002). It is beyond the scope of this thesis to 

examine the myriad legal and sociological definitions or for that matter the relationship 

between NGOs and civil society (these issues are in any case explored elsewhere e.g. 

Bebbington & Collision, 2006). Based on the definition offered by Teegan et al. (2004, p. 

466) this thesis recognises organisations as NGOs if they are 'private, not1or-profit 

organisations that aim to serve particular societal interests by focusing advocacy and/or 

operational efforts on social, political and economic goals, including equity, education, health, 

environmental protection and human rights'. 

This study accessed views from people working in local NGOs which can be non-profit 

parents associations and/or locally registered citizens' initiatives. National NGOs 

which are organisations operating at the level of state, and whose activities are directed 

towards country wide rather than local issues are also included. Furthermore several 

international NGOs also took part in the study and these are larger non-profit 

organisations, currently operating in B&H and Bulgaria respectively, under the same 

philosophy, ideas and regulation as their umbrella organisation. Examples of such 

international NGOs would be Amnesty International, Save the Children, Caritas, and 

the Red Cross. 

The term international organisation is used in this study and encompasses a diversity of 

supranational and regional aid organisations and agencies, financing institutions and 

donors (Stubbs, 2007). Supranational agencies are those that operate on a global basis, 
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such as the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP) and international financial institutions, such as the World Bank 

(WB) and International Monetary Fund (IMF). Relevant regional organisations include 

the European Union and Council of Europe. There are also some national agencies 

which are particularly influential in the social policy field e.g. the United Kingdom's 

Department for International Development (DFID), the Swedish International 

Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA) and the United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID). In addition there are a number of foundations 

and trusts and programme oriented bodies - the prime example being the Open Society 

supported by George Soros. 

OUTLINE OF THE CHAPTERS 

Chapter one aims to identify the most useful theoretical frameworks and models to 

research and understand the social exclusion of disabled children and their families in 

B&H and Bulgaria. In this chapter the social exclusion of disabled children and 

families is approached through the main debates around social exclusion and the social 

model of disability. The thesis also benefits from insights provided by the 'new 

sociology of childhood' and debates on children's rights. The major premises of these 

models and theories will be outlined, but the principal challenge will be to indentify to 

what extent these approaches can be used in understanding and overcoming 

exclusionary practices and cultures. These concepts are applied and debated in 

relation to disabled children and reveal an underexplored connectedness between 

exclusion and the social model of disability and the way the childhood of disabled 

children is understood. 
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Chapter two presents the historical and current context of B&H and Bulgaria in which 

exclusion/inclusion is investigated. The chapter examines the ways both communism 

and political and economic transition have shaped policies and practices for disabled 

children and their families. The chapter also looks into how EU accession, as the main 

political goal in these countries, is shaping disability policies. The chapter will identify 

and highlight the most important current issues disabled children and their families 

are faced with in these two countries. 

Chapter three outlines the methodology used and gives an overview of methodological 

choices made during the conduct of the research and in the process of analysis. Apart 

from debating issues of using different qualitative methods the study was faced with 

challenges of researching hard to reach populations, residential institutions, and 

negotiating language and cultural barriers. The problems of doing qualitative work 

with the help of a translator, interviewing children who use little or no speech to 

communicate, as well as negotiating the positions of insider and outsider are reviewed 

in this chapter. 

Chapters four, five, six and seven are data chapters where the voices of disabled 

children, their parents, practitioners and policy makers are used to identify and 

understand problems and subsequently to explore potential solutions. Chapter four 

provides insights into the way parents and children are affected by policies and 

practices. Chapter five is exclusively concerned with issues pertaining to residential 

homes for disabled children and residential special schools, places portrayed in the 
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literature as major obstacles to inclusion. Chapter six considers the way professional 

practices and services act as facilitators or obstacles to inclusion. Chapter seven 

highlights the tensions and contradictions introduced by the work of international 

organisations and the actions of a growing civil society. This chapter also discusses 

dilemmas when translating international disability agenda into the contexts of B&H 

and Bulgaria. 

Chapter eight, the concluding chapter debates the major findings from the study. This 

final chapter discusses how the study and the thesis fulfilled the research objectives, 

question, aims and outcomes. Additionally the chapter discusses the application and 

usefulness of the concepts of children's rights, social exclusion and the social model of 

disability in researching exclusion and advancing an agenda of inclusion for disabled 

children and their families in B&H and Bulgaria. This chapter also suggests ways 

forward and offers policy and practice recommendations for the future. 
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CHAPTER 1 

OVERCOMING 'CONCEPTUAL HOMELESSNESS' - SOCIAL 

EXCLUSION OF DISABLED CHILDREN 

The concept of social exclusion is central to this study because disabled children and 

their families are exposed to high levels of social exclusion, poverty and denial of 

rights. This phenomenon is not confined to Bosnia and Herzegovina and Bulgaria, but 

is a significant problem recognised on an intemationallevel (Middleton, 1999; Dowling 

& Dolan, 2001; UNICEF, 2005; Clarke, 2006; Sloper & Beresford, 2006; European 

Commission, 2009). This chapter will first examine literature which highlights the 

characteristics of the social exclusion of disabled children and their families. The 

second part of this chapter will examine the application of the social model in 

researching the exclusion of disabled children and their families. 

The thesis is also informed by the children's rights agenda and the 'new sociology of 

childhood' (Jenks, 1996; James and Prout, 1997; Mayall, 2000). In the third part of this 

chapter the relationship between these two approaches is explored with the aim of 

explaining why the rights of disabled children are advancing slowly. Qvortrup's (2007, 

p. 395) 'conceptual homelessness' phrase is borrowed to describe the lack of a unified 

framework, concept and theory in examining the exclusion of disabled children. The 

concluding part of this chapter seeks to demonstrate that this conceptual homelessness 

can be overcome by utilising connectedness between social exclusion, the social model 

of disability, children's rights and the 'new sociology of childhood'. 
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1.1 APPLYING THE SOCIAL EXCLUSION CONCEPT TO DISABLED 

CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES 

The concept of social exclusion was first used by Rene Lenoir in France in the 1970s to 

discuss poverty and disadvantage and exclusion from labour markets and welfare 

systems (Popay et al., 2006). The concept has developed further, as is evident from a 

large body of academic literature and policy discourse and it is now frequently used in 

relation to disabled children (Morris, 2001; Sharma, 2002; Clarke, 2006; UNICEF 2005, 

2007; Morris et al., 2009). Social exclusion is a concept developed from two leading 

European social policy traditions: social democracy, concerned with inequality and 

equal opportunities, and social catholic concern for social ties in the community and 

within the family (Coates et al., 2001, p.9). In the early 1990s the concept of social 

exclusion came onto the European policy agenda, replacing poverty, as key 

terminology. This can be seen in the work, reports and conferences organised by 

international organisations such as UNICEF, OECD, European Commission 

(Kamerman, 2001). 

In Britain the social exclusion concept emerged on the government's policy agenda 

with the Labour Government in 1997, which set up an interdepartmental Social 

Exclusion Unit (Burchardt, et al., 1999). Burchardt et al. (1999) developed a working 

definition of social exclusion for the purpose of analysing social policy problems in 

Britain. They argued that the individual is socially excluded if he or she lives in a 

society, but for reasons beyond individual control does not participate in the normal 
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activities of citizens in that . ty h Socle ,even tough he or she would like to participate. 

The socially excluded are not p 1 h ·thd .. . eop e w 0 WI raw themselves from partiCIpation, but 

those who cannot participate because of discrimination, lack of opportunities and 

hostility. Normal activities for Burchardt et al. (1999, p. 231) are the following four 

most important areas of participation: 'to have a reasonable living standard, to be engaged 

in activities which are valued by others, to have some decision making power, and to be able to 

draw support from immediate family, friends and wider community'. 

In spite of its growing use and popularity in policy discourse, the concept of social 

exclusion has been criticised for diverting attention from poverty and income 

inequalities (Levitas, 2005). In addition it has been criticised for being without a clear 

mechanism for monitoring Gohoel-Gijsbers & Vrooman, 2007). In analysing and 

critiquing the concept Levitas (2005) identifies different discourses on social exclusion: 

a redistributive discourse concerned with the need to overcome poverty and 

inequality; a moralist underclass discourse that puts blame on the morals and 

behaviour of those who are excluded and a social inclusion discourse which argues 

that work is the main component of social integration. Along similar lines Moore et al. 

(2008) link perspectives from critical disability studies, child rights and social 

exclusion, dividing discourse on exclusion into two types. On one side there is a moral 

underclass discourse that relates social exclusion to a decline in moral standards and 

children's and parents' poor educational achievement (especially that of single and 

teenage mothers) and rejects discrimination as the cause of exclusion. They contrast 

this with the social integration discourse that seeks causes for exclusion not by blaming 
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individuals but blaming their social circumstances and their lack of access to 

employment and education. 

In spite of the difficulties which surround the concept currently, there is a broad 

agreement that exclusion is a wider, multi-dimensional and potentially less 

stigmatising concept than poverty (Levitas, 2005). This multidimensionality means that 

social exclusion is I constituted by a layering of conditions one upon another generated by an 

interaction of economic, social and political circumstances' (Daly, 2006, p. 4). The 

complexity of social exclusion is addressed by Saraceno (2001, p. 4) who argues that the 

concept is linked to two different genealogies; on the one hand poverty and material 

deprivation, and on the other hand social disintegration, marginality, un-belonging 

and up-rootedness. So, according to Saraceno social exclusion is conceptualised in this 

twofold dimension, which deals with social conditions (by which individuals or 

groups are excluded from resources and social rights), and points to detachment from 

networks, and a lack of identification within a community. These two aspects are 

important to bear in mind when analysing the social exclusion of disabled children, 

especially since the income of parents is not always taken into consideration when 

addressing exclusion. In line with this Dowling (1999, p. 246) argues that 'poverty is the 

great excluder for many people because poverty is concerned not only with lack of income, but 

with the lack of choice and opportunities that wealthier people, however otherwise excluded, still 

enjoy'. 
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The way the European Union (EU) approaches exclusion is important for this study, 

because the EU directives and policy objectives are being interpreted by current 

member states (Bulgaria) and potential member states (B&H). However the EU 

exclusion agenda has been criticised because of different interpretations in individual 

member states, and because of prioritising employment and market deprivation over 

social, political or cultural dimensions (Atkinson & Davoudi, 2000; Silver & Miller, 

2002). Nevertheless the social exclusion agenda has been continuously strengthened at 

the level of EU by giving more att~ntion to social policies and developing monitoring 

mechanisms for exclusion/inclusion. This is especially evident in the Laeken indicators 

adopted in 2001 for use by Member States in reporting on social inclusion (Atkinson et 

al.,2005). Furthermore the European Commission (2010, p. 5) recognises that gender 

differences and inequities are a key feature of social exclusion and poverty and 

incorporates a gender based analysis in understanding the extent of social exclusion 

among disadvantaged groups, including disabled people. 

More attention to exclusion is also evident in action '2010 European Year for 

Combating Poverty and Social Exclusion' (European Communities, 2010). The idea is 

to unite the member states to raise awareness about people who live in poverty and 

social exclusion; to engage with these issues and challenge stereotypes about poverty; 

to increase solidarity and ensure everyone can play an active role in society. This 

indicates that criticisms that social exclusion strategies disregard poverty (Levitas, 

2005; Beland, 2007) are being taken seriously. The member states will support 

activities, such as campaigns, workshops, films and magazines to increase 

understanding of how poverty and social exclusion affect communities. For those 
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directly affected, they are intended to increase awareness of their rights (European 

Communities, 2010). As a member of the ED Bulgaria is participating in this program 

and their plan of action reveals a strong focus on families, on disabled people and on 

children living in institutions (Republic of Bulgaria, 2010). 

Furthermore the need to examine how the actions of the ED influence social exclusion 

agendas in particular countries is in line with the work of Popay et al. (2006) who argue 

for a relational perspective on social exclusion that goes beyond the national 

perspective. This perspective looks at the effect of a wide range of agents such as 

globalisation, multi-nationals and international agencies such as the World Bank and 

IMF, as well as national institutions. It allows for analysis of exclusionary processes on 

micro, meso and macro levels, from families through to international agencies. It 

examines processes that exclude and deprive whole nations, or groups, on the basis of 

their social characteristics because of exclusionary international politics. This 

perspective is taken into account in this research and the influence of international 

agents in shaping social and inclusion policies in B&H and Bulgaria is considered in 

chapters two and seven. Since this study is about social exclusion and disabled 

children, the next section will examine social exclusion in relation to this group 

specifically. 

1.1.1 UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL EXCLUSION AND INCLUSION OF DISABLED CHILDREN 

In analysing the exclusion of disabled children in the DK Clarke (2006) confirms the 

previously stated argument that socio-economic disadvantage, though not the only 
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one, is a very important cause of social exclusion. Others tend to stress different factors 

of exclusion, and Kamerman (2001, p. 13) argues that the concept of social exclusion is 

important because it goes beyond income poverty and thus is better equipped to 

provide insights and solutions to a wider range of problems and disadvantages. 

Kamerman supports the argument, by taking an example from France, a country with 

widely available and publicly funded early education programmes, as well as strong 

child and family policies. These measures lessen the impact of income poverty and 

support the social inclusion of children from early on, meaning that poverty alone does 

not have to cause social exclusion as long as education and community resources are 

available. In countries where these programmes are not available the effects of parental 

unemployment or low income are more likely to produce more adverse effects and 

probably pull children into social exclusion, due to parents being unable to afford to 

participate. 

Although different dimensions of social inclusion need to be acknowledged, it is 

important not to underplay the economic and social disadvantages of disabled children 

and their families and this is documented in many studies. For example Sloper and 

Beresford (2006) point out the grave financial situation that many families with 

disabled children live in with 55% living in poverty. A disabled child brings additional 

costs to the family and due to a number of constraints, such as child care needs and 

often frequent medical appointments, paid work for the parents may not be a solution. 

For 90% of these parents, state benefits are the only, but far from sufficient, source of 

income (Sloper & Beresford, 2006). Furthermore, Preston (2006) reports that benefits do 

make a difference to families, but they are not always easy to access, and fluctuations 
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in or removal of benefits contribute to family stress. Due to care demands, unsuitable 

housing and unmet needs, families with disabled children have higher levels of stress 

and lower levels of wellbeing (Sloper & Beresford, 2006; Clavering, 2007). The 

exclusion of disabled children can be related to Amartya Sen's popular concept of 

capability deprivation (2000). Sen argues that poverty does not only mean low income, 

but capability deprivation as well. For example, being excluded from social relations 

can lead to other deprivations, whilst being unemployed can cause undernourishment 

or homelessness. In this respect social exclusion is a part of capability deprivation as 

well as instrumental in diverse capability failures (Sen, 2000, p. 5). 

Even though exclusion, disability and poverty are interrelated (Oliver, 2004) it needs to 

be acknowledged that disabled children are frequently excluded even without the 

poverty dimension. For example, if a child lives in a disability unfriendly and 

inaccessible town or village, with poor or no education and lack of opportunity to 

build friendships, it is likely that the child will be excluded. Exclusion from 

mainstream schools or living in residential care away from family, or not having 

friends are aspects of exclusion often experienced specifically by disabled children 

(Morris, 2001; Sharma, 2002; Priestley, 2003). In addition, exclusion from mainstream 

community services is another factor compounding the isolation of disabled children 

and their families (Morris & Barnes, 2008). Young disabled people summarise their 

experiences of exclusion as: not being consulted or listened to; having no friends or 

finding it difficult to make friends; and being made to feel a burden with no 

contribution to make (Morris, 2001, pp. 163-164). 
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Morris, et al. (2009) argue that the potential of the concept of social exclusion is in 

understanding the situation of those whose exclusion is not necessarily related to 

poverty, such as disabled children. In addition, instead of imposing normative 

expectations on families the concept has the potential to examine the roles of those who 

are doing the excluding. They argue that different dimensions of social exclusion 

interact in different ways for different social groups and the list below, adopted from 

Morris, et al. (2009) explores these dimensions in relation to disabled children: 

Material deprivation is particularly significant for families with disabled 

children, due to the cost of raising them, and to the time consuming and 

emotionally draining negotiation of benefit systems. This is coupled with 

housing which is frequently not appropriate for disabled children's needs. 

Spatial exclusion is another dimension that affects disabled children. This 

dimension is related to physical barriers that restrict their movement and 

mobility. In addition disabled children are often segregated in special schools, 

preventing them from taking part in inclusive leisure activities because of the 

travel time to schoot friendship networks linked to schools and lack of 

knowledge about community-based opportunities. 

Access to goods and services presents a further dimension of exclusion, due to 

restricted access and the lack of integrated services. The restrictions are caused 

by a lack of coordination between services; the lack of training for youth and 

play workers in how to support disabled children, as well as the overall 

experience of attitudinal and physical barriers. 
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Self determination is a dimension where children in general, but disabled 

children in particular tend to be excluded, because they are regarded as 

incapable of making decisions about their life choices. 

Participation is a dimension where disabled children tend to be excluded 

frequently and this dimension will be especially addressed later in this chapter. 

Barnes and Morris (2008) reviewed strategies for the prevention of exclusion used in 

the National Evaluation of the Children's Fund and identified two different types of 

strategies. One strategy focuses on children's and families' well being by developing 

children's life skills and independence and improving family relationships. The second 

strategy aims to increase children's participation in services; increase their confidence; 

enable children to gain qualifications and encourage some children who had been 

users of services to become involved in running them. Evans and Plumridge (2007) 

argue that the way services respond to exclusion is connected to their concepts of 

inclusion. They documented how many service providers see specialist provision as 

inclusive because it provides disabled children with opportunities similar to those 

offered to non-disabled children. These types of provisions are then seen as facilitating 

children's networking with their peers in special school and helping children not to feel 

different. Other service providers interpret inclusion as providing integrated activities 

for disabled and non-disabled children, with the idea of enabling disabled children to 

build social networks with their non-disabled and disabled peers and promote their 

social inclusion in their community. This strategy did not necessarily result in disabled 

and non-disabled children playing together (Evans & Plumridge, 2007). 
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Building resilience is also seen as way to guard against social exclusion. Burchardt and 

Huerta (2008) argue that even though both resilience and social exclusion are slippery 

concepts, there is much to be learned, in terms of policy implications, from considering 

the two together. Resilience can be derived from individual factors, family factors, and 

also wider social networks. According to Edwards (2007) resilience is due to 

interactions, rather than being a characteristic of individual psychology. Even though 

networks and social capital are not recognised much in policy discourse there is a 

potential for resilience and social capital being increasingly explored as a strategy to 

fight social exclusion (Barnes & Morris, 2007). For example Evans and Plurnridge 

argue that disabled children need to be supported to develop networks amongst both 

disabled and non-disabled children whilst practices need to be focused on children 

within families rather than as individuals. The relevance of social capital, networks and 

resilience is explored in chapter four of this thesis in relation to disabled children and 

parents in B&H and Bulgaria. 

As the title of this thesis suggests I will be examining whether policies and practices in 

B&H and Bulgaria are more about the illusion of inclusion than actual inclusion. 

Literature on the concept of social inclusion describes it in positive terms as the policies 

and strategies used in overcoming social exclusion (Davis & Hill, 2006). It is, as such, 

an affirmative action, in opposition to social exclusion. In this thesis I am arguing that 

designing and implementing inclusion strategies requires recognition of exclusionary 

forces, though there is also a need to understand exactly what social inclusion is. 

Significant attention has been devoted to defining educational inclusion and there is 

general agreement that inclusive education is a process whereby a school attempts to 
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respond to pupils' diversity by firstly re-examining and adjusting its curricular 

organisation and provision, and secondly by allocating appropriate resources to 

enhance equality of opportunity (Sebba & Ainscow, 1996; Booth, et al., 2000). Inclusive 

education means learning together and enabling all students to participate fully in life 

and work within a mainstream setting, whatever their needs happen to be (The Centre 

for Studies on Inclusive Education, 2002). Inclusion entails re-examining and 

restructuring cultures, policies and practices in schools so that they respond to the 

diversity of students in the locality. While the primary focus in this work is not on 

education, inclusion in education is an important aspect of inclusion in society. 

Due to the complexity of the social inclusion concept I have approached it analytically 

and critically rather than confining it to one single definition. This critique of social 

inclusion is based on reviewing a number of sources that deal with the exclusion and 

inclusion of disabled children (e.g. Middleton, 1999; Morris, 2001; ECF, 2003; Clarke, 

2006; UNICEF, 2007; Morris et aL, 2009). It has been suggested that inclusion can be 

considered to be about 'identifying, understanding and breaking down the barriers to 

participation and belonging' (ECF, 2003, p.l). This definition however is rather broad for 

a project that takes an in-depth approach when examining the exclusion and inclusion 

of disabled children and their families. Inclusion incorporates many different issues: 

respect for children's rights, equal opportunities, equal access to education, having an 

appropriate standard of living, participating in social life, enjoying respect and a sense 

of belonging. 
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In addition there is agreement that rn· I . . .. . 
c USIon IS a process, not a prOject or a condItion. 

Societies strive for this process through a series of deliberate actions: reducing barriers 

to participation, reducing discrimination, increasing equality, respecting human rights, 

learning to value members and improving services. For disabled children, this means 

living with their families instead of in segregated special educational and residential 

schools, it means being safe, accessing education in their locality, having unrestricted 

access to transport and community facilities, being able to access leisure facilities, 

exercising choice, having opportunities, being valued, accepted, and listened to 

respectfully. Furthermore it entails disabled children having positive social 

relationships, being members of the community, having a sense of belonging and 

achievement, all of which provides a setting where people can reach their full 

potential. This must be the case for all children, not just disabled children; an 

environment 'where diversity is a norm, rather than the exception' (UNICEF, 2007, p.l). 

Overall, educational and social inclusion discourse is very much about being part of 

mainstream, non-disabled society. However, this thesis shows that inclusion is more 

complex than that, as being with non-disabled children and attending mainstream 

schools does not necessarily mean that children will participate and become included 

or happy with this arrangement. There are examples of disabled children developing a 

sense of belonging and meaningful friendships in special schools or building a positive 

disability identity in socializing with other disabled children (French, 2004). This study 

accessed the views of children living in different circumstances, some with their 

families, some in segregated care homes and schools, with little prospects of change. 

So, in efforts towards inclusion, do we consider the diversity of circumstances disabled 
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children live in a certain point in time, or do we reject outright arrangements that do 

not fit with popular inclusion discourse? Reflecting on examples from children and 

parents (see chapters four and five) the thesis will later tackle this question. Since the 

social model of disability features as an important component of combating exclusion 

and achieving inclusion (Oliver & Barnes, 1998) the next section will focus on this. 

1.2 THE SOCIAL MODEL OF DISABILITY AND DISABLED CHILDREN 

The social model of disability came as a response to the individual model that was 

particularly used in the medical and therapeutic literature (Priestley, 2003). This model, 

frequently referred to as the medical model, was located in the academic disciplines of 

medicine, psychology and special education and it propagated rehabilitation, cures 

and the dOlnination of medical professionals over the lives of disabled children and 

adults (Barnes, 2004; Hughes, 2004). The distinction between the individual and the 

social model of disability was expressed academically in the early 80s by the sociologist 

Mike Oliver, but the original impetus carne from the disabled people's movement in 

the UK (Oliver, 1983; Barnes, 1997; Finkelstein, 2001; Priestley, 2004; Thomas, 2004; 

Shakespeare, 2006). The Union of the Physically Impaired Against Segregation (UPIAS) 

developed this popular definition of disability that signified a new era in studying 

disability: 

The disadvantage or restriction of activity caused by a contemporary social organisation 
which takes little or no account of people who have physical impairments and thus 
excludes them from participation in the mainstream of social activities' (quoted in 

Bernal, 2006, UPIAS 176: 3-4). 
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Oliver (2004 p. 7) argues that the socI'al d I f d' bOlo I 0 , mo e 0 lSa 1 lty turned our understandmg of 

disability completely on its head' by arguing that the main problems experienced by 

disabled people are not impairments but the way society responds to impairment. 

The social model of disability is different to normalisation and to social role 

valorisation, the concepts very influential in shaping policy and practice for people 

with intellectual disabilities. Normalisation originated in Scandinavia in 1960s and it 

was based on the key idea that people with intellectual disabilities should be 

supported to lead lives as close to the norms and patterns of mainstream society as 

possible (Yates, Dyson & Hiles, 2008). Normalisation was reconceptualised and 

elaborated by Wolfensberger (1972) who renamed it Social Role Valorisation (SRV) and 

argued that people's behaviours, appearances, experiences status and reputation need 

to be culturally as normative as possible so that they would not be socially devalued. 

This included challenging the association with other devalued individuals (in 

Walmsley, 2006, p. 42). Normalisation and SRV have been criticised, especially by the 

proponents of the social model of disability and feminists, for promoting conformity 

and normality, suppressing diversity and difference and for placing an emphasiS on 

changing the individual. Still normalisation made some significant beneficial impacts 

on policy and practices, such as the development of community-based services and 

contributing to a reduction in segregated education and housing (Walmsley, 2006). 

According to Barnes (1997, p. 5) socio/political theories of disability emerged from two 

separate but connected strands. The first is rooted in American functionalism and 
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deviance theory, and explains the 'social construction' of disability as an outcome of 

the evolution of contemporary sOciety. The second, British strand, is based in the 

materialist analysis of history associated with Marx, with the main argument being that 

disability and dependency are the 'social creations' of industrial capitalism. The causal 

mechanisms involved were located in the capitalist system of production and exchange 

and in Marxist historical materialism (Thomas, 2004). The social model of disability 

took an opposing approach to the medical model by identifying problems, deficiencies 

and inadequacy in SOciety. The social model is a materialist approach, focused on 

societal structures, rejecting methodological individualism and psychologically 

inclined explanations of disablement (Shakespeare, 2006). 

One of the main criticisms of the social model is its refusal to deal with diversity of 

experience and conceptions of gender, race and ethnicity in relation to disability 

(Watson, 2004; Shakespeare, 2006). The radical proponents of the social model, such as 

Finkelstein (2001) strongly criticised those who included impairments in their analysis, 

as impairment was seen as a personal and disability as a social issue (Hughes, 2004). In 

spite of criticism, feminist disability scholars claimed that the personal is political and 

went on to incorporate the experience of impairment in their research (see Morris, 

1991-Pride against Prejudice; Thomas 2001). Oliver (2004) responds to these criticisms 

by arguing that even though the social model has not adequately responded to 

diversity so far, it does not mean it is unable to do so. 
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In spite of its popularity and widespread use in challenging oppressions and exposing 

injustices in society, Finkelstein (2001) and Oliver (1996, 2004), who were instrumental 

in developing it, argue that the social model is not a theory of disability, but a model; a 

practical tool for achieving greater justice for disabled people. Finkelstein (2001) 

argues that, as a good model, it enables us to see something from different viewpoints, 

thus providing insights which we otherwise might not develop. In that respect 

according to Finkelstein the social model of disability is a stage in gaining insight into a 

complex situation, but a theory is a later stage in the process that provides an 

explanation of this situation. As this thesis seeks to identify barriers to inclusion of 

disabled children, the social model is seen as an appropriate tool (Shakespeare & 

Watson, 2002). The thesis is also concerned with rights of disabled children and the 

social model is increasingly being used in supporting and taking forward the human 

rights agenda, as evident in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities (2006). 

1.2.1 THE SOCIAL MODEL OF DISABILITY AND EXCLUSION OF DISABLED CHILDREN 

Even though knowledge about using the social model of disability to examine the 

exclusion of disabled children is underdeveloped, important contributions are growing 

continuously (Morris, 1998,2001; Middleton, 1999; Davis & Watson, 2000; Sharma, 

2002; Priestley, 2004; Davis & Hogan, 2004; Clarke, 2006). The social model is very 

powerful in drawing attention to problems within society, so that society is made 

responsible for preventing disabled children from achieving their full potential. 

Examining experiences of disabled children Middleton (1999) argues that the social 

model of disability can help disabled children's inclusion and the fulfilment of wishes, 

hopes and dreams by challenging social, attitudinal and environmental barriers to 
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these aspirations. It also focuses attention on looking for ways to dismantle barriers, 

instead of focusing on the children as the problem. 

Dowling and Dolan (2001) use the social model of disability to illustrate the ways in 

which social organisations disable not just the family member who has an impairment, 

but the whole family unit. They argue that families with disabled children experience a 

range of inequalities that other families do not suffer. Going beyond the effects of 

poverty they argue that families with disabled children experience unequal 

opportunities and outcomes in work, leisure, finance and quality of family life. This 

perspective of applying the social model to the family unit is underexplored, but 

chapter four demonstrates its relevance. However the social model of disability cannot 

be applied to all families in advancing social inclusion; its application is not 

straightforward for broken or dysfunctional families, families where abuse occurs, or 

situations when a disabled child is institutionalised or fostered. 

Inclusive education is an area where the social model of disability found its application 

in relation to disabled children early on. The philosophy of inclusive education moved 

away from the idea of mainstreaming - placing a disabled child in and adjusting them 

to a mainstream schooL Instead, inclusive education advocates changes on the level of 

schools, removal of physical and attitudinal barriers to include disabled children and 

other children who do not fit into the category of average pupils (Booth & Ainscow, 

1998; Booth, et aL, 2000; Allan, 2006). The disability rights movement and the social 

model of disability paved the way for policy changes on inclusive education, which has 
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managed to change the paradigm of disability from a medical welfare model to human 

rights model in the last twenty years (Rioux, 2001). 

The experiences of children with disabilities can be explored further within the social 

model framework if they are supported to participate and take part on their own terms 

(Morris, 2001; Priestley, 2004; Davis & Hogan, 2004). Connors and Stalker (2007) argue 

that introducing children to alternative views about their disability, such as the social 

model, especially when young people are going through stages of identity formation, 

can serve as a foundation for self confidence and self worth in years to corne. Those 

who use the social model of disability as their framework, in relation to disabled 

children, tend to adopt a perspective of incorporating children's experiences in 

examining exclusionary barriers, even though this is seen as drifting away from the 

original social model, as discussed before (Morris, 1998; Priestley 2004; Connors & 

Stalker, 2007). Westcott and Cross (1996) argue that the social model of disability is 

important in empowering disabled children by helping them understand that what is 

to blame does not reside within them. 

Even when not explicitly used, it is evident in the literature that the social model of 

disability informs current research about disabled children. There is a notable tendency 

in the literature, although not so much in the media to move away from 'personal 

tragedy' discourse and the suffering of families towards a narrative around 

disadvantage, poverty, barriers to schooling, employability of parents and lack of 

access to services (see Sharma, 2002; Clark, 2006; Bernal, 2006; Clavering et al., 2006). In 
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addition there is an increasing inclination to use a socio-cultural construction in 

understanding disability alongside the social model of disability. For example Morris 

(1991) argues that d' b 'lity f . h . Isa I ng tens non-dIsabled people because of the projection 

that same could happen to them. This fear can make them separate disability from 

common human experience in order to avoid having to think about it. 

Shakespeare (1997) takes these arguments further and provides analyses of religious, 

literary, and media representation of disability in which disabled people and children 

are changelings or the product of evil, or punishments, who become villains and/or 

objects of pity. Analysis of these representations and cultural stereotyping helps in 

understanding prejudice towards disability. It shows the tendency to increase 

'otherness' and objectify disabled people in charity adverts by provoking the 

psychological reaction of pity. Shakespeare (1997) -like Morris - argues that the 

problem is that disabled people remind non-disabled people of their own vulnerability. 

In addition Shakespeare (1997, p.229) argues that the social model of disability needs to 

be reconceptualised to include the understanding that people with impairment are 

disabled, not just by material discrimination, but also by interpersonal, cultural and 

social prejudice. The analysis of cultural stereotypes and prejudice contributes to 

understanding the exclusion of disabled children and the experiences of prejudice will 

be discussed later in chapters four and five. 

In spite of criticisms addressed in this section the social model of disability is seen as a 

powerful tool in addressing the exclusion of disabled children. This thesis makes a 
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contribution by exploring use of thi d 1· s mo e ill B&H and Bulgaria and this is especially 

addressed in chapter seven. However, as previously argued the social model of 

disability does not have the expl t fun· ana ory ction of theory and as such can provide 

insights but cannot fully explain the complex phenomenon of social exclusion of 

disabled children and their families (Finkelstein, 2001; Oliver, 2004). According to 

Thomas (2004) those who work within the framework of the social model of disability 

rely on other sources in their search for explanations as to why social exclusion on the 

grounds of impairment persists. In searching for explanations this research draws on 

insights provided by the sociological theory of childhood. 

1.3. DISABLED CHILDHOOD WITH(OUT) RIGHTS 

This section explores the relationship between children's rights and the way childhood 

is socio-politically constructed. This approach of studying a child in a societal context, 

is seen as appropriate for this thesis as the phenomenon of exclusion is essentially a 

social one, as argued in previous sections of this chapter. Traditional child 

development theories (for example those of Piaget (1952) and Erikson (1950» 

established an approach that treats children as natural and universal, ignoring 

children's social and cultural particularities, as well as children's views (Jenks, 1996; 

Hill & Tisdall, 1997). This generated an understanding that children are beings in 

making, progressing through defined developmental and maturation stages (Kehily, 

2004; Lansdown, 2005). 
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Furthermore, until the 'new sociology of childhood' emerged, children's issues in 

sOciology were ignored almost completely apart from those dealing with education, 

family and socialisation, whilst children's worlds, contribution to SOciety, wishes and 

perspectives were of limited interest (Biihler-Niederberger, 2010, p.156). The 'new 

SOciology of childhood' changed this and turned the focus onto examining children's 

lives from their own perspectives, and considering children themselves as active social 

agents in their own right (Kehily, 2004). This framework in based on a constructivist 

and interpretive approach and it sees children's experiences as resulting from 

interaction with environments and people around them, as opposed to being 

biologically predetermined (Cocks, 2009). Importantly this approach sees children and 

childhood as a permanent structure of society, a state of being instead of one of 

becoming (Qvortrup, 2007). 

The most influential in our W1derstanding of childhood is a famous work by historian 

Philippe Aries (1962), who argued that the childhood is a very new concept that did 

not exist at all in the medieval period. In the medieval world there was no concept of 

childhood and a young person of seven was already seen as an adult. Building his 

thesis on analysis of artwork, Aries argues that, in paintings, children appeared 

without the characteristics of childhood, but as adults on a smaller scale. Childhood 

only started to be recognised as different from adulthood in the 18th century. This 

supports ideas by the 'new sociology of childhood', emphasising that our views 

towards children and childhood are constructed within historical, social and political 

changes (James & Prout, 1997; Mayall, 2000; Kehily, 2004). 
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In addition anthropological studies showed that understzmding of childhood is 

different in different cultures (Montgomery, 2009), which further supports a social 

construction perspective of childhood. Recognizing ways in which childhood is 

constructed is important for this thesis, because understandings of childhood shape 

child rearing policies and practices, thus influencing the lives of disabled children (Hill 

& Tisdall, 1997). Roche and Tucker (2003) support this by arguing that debates and 

policies about exclusion are embedded in socio-political concerns and the tendency to 

control and steer young people. The 'new sociology of childhood' claims that 

childhood, as well as our views of children vary; there is not one single natural 

childhood that has to follow a certain path and that children's experiences need to be 

examined in order to understand their lives. For those reasons this approach is 

increasingly being recognised as a suitable framework for research with disabled 

children (Middleton, 1999; Connors & Stalker, 2003; Priestley, 2003; Kelly, 2005). 

In addition Reynaert et al. (2009) show that studies of childhood and children's rights 

are frequently cOID1ected in academic literature. They argue that since the adoption of 

the UNCRC there has been a preoccupation with ideas from the 'new sociology of 

childhood', highlighting the image of the competent child, which resonates with a 

rights perspective. On the other hand, the view of the child as a 'work in progress' 

represents a protectionist, welfare perspective on childhood. It is also recognised that 

the children's rights movement is supported by the 'new sociology of childhood' and 

vice versa (King, 2007). The 'new sociology of childhood' supports children's rights, 

which on its own, may appear as a set of prescribed rules, or rhetoric or a tool 

rrun
unicating western ideas about children (Burr, 2002). Franklin (2002) argues that a 
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sociological paradigm on children and childhood which vI'ews hild . 1 th ' c ren as SOCIa ra er 

than biological constructs, supports the progress of children's rights. Mayall (2000, p. 

243) also claims that childhood and children's rights are connected: 'It is through 

working towards better understanding of the social condition of childhood that we can provide a 

firm basis for working towards implementation of their rights'. 

However, it should not be forgotten that whether children should or should not have 

rights is subject to intense philosophical debates and it is again to do with how we 

conceptualise children, childhood and rights. Archard (2006) summarises that these 

views range from thinking of children as unequipped to have rights, especially young 

children, to liberationist arguments that children should have as many rights as adults. 

In between are those who think that children should have some but not all the rights of 

adults, and may have some rights afforded to them because of the special status of 

childhood. Archard considers that philosophical arguments about rights hinge on 

contentions that rights are linked to capacity to exercise choice, so that children who do 

not have that capacity, in theory should not have rights. Another tension arises from 

the concept that rights concern doing, being or possessing and so only those rights can 

be possessed whose content can be appropriately attributed to their owners. From that 

perspective, a right to free speech cannot properly be possessed by a person incapable 

of speech (Archard, 2006). In spite of philosophical debates and tensions around 

children's rights the UNCRC recognizes children as having agency, as well as rights to 

protection. 
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1.3.1 THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD 

Alston et al. (2005) trace the development of children's rights through history showing 

that the need to recognize children's rights grew steadily through the twentieth 

century. After the relative invisibility of children's issues on international levels in the 

nineteenth century, the catalyst for change was reaction to the plight of exploited 

working children; horror at the sexual exploitation of children, and the suffering of 

children in times of war. The adoption of the 1959 UN Declaration on the Rights of the 

Child was groundbreaking, as it gave recognition to children's need for love and 

affection and protection; but it did not recognize civil and political rights, and it was 

not about empowering children, but protecting them. The present 1989 UN Convention 

on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) came at a time of strong consciousness of 

children's rights at the international level and a specific socio-political context. The 

period of 1989-2000 was marked by the fall of the Berlin Wall and great enthusiasm for 

human rights, and the idea that human rights would be one of the foundation stones 

of a new world order, including numerous international initiatives for human rights 

(Alston et al., 2005). This historical perspective further strengthens the idea that our 

changing views of children and childhood, and our subsequent approach towards 

children cannot be divorced from the socio-political context. 

Currently on a universal intemationallevel there is an agreement that children have 

rights. This was confirmed by the UNCRC which was adopted unanimously by the 

General Assembly on 20 November 1989. To date, the UNCRC has been ratified by 191 

States, but not Somalia or the United States. The Convention is of paramount 

importance because it is the first binding instrument in intemationallaw to deal with 
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the rights of children. It is based on four main principles: non-discrimination, best 

interests of the child, the right to life and development, and participation. The crucial 

element of human rights is the norm that every human being has a value and 

significance, and that is not only because they are economically or otherwise useful 

but because of their inherent self-worth (Quinn & Degener, 2002). The articles of the 

Convention cover social, economic and cultural rights, as well as civil and political 

rights. The Convention asserts that every child has the right to health care, education 

and social security and protection from violence. Children's civil and political rights 

include having his/her opinion taken into account, the right to freedom of :;peech and 

association, the right of access to appropriate information and the right to identity. 

A major issue with the Convention is a tension between the protectionist values it 

promotes, and independence. Archard (2004) argues that this tension is especially 

evident between article 3 and article 12, where the former requires those dealing with 

children to make their best interest the priority, whilst article 12 gives children the 

right to express their views on matters concerning them and sees children as entitled, 

albeit to varying degrees to try to govern their own lives. This tension is very 

important for disabled children. Their lives are frequently dominated by professionals 

and decisions made by professionals, who act as though they know what is in the best 

interest of that child. In spite of tensions there is a recognition that the UNCRC has the 

potential to improve the lives of children if it is taken as an approach that informs 

policy and legislation (Franklin, 2002). This is also argued by Pesikan (2003) who 

nevertheless reminds us that human rights only make sense if they are not only 

theoretical but also have practical applications, are embedded into national legislation 
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and practices and become a way of life. The discourse of the Convention implies that 

rights are laws immediately expected to be observed, but as it will be explored 

throughout the thesis this is not always the case. Instead "right" is more of a starting 

point that sometimes takes a long time to translate in practice, especially when it comes 

to disabled children. 

1.3.2 CHILDREN'S RIGHTS- 'A DISTANT AMBITION FOR DISABLED CHILDREN' 

Even though UNCRC addresses disability specifically only in article 23, it must not be 

forgotten that every article extends to disabled children, as the Convention prohibits 

discrimination on the grounds of disability (see article 2). Kilkelly (2002) says that the 

provision in the Convention that stipulates a child's right to live with family and not to 

be separated from family against their will (articles 7 and 9), or to keep contacts with 

his/her family is very important for disabled children. This is because disabled children 

are more likely to be separated from parents and placed in institutional care. Since 

disabled children are vulnerable to abuse in residential settings, article 19 is important 

because it stipulates that children should be protected from abuse whether the abuse or 

violence occurs in the home, at school, in a residential setting or in custody. The right 

to education (articles 28 and 29) of all children is of great importance to disabled 

children, since this right is also frequently denied. The respect for the child's right to 

education is a prerequisite for ensuring respect for all the child's rights under the 

Convention as a whole, as set out in General Comment No. 1. 
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In spite of the above proclamations, the rights of disabled children are frequently 

violated and denied (Morris, 2001; UNICEF, 2005, 2007). Middleton (1999) argues that 

some of this is because of the tendency to see impairment before seeing the child. Even 

though the I children first' position is criticized by the disability movement, if we forget 

that disabled children are children first, the rights that apply to other children can be 

overlooked for disabled children. //IChoices and rights" is the theme song of the disability 

movement, but can seem like a distant ambition for disabled children whose experience is often 

of not being in control' (Middleton, 1999, p.1S). Middleton says that crusades against 

impairment through medical interventions, daunting social experiences, parental 

control, and negative views towards disability, abuse and segregated education are 

only some aspects of disabled children's rights violation. This brings us back to the 

way disabled children and their childhood is SOcially and culturally constructed. 

Definitions and constructions of disability have been influenced by changing historical, 

social and ideological practices (Connors & Stalker, 2003; Bernal, 2006). Westcott and 

Cross (1996) draw attention to how social constructions of disability ranging from 

religious belief as to why somebody is disabled, to negative media representations, as 

well as how other people treat them, demoralise disabled children, negatively affect 

their self-image, and influence their life choices. The fact that disabled children are 

often viewed as passive, rather than active, has numerous implications for social 

inclusion, as it contributes towards actively excluding disabled children by placing 

them into residential care, thus violating their rights to live and participate in the 

family. However, Bernal (2006) argues that society has made progress from beliefs that 

disabled children are products of evil or changelings, towards an awareness of 
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oppression and disabled children's rights. In addition the 'new sociology' of childhood 

recognizes the importance of accounts of their lives and the potential of this micro-

perspective to shape any macro-level analysis of childhood (Connors & Stalker, 2003). 

This view largely informs this thesis and children's accounts are reported throughout 

and used in formulating policy and practice recommendations. 

Considering the situation in the UK Campbell (2002) says that in spite of some progress 

in realising disabled children's rights, the position is some 10 years behind that for 

non-disabled children. Disabled children are still primarily seen as children in need of 

service and protection rather than children who have rights like non-disabled children. 

Within the medical model framework disabled children are isolated, while awareness 

about children's rights does not penetrate their world. Bernal (2006, p. 25) says: 'It is 

only when a social model of disability has been adopted by all in contact with the child that these 

rights can be met. ' Furthermore disabled children's abilities to make choices often go 

unrecognized. One of the reasons this happens is because adults fail to establish 

dialogue with a child, having preconceptions of the child's abilities, and they do not 

consider the effect of the power relationships between themselves and children. Due 

to adults pathologising their behaviour, some disabled children exhibit non 

compliance, resistance and silence, but this does not mean that the children are 

incompetent (Davis & Watson, 2000). 

Oliver (1994) argues that language plays an important role in policy and practice 

d
· d' . ill m' g segregated provisions for disabled children. It is lscourse an m JUs Y 
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inextricably linked to the power exercised by professionals to maintain control and 

portray disabled people as dependent. Oliver (1994, p. 12) argues that language goes 

beyond describing experiences or deconstructing the world and practices; that it can 

also' enable us to conceptualise a better world and begin the process of reconstructing it.' For 

this reason it is indispensable for our understanding of discourses of exclusion and 

inclusion. Speaking of disabled children as tragic victims, incapable of independence 

and restrained by their limitations constitutes a discourse of disability as tragedy 

(Middleton, 1999; Priestley, 2003) which is unlikely to advance inclusion, 

empowerment or equality. Offering support to disabled children on the basis of charity 

rather than rights is unlikely to lead to fulfillment of their human rights (Oliver and 

Barnes, 1998). Chapter five discusses language and discourse in residential institutions 

and shows how they relate to constructions of disabled childhood and the 

advancement or obstruction of inclusion processes. 

According to Wall (2008) the gap between children's rights and the ideal is not only 

caused by problems with the implementation of rights. Wall considers the problem 

more profound because rights are not conceptualised within a framework of 

childhood, but instead adult-centred issues of autonomy, liberty and entitlement and 

based on free, equal, or autonomous individuality. This is the reason why children are 

pressed to the outer edges of the social circle, while protection is granted according to 

h · . t for those m· power (Wall p. 541). Wall calls for the regrounding of w at IS convenlen ' 

human rights with emphasis on responsibility to the other and obligation to expand 

. 1 f h 1 ti·ons and humanise societies. This should be achieved not just the clrc e 0 uman re a 
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by freedom, equality, or rationality, but most importantly by welcoming others in their 

fullest possible diversity, difference, and otherness. 

Furthermore Burr (2002) highlights a problem with UNCRC of being grounded in a 

modem western concept of the self, a concept of the' individual' child who needs 

protection and support. It is expected that this concept is universally and 

internationally applicable. The concept of rights and autonomy, individuality and self

determination for disabled children is especially problematic, as disabled children are 

viewed outside the norm of normal childhood (Priestley, 2004). Chapter five shows 

what the constructs of staff in institutions mean for disabled children and how the 

discourse of rights simply does not reach some places and some disabled children. 

Jones and Marks (1997) argue that the rights of disabled children are frequently denied 

because the Convention does not adopt the principle of inclusion. This assertion is true 

to an extent, as the UNCRC does not say specifically that disabled children should be 

included in society. Nonetheless, it lays the foundation for inclusion. This is evident in 

the articles on non-discrimination, the right to education, the right not to be separated 

from parents, re-integration after a child has been separated and participation. Article 

23 mentions active participation in the community as well as the fullest possible social 

integration. It needs to be remembered that the UNCRC was adopted more than 20 

years ago and since then the inclusion discourse has moved on and become more 

directly connected to rights. This is evident in the UN Convention on the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities (2006) that is based on principles of the social model of 
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disability, empowerment and an emphasis that inclusion is a human right. The 

UNCRPD (2006) also specifies that disabled people have a right to live in the 

community. Therefore UNCRC (1998) can be used in conjunction with UNCRPD to 

give more strength to the inclusion agenda. The social inclusion of disabled children is 

likely to reinforce the fulfilment of rights, as inclusion means accessing services, 

reducing isolation and having a voice. 

Research conducted within the framework of the 'new sociology of childhood' 

recognizes that children are active beings capable of making choices and constructing 

meanings in their lives. Connors and Stalker (2003) confirm this when they say that 

children are very practical in negotiating disability in everyday life activities. In their 

study the majority of children said they are generally happy and they also expressed a 

sense of academic and sporting achievement. Kelly (2005) examined disabled 

children's interpretations of impairments and disability and she argues that children 

actively develop their own interpretations based on interactions with others. Those 

adhering to views of children as agents in their own rights, emphasise the importance 

of children's voices and participation in research and decision making (UNICEF, 2007). 

In the context of B&H and Bulgaria this thesis makes a contribution to knowledge as it 

challenges dominant views that disabled children are passive and unable to contribute 

by taking into account children's voices and experiences in formulating policy 

recommendations. 
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1.3.3 PARTICIPATING TOWARDS INCLUSION 

In examining children's dimensions of social exclusion there is a strong parallel 

between participation and the social inclusion/exclusion agenda (Morris, 2001; Russell, 

2003; Hill et al., 2004). In the UNCRC child participation is given the status of a right, 

as evident in article 12. It is also integrated in UNCRC through articles addressing 

rights to freedoms, the right to form associations, the right to protection, the right to 

family life and prevention of separation from parents, and rights to education, access to 

information and in an article on adoption. It is explicitly addressed in article 23 in 

relation to disability. Participation is high up on the rights agenda as well in the social 

model of disability and is often seen as a way to end discrimination and increase social 

inclusion (UNICEF, 2007; Tisdall & Liebel, 2008). Participation is important because the 

needs and concerns of persons with disabilities become clear, when they have the 

opportunity to raise issues and hold decision-makers accountable. Through 

participation, persons with disabilities become more visible and persons without 

disabilities have the opportunity to learn and change - and vice-versa (UN Enable, 

2008). 

The significance of participation is examined by Hart (1992) who developed the 

popular concept of the ladder of participation for children and young people to 

represent degrees of participation and non-participation. The lowest three rungs of 

H ' t" t' ladder are situations where children take part in events or are art spar ICIpa IOn 

asked to express their view but without being given the opportunity to understand the 

. 'th bil't to influence any decision, The most significant participation, Issue or gIven e a 1 y 

. H t' h 1 ildren have an idea set up the project and invite adults to accordrng to ar, IS w en c 1 ' 
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join in on the children's terms. Even though the UNCRC recognizes children' 5 rights to 

have and express opinions, these rights relate to competency, and in the Convention 

that is clearly stated. Alderson (2002) says that article 12 is the nearest equivalent to 

adults' autonomy, but in the case of children it is more about taking part not taking 

charge, as the Convention is unclear whether the child is the main decider and when 

(Alderson, 2002). Children's participation is very much conditioned by maturity and 

this can be problematic for disabled children, especially children with learning 

disabilities. 

Therefore in order to put the participation of disabled children into practice a number 

of issues need to be addressed, and adults need to playa significant role in making 

participation possible. Cavet and Sloper (2004) argue that addressing organisational 

systems such as extending advocacy services, the adoption of inclusive approaches, 

staff training, as well as education and information, are all needed in order to facilitate 

the participation of children with disabilities. The examples of successful participation 

cited show that participation is possible, but in the case of children with disabilities it 

depends on environments and communications that do not disable. Save the Children 

(2000) provides a set of simple and cost effective guidelines for child participation 

which could be utilized by professionals from different service disciplines in Eastern 

Europe and elsewhere. Some of these organisational principles are utilized across 

England as demonstrated by Franklin and Sloper's (2006) survey on children with 

disabilities' participation in social services departments. They found that 60 percent of 

surveyed social services departments involve children and young people with 

disabilities in service development and decision making regarding their own care. This 
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survey revealed that a number of written, visual, verbal, computer, and arts based 

methods (role play, drama and puppets) are used in order to involve children and 

young people with disabilities. 

After years of enthusiasm, problems with the concept of participation started to 

surface. Building on the work of the European researchers in the field, Tisdall and 

Liebel (2008) offer a summary of the problems with this popular concept. They identify 

a concern about tokenism, lack of impact and consultation fatigue, whilst theoretical 

work on children's participation is not developed sufficiently to address these 

challenges. They argue there are different and even opposing definitions and 

understandings of participation, which can sometimes be seen as an empty concept, 

with hidden outcomes. In addition Reynaert et al. (2009) emphasise the problem of 

children being consulted about fairly trivial matters, as well as the inclusion of some 

children leading to the exclusion of others. Tisdall and Liebel (2008) see functional 

understanding of participation as an instrument of social integration or social 

inclusion, whilst the normative understanding takes participation as a value in itself, a 

tool for self-realisation and emancipation (Tisdall & Liebel, 2008, p.8). However when 

considering exclusion, the social model of disability and childhood, it can be said that 

the functional and normative understandings of participation are connected and 

mutually reinforcing, as inclusion relates to empowerment and vice versa. 

Hill et al. (2004) raise the concern that most inclusion initiatives are designed, delivered 

and evaluated by adults, an approach that contradicts participation philosophy. These 
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initiatives are focused on reducing the risks of material deprivation with the intention 

of protecting children, leaving adult-child power relations untouched. They argue that 

successful policies for combating child exclusion need to respond to 'children'~fclt 

needs, rather than to needs attributed to them' (Hill et a1., 2004, p. 80). In addition Tisdall 

and Liebel (2008) put forward an argument important for this thesis and for 

understanding the participation of disabled children in non western contexts such as 

B&H and Bulgaria. They argue that participation needs to be conceptualised taking 

into account the diversity of children's lives and experience, in order to open a space 

for under-privileged groups of children to participate. At the same time possibilities for 

participation need to be explored in contextualised and localised ways (Davis & 

Hogan, 2004; Tisdall & Liebel, 2008). In examining participation Davis and Hogan 

(2004) want of several dangers: assuming that disabled children can only take control 

over their lives through projects, the over-bearing role of adults in participation 

projects, pressures placed on children to participate and the danger of creating the 

'professional child' who is constantly involved in pseudo-consultation. 

1.4. EXPLORING THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL CONNECTEDNESS IN 

UNDERSTANDING EXCLUSION/INCLUSION 

lkin b t ' e tual homelessness' Qvortrup (2007) referred to the idea of 
When ta g a ou cone p 

childhood and the 'new sociology of childhood' as a response to this conceptual 

·th· this framework initially there was no theorisation 
homelessness. However WI m 

. .ld th childhood of disabled children remained in this 
about dIsabled chi ren, so e 
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'conceptual homelessness'. In addition the social model of disability for a long time 

gave little consideration to disabled children (Priestley 2004) This· th h , . IS e reason w y 

Kelly (2005, p. 271) argues: 'disabled childhood seems to enter an abyss between: a) theoretical 

understanding of childhood because of disability and; b) disability theon) because of childhood'. 

This brings me to the conclusion that for those of us working in an interdisciplinary 

field of social policy and sociology there is no well established and comprehensive 

single approach, theory or concept that can be applied in studying the exclusion and 

inclusion of disabled children. 

This thesis adopts an approach that this can be overcome by exploring connectedness 

between different approaches, something that is increasingly being done in relation to 

disabled children (Robinson & Stalker, 1998; Middleton, 1999; Connors & Stalker, 2003; 

Priestley, 2004; Kelly, 2005; Cocks, 2009). These authors suggest that drawing on the 

theoretical development of the social model of disability and sociology of childhood 

can increase our understanding of the lives of disabled children. It can also open up 

opportunities to develop a framework which will research disabled children's 

experiences, recognising their abilities as competent social actors (Kelly, 2005). 

Priestley (2004) demonstrated parallels between childhood and disability arguing that 

both are socially produced and constructed and historically marked by denied 

attribution of agency, competence and civil rights. On an intemationallevel UNICEF 

(2007) recognises that human rights, the social model of disability and 

exclusion/inclusion are complementary models that when tied together can improve 

the situation of disabled children. Also we will be better able to protect disabled 

children's rights if we have knowledge of children's lived experiences in their social 
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context. This is the reason why this study is informed by several approaches in 

understanding the complexities of social exclusion/inclusion. 

Exploring the fusion between social exclusions, the social model of disability, the 'new 

sociology of childhood' and children's rights is done in this study with an 

understanding that each of these approaches have some common principles, as well as 

differences. All four strands advocate for empowerment, examining the role of society, 

participation, addressing discrimination and inclusion. However, the social model of 

disability is about collective voice, and oppression, and there is a resistance among 

some scholars to incorporating personal experiences as this is seen as individualizing 

disability and undermining the collective (Finkelstein, 2001; Barnes, 2004). However in 

line with Middleton (1999), Morris (2001) and Thomas (2004) this study calls for the 

social model of disability to incorporate personal experience. The rationale for looking 

into individual experiences is that disabling barriers and exclusion will be better 

portrayed if they have human voices and stories attached to them. The aim in doing so 

is to identify and analyse disabling structures, but also to show the impact these have 

on children and their families. With this approach the thesis shows the lived reality of 

disabling structures and how these act in the lives of individuals and families to lead to 

exclusion. It also examines disabling policies and practices, in line with the social 

model of disability (Oliver & Barnes, 1998). 
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1.4.1 MULTILAYERED NATURE OF EXCLUSION/I~CLUSIO\ 

Figure 1 is my model for conceptualising the multilayered nature and complexity of 

exclusion and inclusion dynamics and processes. The figure demonstrates how 

conceptual and theoretical connectedness, advocated in this thesis, can be used in 

advancing the social inclusion of disabled children and their families. As the figure 

shows, exclusion is a multilayered concept. Children's rights, the social model of 

disability and the 'new sociology of childhood' are positioned to challenge social 

exclusion with their influences dispersed in various directions. These concepts aim to 

combat exclusionary forces by offering understanding that children are active agents in 

their lives, directing attention to removal of barriers, advocating for increasing 

participation, promoting equality and other actions that increase inclusion. The figure 

shows that achieving inclusion is not a process that acts in a linear and orderly fashion. 

Instead the process is often messy and comes in different shapes and forn1ats, with 

elements that complement and overlap. 
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Figure 1. Multilayered nature of exclusion/inclusion 

SOCIAL INCLUSION 

Accessing 
education, 
services, having 
equal 
o p p 0 rtu ni ti es 

_-' THE SOCIAL 
MODEL OF 
DISABILITY 

Challenging barriers 
and oppression, 
reducing 
discrimination, 
equal opportunities 

Participating, 
being part of 
networks, taking 
part in decision 
making 

SOCIAL 
EXCLUSION: 

POVERTY, 
DISADVANTAGE, 

CAPABILITY 
DEPRIVATION 

Feeling valued, respected, 
increased confidence, having 
sense of belonging 

Living with family 
instead of segregated 
institution 

Appreciation 
of diversity, 
restructuring 
policies and 
practices 

In this thesis efforts are made to understand and show ho\ soci 1 III i n aff t 

individual families and children, but also how it affe t disabl d hildn:n a a ial 

group. Moreover by placing emphasis on th 0 io-p lili • I and ultur.l· nl llh 

thesis will show how element of the odal e Iu i n on l d fin d in th ir t 
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section of this chapter apply to children and families in B&H and Bulgaria. For 

example poverty and economic inequality is more pronounced in the UK than in B&H 

and Bulgaria where more people in general live on lower income scales (see 

introduction). This thesis takes an approach that exclusion and inclusion have some 

common international characteristics/ but also important cultural specificities that 

require attention. This corresponds to the /new sociology of childhood' that calls for 

deconstructing and critically evaluating our views on children/ childhood/ policies and 

practices in reference to culturat social and political contexts and this is done 

throughout the thesis in reference to the changing economic and sOcio-political 

landscapes in B&H and Bulgaria. Also the question of whether and how children have 

a voice and collective power is differently understood in different cultures and the 

UNCRC alone or UNCRPD alone cannot change this situation. There needs to be a 

deeper examination of cultures/ attitudes and the appropriateness of these 

international instruments in anyone country/ including a review of preconceptions 

about childhood (Lansdown/ 2005). 

In the context of B&H and Bulgaria/ exclusion is when a child is permanently separated 

from their family/ living in poorly staffed and under resourced residential care, being 

confined to an institution/ having no say in matters affecting him/her. Exclusion is 

when a child lives with a family/ but has poor or no access to resources available to 

other children/ such as education/ playgrounds/ full health care/ does not attend school, 

fr
o d . th . hbourhood When considering the whole family it can be said 

has no len s m e neIg . 

f 
·1· 1 d d when they are isolated from the community and extended 

that the amI y IS exc u e 

. b· t mployment and discrimination in public places. 
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Inclusion on the other hand is a process of being integrated in networks, not only 

networks of other disabled children and their parents, but wider social networks. 

Furthermore inclusion is being accepted, appreciated, listened to, and having choices 

and opportunities. Complexity is added when thinking about inclusion mediated 

though residential care, group homes or special schools. In the context of B&H and 

Bulgaria this thesis makes a contribution to knowledge by showing how global 

inclusion and the children's rights agenda is translated where constructions of disabled 

childhood are informed by specific historic, cultural and socio-political contexts. 

Finding a 'conceptual home' is a phrase used by Morrow (2008) to praise achievements 

brought about by the 'new sociology' of childhood. This phrase seems appropriate to 

use in concluding this chapter, in which I addressed' conceptual homelessness' by 

bringing together several conceptual strands. The chapter reviewed literature on the 

key sociological/political concepts on which this study and thesis rest: social exclusion, 

the social model of disability, children's rights and the 'new sociology' of childhood. 

These concepts are brought together in this chapter in an attempt to address the gap in 

theoretical perspectives on disabled childhood. This review and the fusion of these 

four conceptual strands, sets the framework for investigating the exclusion of disabled 

children and their families in B&H and Bulgaria. 
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CHAPTER 2 

POLICY CONTEXT: COMMUNISM, TRANSITION AND 

DISABILITY ISSUES 

Whilst the previous chapter debated theories and concepts important for 

understanding and examining exclusion and inclusion, here I will look at the policy 

context in both B&H and Bulgaria. In the last 20 years both countries have undergone 

major political, economic and social changes, having moved from socialist and 

communist ideologies based on a command economy to one rooted in free markets and 

democracy. Firstly this not so distant past will be reviewed. The need to go back and 

look at the past of B&H and Bulgaria is grounded in the idea that historical legacies, 

cultures, political organisations and social interactions are of critical importance in 

analysing changes in welfare states (Cerami, 2006). This is especially important for 

Eastern Europe as remnants of the old ideology may still exert influence on the current 

situation. The second part of this chapter will debate the current political and policy 

issues and changes driven by EU accession and other significant international 

pressures and influences. 

2.1 YEARS OF COMMUNISM AND SOCIALISM 

th S d W ld W r communism was much in evidence across continental 
After e econ or a 

. E t Europe because of the presence of the Red Army that had 
Europe, more so m as em 
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played a major role in liberating Eastern Europe from fascist rule. Even though 

communism, under the Soviet sphere of influence, dominated the political life of 

Eastern Europe, there were important variations across different countries. This is 

especially evident when comparing the Former Yugoslav Republics (Bosnia and 

Herzegovina was one of six republics) that were largely independent from Soviet 

influence with Bulgaria that was a satellite state of the Soviet Union. Bulgaria had a 

unique relationship with the Soviet Union going back to the 19th century when the 

Russians liberated the country from five hundred years of Turkish rule (Deacon & 

Vidinova, 1992). During the Second World War Bulgaria initially sided with the Axis 

powers, though switched sides to the Allies in 1944, the year in which the Red Army 

arrived. 

Under the leadership of the Bulgarian Workers party the Monarchy was overthrown 

and in the following years Bulgaria adopted a socialist constitution modelled on the 

Soviet Union. In 1955 Bulgaria entered the Warsaw pact, further strengthening its 

relationship with the Soviet Union (Natek & Natek, 2004). The strong intention of the 

Soviet Union to control Eastern Europe was evident in the Yalta negotiations in 1945 

when Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill held talks about Europe post-war reorganisation. 

Stalin's intention was to dominate Eastern Europe, wanting 90 % of the influence in 

Bulgaria and 50 % in Yugoslavia (Rees, 2008, p. 311). During Stalinist rule (1945-1953) 

Bulgaria experienced major brutalities and oppression, whilst people lived in fear, 

. I d f th st of the world Due to the debt Bulgaria felt towards Russia there 
ISO ate rom e re . 

was no critical intellectual underground opposition in Bulgaria towards Russian 
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dominance, a factor which significantly influenced social policies (Deacon & Vidinova, 

1992). 

Policies in the Former Yugoslavia were also modelled on the Soviet Union immediately 

after the Second World War. However in 1948 Stalin expelled Yugoslavia from 

Cominform (Communist Information Bureau) and Tito started to pursue an 

independent, liberal minded and anti Stalinist line (Malcolm, 1996, p. 196). At the time 

Yugoslavia strengthened ties with Western democracies and became heavily 

dependent on their loans, subsidies and diplomatic support. For a country ruled by the 

Communist party this position was awkward and the way to justify it came with 

joining the non aligned movement with Ethiopia, India and Egypt in 1955 (Malcolm, 

1996, p. 197). In 1955 Yugoslavian borders were open for the movements of citizens, 

foreigners and trade. In order to satisfy conditions of the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) loans, Yugoslavia had implemented decentralising economic refonns, enabling it 

to somehow maintain communism while moving away from Soviet influence 

(Thompson, 1992). 

The Yugoslavian independence from Soviet influence has had an effect on the 

construction of policies. Rejecting Soviet type dominance along with its harsh labour 

legislation (Swain & Swain, 2003) Yugoslavia introduced what could resemble 

democratic control and voice in the workplace, promoted through the concept of 

samoupravljanje meaning self-management or self-governance. The idea was to increase 

workers' participation in decision making and in the management of enterprises and 
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large companies and thus introduce advisory workers' councils that represented the 

will of the worker. In this system, workers themselves were shareholders whilst the 

factory was an autonomous and competitive organisation (Liotta, 2001). At the same 

time Yugoslav leaders critiqued the Soviet bureaucracy (Swain & Swain, 2003) as well 

as the Soviet interpretation of Marxism, which led to the positioning of the Soviet 

Union and Soviet influence as an enemy of Yugoslavia. 

2.1.1 SOCIAL POLICES DURING COMMUNISM 

Differences between Yugoslavia and other communist Eastern European Countries are 

important (Puljiz, 2007) however there were also major similarities. State social 

policies across the Soviet Union and Communist Europe were closely linked to 

employment. The care of small children and the elderly was heavily institutionalised, 

whilst education and health care were organised in a centralised and bureaucratic way 

(Manning, 2004). In communism all policies were social by definition and the state 

provided free health care, education, housing, employment, public pensions and a 

safety net (Cerami, 2006). Table 2.1 was developed by Deacon (1992) and summarises 

the system of welfare across Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The overall 

organisation of welfare is important in understanding the way disability was 

addressed, and the way families were supported. In spite of numerous benefits the 

system offered there were some major shortcomings as indicated in the table. 
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Table 2.1. A system of welfare across Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union (Deacon, 
1992). 

Advanta es 
Job security for many 
Workers' wages represent high percentage of 
average wages 
Free health service (but oiled with bribes and 
gifts) 
Three year child care grants for working 
women and the right to return to work 
(especially in the GDR and Hungary) 
Highly subsidised flats 

State-organised social security pension and 
sick pay system 

Party-state/workplace paternalism 

Disadvanta C's 

Inadequate or absent unemployment pay 
Hidden privileges of party state bureaucrats 

Underdevelopment of preventive approach to 
health. High mortality/morbidity rates 
Obligation upon women to work and care. 
Sexist division of labour 

Maldistributed flats so better off live in most 
subsidised 
No index-linking of benefits, and work- record 
heavily regulated. Total inadequate back up of 
social aid. 

Total absence of right to articulate social needs 
autonomousl from below 

On the surface this system might seem egalitarian and ideal for citizens, but in reality 

was characterised by failures and inefficiencies (Cerami, 2006). According to Deacon 

(1992) egalitarianism was based on underdevelopment rather than equality, whilst 

Cerami (2006) argues that the system in the German Democratic Republic (GDR) and 

Hungary whereby the state provided three year child care grants, lead to the creation 

of welfare dependency and low incentives to return to work. Within this system of 

welfare Burke (1994) argues, children with disabilities in the countries of Central and 

Eastern Europe (CEE) were treated as a problem and often placed in segregated care 

following medical diagnosis. Pre transition social policies in the countries of eEE did 

not focus on supporting families to cope with child rearing but rather to remove 

children from the home in order to make parents fully available for work (Burke, 1994). 

This was especially true for children with disabilities, but also for all children who 
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came from families experiencing any form of hardship. Lack of financial and 

psychological support, as well as non-acceptance by society led many parents in 

Eastern Europe to send their disabled children to residential institutions. It was not 

only disabled children who were sent to residential institutions, but orphans and 

children from underprivileged backgrounds, e.g. Roma children. 

However to say that disabled children were placed in residential care to remove them 

from public sight is an oversimplification (Puljiz, 2007). Some argue that the idea was 

not to permanently segregate, but to provide care and allow for re-categorisation, as 

well as further education and mainstream employment (Sarenac et al., 1999). In fact for 

the same reasons other European counties, regardless of communism, saw institutional 

care as a way of showing that society cares (European Commission, 2009). In exploring 

the practices of institutionalisation across the region, Tobis (2000) argues that the 

systematic institutionalisation of children, as well as bad practices in institutions 

started long before the Soviet period. Initially these institutions were orphanages and 

the numbers of institutionalised children fluctuated with social conditions though 

mostly as a response to the increased number of orphans during wars and famine. 

Notwithstanding the above argument, the practice of institutionalisation was 

undoubtedly strengthened during the period of communist rule. One of the 

expectations of communist ideology was that socialism would bring about such 

prosperity that the numbers of needy citizens would decline. This expectation was 

ingrained in the minds of both policy makers and citizens. This myth of perfection 
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extended to disabled children who were rendered invisible during their incarceration 

in institutions. Moreover, surveys and testing (of motor and cOgnitive development 

for example) was prohibited. Consequently in a climate of denial, the problems that 

disabled children faced were only recognized by family and professionals who worked 

with them (Malofeev, 1998). Vann and SiSka (2007) for example report how in 

Czechoslovakia during the communist period, issues around intellectual disability 

were not publicized, while the segregation of disabled people reduced interest in the 

elimination of barriers to inclusion in society. 

By breaking away from Stalin's influence and with the introduction of participatory 

socialist-self management, Yugoslavia, unlike Bulgaria recognized and acknowledged 

the need to tackle emerging social problems. Referring to work by Ruzica, Puljiz (2007, 

p. 71) explains these fundamental changes: 

The doctrine of "social automatism", according to which social problems in socialism 
will disappear along with economic development and as phrased at that time "building 
of socialist social relations", was abandoned. The dogma according to which socialist 
society is a non-conflict one and therefore it has no social problems is abandoned. For 
instance, in the child protection sector, in addition to classical children's homes, 
families are introduced as subjects of social protection. As far as the protection of the 
disabled is concerned, professional and social rehabilitation starts to be applied. Special 

protective workshops are opened for the disabled ... 

The nature of family policies and attitudes towards women in communism can to an 

extent explain current issues with child care in Eastern Europe (UNICEF, 1999; 

Zavirsek, 2008). For example during communism, women in CEE were expected to 

hold full time employment, as well as full and sole care of domestic duties. UNICEF 
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(1999) reports that women in CEE under communism had higher employment rates 

than their counterparts in Western Europe and North America, but their workload 

including domestic duties was approximately 70 hours per week. The idea of women's 

participation in the labour market under communism was based on the necessity for 

economic efficiency rather than any concern with equality and independence 

(UNICEF, 1999). This contrasts with the arguments of Alexandra Kollontai (1920), an 

influential Marxist and communist ideologist. Kollontai argued that in capitalism 

children are a burden for proletarian parents, whilst in communism there was more 

support for the family as responsibility for the child was passed from the family to the 

collective. The downside of this collective care is that it legitimised the removal of 

children from families to institutions. 

Communism also strongly impacted on the development of civil society. According to 

Residagic (2006) one of the greatest mistakes of socialism in the former Yugoslavia was 

to prevent civil society organisations from carrying out charitable and educational 

activities. This stranglehold on permitted social activities may have stemmed from the 

fact that the communist party, which itself originated from a grassroots movement, 

feared the power of any such movement to effect social change. Only organisations 

that worked on activities officially sanctioned by the communist party were allowed, 

for example: those supporting government programs and ideology such as anti-fascist 

I • ti' and the children and reforestation project (Residagic, 2006). women s aSSOCla ons 
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During the communist years, in both B&H and Bulgaria, civil society was suppressed, 

leading to a complete atrophy of this sector with hardly any influence on social 

policies. Todorova (2000) remarks that in Bulgaria after 1944 only a few NGOs were 

preserved such as the Red Cross, the Union of the Handicapped, the Union of the Blind 

and Deaf People and cultural and professional unions of musicians, and scientists. In 

B&H the NCO sector also consisted of sporadic associations of citizens gathered 

around issues of common interest and these were mostly concerned with culture and 

sport. Challenging government bodies or providing a critique to government policies 

and actions was de facto undesirable during communism, so the above organisations 

were addressing issues that were seen as presenting no threat to government authority. 

2.1.2 SERVICES: SOCIAL WORK AND DEFECTOLOGY 

Puljiz (2007) explains that in the early 1950s following the break with the Soviet Union, 

the Yugoslav republics critically re-examined the socialist legacy and adopted the 

social work concepts of western countries, preferring a professional, expert approach 

ahead of simple state controt which meant social problems were no longer hidden, as 

remained the case in Bulgaria. Families became subject to special protection, whilst 

professional and social rehabilitation was applied for disabled people, including the 

opening of special protective workshops. Furthermore unlike the rest of the 

communist Eastern Europe, Yugoslavia had systematic education for social workers 

with university education for social work as well as social work centres opening across 

I 
. . th 1950s and 60s (PulJ'iz 2007' USAID, 2008), Bosnia & Herzegovina, 

Yugos aVIa me' , 

. I . I d developed in comparison to the other Yugoslav Republics, 
which was re ahve y un er 

opened their four-year university program in Sarajevo in 1958, but more recently, 
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social work schools were opened at the University of Banja Luka (2000) and at the 

University of Tuzla (2004) (USAID, 2008). 

In other Eastern Europe countries, including Bulgaria, social work was perceived by 

the communist regime as "unnecessary" and an "unsuitable activity for petite-bourgeois" 

(Zavirsek, 2008, p. 743). Bulgaria therefore seriously lagged behind Yugoslavia and 

social work at undergraduate and postgraduate level was only taken up in early 1990s 

with the Bulgarian system of social work developed using the German system of I social 

pedagogy' (USAID, 2008). Currently case management is the predominant model of 

social work practice, with an emphasis on social benefits in the public sector (USAID, 

2008). In spite of the advanced status of social care in the Former Yugoslavia, Bosnjak 

and Stubbs (2006) argue that the social services relied on medicalised models of the 

family and individual deficiencies rather than a commitment to social justice and 

human rights. This meant that service users were required to fit into existing services. 

They further argue that social services will incorporate a human rights approach only 

if fundamental systemic changes take place including changes in the commitments, 

attitudes and behaviour of service providers. 

One characteristic feature of the scientific approach to disability, present in the 

countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States 

is defectology (UNICEF, 2005). It was developed in Russia during the 1920s when 

k ·t th tatus of a science (Gindis 1995). In the years that followed it was Vygots y gave 1 e s I 

d d . t E t rn European communist countries as a form of rehabilitation and a opte m mos as e 
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education for people with disabilities. According to Ajdinski and Florian (1997, p.119) 

defectology is not synonymous WI·th 'specI· I d ti· 'b t d . I d . a e uca on, u oes mc u e It as one 

component of a broader and more integrated field which includes aspects of clinical, 

social, economic and rehabilitative care which when combined forms an integrated 

approach to treatment. The term' defectology' is problematic as it implies that disabled 

people are defective, which besides its potential to give offence also stands in 

contradiction to the social model of disability (Oliver, 2004). Despite its obvious 

potential to give offense however, it may still be appropriate to use the term in any 

discussion of disability in Eastern Europe, if for no other reason than this term is 

widely employed in current discourse in the region. In addition an adequate and less 

offensive translation term is simply not available. 

Western authors have criticised the practice of defectology, arguing that as a discipline 

it acts as an obstacle to social inclusion (Des Power & Blatch, 2004). In its original form 

it was developed from Vygotsky's socio-cultural approach, and conceptualised 

development as a process emerging from children's social interaction with others 

(Vygotsky, 1993). Some have argued that Vygotsky's original work comprised part of a 

social paradigm, emphasising as it did the need for integration (Daniels, 2005). 

However, as already shown in this chapter, the pre-1989 communist ideology exerted 

considerable influence on professional practices by creating a climate in which any 

difference from perceived 'normality' was denied (Malofeev, 1998; Vann & SiSka, 

2007). The impact of this was that defectology moved from being a progressive 

development from Vygotsky's teaching to a discipline that served as an ideological 
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vehicle which, under the auspices of medicine, produced segregation in tune with the 

wishes of the communist party elite. 

Professional practices in B&H and Bulgaria were based on this now traditional 

medical/individual approach with its focus on rehabilitation and prevention, 

simultaneously according professionals power and influence over service users. With 

professional practices embedded in and influenced by a political climate which created 

an aura of non-acceptance of disabled children, professionals working with disabled 

children and adults were encouraged to strengthen segregated provisions and focus on 

rehabilitation and overcoming impairment. This left no room for integration (Ainscow 

& Haile-Giorgis, 1998). The changes which the discipline of defectology is undergoing 

will receive further consideration in chapter six. In the region, professional practices, 

such as defectology, were developed in such a way that they would sit comfortably 

with the prevailing notions of childhood constructed across communist Eastern 

Europe. 

2.1.3 COMMUNIST CHILDHOOD AND EDUCATION 

The power of communist ideology was not restricted to politics, economics, social 

policies and civil society. During the communist period most countries in Eastern 

Europe viewed children as a valuable national asset, a safeguard for a future in which 

they would grow up into responsible communist citizens, ready to take society 

forward (Stanciulescu, 2010). To varying extents children were viewed as the property 

of the state, rather than their parents and as such the state reserved the right to 
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interfere with parenting and assume the responsibility for the care of children 

(Todorova, 2009; Stanciulescu, 2010). The influence of communism extended into all 

aspects of social and family life - including the ideologising of childhood. This is 

poignantly discussed in Ildiko Erdei's (2004) portrayal of the Yugoslav Pioneer 

Organisation, which I personally experienced as a child growing up in socialist 

Yugoslavia in the 1970s and 80s. The main goal of the Pioneer organisation was to 

socialize children into being future' good' comrades. Similar organisations to this 

existed in other communist countries, including Bulgaria. The organisation started 

during the Second World War and ended in 1989 with the commencement of the 

dissolution of Yugoslavia (Gligorijevic, 2007). 

Using a social constructionist framework Erdei (2004) argues that the Yugoslav 

Pioneers, into which children were initiated at the age of 7, constituted the official 

exemplar of a happy childhood under communism. Representations of this 'happy 

childhood' depicted smiling children with their uniform blue caps and red scarves 

standing in an orderly manner whilst taking the special pioneer vows. Taking these 

vows included a declaration of commitment in preserving the path of socialism and 

Tito's ideas; being an honest, faithful, hard working pupil, respecting parents and 

elders and loving the homeland (Gligorijevic, 2007). With the idea that work makes 

pupils self-disciplined, little pioneers performed socially useful activities such as 

cleaning schools, collecting old papers, as well as gathering litter and medicinal plants. 

Children often attended summer camps that were organised with a military structure, 

including an early morning salute to the flag and at the day's end a report to the leader 

comrade (Erdei, 2004). All this illustrates the tendency of the communist state to take 
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an active role in moulding children outside the realm of parental responsibility in 

order to create the ideal future communist. Yugoslav communist leaders directed 

significant efforts into the 'proper' upbringing of children that were seen as the future 

of society (Erdei, 2004). 

Erdei's analysis of the pioneer organisation and socialist childhood contains no simple 

conclusions as to its success or failure. In spite of the obvious shortcomings to be 

attached to the 'ideology of the happy child' - one that on the face of it did not leave 

much room for happiness, childhood memories of different generations of Yugoslav 

pioneers demonstrate that that this would only partially be true (Erdei, 2004). The 

education system was also subject to the effects of communist ideology. Children were 

encouraged to help one another but also to compete and excel academically and in 

various sports and extracurricular activities. The school curricula were demanding 

with many subjects and strict discipline, where critical opinions were discouraged 

especially if they challenged any aspect of the dominant ideology. Education in the 

communist countries of Eastern Europe has been perceived as one that favours 

memorization instead of analytical and critical thinking, with premature and over

specializations that may be ill-suited to the needs of a market economy (Melzig et al., 

2005). Children were examined without notice and a strict discipline and high 

standards were imposed, with no allowance made for disabled children. 

Due to both the inherent inflexibilities of the system and the influence of ideology, 

disabled children were largely out of sight. In B&H children with disabilities were 
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predominantly educated in special classrooms within mainstream schools, as the 

system of special schooling was not well developed. In Bulgaria however the system of 

special schools and special residential schools was extensive and a large majority of 

disabled children were educated in these establishments (Tsokova & Becirevic, 2009). 

Special schools and residential care institutions will be discussed in more details in 

chapter five. 

2.2 POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC TRANSITION 

In the mid 1980s Mikhail Gorbachev, then president of the Soviet Union began a selies 

of political, economic and social reforms, a process called Perestroika. However the 

failure of these reforms to kick start the Soviet economy combined with civil dissent 

led to considerable social upheaval. At the same time independence movements in 

Georgia, Ukraine and the Baltic States assumed greater prominence (Zouev, 1999). The 

collapse of the communist system began in earnest in 1989 and swiftly spread across 

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The combination of economic factors, new 

institutional arrangements and a political consensus around democratic ideas were 

important factors in producing regime change and the transformation towards 

democracy (Cerami, 2006, p. 29). Several major events marked this important socio

historic period: for example the Velvet revolution in Czechoslovakia, upheavals in 

Bulgaria, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War. A series of mostly 

peaceful revolutions occurred as Eastern European states broke away from the 

comnlunist bloc, and the Soviet Union split into 14 republics over a two year period. 
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Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary achieved bloodless coups; Poland held free 

elections; East Germany took the first steps towards reunification with West Germany; 

Romania's revolution was short and bJoody where unrest against the Ceausescu 

regime resulted in the killing of around one thousand protestors and the execution of 

Ceausescu and his wife Elena (Stokes, 1993). 

In short Eastern European states moved from a communist centrally planned political 

economy to a democratic and market economy. The most basic difference is that in a 

centrally planned economy the state decides both the prices and what to produce. This 

stands in contrast to a market economy which seeks to follow the doctrines of classical 

liberalism (Alcock, et al. 1998) whereby the market is largely free of state regulation, 

with businesses operating in a competitive environment free to produce what they see 

as profitable. However in most of the countries the state usually exercises some level 

of regulatory control making the end result a mixed economy. Previously communist 

countries did not automatically become democratic or immediately adopt free market 

strategies, accordingly many have been defined as emerging democracies or as having 

a significant democratic element such as contested elections and a multiparty political 

system (BRIA, 2002). These transitions brought with them major changes in welfare 

provision - moving toward a decommodifying system and a switch from a 

universalistic social protection system to one based on assessment. 

This transition across the Commonwealth of Independent States, Central and Eastern 

European and Baltic States was not a smooth process for children. In the entire region 
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children have to varying degrees experienced wars, atrocities, poverty, violence, 

political uncertainty and complex socioeconomic crises. The transition also led to 

increases in mortality rates, crime rates, homelessness, child abuse and exploitation, as 

well as the erosion of public services which were freely available in socialist times. 

Unfortunately many of the strategies put in place to engineer the transformation to 

market economies were poorly designed, poorly implemented and badly managed 

(Zouev, 1999). Cerami (2006) argues that as a consequence the social cost of economic 

transformation and democratisation that Eastern Europeans have paid and are still 

paying has been both unnecessarily high and underestimated. 

Whilst revolutions were unfolding across Eastern Europe, Yugoslavia was well 

positioned to make a successful transition to a market economy and multi party 

democracy. Unfortunately, this did not happen because the appearance of a stable and 

prosperous Yugoslavia owed more to the machinations of a centralised communist 

system than to any underlying economic health (Woodward, 1995). Debating the past 

and present social policies in Bosnia and Herzegovina would be incomplete without an 

examination of what is undoubtedly the key socio-historic event of this country - the 

1992-1995 war. The war in B&H society created a social and economic situation 

different from the rest of Eastern Europe. 

2.2.1 THE WAR IN BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA 

Like other countries of Eastern Europe, former Yugoslavia was undergoing social and 

political changes. Communist party power was declining, and social problems 
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previously hidden were being revealed; national tensions, injustices and an unequal 

distribution of power. Former Yugoslavia comprised six republics with Bosnia and 

Herzegovina one of them. In the late 80s economic, social and political problems led to 

a rise in Serbian nationalism2 and the Federation of the Yugoslav Republic came under 

intense strain. Independence was first declared by Slovenia, followed by Croatia, 

leading to a violent response from the Yugoslav army and the outbreak of war. 111e exit 

of Slovenia and Croatia from the Federation meant that Bosnia and Herzegovina was 

left in a country under the domination of a nationalist Serbian agenda. In March 1992 

B&H citizens voted for independence in a democratic referendum, soon after which the 

country was recognized as an independent state by the European Commission and the 

United National Security Council. Serbian aggression however had already begun 

(Malcom, 1996). For the next three and a half years B&H was engulfed in a 

humanitarian crisis not seen in Europe since World War Two (Hoare, 2007). 

In April 1992 the Yugoslav's army's operation under direct Serbian control instigated a 

siege of the capital Sarajevo and the occupation of numerous cities, towns and villages. 

111e newly independent B&H thus faced the might of the Yugoslav army - at the time 

the 4th strongest in Europe. The international community imposed a strict embargo on 

weapons, effectively preventing Bosnian Muslims from arming and defending 

themselves (Fink, 1996). Across the length and breadth of B&H its institutions and 

citizens were targeted in a strategy of systematic brutality comprising expulsions, 

2 Historical analysis of this phenomenon, and the explanation of origins of stereotypes, nationalism and scapegoating of 

Bosnian Muslims is \\"(:11 presented in Noel Malcolm's (1996) History of Bosnia. Conditions in which Bosnian Serbs 

collaborated with Milosevic's SerbiCl in its aggressive policy towards their own Bosnian republics are elaborated in 

!-.larko Attila Hoare's (2007) The history of Bosnia: from the middle ages to present day. 
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massacres, and mass killings of Bosnian Muslims, in an enterprise classified by many 

scholars as genocide (Cow, 2003; Jones, 2006; Shaw, 2007; Blum et al., 2008)3. 

Current estimates put the total war deaths at 102,622, with the majority of victims 

Bosnian Muslims (64,036 Bosnian Muslims, 24,905 Serbs, 7,788 Croats, 478 others 

(Research and Documentation Centre Sarajevo, 2009). Many children as well as adults 

experienced concentTation camps, along with widespread severe human rights 

violations, including imprisonment, forced labour, torture, and mass rape (Kaldor, 

2005). During the war, health care operated on the basis of emergency prioritizing 

treatment of the wounded. The education of primary school children was either 

completely cancelled or organised in shelters and neighbourhoods by teachers who 

remained in the country. The war obstructed the development of social policy (OECD, 

2006) and the formal economy, with people reliant on humanitarian aid. 'War in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina has impinged on global consciousness in a way no other recent war has done' 

(Kaldor, 2005, p. 31). 

The war in B&H ended with the signing of the Dayton Peace Agreement that divided 

the country into 2 entities, Republika Srpska (RS) and the Federation of B&H (FB&H). 

The Federation of B&H is divided into 10 cantons and the District of Brcko (OECD, 

2006). This division presents an obstacle in attempts to build a stronger state fit for EU 

3 Some authors have used milder terminology to describe crimes in Bosnia and Herzegovina, e.g. 'ethnic 

cleansing' (Mann, 2004). 
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accession. Furthermore the leadership of Republika Srpska has frequently argued for 

secession undermining the integrity of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a united state. The 

country has multiple layers of government with entity level legislatures and ministries, 

as well as cantonal ministries all serving a social protection and social policy function 

(Maglajlic-Holicek & Residagic, 2007, p. 150). 

The effects of war in B&H were strongly felt by children and families and produced 

major social problems that the country has yet to recover from. The capacities of the 

health, social care and education sectors were badly damaged by the war and were left 

unequipped to deal with the resultant social problems (OECD, 2006). Thousands of 

children lost one or both parents. For example in Srebrenica around 7,000 men, many 

of whom were fathers of small children, were killed in the space of few days in the 

summer of 1995 (Research and Documentation Centre Sarajevo, 2009) leaving 

displaced and traumatised widows to take care of their upbringing. 

Post-war reconstruction aided by the international community and the humanitarian 

work of numerous organisations after the war created a form of dependency, 

associated with the social policies favoured by the World Bank and its conditioned 

loans. The ideas of child centred teaching, community care, family medicine, 

community based rehabilitation and psycho-social approaches became popular foreign 

interventions. Projects for war victims' rehabilitation implemented as part of post-war 

reconstruction began to promote new ways of thinking about disability, but attitudes 
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to disability have not significantly changed (IBHI, 2007), even though some like 

(Edmonds, 2005) argued that they have. 

2.2.2 THE TRAN SITION IN BULGARIA 

Whilst war was raging in B&H, Bulgaria was undergoing economically, politically and 

socially a painful transition from communism. As a result of the poor economy and 

increased drives towards democratisation, communist leader Theodor Zhivkov was 

overthrown in 1989. In the following year the reformed communists were voted in. 

There ensued a strong political struggle between the Bulgarian Socialist Party and the 

Union of Democratic Forces (Natek & Natek 2004). In the early 1990s Bulgaria 

undertook economic, fiscal and institutional reforms, in the face of a social and 

economic crisis that was much more severe in Bulgaria than in other Eastern European 

countries (Swain & Swain, 2003). At this juncture there were two views on how to 

proceed with social policy and economic reform, where one view argued for a 'shock 

therapy' approach and the other for a more gradual one. Both however had a vision of 

a 'social market economy' a combination of a market economy and the welfare state. 

Either way the Bulgarian government was faced with enacting expensive social policy 

measures to tackle the legacy of social problems inherited from the past, as well as new 

ones created by marketisation and liberalisation in what was initially thought would 

be a smooth passage from communism to social democratic capitalism. 
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The measures of social security placed large burdens on the national insurance system 

and created a deficit of one billion leva in the social insurance budget by the end of 

1990s. These social policy arrangements came under close scrutiny by the IMF \\'ho 

proposed a shift in social policy that would cover those who are on the bottom with 

supporters arguing that an extensive social policy is not economically viable (Deacon & 

Vidinova, 1992, p. 77-89). Thus as the decade progressed, communist influence in the 

Bulgarian Socialist Party with its concomitant resistance to the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF), the World Bank (WB) and the International Labour Organisation's (ILO) 

influence on shaping social insurance and social assistance (Sotiropoulos & Pop, 2007) 

eventually gave way to an acceptance that in order to buffer the severe economic crisis 

Bulgaria would rely on large loans from the IMF. This had major effects on policy 

development (Cerami, 2006). 

In Bulgaria transition was characterised by high unemployment rates, and a concOlnitant 

rise in poverty - a major risk for the social exclusion of children and families (Abadijeva, 

2005). In the transition to a market economy previously free services were privatised 

which meant that large number of families, children and the elderly lost entitlements to 

benefits they once had (Tobis, 2000). With the increase in poverty parents saw residential 

care as the only place where their children would get at least one meal a day. 

Consequently there was a significant increase in the number of institutionalised children 

(UNICEF, 2005). 
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In the early stages of transition children with disabilities were largely out of sight, 

although as events progressed the numbers of children with disabilities rose significantly 

throughout the region, tripling previous estimates (UNICEF, 2005). Some commentators 

attribute the increases to worsening child health and reduced access to services. Other 

analysts argue that the increase is due to the increased ability of health professionals to 

both recognise and diagnose disability in children and to keep children alive. Some 

believe that the incentive of cash benefits for children with disabilities is a major factor in 

why there is such an increase in registered disability (UNICEF, 2005). Furthermore in the 

late 1980s and 90s when residential institutions for disabled children were being 

transformed and ceasing to exist in other parts of Europe, in Eastern Europe their role 

became more prOlninent. These institutions were viewed as a place where children will 

be protected and given basic care. However UNICEF (2005) argued that some 

institutions took advantage of the new ideas and connected more closely with 

communities. 

One of the most harmful legacies of the command economies of Central and Eastern 

Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States is the reliance on residential 

institutions in which children with disabilities live in grim conditions segregated from 

society (Tobis, 2000). The most common reasons for institutionalisation are parental 

poverty and unemployment, stigma attached to having illegitimate children and the 

traditional view that residential homes are resource centres where children receive 

food, care, and rehabilitation. As discussed in the Introduction disproportionately 

more children of Roma origin are likely to be placed in institutions. The residential 

institutions in Bulgaria are often isolated in remote villages and only a small number of 
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children maintain contacts with their families (Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, 2002), 

which further exacerbates the break-up of families and the marginalisation of disabled 

children. 

2.3. CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS FOR DISABLED CHILDREN 

AND THEIR FAMILIES 

As discussed in previous sections the socio-political developments in the transition from 

communism were characterised by exclusion, poverty and discrimination for disabled 

children aI1.d their parents. In 2005 UNICEF published a large comparative study on the 

situation for disabled children in CEE, CIS and Baltic States. This report argues that the 

practice of institutionalising children with disabilities is still very much present with at 

least 317,000 children living in institutions across the region (UNICEF, 2005). The study 

claimed that special education in segregated facilities, based on the practice of 

defectology, was a main education and rehabilitation approach. Placement in residential 

care is a practice where children's rights are often violated - children are not consulted 

about decisions and may even have been lied to (Save the Children, 2003). This research 

also noted that families with children with disabilities are relatively poorer, often lacking 

basic support from the state. Even though a rights based approach is currently being 

promoted across the region, disability is firstly treated as a medical issue and then as a 

call on social welfare (UNICEF, 2005). 
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Examining regional data UNICEF concluded that Bulgaria had the largest number of 

institutionalised children in Europe, with countries of the Former Yugoslavia at the 

lower end in terms of numbers of children in institutional care. In 2001, in Bulgaria 

82% of all registered disabled children were living in institutions (UNICEF, 2005). In 

B&H on the other hand in 2005 there were only 89 disabled children who were living 

in permanent residential care (Ministry of Labour and Social Policy of the FB&H, et al., 

2006). Amnesty International (2002) reports that the rights of disabled children are 

severely violated in Bulgaria, not only citing the proportion of institutionalized 

children but noting that cruel treatment of disabled children is not uncommon. More 

recent estimates suggest that there are about 7,276 children in residential homes in 

Bulgaria and this number includes 1,039 children with disabilities placed in residential 

care (Eurochild, 2010). In addition to the children placed in residential homes, there are 

7896 children who study in special boarding schools. These children are mainly 

labelled as I disabled' or I delinquent' and they live in these establishments at least 9 

months a year (Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, 2008) However, as argued in the 

in.troduction, it is hard to establish how many of these children are disabled, as large 

number of Roma children attend special schools. Conditions in some institutions in 

Bulgaria have improved and some have been closed, however human rights 

organisations are still concerned that more significant changes have not been 

demonstrated (Council of Europe, 2010). 

The reasons why disabled children are often institutionalised in Bulgaria are manifold: 

absence of psychological and social supports for parents at the point of diagnosis, lack 

of reliable information and a heavy emphasis on a medical model which invests power 
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in the medical profession, and results in families being stigmatised (UNDP, 2000). This 

is compounded by a lack of inclusive educational options and community care, as well 

as the recent financial downturn in Bulgaria (Council of Europe, 2010). In the EU 

report on social inclusion for 2008-2010 the Bulgarian government reports numerous 

problems in relation to addressing disability. As in B&H there is no systematic 

information at a regional or national level. In B&H there is an absence of systematically 

structured information about children with special needs at the community level as 

well as a lack of networking between institutions and organisations addressing issues 

of disability (Lepir, 2007). Furthermore there is a low level of education and awareness 

among parents about the treatment, rights and needs of their children. Lepir argues 

that not only are existing services not properly utilized, but there is also a lack of 

special education teachers, speech therapists and psychiatrists. Significant numbers of 

disabled children thus remain unidentified and do not receive any specialised 

treatment. Usually, in B&H disabled children live in their own families, cared for by 

their mothers. These families are however, overburdened by the costs of medical and 

other treatments and lack access to appropriate community resources (Lepir, 2007). 

Both Bulgaria and B&H are faced with high levels of social exclusion - particularly of 

Roma minorities and disabled people. In B&H social exclusion of returnees and 

displaced people is also notable. Groves (2006) estimates that half of the population 

experiences some form of exclusion with over a fifth suffering extreme exclusion. These 

figures are not surprising if considered in the context of the high levels of poverty, 

unemployment and inadequate participation of citizens, especially children in decision 

making. Such are the problems that the previous system - euphemistically referred to 
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, 

by Deacon (1992) as the 'equality of disadvantage', is viewed by many people with 

some nostalgia. Nevertheless a UNICEF (2007c) report acknowledges that great 

progress has been made in a short time in reforming the Child Care System in South 

East Europe, arguing that fundamental changes in mindset have taken place with more 

local services and the development of family-based non-institutional forms of care. In 

addition emerging risks for children are being addressed. While praising this progress 

UNICEF notes that systematic data collection remains a problem, along with issues of 

coordination, and accountability. The introduction of minimum standards and their 

monitoring it is argued has to be made an immediate priority. 

In the National Report on Strategies for Social Protection and Social Inclusion prepared 

for the EU, the Bulgarian government claims significant advances in educational 

inclusion have been made. In the 2006/2007 school year the number of children with 

special educational needs integrated in the general educational system more than 

doubled compared to the previous year, while the number of children accommodated 

in specialized institutions for the period 2005-2007 decreased by 18% (Government of 

Bulgaria,2008). UNICEF (2005, 2007c) however does not support this view claiming 

that reform efforts in South East Europe even though they appear impressive in some 

aspects have not been sufficient either to significantly reduce the numbers of children 

being separated from their families, or the numbers in institutional care. 

In the report on education in the region UNICEF (2007b. p. 65) claims that 'the legacy of 

'defectology', expressed in the continuation of class~fication committees responsible for asscssi71S 
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and placing children with disabilities, can also serve as a barrier to inclusion'. In Bulgaria 

however international cooperation has meant that defectology, as well as its associated 

professional assumptions has been subject to scrutiny and academic debate. However 

these debates have subsided as the more pressing preoccupation with the 'what, how 

and who' of inclusion and inclusive education has moved to the foreground (Tsokova 

& Becirevic, 2009). 

More progress in addressing social exclusion/inclusion in B&H are noted recently with 

adoption of the Strategy for equalising possibilities for persons with disabilities in 

FB&H 2010-2014 (Federation of B&H, 2009). This strategy states that disabled people 

should not be treated as a social category whose needs are exclusively addressed in 

centres for social work, but as equal members of society, considering that barriers to 

their participation are removed. This strategy recognised the need for precise definition 

of disability, as well as the notion of discrimination on the basis of disability. It is 

interesting that even though the influence of the social model of disability is present in 

this strategy, the social model is not defined precisely. The strategy only states that in 

May 2008 the state of B&H decided to adopt a new approach to disability based on 

human rights and the social model, which represents a holistic view towards disability, 

including the development and implementation of solutions based on community level 

and multi-sector approach with participation of all relevant stakeholders. 

Another relevant strategy which has been recently adopted is the Strategy for Social 

Inclusion of B&H (Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2009). This strategy shows 
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that social inclusion is prioritised as one of the six goals of the B&H Development 

Strategy 2008-2013. In this document social inclusion is interpreted as the basis for the 

EU social policies, referring to the EU indicators of social inclusion. Both strategies 

recognise the social exclusion of disabled people and the relationship between poverty 

and disability. However no special attention is given to children with disabilities or 

families with children with disabilities. This is in contrast with evidence about social 

exclusion of children with disabilities and their families presented in the previous 

chapter. There is a lack of a clear theoretical framework for studying the exclusion of 

disabled children which is reflected in policy development. 

In recent years there has been more attention devoted to reforming institutional care so 

that fewer people reside for shorter periods (Stubbs, 2007). As already argued the 

institutionalisation of disabled chHdren in Eastern Europe presents major obstacles for 

inclusion, and this is especially true in Bulgaria. The intention is to prevent new 

children entering institutions whilst making efforts to reform old institutions and 

reintegrate children back to their families. In B&H deinstitutionalisation is not an 

urgent policy priority because the proportion of children living in institutions is very 

low compared to other counties in Eastern Europe. In the Disability Policy Study in 

B&H, IBHI (2007) argues that while new models have not been developed in B&H the 

quality of care in existing institutions has been improved, with some institutions 

developing activities to prepare residents for independent living. 
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2.3.1 RESPECTING HUMAN RIGHTS? 

Due to the presence of international organisations, human rights discourse in both 

B&H and Bulgaria has become prominent. Both counties signed and ratified the UN 

Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), and both promote international 

agendas such as the Millennium Development Goals, Education for All, the Salamanca 

Statement and Declaration. Bosnia and Herzegovina is an especially interesting case as 

the Dayton Peace Agreement gave power to the European Convention on Human 

Rights to override the constitution. In summer 2009 both B&H and Bulgaria signed the 

UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and optional protocols. This 

signing came after two years of pressure from disability and human rights 

organisations and indicates the intention to ratify the Convention in future. Only when 

the convention is ratified, will countries be legally bound to treat persons with 

disabilities as subjects of the law with the same clearly defined rights as other people. 

Ratifying countries will have to adapt their domestic legislation to the international 

standards laid out in the treaty (UN Enable, 2008). In December 2009 the Minister for 

Human Rights in B&H was severely criticized for delays in ratification of the 

convention, whilst disabled people demonstrated in parliament for several days 

(Dnevni Avaz, 2009). The Convention is now ratified in B&H, but not in Bulgaria. 

Fulfilling the rights of the convention will require significant changes including the 

potential closure of special schools (Tsokova & Becirevic, 2009). 

The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006) is expected to 

significantly improve the human rights framework for people with disabilities because 
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it calls for an end to disability discrimination in all spheres of society (United Nations, 

2006). This convention pays special attention to children with disabilities by affirming 

among other rights, their right to express their views freely, to enjoy all human rights 

and fundamental freedoms on an equal basis with all children. In addition the 

convention places obligations on governments to undertake and provide early and 

comprehensive information, services and support to children with disabilities and their 

families. This will necessitate changes to the traditional policies and practices 

employed with children with disabilities in Eastern Europe. For example, observing 

rights on participation, community living, independence, respect for the family, 

accessibility, the right to education and health care will increase opportunities for 

inclusion. Furthermore the convention has introduced an important paradigm shift in 

understanding disability by stressing disabled people are not objects of charity and 

medical interventions but active holders of rights capable of making decisions and 

being active members of society (UN Enable, 2008). Thus the agenda turns from 

'impairment' to combating barriers in society in line with the perspective of the social 

model of disability. 

2.3.2 THE EU AND THE FUTURE SHAPING OF WELFARE IN B&H AND BULGARIA 

The influence of the EU on Eastern European social policy and welfare is growing, 

even though the changes are implemented through a 'soft approach', without the EU 

commanding candidate countries to make changes (Lendvai, 2007). Though the EU 

treats disability policies and issues as the responsibility of individual member states it 

exerts influence in numerous ways. Through an open method of coordination and the 
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use of structural funds, countries are encouraged, directed and supported to develop 

and change social policies in accord with an EU agenda which has social inclusion at 

the core of its social policy concerns. The EU reinforces the mainstrearning of 

disability issues, which includes a rights approach, accessibility and policy making 

with the participation of disabled people. 

Furthermore member and aspiring member nations are encouraged to pass anti

discrimination legislation through its open methods of coordination, research, data 

collection and structural funds (Deacon & Stubbs, 2007). Commonly agreed social 

indicators and definitions that monitor employment, social inclusion and health care 

are published regularly in European Union Statistical Agency (Eurostat) and countries 

are required to bring their systems of data collection into line with the Eurostat 

database. Member states are required to submit a national strategy and reports on 

social inclusion every two years. For example Bulgaria signed a Joint Inclusion 

Memorandum developed with the European Commission, which comprises measures 

and policy guidelines to combat social exclusion in all the risk groups in Bulgaria, 

including children with disabilities (Abadjieva, 2005). 

Apart from the technical and technocratic processes of accession that are common to 

countries of Eastern Europe there is a realisation that reform is needed in all spheres of 

public services provision (Lendvai, 2007). Accession to the European Union influences 

public policy on a deeper level than mere legal implementation, influencing the 

construction, dissemination and institutionalisation of rules, paradigms and ways of 
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doing things (Saurugger & Radaelli, 2008). However in respect to the Europeaniza tion 

and transformation of post-communist social welfare policies Lendvai (2007) considers 

the question of which welfare model these countries actually need to develop. She 

argues that Europeanization is not simply a matter of catching up or modernisation but 

rather involves the adaptation and wholesale transformation of existing policy 

structures in countries which have different structural conditions, complex public 

policy choices, multiple social-economic trajectories and unique institutional 

landscapes. 

Some of the EU requests of candidate and potential candidate countries, in respect of 

disability, include for example: removal of physical barriers in public transport and 

buildings access; community based rehabilitation; closing of large residential institutions; 

and the development of inclusive education with flexible individual plans. The EU also 

asks candidate countries to develop a flexible system of social care that can address the 

different needs of citizens in different phases of their lives (IBHI, 2007). In spite of some 

commonalities there is considerable diversity in the accession process. Bulgaria for 

example did not improve child care as a condition of ED membership. Only as part of the 

"N ational Strategy for Equal Opportunities for People with Disabilities 2003--2005" has 

the Bulgarian government set out a series of specific measures related to education 

aiming to improve education for children with intellectual disabilities (Open Society 

Institute,2005). However as Lendvai (2007) claims, in the processes of accession for 

Eastern European countries, the EU is not overtly focused on social policies, though this 

may change once a country has gained membership. This has been the case with the 

Bulgarian government's relations with the ED on social inclusion issues (Government of 
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Bulgaria, 2008), for example its use of structural funds to encourage community care and 

deinstitutionalisation (European Commission, 2009) and the development of a ~ational 

Report on Strategies for Social Protection and Social Inclusion 2008-2010, intended to 

align Bulgarian social inclusion policies with the EU (United Nations, 2009). 

In Bulgaria the practice of outsourcing social services initiated during the EU accession 

processes has gained significant support in recent years and is seen as a way to 

increase flexibility, reinforce the role of NGOs and improve the quality of services 

(UNICEF, 2007c). The process of outsourcing is however not without problems. A 

reliable relationship between financing and resultant quality has not been established, 

and there is little demonstration that municipal authorities actually have the requisite 

capacity to manage and monitor social services. Added to which is a lack of trust in the 

capacity of the NGO sector (UNICEF, 2007c). Outsourcing is an important process in 

care reform and will be discussed again in chapter six - this time from the perspectives 

of the participants who are dealing with challenges of outsourcing of services. In short 

then, with considerable diversity in the accession process and a lack of research on the 

new social policies that are emerging from accession there is a need for a more 

comprehensive framework to address both the accession process and the impact of the 

EU on post communist social policy (Lendvai, 2004). 

The EU is not unique in influencing social policies in the region. The World Bank and 

International Monetary Fund exert a neoliberal influence seeking to focus B&H and 

Bulgaria's efforts on increasing market efficiency and employment, whilst reducing 
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cash benefits (Deacon, 2000). This has been in part embraced and in part resisted by 

national policy makers (Deacon & Stubbs, 2007). Still, in relation to social inclusion, 

Stubbs (2007) found that all agencies have a broad commitment to inclusive, client 

centred approaches to child care policy through a range of community services. These 

agencies bring professional and financial resources and have political power to 

influence an inclusion agenda. However Stubbs argues that efforts are needed to 

improve planning, synchronisation and promote an efficient division of labour among 

these various organisations. Furthermore all agencies agree on the need to reform 

institutions to reduce the number of service users and move to shorter periods of 

residence with an emphasis on preventive, rehabilitative and respite services (Stubbs, 

2007, p. 7). 

This chapter set out the structure and context in which changes in social policies and 

practices in the field of disability are taking place. The thesis follows Jobert (1996) in 

embedding international comparisons within an appropriate socio-economic context. 

Historical differences and similarities between B&H and Bulgaria, presented in the 

current work, are informative in understanding the situation for children with 

disabilities now. Current differences related to the EU accession, are also shaping 

inclusion policies and the situation for children with disabilities. The perspectives 

given by the participants in how the EU shapes social policies are presented in the later 

stages of the thesis. The differences and similarities between B&H and Bulgaria on 

issues of community care, residential care, available professional services and overall 

situation for families are compared throughout the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 3 

'EMANCIPATORY' RESEARCH WITHIN A SOCIAL POLICY 

FRAMEWORK: A METHODOLOGY 

So far the thesis has presented the study aim and outcomes and placed them in the 

appropriate conceptual and theoretical frameworks for examining the exclusion/ 

inclusion of disabled children and their families. Chapter two sets the problems of 

exclusion in both B&H and Bulgaria in the context of their respective histories, 

economies and socio-political transformation. This chapter will now examine issues 

associated with conducting the research. The comparative focus of this study provides 

fresh insights, leads to a deeper understanding of issues, sharpens the focus of analysis, 

identifies gaps in knowledge that prevent cross-national comparisons and suggests 

future research (Hantrais & Mangen, 1996). In conducting cross cultural research, 

attention has been given to potentially problematic issues associated with different 

language, concept non-equivalence and definitions and accuracy of translation (Jobert, 

1996; Hantrais & Mangen, 1999; Harzing, 2005), as discussed in this chapter. 

3.1 STUDY FRAMEWORK 

Since one aspect of the study aims to make recommendations and critique current 

polices it can be subsumed under the auspices of policy research. 111is kind of research 

as Etzioni (2006) suggests deals with examining the major facets of social phenomena; 
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in this case exclusion of disabled children and their families, with the concomitant 

intention to suggest different policy options and recommendations for addressing the 

problem. In addition, the study examines the efficiency with which existing policy 

decisions are implemented and therefore may also be considered within the remit of 

applied research. A further aim has been to produce rich qualitative accounts of the 

situations facing families with children with disabilities in the two countrie~. This was 

made possible by the theoretical framework employed which depicts reality as socially 

constructed, and embraces both the situational constraints present and the relationship 

between researcher and researched (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). As such the effort has 

been made to understand the revealed experiences, meanings and understandings 

from the point of view of the actors who embody them. Recognising the existence of 

multiple realities is characteristic of both constructivist and interpretive approaches 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). 

The methodology was informed by the premises of' emancipatory' disability research, 

which is in line with my overall conceptual framework based on the social model of 

disability, fulfilment of the rights of those who are oppressed, whilst also uncovering 

social barriers and discourses contributing to oppression (Barnes, 2001). However 

accomplishing an emancipatory approach in B&H and Bulgaria was challenging for 

several reasons; there is a lack of understanding of the social model, disabled peoples' 

organisations are underdeveloped and there is an overall dearth of disability studies. 

Stilt efforts were made to incorporate emancipatory principles as much as possible. 
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Throughout the study, efforts are directed at consulting with and incorporating the 

perspectives of children with disabilities, their carers, parents and disabled people's 

organisations. In addition their expressed willingness to use this work in advocacy 

activities to directly challenge specific forms of exclusion, as expected in emancipatory 

disability research is noted (Zarb, 1997). In spite of being situated in a framework 

which is both political and ideologicat the work will not eschew evidence based 

interpretation and will aim to demonstrate rig our of analysis (Seale, 2004). 

3.1.1 POLICY RESEARCH 

This comparative research with a strong policy orientation does not employ a set of 

specific methods or methodology of its own. However unlike other academic research, 

it is based around what may be termed a policy cycle - understanding and defining a 

policy problem, formulating policy, examining implementation strategies and 

evaluating outcomes (Rist, 1998). As an explicit aim of this work is to contribute to 

policy making several issues are examined - and discussed with participants: 

how policy problems are conceptualised on the ground 

what policy tools are being developed 

how services delivered reflect policies 

how institutions responsible for policy delivery cope with demand 

Unlike the traditional scholarly position, policy research is often seen as partisan and 

as such is open to the criticism of being prone to preconceived ideas and seeking 
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examples that support favoured theories (Silverman, 2004). I made specific efforts to 

enter the field with an open mind which allowed for what Silverman (2006) calls the 

'revelation of surprising facts', and new ideas that challenge pre-existing notions. The 

aim, in accordance with Finch (1999) is producing technically competent, rigorously 

and professionally analysed and interpreted policy-oriented qualitative research. 

In line with policy research practice (Young & Quinn, 2002; Etzioni, 2006) the thesis 

aims to offer practical and feasible recomlnendations, operating within existing 

frameworks and opportunities, so that policies and practices can be steered towards 

inclusion. As such major legislative changes are not required for positive change to be 

seen on the ground. When forml1lating recommendations policy researchers need 

always to keep one eye on the longer term economic and budgetary consequences and 

the effect any proposed policy solution might have on families and social relations. 

This will necessitate a policy research orientation that is eclectic (Etzioni, 2006). For this 

reason the micro, n1acro and meso relationships and issues that contribute towards 

exclusion have been considered. In addition by including falnilies and children living 

in widely different circumstances a wide range of options and actions can be proposed 

so that inclusion strategies account for issues across rural and urban areas, traditional 

and single parent families as well as children in institutions. 

Etzioni (2006) stresses malleability as a key consideration in policy research, as it needs 

to take into account resources, perceptions, and changing public attitudes over time. 

For this reason chapter two deals with the socio-political/economic changes as \\cll as a 
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range of current issues that influence these e.g. EU accession, the international agenda 

and international NGOs, and the struggle to overcome a legacy of exclusion. Etzioni 

(2006) also argues that policy researchers must not forget that social relations and 

attitudes - the hearts and minds of populations - are not so malleable and that 

therefore proposing rapid and extensive change usually does not work. Relevant in the 

context of exclusion/inclusion is what Crossley and Watson (2003, p.39) regard as the 

tendency of 'policy makers worldwide to identify global problems and to seek and implement 

global solutions as if one model fits every situation '. One result of this they suggest is a 

decontextualisation of practices from local culture. In this work therefore I have argued 

against the use of a single global model in preference whenever possible to local 

solutions based on local practices. 

This research does not aim to give a general presentation of the situation for children 

with disabilities in B&H and Bulgaria, since any attempt to do so would probably 

resemble an official view that is in many cases significantly different from what is 

happening in practice. Support for avoiding presentations of national perspectives is 

given by Ainscow and Haile- Giorgis (1998) when writing about special needs 

education in Eastern Europe. They draw attention to two pitfalls of comparative 

national presentations: the idea that there is a single national perspective and the 

notion that practice can be generalized across countries without attention to local 

context and meanings. Therefore in describing the context and issues of social inclusion 

in B&H and Bulgaria I will discuss some tendencies and practices that appear to guide 

developments in this field, without an ambition to give a definitive national 

presentation. 
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3.1.2 INSIDER OR OUTSIDER IN RESEARCHING EXCLUSION OF DISABLED CHILDREN AND 
THEIR FAMILIES 

Policy and practice changes in relation to children with disabilities in B&H and 

Bulgaria have failed to receive appropriate critical reflection, something that I was 

acutely aware of during my own time working for an international NGO in South East 

Europe. I experienced firsthand large discrepancies between rhetoric and action, with 

power struggles between local and global agendas, dominated by powerful 

international agents. The work of international organisations and donors has too often 

consisted of office administration, meetings and biased assessments with an almost 

complete absence of the voices of children and parents, for whom I all the work was 

being done'. This practice of course is not only confined to Eastern Europe (Crossley & 

Watson,2003). My impression is that development and implementation of inclusion 

strategies in Eastern Europe is happening very fast - perhaps too fast - without 

sufficient time taken to reflect, consult or evaluate current policies or practices around 

inclusion. This study aims to contribute to this hypothesis by conducting in depth 

qualitative research. 

Historically disability research has been dominated by medical and academic models 

(Barnes, 2001) which have been used to justify segregation policies and marginalisation 

whilst some non-disabled researchers have contributed to this oppression (Stone & 

Priestley, 1996). As the British disability movement has grown, suspicions of non-

disabled researchers have been voiced. Emancipatory research does not reject a role for 

non-disabled researchers but suggests that they need to follow an agenda set by 

disabled people (Shakespeare, 2006). In Eastern Europe disabled people's organisations 
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are still not politically strong and it is usually non-disabled people who research 

disability related issues. Whilst conducting research in B&H and Bulgaria nobody ever 

raised the question of my status as a non disabled person, instead it was commented 

on positively on several occasions 'someone cares about our children' (parent, B&H). This 

indicates how oppressed disabled people are and how marginalised disability research 

is in B&H and Bulgaria. However within the constraints of this situation I used every 

opportunity to discuss directly the research, methods used and their potential with 

disabled people's organisations from Eastern Europe, as well as drawing on practices 

of emancipatory disability research from the literature. 

How different researchers' positions influence the research process was also subject to 

considerable reflection both during and after fieldwork. Being a native Bosnian, 

comfortable with the system, being able to communicate with informants in our native 

language, being familiar with terminology and cultural norms all implied an insider 

status (Rubin & Rubin, 1995) and informants frequently referred to me as "one of 

them". Whilst this makes access, communication and understanding of the cultural 

and political context easier and productive for data collection, I constantly had to 

guard against' going native' and identifying with participants in their settings, and 

instead remain on the other side of the researcher's lens as suggested by Delamont 

(2004). 

Even though I was a foreigner in Bulgaria, some historical, socio-political, cultural and 

linguistic affinities that are embodied in a Balkan context (Todorova, 1997) were 
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experienced as a connection with participants. I was not a complete outsider. 

According to Filep (2009) pre existing knowledge about different ethnic and cultural 

concepts and affiliations can help in engaging with participants. Reflecting on the 

insider/outsider position brought to light the complexities of these issues. It is not 

something that can be explained in fixed categories, i.e. in terms of being native to one 

country. There are other factors that influence this positioning. For example I cannot 

claim group membership with parents of disabled children, as I am not a parent 

myself, therefore in this respect with these participants I was an outsider in both 

countries. With NCO workers and people from international organisations, because of 

my own experience of working in these settings I was more of an insider. 

Conducting this study made me aware that the position of both insiders and outsiders 

affords considerable advantages for deepening our knowledge of the human 

experience of any given context (Corbin-Dwyer & Buckle, 2009). Finally, on reflection I 

realize that my relationship to the topic of social exclusion has been influenced by my 

own personal experience of being a refugee, because it was a time when I became 

painfully aware that exclusion is something that happens to us rather than something 

we choose, as pointed out by Atkinson (quoted in Phipps & Curtis, 2001, p.2). Doing 

policy, cross- cultural research whilst respecting the emancipatory disability paradigm 

involved considering and negotiating the methodological issues debated here. 
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3.2 STUDY DESIGN: DOING ETHICAL POLICY RESEARCH 

Semi-structured individual interviews were the main research methods used. These 

were complemented by the use of three focus groups and unstructured observations 

recorded in a fieldwork diary. Selection of informants was based on purposeful and 

theoretical sampling strategies. Miles and Huberman (1994) consider the design of a 

study can be 'loose' or 'tight' with, they suggest, the former for exploration and use in 

unfamiliar territory. A tight design is to be preferred when the researcher is already 

familiar with the setting, has already defined their concepts and seeks to come to an 

explanation or comparison between cases. In the present work a diversity of settings 

and informants, as well as a degree of familiarity with the field, informed and largely 

dictated the research approach. As a native Bosnian speaker, a tighter structure worked 

better in the Bosnian context, whilst in Bulgaria, my presence as a foreign researcher 

entailed a looser approach was more appropriate. As such the overall work does not 

fall exclusively under the umbrella of either approach. 

3.2.1 ACCESSING AND SELECTING PARTICIPANTS 

The fieldwork phase of this study lasted fror~1 July 2007 to October 2008. During this 

period I visited B&H and Bulgaria eight times in total. The length of these visits varied 

from 7 days to 2 months. Fieldwork began in B&H in July 2007 when the first 

interviews were conducted and significant networking with various organisations took 

place. The initial five interviews were treated as pilot interviews and as a way of 

introducing gatekeepers and potential participants to the study. In initial stages of the 
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research a network of friends, family and colleagues was utilised in accessing 

participants - a strategy suggested by Taylor and Bogdan (1998). During the pilot stage, 

relationships were built with several disability organisations eager to recommend 

other people from their work circle or from outside. 

In order to gain access and learn about professional practices, views and issues in 

residential care, there was prolonged involvement with one residential care home in 

B&H. This comprised a series of pilot interviews at the beginning of the research, 

interviews with children, follow-up int'2rviews with different members of staff and 

nUlnerous informal conversations with staff and residents. On one particular day I 

participated for the whole day in a ceremony marking the opening of their new unit 

and at this event, because of the unplanned absence of the official translator, I was 

asked to translate speeches by the director of the institution as well as foreign donors. 

This created considerable trust between the staff and myself and helped in gaining 

access to interview children. 

Sampling choices evolved through successive waves of data collection with careful 

ordering of multiple cases along a key dimension in order to make powerful 

explanation more likely (Huberman & Miles, 1998). For this reason the research relied 

extensively on a purposeful strategy - a procedure whereby the researcher, on the basis 

of informed judgement, makes a deliberate attempt to select cases or individuals that 

are representative of the population (Cobo, 2004). Merkens (2004) argues that classical 

qualitative investigation is interested in what is special; therefore the informants were 
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selected on the basis of their special characteristics: being a member of a family of a 

child with disability, being a child with a disability or a service user controlled 

organisations, and for professionals, having involvement with health, social, or 

educational provision for children with disabilities. 

A purposeful strategy was also suitable for selecting focus group participants, as this 

permits the selection of people with a key relation to the topic (Tonkiss, 2006). 

Accordingly the aim was not to select people representative of a wider population, but 

people with professional or personal experiences, views, and knowledge of disability 

issues among children and young people. As, Gobo (2004) argues this purposive 

strategy maximjsed variations and enabled access to different situations. For example, 

children with disabilities living in very different circumstances were interviewed, 

including children living in residential institutions, in a foster family, at horne with a 

single mother, and with grandparents. Furthermore, the mothers who participated in 

the research were far from being a uniform group. The severity of their children's 

disability differed across the sample, whilst some lived in a single parent household, 

and some were unemployed. 

Even though a purposeful strategy was the main method of participant selection, in 

order to pursue emerging themes theoretical sampling was also used at times. This, 

according to Seale (2006) involves choosing cases or people to study with the view of 

challenging, broadening or changing the existing theory to incorporate new 

phenomena. It included locating people in rural areas or particular informants \\'ith 
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different positions, such as a former policy maker. Theoretical sampling therefore 

increased variation among the sample, identifying deviant and diverse cases. It also 

enabled development and testing of emerging analytical ideas (Walsh, 2006). Sampling 

was also facilitated by networking with various organisations and individuals that 

occurred through informal meetings and communications with representatives of 

organisations, as well as through attending conferences and meetings. This prevented 

reliance on one organisation for selecting the sample, thus increasing variation among 

individuals and in their views and theoretical positions. 

3.2.2 PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS 

The number and profile of participants can be summarised as follows: parents and 

carers of disabled children (N=23), disabled children (N=7), government policy makers 

(N=6), practitioners in various settings (N=17), representatives from non-governmental 

and disabled peoples' organisations (N=8), representatives from international 

organisations (N=3). Variation among participants was especially sought, so that 

research included participants whose roles occasionally overlapped, this being true for 

parents of disabled children who worked in parents' organisations (see appendix two 

for detailed tables with participants) and table 3.1 for sample summary. Accordingly 

during interviews they often moved from talking about their organisation to reflecting 

on their experiences of being the parent of a disabled child. In discussing policies and 

practices they frequently talked from the perspective of a parent. 
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Table 3.1 Participants 

Sample I Number 

Children 
, 

17 
I 

Parents and carers 
1

23 

Government policy makers 
1

6 
I 

NGO, INGOs and disabled peoples' organisations workers !s 
Representatives of international organisations 

1
3 i 

Professionals -social workers, defectologists, school principals \17 I 

Achieving comparability of samples in cross-national research is a major challenge 

(Hantrais & Mangen, 1996). Efforts were made to ensure as closely as possible 

comparability across settings and between individual participants. Finding an exact 

match was difficult but several key dimensions for comparability were included. The 

research took place in capital cities, as well as two other major cities and two small 

towns/villages. The places with inclusive orientation such as day centres as well as 

residential special schools were visited in both countries. Comparison was however 

difficult to achieve with disabled children, as access to them was restricted, especially 

in Bulgaria. Gatekeepers, especially in residential places were not in favour of me 

talking to children and even when they agreed no time was given for preparation. This 

was negotiated on the spot in B&H, however in Bulgaria it was made more difficult by 

the obstacle of a language barrier. Interviews with children will be further discussed in 

section 3.3.2. 
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3.2.3 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

There is no single theory of ethics that can provide clear guidelines, instead the 

researcher is responsible for choices (de Laine, 2000) that are based on moral, political 

and epistemological positions that need to be negotiated within different cultures 

(Kelly & Ali, 2006). For this study the British Sociological Association and National 

Children's Bureau ethical guidelines were followed. Ethical approval was given by the 

Open University Material and Human Participants Committee. Since the research 

involves contacts with vulnerable participants and children the researcher requested 

and was granted an enhanced disclosure from the UK Criminal Records Bureau. As 

suggested by the Committee, support within the social care and psychological services 

in both countries was identified in case participants revealed abuse or became 

distressed whilst being interviewed and needed psychological support. 

The majority of the participants were sent a study information sheet in advance (see 

appendix 1) otherwise information was given over the telephone. Before the interview 

time was taken to explain the study, my background, the university I was from, what 

participation would entail and what the plans were for disseminating results. 

Participants were assured that they could decline to participate at any point during the 

interview or withdraw their interview afterwards. Ryen (2004, 2008) draws attention to 

the influence of culture on ethics and the need to reflect on the western ethical 

considerations for privacy and the belief that protection comes with signed documents. 

Ambivalence by several informants to signed consent was noted, and it was felt that 

the issue introduced an unwelcome dose of officialdom in the interaction. It was felt as 

Waldrop (2004) suggests that real consent was not the paper signing mCllnent but the 
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constant process of negotiation between researcher and informant. Besides as Shaw 

(2008) notes, in qualitative research participants are not always sure when a researcher 

is working and when they are taking time out. For this reason all participants were 

informed that the data from our informal conversations and observations of premises 

and activities will be used to complement the data gathered in interviews. 

Furthermore there were occasions where achieving privacy was not always possible 

and insisting on it would have been considered culturally inappropriate (see Ryen, 

2008). In accordance with participants' preferences a few interviews were conducted in 

restaurants or cafe's (during quiet times) and on two occasions participants' colleagues 

were present in the room during interview. However, the main dilemma occurred 

when at the start of an interview with one family the informant received unplanned 

guests - a neighbour and her son, a practice that is usual in Bosnian villages and 

declining hospitality for any reason would be considered rude. When this happened I 

carefully offered to reschedule the interview, but my informant assured me that they 

were comfortable talking in front of the neighbour. 

In working with children, obtaining consent was an ongoing, reflexive effort, taking a 

situated and negotiated approach to ethics (Renold et al., 2008). While it was the 

professionals and parents who officially consented to the research, time was taken to 

explain to each child, in accordance with their understanding, what the research 

entailed whilst also giving them the opportunity to decline participating if they so 

wished. Care was taken to assure children that they were not being judged or assessed, 
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as I was neither a social worker nor a teacher. They were also assured that they could 

stop the interview at any point and for any reason if they did not understand 

something or no longer wanted to take part. In addition children, as well as some other 

participants did not seem to understand the need for pseudonyms. Nevertheless, due 

to the sensitivity of some information and the personal issues discussed, the 

participants' real names were not used in the thesis. 

Ethical dilemmas were present during the data interpretation stage as several 

participants expressed views that were disempowering to disabled children. 

Presenting these participants in demeaning and unflattering ways would have meant 

betraying the trust they invested, and cause hurt as this picture would not reflect their 

vision of themselves (Fontana & Frey, 2005). The major challenge was to reduce this 

ethical problem by being critical and explanatory not to individuals but toward the 

discourses they were operating within and to acknowledge the power of the social and 

political context on the ways individuals behave. 

Ethical considerations stretch beyond confidentiality and anonymity and include the 

question of whose agenda the research serves (Lincoln & Guba, 2003), something that 

is very much a matter of concern in disability emancipatory, child centred and feminist 

research. Participants offered suggestions as to how this research could be used to 

inform policy, to support awareness raising and in general to contribute to improving 

the situation for disabled children and their families. This accords with Lincoln's (2002) 

view that research should serve the needs of the community in which it was carried 
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out rather than simply contributing to academic knowledge. From the start 

participants were informed, and strongly supported the idea, that efforts will be made 

to disseminate and publish as much as possible from this research. However, they 

were also informed that publishing endeavours are not guaranteed and no promises 

can be made. 

3.3 METHODS: INTERVIEWING CHILDREN, ADULTS, ELITES 

The interviews in this study can be defined as semi-structured (Robson, 2002), or open 

interviews (Hopt 2004). Semi structured qualitative interviews are suitable for 

exploring in some depth, people's experiences, values, attitudes (Byrne, 2006) past 

events, motivations and reasoning around concepts (Drever, 2003). This makes it 

appropriate for eliciting views on social inclusion and exclusion, policies and practices 

around disability. Furthermore Byrne (2006) argues that qualitative interviews allow 

for investigation of sensitive topics and for exploring the voices and experiences of 

people who have been ignored, surpassed or misinterpreted - an apt description of the 

disabled children, their parents, and some of the practitioners in this work. According 

to Byrne this style is compatible with an ontological position which regards peoples' 

knowledge, values and experiences as worthy of investigation. Children were asked 

about their experiences of schooL friendships, places where they live, their likes and 

dislikes. Other informants were asked questions in accordance with their position and 

place of work. The aim was to access a variety of views on as many relevant topics on 
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issues that can be related to disability as possible and to examine opportunities and 

obstacles for inclusion as they are seen from different stakeholders' perspectives. 

3.3.1 QUESTIONS AND INTERVIEWING PROTOCOL 

A series of topics and questions were prepared in advance for different groups of 

people, and were used to open discussion and to provide further prompts rather than a 

structured interview guide so as not to restrict the interviewee's response (Bryman, 

2004). For example parents were asked about negotiating disability related issues at 

home, about their and their children's opportunities and obstacles for inclusion. Even 

though questions and topics were formulated in advance these were loosely 

administered and both the wording and question order were altered (Bryman, 2004) in 

harmony with the conversation, to ensure greater flexibility. Only open-ended 

questions were asked because these are more flexible, allow interviewees to go into 

greater depth and can clarify possible misunderstandings (Cohen et al., 2000; Byrne, 

2006). Indeed explanations were offered immediately whenever it appeared that 

informants did not understand or misunderstood a question. In addition, care was 

taken to avoid what can be seen as double barrelled, biased (Robson, 2002) or leading 

(Bryman, 2004) questions. This can be seen from the interview protocol in appendix 

four. 

When interviewing guidelines commonly used by researchers were followed; 

participants were given time to express themselves, they were not interrupted, 

questions were asked in an understandable format and the approach was adjusted so 
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that interviewees were encouraged to talk, but around the subjects of the research 

(Byrne, 2006). Effort was made to establish rapport and build trusting relationships 

with participants, which is important for developing informed research (Fontana & 

Fray, 2005). Furthermore the timing and location of interviews was adjusted according 

to what informants preferred. Some interviews were held in organisations where 

informants worked, some in quiet cafes, some in family homes. Issues of ethics, 

informed consent, data use, and confidentiality were discussed at the start. Participants 

were aware that they could stop an interview at any time without any consequences or 

that they could later withdraw their participation. Refreshments were provided 

throughout the interviews. 

A majority of the interviews were audio recorded and were transcribed fully providing 

a permanent record of the interviews (Arksey & Knight, 1999). Most interviews were 

transcribed soon after recording, which according to Wengraf (2001) is a good way to 

retain the research experience. Interviews conducted in the Bulgarian language were 

transcribed by the translator, but these interviews were listened to again by myself (I 

possess a basic working knowledge of Bulgarian) and clarifications were discussed 

with the interpreter. In transcribing interviews instances of laughter, longer pauses and 

expressions of sarcasm which provide an emotional accompaniment to the dialogue 

were noted in different print with a short description, whilst in the focus groups care 

was taken to identify who said what (Bryman, 2004). 
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Ann Oakley (2003) challenges the 'masculine' style of interviewing that emphasises 

objectivity, strict professionalism, friendliness without involvement and avoiding 

responding to informants' questions. In my research I have chosen to adopt an 

approach which does not shy away from friendliness, involvement and investment of 

personal identity as Oakley argues. The interview is a type of social interaction where 

the behaviour of both interviewer and interviewee necessarily combine to form the 

relationship which shapes the interview (Fontana & Frey, 2005). Hence the style of 

communication and level of friendliness is not only decided by the researcher but also 

by the respondent. Differences in respondents' ages, gender and social position can be 

expected to produce differences in interviewing style and dynamics. This does not 

preclude a role for the expectations and preconceptions that respondents will have as 

to what an interview is supposed to look like. Necessarily the nature of the interview 

will flow from the intended stance of the interviewer and how this interacts and 

responds to the expectations of the interviewee. 

3.3.2 INTERVIEWING CHILDREN WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES 

AND COMMUNICATION IMPAIRMENTS 

Altogether seven disabled children were interviewed. Three children were interviewed 

together with their families. The other four children live in a residential home in B&H 

where the interviews took place. Four children were aged between 7 and 10 and three 

were between 14 and 17 years old. The children in the residential institution had 

different levels of intellectual disability but no physical disability. Among the children 

living with families, one child had Down's syndrome, one child a severe form of 

cerebral palsy and one boy en1otional and learning difficulties. 
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It is well documented that children who have significant communication and/or 

cognitive impairments are often excluded from research that concerns them (~lorris, 

2003; Rabiee et al., 2005). A wish to exclude these children was expressed by 

professionals in the residential institution, but not by the parents and the carers. In 

residential institution in B&H professionals claimed that the children with intellectual 

disability are incapable of giving meaningful responses and contributing to the 

research, but after some negotiation permission was granted. This permission however 

did not mean that access to children was unlimited, instead gatekeepers contended that 

organising these interviews caused inconvenience to staff. Efforts were therefore made 

to keep any disruption of their routine to a minimum. 

A member of staff, a teacher well known to children, was aSSigned to help. The 

advantage of this was that the children were not alone with someone unfamiliar, which 

is important when conducting research with vulnerable participants (Liamputtong, 

2007). However it should also be bon1 in mind that the presence of the teacher may act 

as a barrier, preventing children from expressing themselves fully. Individual 

interviews instead of focus groups was the preferred method because children's 

abilities varied significantly, some being more communicative then others, and it was 

likely that in the focus group some children would not get a chance to express 

themselves. After spending some time interacting with ten children in the class the 

teacher and I agreed which children to ask if they wanted to take part. This decision 

was made based on the children's communication ability, and positive interaction with 

me. The teacher was present during the interviews, getting involved only if a child 

made unclear statements or made reference to something unfamiliar. It \\'(1S not 
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completely possible to access all the information about a child's life from a child with 

intellectual disabilities, so information from the teacher was used to fill in the missing 

gaps, an approach that has often been used (Morris, 1998; Celinska, 2004). The teacher 

was explicitly not asked about the attitudes, beliefs and perceptions of the children, as 

proxies can not accurately represent these (Liamputtong, 2007). Before the interview 

started the children were introduced to tape recording and given an explanation of 

how it was to be used. Care was taken not to ask potentially emotionally upsetting 

questions and none of the children got upset during any of the interviews. 

Booth and Booth (1996) have identified several barriers in conducting narrative 

research with young people with learning difficulties: inarticulateness, 

unresponsiveness, and problems in presenting questions about time and frequency. 

Some of these issues were encountered in this research. Some children did not say 

much, their narrative was limited and they could not answer any complex questions, 

especially one boy. However avoiding open ended questions, understanding silences 

and non verbal cues, attending to what goes unsaid, distingUishing between expressive 

silences (waiting to be broken) and closed silences (waiting to be passed over) and 

picking up personal cues facilitated communication and helped the children express 

thelTIselves (Booth & Booth, 1996). 

Furthermore the interviews with children benefited from Morris's (2003) suggestion 

that it is better to always start with the assumption that a young person is at least 

capable of expressing preferences. With children vvith little or no speech it was 
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important that I found out in advance from those who knew that child about their 

preferred forms of communication and spent time with a child to learn how 

information can best be presented to him/her (Morris, 2003). For example one interview 

was conducted with a child who had a severe form of cerebral palsy and did not use 

speech to communicate, but was able to indicate what he liked and what he did not 

like. For example if asked something he did not like he would tun1 his head away. So I 

spent extra time with this child and also asked his mother to assist in interpreting his 

responses. This boy expressed the view that he loved going out and enjoyed the 

company of other children, liked watching snow fall and loved visitors, but that he did 

not like doctors. 

Relating to a young girl in Bulgaria had the added challenge of a language barrier. 

Communicating with a child who has learning difficulties and limited use of speech 

through a translator required a somewhat different approach to that used with other 

children and it was decided that a significantly more flexible interpreting style was 

needed. Being familiar with the research and the questions enabled the interpreter to 

try and establish communication with the girl without immediately translating. When 

the girl's attention drifted onto playing with her toys the interpreter would translate 

what she had said. The whole encounter was audio recorded so later we were able to 

listen slowly and clarify misunderstandings. On the second encounter, outside of her 

therapist's room (in a local park) the girl was more interested in communicating and 

playing with me. Being able to speak basic Bulgarian helped, but also being outside 

created a more relaxed atmosphere for all of us. 
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3.3.3 FOCUS GROUPS WITH MOTHERS 

Three focus groups were conducted with parents of disabled children and the 

organisation of these groups was supported by parents' associations in both countries. 

Even though efforts were made to include fathers, apart from one father in the focus 

group in Sofia-Bulgaria, it was only mothers who responded to the invitation. The 

importance of gaining trust in conducting successful interviews (Fontana & Frey, 2005) 

was experienced in all focus groups. Significant attention was devoted to introducing 

the project and myself, the reasons for doing the research, and the plans for using the 

data. Mangen (1999) highlights that respondents might exercise more caution when 

discussing sensitive issues with a foreign interviewer, and suggests organising 

interviews in familiar premises. Even though it might have been more of an issue in 

Bulgaria, all three focus groups were conducted on the premises of organisations 

parents were familiar with. Mothers in both focus groups in Bulgaria were positive and 

expressed willingness to share their experiences and views. The father in the focus 

group in Bulgaria was not so talkative and required more encouragement to 

participate. 

Oakley's (2003) distinction between masculine and feminine paradigms was noted to 

an extent in all groups but especially in B&H, where the largest group, of eight 

mothers, was present. This focus group was more intense, loaded with tensions around 

trust, the researcher's intentions and background. The mothers kept asking questions 

about the research, about disability issues in the UK, and about my opinions. The 

issues we discussed related to social justice, human rights and it was not practical or 

helpful to feign indifference. They shared experiences of discrimination, frequent 
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humiliation and hardship and they clearly wanted to know if I was one of those \\'ho 

would further disempower them. Being a distant and formal researcher and not 

disclosing my opinions and views, was very hard at this stage and could have been 

interpreted as disrespectful towards the participants. I therefore opted for honesty and 

involvement, as advocated by feminist researchers (Oakley, 2003). 

Towards the end of the focus group session the atmosphere became friendlier and 

mothers said they would like me to acknowledge their participation in the research 

and that they wanted to use it in their association for their advocacy activities. It was 

felt that mothers in this focus group wanted to draw me in and explore the potential 

for me to contribute to their agenda. This is in line with what Kamberelis and 

Dimitriadis (2005) indicate, when they advocate using focus groups not to extract 

information from participants, but also for imagining and enacting the emancipatory 

political possibilities of collective work. During this focus group we managed to reduce 

unproductive distance between us and to negotiate the interview process for mutual 

benefit as advocated by feminist researchers (Powell, 1996). This focus group 

corresponded to a feminist style of engagelnent, where sociological research is an 

essential way of giving the subjective situation of women a greater visibility, and 

interviewing women functions as a strategy for documenting women's own accounts 

of their lives (Oakley, 2003). 
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3.3.4 INTERVIEWING ELITES 

Interviews with high ranking officials often come under the umbrella of interviewing 

elites and it has been recognized that these interviews have special characteristics. In 

order to access a diversity of views about policy and practice, efforts were made to 

access government policy makers. All together six current government officials 

participated in the study. One interview was conducted with a former government 

policy maker, who was currently a university professor. According to Herod (1999) 

elites' organisations are more likely to produce large quantities of documents that can 

be useful as additional data, and can help in preparing research and verifying 

responses. I-Iowever elite participants are less likely to share life experience and this 

was confirmed in this study. In relation to the sharing of documents only a few were 

provided, perhaps because relevant web sites and means of official data collection are 

as yet not well developed. 

Mangen (1999) considers the risks of cancellation, or an interview being conducted 

under pressure and with interruptions when interviewing experts and elites. 

Cancellation was not encountered, but respondents in Bulgaria both verbally and non

verbally communicated how their time was precious and limited. They also retained an 

official stance throughout interview, communicating only official policy discourse. 

Furthermore, elites in Bulgaria wanted to exercise control in arranging the intervicw 

setting and timing; being adamant that it be conducted in ministry premises, with their 

own translator and without a tape recorder. They explained that ministry protocol is to 

request official clearance for interview recording, however they agreed to note taking. 

Whilst this corresponds to Sabot's (1999) claims that the reception given to foreign 
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researchers can function as some sort of public exercise, it does not correspond to the 

view enunciated by both Sabot (1999) and Herod (1999) that foreign researchers are not 

perceived as a threat but as naive outsiders who get granted access to important 

inform a tion. 

A completely different picture was presented by the former Bulgarian policy maker 

interviewed who was informal and gave numerous examples of problems with policy 

making and EU relations. In the last few years Bulgarian child care practices have 

received extensive criticism and bad international publicity, created especially by 

foreign investigative journalists who have sometimes used covert methods. This might 

help to explain why current policy makers in Bulgaria exercised caution in dealing 

with a foreign researcher, as they may have been anxious to present a favourable 

picture of government policies and actions. These tensions were not noted during 

interviews with Bosnian policy makers, who were more flexible, less formal and 

prepared to abandon official policy lines in favour of critical reflection. This contrasts 

with the view that local researchers are perceived as a threat (Herod, 1999; Sabot, 1999). 

However Herod (1999) contends that positionality is messy on the ground with 

researchers emphasising different identities and roles according to the situation. It is 

hard to be conclusive on the extent to which my insider/outsider position, in relation to 

B&H and Bulgaria, played a part or whether the situation was more influenced by 

current mistrust of government policy makers. What it does show is that dichotomies 

of insider/outsider may not be sufficient enough to explain the behaviour of elites and 

that the current socio-political situation, the relationship with the international 
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community and the sensitivity of the issues under consideration are just as likely to 

playa part. 

3.3.5 FOUND IN TRANSLATION 

Several authors have noted how little attention has been devoted to the role of 

interpreting and translation - either when considering methodology or when reviewing 

study findings (Twinn, 1997; Esposito, 2001; Temple & Edwards, 2002). This study 

involves, in all stages of the research, the use of three languages; English, Bosnian and 

Bulgarian and therefore working with an interpreter, as well as translation issues have 

necessarily been carefully considered. In Bulgaria some interviews were conducted in 

English with people who expressed a preference to speak in English with others 

conducted through an interpreter. In Bosnia interviews were conducted, transcribed 

and analysed in Bosnian, this being the first language of both participants and 

researcher. 

It is argued that an interpreter can negatively influence communication and research 

outcomes if the interpreting issues are not properly addressed (Kapborg & Bertero, 

2002). Davidson (2000) reports a situation where an interpreter created additional 

power issues or interpreted selectively, whilst Filep (2009) describes how interpreters 

may distort the original text and freely insert socio-cultural and generational 

commentary into the translation. To avoid such problems the interpreter \vas 

introduced to the study, aims, methodology, methods and terminology. We \\'ent 

together through the questions and possible ways to translate them appropriately into 
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the Bulgarian language. This was with the idea of developing a shared understanding 

of meanings. This was important because if we were arranging interviews by phone it 

was necessary that the interpreter was able to effectively communicate the research 

agenda and convince people to participate. Furthermore in planni"g the research we 

rehearsed what we would say about the study and reached the understanding that we 

wanted to make the interviews as informal as possible, and be aware of power issues, 

to give people a chance to talk and to respect their wishes regarding how the interview 

was to be carried out. 

The interpreters' contribution continued after the interview, with thenl acting as a 

critical friend in discussing interpretations and reviewing interview dynamics, a 

process that can aid triangulation of the data. Temple (1997) argues that this approach 

allows for differences in understandings of words, concepts and worldviews across 

languages. In addition both interpreters (employed at different times) were local 

Bulgarians and good communicators which helped make the research less' foreign' and 

closer to home for the communities we visited. According to Edwards (1998) the 

interpreters can be considered as 'key informants' rather than neutral conveyors of 

information. Discussions with the interpreters helped me reflect on meanings, 

enhanced my own understanding and led to increased accuracy of interpretation. This 

research confirmed Temple and Young's (2004, p.173) argument that translators always 

make a mark on the research and take on a role of analyst and I cultural broker as much as 

a translator'. Whilst working with the interpreters was at times challenging, it provided 

me with a gateway to Bulgarian culture and the people within it who do not speak 

English. As such it enabled me to engage with that culture more than if I had limited 
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myself to only English speaking Bulgarian participants. In addition there is a need to 

reflect on my own dual role - of researcher and translator - and consider issues arising 

from the translation of several key concepts in this study. 

Shklarov (2007) argues that bilingual researchers need to negotiate, among other 

dualities, a dual perception of conceptual meanings. The bilingual researcher needs to 

achieve accuracy of conceptual understanding, in order to facilitate an adequate two 

way understanding. In this endeavour I discussed my translations and interpretations 

with several Bosnian friends who are fluent in both languages (Bosnian and English). 

These discussions sometimes challenged, though often deepened my own 

understanding. It is important to note in this context that Young and Ackerman (2001) 

regard discussion of the translation process as itself providing a check on the validity 

of interpretations. Language issues are paramount in disability research where 

language can be used to oppress disabled people and functions to maintain power 

relationships between disabled people and professionals - hence there are political 

issues as well as semantic ones (Oliver, 1994; Oliver & Barnes, 1998). 

In the English speaking world proponents of the social model of disability use the term 

'disability', which in Bosnia and Herzegovina is translated literally as 'disabilitet'. 

I-Iowever this word has nothing to do with the social model of disability. Instead 

'disl1bilitet' in Bosnia is a medical word, enlployed by medical doctors and not by 

disabled people themselves or organisations of disabled people. A more appropriate 

word in B&H right now is 'invnlid' and discursi\'ely closer to the English 'dj~c1bilit!" 
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hence Bosnians say 'invalid' for a disabled person and 'invaliditet' for disability. Whilst 
~ 

invalid is considered an offensive and outdated word in English in B&H it is not seen 

as problematic, and is in fact preferred by disabled people's organisations since 

'invalid' in Bosnian carries no implicit negative cultural connotations. Discussion of the 

term and the discipline of defectology is provided in chapters two and six. 

The same applies to the term 'handicap', which in both American and British English is 

considered offensive because of its historical allusions to going' cap in hand' when 

begging or seeking charity (Oliver & Ban1es, 1998). The term is less frequently used in 

B&H now, simply because of the dominant role played by English language speakers 

who set the international disability agenda, where use of the term handicap has been 

largely discontinued. So, for Bosnians the words invalid and handicap are foreign 

words that had at some point in the past been borrowed from the English language, 

when those words were accepted in English speaking countries. Whilst this 

terminology, due to various social and cultural developments, has been changed in 

English speaking countries, its presence in Eastern Europe can be considered as a 

repository of this cultural memory even though the inhabitants there are entirely 

oblivious to this fact. English speaking people coming to Eastern Europe are aware of 

what they see as offensive language. However people who do not speak English have 

no overriding personal or cultural need to change these words because they have never 

carried the weight of cultural oppression which resides in their original usage in the 

English speaking world. Further discussion concerning the translation of' exclusion', a 

key concept in my study, is debated in chapter seven. 
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Acknowledging that the role of bilingual researchers is complex, Shklarov (2007, p. 

537) concludes: 'The ability to perceive and consider the ambiguity of various linguistic, 

cultural, and ethical contexts is one of the essential conditions of achieving ethically sound 

research outcomes.' In this respect Olher (2004) argues that translation should be studied 

as a discursive practice since the process incorporates the social, the cultural and the 

psychological in its domain. Translation then is not a product, but a process that 

involves negotiations of meanings, acknowledgment of discursive and social practices 

and understanding of different social frameworks. The ideas that presented the 

greatest difficulty for translation were the key concepts in my research, and these 

difficulties with translation were initially seen as an obstacle. However on reflection I 

realised that this constituted information and data in itself and provided yet further 

insight into how disability discourse and related concepts operate in one culture. 

3.3.6. ADDITIONAL METHODS AND STRATEGIES 

Other methods used to complement interviews and focus groups were fieldwork notes 

and diary entries, document collection and the use of photographs taken on visits. As 

suggested by Walsh (2006) notes were taken as soon as possible after the event was 

observed and consisted of details of where the event occurred concrete descriptions of 

social processes, context and settings and whenever possible verbatim speech and 

descriptions of the interactions between people present. Some notes were taken 

immediately after interviews with a view to capturing the ambience and mood of those 

interviews and the quality of interaction. On other occasions notes were recorded after 

visiting institutions, special schools or family homes. These recorded the facts and 
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impressions of the environment and atmosphere. Early on these notes were wide and 

fairly unstructured, in time becoming more focused and relevant to emerging concepts 

and concerns, a process reported by Walsh (2006). Some of the notes reflected 

methodological and ethical dilemmas and cultural references. The atmosphere in 

residential institutions was particularly charged with emotion and participants' body 

language played a part in conveying messages. A sample of field diary notes can be 

seen in appendix five. 

Prior (2004) comments that looking at documents is important not merely for their 

content but also for their function in human interactions and organisational settings; 

how they are produced, circulated and used. Various types of document were 

collected during the fieldwork e.g. brochures, copies of legal acts, guidelines, teaching 

curriculum, studies of disability policies, printouts of charts and statistics. The 

participants usually offered these freely and before long it became apparent, in line 

with Walsh (2006), what a valuable resource they were. During visits to residential 

care homes children's official records carne up and it was clear that these records are 

important to staff - they proudly talked about how meticulously they were kept. Two 

families also presented documentation from hospitals, and details of assessments from 

disability commissions. They said that these papers have great value for them, since 

they are an official confirmation of the child's disability and a licence for receiving 

allowances. Other artefacts that were freely given were ornaments and cards made by 

disabled children and adults in occupational workshops. These are usually given to 

visitors as gifts or sold in charity auctions. A particularly rich insight into disability 

discourses was afforded by a music CD that contained popular songs by institution 
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residents. These revealed how disability discourses are reproduced in everyday life, as 

discussed in chapter five on residential care. 

In addition a series of photographs were taken during visits to day centres, special 

schools and parents' organisations. As suggested by Bryman (2004), these photos were 

treated as data about the field, as an essential part of the field notes and a way of 

documenting the environment. These photographs revealed important aspects of 

people, the environment and the interaction between them. For example an interesting 

dynamic was captured between staff and residents during an institutional ceremony 

(discussed in chapter five). I made efforts to capture natural interactions, to avoid 

interfering by arranging people for a picture and to retain originality without 

retouching or removing details Flick (2002). Still, due to different levels of intentional 

or unintentional selectivity I am not using photographs as a factual window onto 

reality but as a reflexive account that examines with sensitivity and awareness my 

impact on what the photograph reveals (Pink, in Bryman, 2004). 

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS AND VALIDITY 

In accordance with the approach of thematic analysis, the analysing occurred at the 

interim, later and final stages of the study without fixed boundaries between these 

(Miles & Huberman, 1994). This approach, involving the constant redesigning of 

analysis is present in grounded theory and is a familiar practice in qualitative research 
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(Glaser & Strauss, 1999). Initial data analysis followed a deductive style, analysing 

data according to predefined categories or themes, which were the broad topics 

covered in interviews: disability policies and practices, the influence of international 

actors, experiences of families and children, institutionalisation and 

deinstitutionalisation, and models of disability. This was organised separately for 

Bosnia & Herzegovina and Bulgaria to allow for cross-country comparison. Unlike 

quantitative studies, changes in interview protocol or the introduction of different 

modes of inquiry are both accepted and desirable, as they can increase internal validity 

and provide a better understanding of the research setting (Huberman & Miles, 1998). 

These adjustments were made throughout to allow for exploration of emerging 

concepts and themes, for example the notion of the double exclusion of families who 

live in rural areas. Furthermore the analytic procedure of thematic analysis was 

complemented and combined with strategies used by grounded theorists (e.g. Glaser & 

Strauss, 1999) such as looking into deviant cases and line by line reading of the text 

while also looking for processes, assumptions and metaphors (Ryan & Bernard, 2003; 

Seale, 2006). 

Coding of themes was refined as the analysis reached deeper levels. Large numbers of 

codes were identified and these were treated as tags or labels for assigning units of 

meaning to the descriptive or inferential information attached to words, phrases, 

sentences or whole paragraphs (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 56). These were 

subsequently pulled out from the text then copied into a separate document with the 

identification tag that was related to a participant's name, and the exact place in the 

transcript, making later clarifications possible. Seale (2006b, p. 313) says that this 
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process can be understood as a type of indexing where sections of text are identified 

according to whether they contribute to an emerging theme. Efforts were made to both 

preserve the richness of codes - by keeping participants' original expressions - and to 

make these codes manageable (Ziebland & McPherson, 2006). 

However it was apparent that these codes were not free from theoretical concepts as 

initially advocated by Glaser and Strauss, an idea which has been deemed a 

methodological myth on the grounds that abandoning conceptual networks would 

inevitably produce fragmented data (Kelle, 2004, p. 449). For example identified codes 

were frequently related to children's rights, and the social model of disability, whilst 

statements termed as exclusionary were also identified and treated as codes. These 

helped to organise the data, and identify general theoretical concepts and topics of 

interest. However, at the interpretive level careful reflection was needed to distinguish 

participants' concepts from my own, an issue which has been noted by Li and Seale 

(2007) who differentiated between constructs made by different actors in a social scene. 

They observed that as theoretical and conceptual frameworks were applied, these 

concepts frequently conflicted. 

3.4.1 WITHIN CASE AND CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 

The decision was made to favour cross case analysis as this strategy allows for 

comparisons to be made between different cases or groups composed of individuals 

from the same or different settings. The cases in this study were groups of individuals 

in different settings and circumstances but with key common characteristics, for 
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example, disabled children, parents, NGO workers, policy makers, staff in residential 

institutions, staff in community centres, and policy makers. Miles and Huberman 

(1994) argue that examining multiple actors in different settings enhances 

generalizability as processes, constructs, and explanation can be tested in several 

different configurations. However cross case analysis runs the risk of not recognizing 

variables within each individual case, as individuals that are grouped into cases are 

likely to have different characteristics. For this reason what was going on in each case 

was carefully considered. For example there were themes common for all mothers, but 

some issues were only identified by several and this is where teasing out specific 

variables became useful. 

This deeper level of analysis was supported by a process referred to as 'OSOP' (one 

sheet of paper; Ziebland & McPherson, 2006) when all the different topics from coded 

extracts are presented each on a single sheet of paper (see appendix 6). With each 

extract aligned with the participant's code this visual presentation prepares the way for 

the next stage - axial coding - which involves a careful examination of these issues and 

a consideration of how they can be grouped into broader themes. The coding also 

involved looking for negative instances (deviant cases) that contradicted or supported 

the development of emerging theory (Seale, 2006). This included the responses of 

several professionals that did not fall under any particular category, or when their 

responses differed according to different variables. These instances were treated as 

significant because they added layers of explanation or introduced complexity to 

phenomenon which had previously been described uniformly. An example of this is 

openly negative talk about inclusion, which was encountered only in one setting. 
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Interpretation was enriched by respondent feedback (Ziebland & McPherson, 2006) 

and this strategy was used during and after data collections, as several respondents 

were willing to discuss interpretations either directly or through email correspondence. 

The analysis was additionally enhanced by an in-depth consideration of a few cases

one residential care horne and close examination of each family (see chapter four). 

Interpretation was also deepened by using insights garnered from looking into ways 

participants use language to communicate their views and constructions about 

disabled children, as presented in chapter five. 

3.4.2 RESEARCH QUALITY, VALIDITY AND FEEDBACK 

When it comes to examining the quality of qualitative research, there are two 

contrasting positions. One favours research that empowers, liberates and serves 

communities (see Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Lincoln, 2002; Lincoln & Guba, 2003) - this is 

largely the premise behind emancipatory disability research. In the other camp are 

those who advocate for methodological rigour 'as a craft skill rather than realisation of 

philosophical or political goals' (Seale, 2004, p. 381). For the latter group taking political 

goals as a foundation for research is problematic because there is no fixed consensus on 

the desirability of particular goals (Hammersley, 1995, in Seale 2004). However in 

disability research this position can be challenged because there is a general consensus 

that disabled children are discriminated against, suffer social and educational 

exclusion, and are more likely to be taken into care. Throughout this research the aim is 

to reconcile these positions - to use arguments from both to enhance the quality of 
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research. Stone and Priestley (1996) maintain that these two positions do not 

necessarily conflict. In fact seeking to achieve both goals is the obligation of the 

disability researcher. 

A basic issue in assessing the validity of qualitative research is whether researchers' 

accounts are grounded in data from the field. I was therefore interested firstly in 

whether the presented versions are grounded in the constructions of participants and 

secondly how far these constructions are transparent to others (Flick, 2002). It is 

important to discuss the different perspectives of researcher and participants, since 

accepting only one perspective on reality will not increase understanding or move 

forward social change. Another dimension is catalytic validity, which is the degree to 

which the research process reorients focuses and energizes participants (Lather, 2003, 

p. 191). The extent to which this was achieved is hard to tell without following up 

participants and asking them about their experience. Nevertheless this dimension was 

noted in focus groups with mothers, who stated that they wanted to use the research 

results for their activities and advocacy. For example, discussing human rights 

produced a degree of self-determination among some participants. After one focus 

group mothers asked me to translate from English into Bosnian the Montreal 

Declaration on the Rights of People with Intellectual Disability so that they could use it 

debating with government policy makers. This I subsequently did. 

In this research theoretical concepts of social exclusion and disability discourses were 

juxtaposed against the practices and experiences of children and parents, prodUCing 
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new theoretical insights. This method was essential as disability practices and child 

rearing practices are socially constructed and dependent on cultural and local contexts, 

as debated in chapter one. For Taylor (1998, p. 277) the question of when to conclude a 

study is an arbitrary decision, but usually occurs when a researcher has gained an 

understanding of the setting or the slice of social life under study. It is when pieces of a 

puzzle come together, that insight and understanding are achieved. Taylor believes 

that this is similar to the idea of theoretical saturation used in grounded theory, 

although in the present study no confident claims of theoretical saturation are made as 

the topic is complex and further research is certainly needed. 

The sampling strategies already discussed reflect Morse et aI's (2002) approach with 

the careful use of purposeful and theoretical approaches and purposeful interviewing 

of participants who are relevant and knowledgeable of the topics under investigation. 

This ensured saturation of data, instead of saturation of participants, by bringing in 

new participants and perspectives, whilst returning to key participants to increase 

depth or address gaps in the analysis. Morse et al. (2002) contends that thinking 

theoretically and collecting and analysing data simultaneously or achieving an 

interaction between what is known and what one needs to know are key to achieving 

reliability and validity. This approach was followed in conducting pilot interviews and 

including new issues as a result, using different theoretical and conceptual frameworks 

to interpret the data, identifying themes, codes and issues all whilst data was being 

collected. 
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Triangulation is one of the most popular techniques used to demonstrate the 

trustworthiness of both data collection and results. It can utilise methods, investigators, 

theories, or data in order to compensate for one-sidedness (Steinke, 2004). 

Triangulation is most used as a validation strategy though Denzin (1998) holds that 

triangulation is not a tool for validation, but an alternative to it. Triangulation was 

briefly mentioned earlier in this chapter in relation to methods and interpretation. To 

recap; the investigation relied on several methods: individual interviews, focus groups, 

field notes, photographs and documents as a means to broaden and deepen 

information. Comparing data generated from these methods initiated new insight, and 

aided reflection throughout, for example when interviews were triangulated with 

visual images. 

In order to ensure validity; avoid reliance on one organisation and reduce bias in 

participant selection, I utilised several networks and approached different 

organisations for advice. Also during data analysis, codes and thenles were checked 

with' critical colleagues' -supervisors, interpreters, professional colleagues from B&H 

and Bulgaria. In terms of investigator triangulation, due to the nature of the research it 

was not possible to involve two investigators. However this role was in part fulfilled 

by the interpreters who helped in discussing interpretations of data and reflecting 

upon the interview situation. 

In this chapter I have considered some specific methodological issues, ethical 

consideft1tions, and aspects of the data analysis process, as well as the strategies that 
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have been used to achieve greater validity. Methodologically this study was 

approached from the position of the social model of disability and was informed by 

emancipatory disability research. In addition it has been aligned with views from the 

'new sociology of childhood' with children treated as active social agents whose views 

and opinions are of significant worth. Furthermore the methodology used has allowed 

me not only to examine how policies affect the lives of children and parents, but also to 

discuss and uncover what are the key issues for practitioners and national policy 

makers. Finally the ethnographic elements of the study - spending prolonged time in 

B&H and Bulgaria, talking to diverse stakeholders, and carefully considering cultural 

and linguistic nuances - have enabled me to explore the hidden face as well as the lived 

reality of exclusion. This is discussed in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FAMILIES AND SOCIAL EXCLUSION 

The previous three chapters have set out the theoretical framework, the social and 

political context in B&H and Bulgaria and the methodology for examining the social 

exclusion and inclusion of disabled children and their families. This chapter presents 

and analyses the parents' and children's views of their situation and the barriers to 

inclusion which they have experienced. Prioritizing what themes will be presented in 

relation to parents and children was a challenge, albeit a welcome one, owing 

primarily to the diversity of the families that took part in the research. This enabled a 

reasonably typical picture of the range of demands and challenges which families with 

disabled children face. 

The parents differ in their educationallevet the contexts in which they live, their 

financial status, whether they are employed or not and the extent to which they engage 

in activism around disability. In addition there are families where the parents enjoy a 

very strong marriage compared with those where the mother is unsupported, for 

example after the father had left following the birth of a disabled child. In spite of all 

these differences it was possible to discern a number of common themes, which were 

of crucial importance for a majority of the parents. These were: the negotiation of the 

child's disability fron1 within the family; access to services and their use; and meeting 

family needs under a diverse set of circumstances. This chapter stresses the importance 
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in improving services, of taking into account the experiences of families and 

addressing social exclusion. 

4.1 NEGOTIATING A CHILD'S DISABLITY IN A FAMILY 

'Every parent loves their child whether it's healthy or not' (Vesna, mother, B&H). 

The diversity of families affects how parents negotiate disability. From an analysis of 

the findings, it emerged strongly that taking care of a disabled child is seen and treated 

predominantly as a woman's job. The mothers also prioritized support provided by 

other family members, whilst both parents and children regarded relationships within 

the family and with friends as highly important. Even though no questions were 

directly asked about it, the mothers usually said something about the birth of their 

disabled child and their experiences of diagnosis. Their desire to speak about the birth 

and diagnosis indicates just what critical moments these are for parents. 

The manner in which way parents are informed of their child's disability has 

frequently been identified as critical in literature (Graungaard & Skov, 2006; Clavering 

et al., 2006). For example Broster and Warner (2006) discuss the importance of 

disclosing information about a child's disability in an appropriate fashion, arguing the 

need for compulsory training in basic counselling and listening skills for professionals 

who work with parents. They refer to growing evidence that the \\'ay in which parents 
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are given the child's' diagnosis' will affect not only how they adjust to the situation but 

also their subsequent treatment of the child. They propose that the information should 

be provided as soon as possible, in private and preferably with both parents and child 

present; it should be given by a consultant paediatrician and where possible a Health 

Visitor and/or a qualified nurse. The manner in which the' diagnosis' and 'prognosis' 

are relayed should be sympathetic and caring, taking into account the emotional state 

of the parents. 

When talking about their child's disability, the mothers frequently made reference to 

the faults of medical doctors. Some said that their child would be 'normal' if the 

doctors had not made mistakes or behaved negligently during birth, a theme that was 

also identified in the UNICEF (2005) study. In both B&H and Bulgaria parents 

frequently referred to the child's disability as the 'doctor's mistake', explaining that 

delivery was not performed up to standard and that the child did not get enough 

oxygen at birth. This issue might signal an ambivalent relationship to the child's 

disability as well as a lack of subsequent trust towards medical practitioners. This was 

exacerbated by the fact that sometimes children were misdiagnosed and parents had to 

take the child to different specialists: 

When he was six months old I took him to an e1Je doctor, because his eye was going to 
one side too 111 uch. The doctor said this would go away by itself. Then I took him to a 
neuro-psychiatrist, a neurologist, and a neuro-paediatrician. I just wanted the spasm to 
reduce, everything else would be easier (Azra, mother, B&H). 
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The influence of the medical model of disability - the only one that is available to 

mothers in understanding their situation - was apparent in how mothers spoke about 

diagnosis - giving lots of medical details and information about physical symptoms. 

Nevena, a mother in Bulgaria asked me if I knew anything about the congenital 

impairment of her child. She still appeared confused about the diagnosis several years 

after her son had been diagnosed. This confirms Banach et al. (2010) arguments that 

families need support during time of diagnosis, as well as continued support and 

follow up services to help them adapt and meet the needs of their children. For some 

mothers the time of diagnosis was made all the more difficult because of poor 

communications with doctors. They appeared to be hurt by not being given a precise 

diagnosis straight away, interpreting this as carelessness or a lack of knowledge on the 

doctor's part: 

When my child was born, he slept a lot. I wandered why that was, but they told me that 
the child is just a quiet type. Then they said the child might be anaemic. After a few 
months we had the tests done and it came out that the child was not anaemic; I asked 
the doctor was everything alright, because the child had a strange head shape, and then 
he said it wasn't OK. I asked him why he didn't say straight away ... It used to happen 
that he gets all blue when he cries. Nobody knew what it was, it later came out that 
those were epileptic seizures. How can it be that the doctors did not know what epileptic 

seizure looks like (Svetlana, mother, B&H)? 

During individual interviews mothers spoke about their feelings regarding the 

diagnosis and disability of their child. For example one mother in B&H talked about 

feelings of personal failure and inadequacy. The same mother said how she could not 

shake off the impression the medical doctors in the hospital gave her about her child: 

A wllole group of them came to me soon after I gave birth. They said that something was 
wrong with the baby and that he will be handicapped forever. They were telling me 
what he will not l7(' able to do. They treated me like a tragedy, but it was their fault, the 
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labour wasn't performed well .... I didn't want to tell my husband straight away ... I let 
him be happy with the new baby. It was our first child, a baby boy, we wanted to be 
happy and all that. Than later I told him, but he never experienced it in the same way I 
did. Even though I have a good marriage, and a good husband and support in my 
family, in some things I was alone (Vesna, mother, B&H). 

This example shows how this mother negotiated emotions and care within a disablist 

society (Ryan & Runswick-Cole, 2008) coupled with a disempowering and tragedy 

discourse used by professionals. It also demonstrates that not only mothers whose 

husbands have left, but also those who are married, experience practical and 

psychological isolation in caring for a disabled child. Similar tales were recounted by 

several mothers. 

4.1.1. MOTHERS BEING ALONE 

Priestley (2003) contends that it is generally the mother who provides physical care, 

accompanies the disabled children to public places and acts as an advocate for their 

equal rights, as well as being the child's confidante. Therefore Ryan and Runswick-

Cole (2008) argue against' gender blind' research that talks about parents in general, 

ignoring the fact that mothers of disabled children are more likely than any other 

mothers to take sole care of a child. A similar issue was evidenced in the present 

study, when from the outset, with the exception of one father, only mothers responded 

to invitations to participate in the research. It transpired that the mothers were 

primarily and frequently the sole carers of disabled children. Vesna, one mother who 

runs a centre for intellectually disabled persons in B&H had this to say: 'I often work 

with parents and I have met many single mothers. Fathers rarely come here. One of the reasons 

is because parents are inadequately prepared'. Several mothers in Bulgaria corroborated 

this view outlining stories of fathers who had either left with scant explanation or who 
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had simply stopped calling (again an issue that emerged in the UNICEF, 2005 study). 

In the Centre for Autism in Bulgaria, one parent, using her own experience of being a 

mother herself and of working with parents, reflected on these issues in a systematic 

way: 

The father mostly provides financial support. There are lots of families where the mother 
takes care of her children alone. When a child with a disability is born mostly mothers 
take care of the child and the fathers go to work. We also saw lots of situations where the 
father just leaves. He could still help but he just leaves. We have a large percentage of 
mothers who are taking care of the kids alone. By law, fathers have to continue to 
provide financial support, but just that. About 50% of the families are families with 
only a mother; mothers are taking care of the kids alone (Ana, mother, Bulgaria). 

According to Sloper and Beresford (2006) taking care of a child with a disability takes a 

major toll on parents' health and emotional well-being - something which was readily 

confirmed by the mothers in this study. In addition Ryan and Runswick-Cole (2008) 

argue that mothers of disabled children have a complex and contradictory position in 

disability literature because they are presented as either stricken by grief, loss and 

denial, or delusional if they portray a happy family life. Also they need to constantly 

prove they are acting in their child's best interest. Mothers talked of the stresses 

exacerbated by a host of challenges confronting them; the need for extensive care, 

negotiating therapies, contending with disability assessment commissions and fighting 

for fulfilment of their own and their children's social rights. 

A common situation for most of the mothers was not only physical aloneness, but 

psychological isolation and lack of personal support. Apart from one instance where 

psychological support was given by a friend who happened to be a defectologist, most 
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parents said that though they have a consistent need for counselling, they never receive 

any. Most stressed that psychologists are people who need to be there before and after 

a diagnosis is disclosed. One mother expressed this in the following way: 

And we are not getting this at the time of diagnosis, somebody really needs to encourage 
you to go and fight for it and to do the best for your child; you need to know what is 
available, what kind of social support, like what services are there for the child, and for 
yourself to be able to understand how to take care of the child; because nobody trains 
you to be a parent and nobody trains you to be a parent of a special child and it is really 
a pity we don't have that. It is more important to have psychological support than 
financial' (Ana, mother, Bulgaria). 

Some mothers had no close relatives in their vicinity to help and no parents' 

association to provide any support. In the absence of community resources and 

psychological support provided by care workers, the other mothers mentioned support 

received from extended family members. To provide help with child care is the 

custOlnary practice in Balkan countries, and this is how grandparents and relatives 

show their support (Todorova, 1997). However there are tensions around supporting a 

parent with a disabled child and this will be discussed in the next section. 

4.1.2 FAMILY MEMBERS: SUPPORT AND RELATIONSHIPS 

During the course of this research it transpired that the presence of family ties and 

support was not always evident when it comes to caring for disabled children. One 

mother commented, quite resentfully, that the extended family had turned their backs 

on them after the birth of their disabled child. In addition several mothers argued that 

disabled children are treated differently and that grandparents and relatives do not feel 

equipped and are even scared to take responsibility for children, especially if they have 

complex needs: 
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Maybe my family would help, but it is hard to accept care for the child if you don It 
understand what that child wants to say to you. His communicat;on is by gestures. You 
need to spend half a year and 24 hours a day with him and to observe him, before you 
know how to communicate with him. He gets upset if he is not understood (Svetlana, 
mother, B&H). 

Mirfin-Veitch and Bray (2002) argue that literature on the role that grandparents play 

in the families of disabled children falls into two categories - those who do and those 

who do not provide practical and emotional support. In spite of the reluctance of 

relatives to help, still half of the mothers said that their parents did provide help with 

childcare. As Lidiya, a mother in Bulgaria reported, the support could be extensive: 

' ... They engage with him very much. They go shopping, they watch television, they read books 

together and so on'. One of the participants in this research was a grandmother who 

undertook sole responsibility for care of her disabled granddaughter. Another mother, 

in a focus group in B&H, mentioned the dedication of her father who is always in the 

school during break, to take care of his granddaughter. 

Radka, the grandn10ther explained how she took complete care of her granddaughter. 

This appeared less a matter of choice for her, than of necessity, as her daughter had 

had to take employment abroad due to the lack of a suitable job in Bulgaria; this whilst 

the child's father had proven unreliable and left. Data suggested that whether 

grandparents do provide support depends on a number of factors - how close they live 

to the family, whether they accept the child's disability and of particular importance, 

the grandparents' state of health (Mirfin-Veitch & Bray, 2002). Several mothers 

endorsed this view - Milena, a lTIother in B&H expressed it as follows: 'Before, my 



mother used to help, but she is withdrawing now, because she cannot anymore, she is getting 

very old'. 

Parents in this study reported that siblings, especially older children frequently take 

part in caring for their disabled brother or sister. The mothers however said that they 

cannot rely on older children to take on that responsibility permanently: 'My daughter 

still has not started university, so she has time to take care of him. I am worried what will 

happen once her lectures start, she will have no time ... ' (Svetlana, mother, B&H). Another 

mother in the same focus group added: 'I have two girls and they help me with everything. 

They help their brother with everything, they are not embarrassed about it at all, and they don't 

take it as a burden' (Zorica, mother, B&H). Indeed Heaton et al. (2005) argue that Siblings 

must be considered in a holistic view of the family with a disabled child. 

The parents agreed that siblings sometimes receive less attention, as parents focus on 

the disabled child. Additionally parents in B&H and Bulgaria said that some parents of 

a disabled child put undue pressure on their non-disabled sibling. They took the 

example of a mother who comes to their centre to illustrate this: ' She is pushing her 

daughter, who is a healthy child, to be the best student, to do sports and all that. Worst of all she 

doesn't let her spend time with her disabled brother' (Vesna, mother, B&H). Indeed, the way 

disability influences relationships in a family and with the outside world was found to 

be important for both parents and children. Of note, however, the mothers in the focus 

groups in B&H and Bulgaria commented on how the disability of one child can 

positively influence non-disabled siblings, who may develop into more responsible 
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persons, better able to understand diversity and to challenge stereotypes about 

disability. Connors and Stalker (2003) in a UK context also found this to be the case in 

their study of disabled children and their siblings. Echoing this, Bernal (2006, p. 25) 

challenges assumptions that parenting a disabled child is all about persistent grief and 

instead argues that professionals need to be aware not only of difficulties, but also the 

positive aspects that come with having a disabled child as well as the adaptive 

capacities of families. 

Strained relationships with parents were expressed by children living in institutional 

care (this is discussed further in chapter five), while children who lived with their 

family reported having warm and caring relationships with their mothers/carers, 

though the background to this was not always straightforward. An example of this is 

provided by the boy Mirza who was living with his foster mother. He kept stressing 

how happy he is to be living with her instead of in a children's home. On several 

occasions during the interview he made reference to how well he and his foster mother 

got along. However the manner in which he talked about their relationships carried the 

suggestion that he felt somewhat insecure as to whether she was happy enough to be 

living with him too: 'We get along very well, don't we? You are happy you got me, aren't 

you? I mean you could have got some awful child, somebody who will make problems'. In 

another example Iva, who lives with her grandmother Radka has little contact with her 

mother now that she is working abroad: 

She does not cry for her mother any more. After she left, she came back on holiday, and 
then she left again, Iva was sitting at the table, and she wa:; venJ sad, and tlzen size 
sc'llttered photos on the floor and she was looking at her mother in the photos and was 
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crying for her. But that has passed; sometimes she even does not want to speak to her on 
the phone (Radka, grandmother, Bulgaria). 

In analysing the responses of disabled children it was apparent that they do not often 

form satisfactory friendships with non-disabled children, something that was 

emphasised by their parents, four of whom reported incidences of bullying by non-

disabled children. Sead, who lives in a remote village, very much enjoyed going to the 

Eid celebration, held in the nearby primary schoot a few days before the interview. He 

had been delighted to spend time with other children and they had behaved well with 

him. However Sead does not have any friends. His uncle's children (maternal 

brother's), two young men are very good at playing with him, which I had the 

opportunity to witness, but apart from that he has no contact with other children. 

Even though he had moved away, Mirza (now in foster care), continued to socialise 

with children from the orphanage where he had once lived. His foster mother 

explained that he prefers to be with the kids he knows, and that establishing 

relationships with new friends is not easy for him. The children, as well as the parents 

reported that non-disabled children and their parents do not visit disabled children at 

home. This is confirmed by Ytterhus et a1. (2008) in a Norwegian study in which 

parents reported a lack of success in addressing loneliness and the social isolation of 

children with intellectual disability. In the focus group in B&H all mothers agreed with 

the sentiments expressed by Svetlana: 

In a healthy population children invite their friends home. When we have birthday 
parties for our children, we IIsually invite ourfriends. Healthy children and their 
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parents do not come to our birthdays. Those kind of friendships happen rarely or not at 
all (Svetlana, mother, B&H). 

Parents and children expressed considerable hurt and anger when describing 

encountering prejudice from people in public spaces. They referred to people staring at 

them out of curiosity or even straining to avoid looking at them. Such reports of 

disabled children being treated differently were common, as well as stories of children 

being bullied or avoided in mainstream schools. The children from school somehow avoid 

playing with her ... the teacher seems to have spoken to them, but somehow the society is not 

ready, probably it's the parents, some children don't want to play with her' (Radka, 

grandmother, Bulgaria). This grandmother went on to say that there were a few children 

that behave well with Iva and help her in mainstream school and that despite the 

generally unfriendly social environment Iva was occasionally able to have fun. They 

had gone to a party recently where Iva was very happy dancing: 'She has a great sense of 

rhythm'. 

In a study conducted with parents of children with learning disability in Ireland, 

Kenny and McGilloway (2007) challenged the negative conceptualisation of the 

I caregiver burden'. In spite of evidence of caregiver strain, participants reported 

positive and rewarding aspects to providing care for a child with learning disability. 

The parents in the study expressed satisfaction with their lives and had realistic 

expectations for their children and the future. Even though in B&H and Bulgaria 

parents reported love and strong bonds with their child and positive changes in 

siblings, the majority of parents did focus more on the negative aspects of their li\'es. 
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These were issues such as struggles with professionals, environmental barriers, lack of 

money, and negative public attitudes. However, it is important to say that they did not 

focus this negativity onto their children; it was the lack of appropriate support which 

they blamed and as such this justifies discussion of their experiences when accessing 

and using available support. These are the barriers to inclusion frequently mentioned 

by proponents of the social model of disability (Oliver & Barnes, 1998; Middleton, 1999; 

Reiser,2001) and which are identified by those who utilise the social model when 

exam:in:ing the situation of disabled children and their families (Dowling & Dolan, 

2001). 

It is possible that the parents in this study focused on the negative aspects as much as 

they did because they saw the research as an opportunity to communicate the difficult 

issues they face. Several mothers commented to me that this was the first time 

somebody had wanted to listen to them about their lives and the lives of their children; 

a striking illustration that researchers comprise part of the social field they are engaged 

in investigating. It also shows the failure of policy makers and professionals to 

recognise the importance of the parental perspective and expertise in providing 

enabl:ing care (Goodley & Tregaskis, 2006) and improving services and providing 

outcomes for children. 
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4.2 SERVICES AND RELATIONSHIP WITH PRACTITIONERS 

This research confirms that the quality of life of disabled children and their parents is 

heavily dependent on how they interact with their environment, which of course 

includes the services available to them. Morris et al. (2009) argue that access to goods 

and services for families and children plays a significant role in exacerbating or 

mitigating social exclusion. This is true for all families, but particularly so for families 

with disabled children, since they are likely to use medical and social services more 

often, especially when the children concerned have complex needs (Preston, 2006). The 

parents in this study talked about a number of issues when accessing health and social 

care, not to mention education and the hardship of going through disability 

commissions. All mothers and carers in some way drew attention to the significance of 

relationships with practitioners. 

Indeed, the significance of relationships between parents and practitioners has been 

reported widely (Kirk & Glendinning, 2002; Goodley & Tregaskis, 2006; Clavering, 

2007). Similarly, in this study all the parents stressed that relationships with 

practitioners played an important role in their life. Medical doctors, social workers, 

teachers and disability commission members, amongst others, can help parents or 

make their experiences more difficult. The parents talked about situations where, for 

example, medical doctors did not know enough about a child's condition and did not 

advise the parents on how to approach the child. 111is \vas the case with a number of 

impairments but was particularly notable with autism. In terms of the parent-
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professional relationship, this study confirmed arguments by Hodge and Runswick-

Cole (2008, p. 645) that professionals continually act as experts, dismissing parents as 

over-emotional and ill informed, expecting them to carry out tasks set out by them, 

instead of being real partners. 

Parents in the Centre for Autism in Bulgaria spoke of how little information was 

available to them when their children were growing up. As a result they had given up 

seeking advice from professionals and sought out information through their own 

devices - translating books themselves and learning how to work with their children. 

Parents in B&H likewise indicated that this was a problem for them, regardless of the 

impairment, with nobody telling them how to work with their child or what to expect. 

The following remarks from some of the mothers are typical: 'We have only a little bit of 

information about Down's syndrome; they say there is a literature, read on it ... but doctors do 

not give me any detailed information' (Milena, mother, B&H). Another mother commented 

'the doctor didn't say anything to me; he talked something about more chromosomes, 47 ... I 

didn't understand that' (Zorica, mother, B&H). 

Mothers in both countries gave numerous accounts of adverse experiences with 

various service providers. The mothers in Bulgaria said that doctors are kind, but 

frequently unable to help them or do not help in the right way: 'the last doctor said, I 

couldn't do anything else. As for being kind - yes, they were kind. They tried to help as much as 

they could' (Snezhana, mother, Bulgaria). Another mother in Bulgaria remarked that a 

doctor's intervention with sedatives had seriously affected her son in that: 'he became 
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agitated! started hitting his head! otherwise he is healthy! and he has given him such medication! 

(Rosa! mother! Bulgaria). 

The mothers in B&H reported negative experiences with practitioners more often and 

apart from a few isolated examples it appeared that medical practitioners! especially 

GPs! had little understanding of the situations facing disabled children and their 

parents. Traditionally in B&H people go to see their Gp! s early in the morning and if 

the surgery is busy they wait! sometimes for several hours. This system is undergoing 

reform! with the introduction of family medicine and an appointment making system! 

but meanwhile the following is not uncommon: 

One time I took my child to a doctor! and a nurse said to me 'Come tomorrow at lam 
and take a number!; but I could not have been there at lam! especially I would not have 
been able to wait there with the child in my arms to be seen. I wonder if there is any way 
we could be issued some kind of certificate that would help us go through services with 
less stress ... I have had enough of explaining (Svetlana! mother! B&H). 

A rare positive experience was given by Azra! a mother in a remote village in B&H. 

She said how much it meant to her when the director of the hospital in Sarajevo went 

out of his way to help make her son!s operation be a less traumatic experience. On the 

other hand her experience with social workers and the disability assessment 

commission were not so positive. Azra said that social workers carne only once to her 

house! but did not want to con1e inside to see Sead! instead they just sat outside for a 

short while and left. Another major problem with social workers occurred when they 

discontinued her valuable support of 25 Euros! stating that she must go out and work. 

When Azra protested that there were no jobs in the village and that nobody could take 

care of Sead! the same social worker told her: 'Get yOllrse~f a maid alld she can take care of 
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him while you go to work. We are not Germany to give you so much money'. Azra 

complained to the Federal Ministry of Social Welfare and won the appeal, however she 

has yet to receive her money and has never had an apology for this behaviour. 

The parents in B&H complained especially about the bureaucratic approach of social 

workers. There are many papers to fill, whilst families have to wait months before they 

learn of decisions about entitlements. Mothers in B&H reported examples where social 

work centres had lost their documentation, which meant they had to go about 

collecting papers and medical certificates all over again. In addition several mothers 

spoke about the inconsistent practices of social workers and the different treatments 

they receive. One mother complained how social workers had given free nappies to 

another woman who was in the same situation as herself, but had sent her a letter 

refusing her any entitlement to them as "they are not on the list of orthopaedic aids". 

This is an example of how unfair I discretionary practice' - not based on a 'rights' model 

- can be. Entitlements and financial support was therefore another significant and 

highly problematic theme. 

4.2.1 FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND ENTITLEMENTS FOR FAMILIES 

Reviewing the situation in the United Kingdom, Sloper and Beresford (2006) contend 

that the social and financial needs of a family with a disabled child frequently go 

unmet, and that they are more likely (55%) to live in poverty, and to suffer higher 

levels of stress and lower levels of well being compared to parents of non disabled 

children. This situation is further exacerbated in countries where the income is lower 
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and there are fewer opportunities for support (Kulagina, 2003; C::,(ICEF, 2005) as is the 

case with B&H and Bulgaria. In addition, and as confirmed by parents, the costs of 

caring for a disabled child are higher. For example the parents in B&H and Bulgaria 

were keen to tryout different therapies, massages, special spas, exercises and 

operations. Some of these therapies are free, while parents paid for some themselves, 

creating an additional burden to their already stretched finances. 

In reviewing the impact of the Disability Living Allowance (DLA) in the UK, Preston 

(2006) argues that additional financial support does make a real difference to families' 

lives, that increases in income do reduce stress levels, whilst simultaneously enabling 

families and their children to be more active participants in society. Preston (2006) 

further argues that the DLA and associated benefits need to be more reliable sources of 

incOlne for parents/carers who combine working with caring for their disabled 

children. The government of the Federation of B&H has taken up this approach, but 

neither the other entity of the Bosnian state, Republika Srpska, nor the government of 

Bulgaria have. Bulgarian government policy makers, when interviewed, argued that 

increasing financial benefits only creates dependency and further reduces the chances 

for parents to participate in mainstream society. However, all the parents that 

participated in the Bulgarian focus groups claimed that any increased financial benefits 

would be highly desirable in meeting the additional costs incurred in caring for a 

disabled child. 
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Parents in Bulgaria said that entitlement for personal assistance and reduced or free 

transport costs are financial benefits that they find useful. Still, around one third of 

parents either did not seek financial support from the state or else did not know that 

assistance was available, usually because nobody had informed them. Parents in B&H 

further commented that there needs to be someone who will tell them about their 

entitlements and rights. In B&H parents of disabled children have a legal right to work 

half time and receive a full salary from their employer. However only one parent in the 

focus group in B&H said she had used her right and that was because she works in a 

government institution. In a time of high unemployment and fierce market 

competition, the parents commented that they do not feel confident to use this right if 

an employer is a private firm. One mother, who was facing these issues directly at the 

time she took part in the group, explained: 

I didn't use privileged working hours and I worked from 7 to 4, then my girl got ill. I 
worked in a shoe factory and they told me not to come any more, they gave me back my 
papers, even though they said they couldn't sack me. I still don't know what the 
outcome will be (Jelena, mother, B&H). 

Some new policies are silnply not well designed to meet the needs of parents. As an 

example, parents in Bulgaria can be compensated within a programme of personal 

assistance but if they are, they then lose their right to work all together. The mothers in 

Bulgaria explained that the personal assistance scheme is intended solely for people 

who do not work and have no other income. They said that the extra care parents need 

to provide cannot be considered under the scheme as long as a parent has any other 

income. This according to the mothers is unfair: 'I can work during tile niglzt, as I do now. 

I am with him during tire day' (Rosa, mother, Bulgaria) The personal assistance fee 
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however is too small as it is and cannot replace employment: II receive 157 BG lev (70 

pounds) for looking after him, but now I have no right to work. If I work this money will be 

stopped' (Snezhana, mother, Bulgaria). 

Overstretched finances and having to give up jobs due to care demands are 

international issues facing families with disabled children (Sharma, 2002; Clarke, 2006). 

This situation can lead families into poverty, which is strongly associated with social 

exclusion, as argued in chapter one. Figure 1 in chapter one also shows that accessing 

services and having equal opportunities is a prerequisite in taking inclusion forward, 

but to what extent these issues are being addressed is debated in the next section. 

4.2.2 ACCESSING AND USING SERVICES 

In spite of having a policy which is supposedly oriented to increasing social inclusion 

and fulfilling children's rights, the parents gave numerous examples of how this is not 

happening, and how they experience discrimination when trying to access services 

available to non disabled children. As mentioned in chapter two, policies in B&H and 

Bulgaria now guarantee the right to education for every child, but as the parents 

indicated, when it comes to disabled children, and children with complex needs in 

particular, this right is not always fulfilled. The mother of one child with cerebral 

palsy in B&H appeared very puzzled when asked whether she had tried to enrol her 

son into the village school. She had, she said, not even thought about sending him to 

the school and couldn't see how it could be possible. Nobody had mentioned that 

possibility to her even though she has been in contact \\·ith numerous professionals in 

health and social care. This boy is very happy v\'hen around olher children and with 
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some adaptation a local school would be able to accommodate to his disability. Sadly 

nobody has so far taken any steps in that direction. 

The Bulgarian parents of children with autism spoke of very bad experiences with 

accessing education. In their view children's needs are not met in special schools, while 

mainstream schools are unprepared to work with their children: 'we tried ordinary 

schools and different day centres, but these children are not wanted in most of the places because 

they are hyperactive' (Lidiya, mother, Bulgaria). Several parents took the decision to 

withdraw their children from school all together, even though they were aware of the 

right to education, and are themselves very well educated: 

You can explain about children's rights, they can understand about children's rights, 
you can show every single document on that ... they would say fine, good, but they will 

make me feel like my child is not benefiting from this kind of education and that he will 
get worse ifhe stays in a hostile environment, rather than receiving warm, attentive 
treatment. That's a really tough decision. I had to answer to the child protection agency 

why I had kept my son out of school (Ana, mother, Bulgaria). 

There were some parents who said that they had sent their children to mainstream 

school in the hope that they will behave like 'healthy children'. Others had done so 

because they did not want to separate the child from the family by sending him/her to 

a special school. Policies in both B&H and Bulgaria now give parents the choice of 

whether their child will go to a mainstream or a special school, but having a policy 

does not mean that it will be implemented. This was discussed by parents in Bulgaria 

who are convinced that integration is not working well: 
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Now it is really harder for the schools and for teachers to refuse those children to go to 
school and it's really hard to integrate them fully ... they still give teachers in 
mainstream school a hard time, so the teachers are pushing the parents to withdraw the 
kids from the school (Tatyana, mother, Bulgaria). 

In this study a number of problems have been reported (in both B&H and Bulgaria) 

with the work of the disability assessment commission, a body which occupies a 

pivotal role in accessing social care or educational support. If a child has not been 

assessed by the commission and given a special needs statement or disability 

classification (expressed as a disability percentage), then parents are unable to claim 

social support free medical aid, mobility aids, or request support in mainstream 

classes. Parents of children with intellectual disabilities in B&H say that they are 

frequently given the message that it is difficult to give a disability percentage for 

children with intellectual disabilities if they do not have any obvious physical 

impairment. They are thus classified with a lower disability percentage and therefore 

receive reduced welfare entitlements. The parents in B&H reported finding the 

disability assessment experience extrelnely stressful and were adamant that the 

children do not like going before the commission board, something over which they 

are given no choice. As one mother bluntly put it 'Well what can you do, there is no 

support without categorisation?' Runswick-Cole (2007) also reports similar issues in the 

UK where the Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal process is 

experienced as stressful and demanding for parents and children. 

Professionals also expressed dissatisfaction with the disability assessment commission. 

The fact that the children are taken before a panel of professionals and all the 
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diagnostic procedures carried out in the space of a single day, with no allowance made 

for the emotional state of the child, was behind this discontent. There is recognition 

that the process has to be made less stressful for children and parents, with decisions 

reviewed periodically. The mothers reported they have to go before the commission 

and pay for this service if they want to claim another benefit, even though the 

commission simply copies the same findings from one document to another, without 

examination or monitoring of the child's progress. Similarly, mothers in the focus 

group in Bulgaria reported having to renew their disability assessment results every 

three years. They too were dissatisfied with the work of the commissions and reported 

finding the whole experience hurtful, as reflected in the following comments of one 

mother: 'There are two or three medical examiners who ask him some questions and they say 

how damaged he is ... and then on the basis of this he receives a percentage, on the basis of how 

damaged he is' (Lidiya, mother, Bulgaria). 

Accessing and using health care in both countries was not without problems and 

numerous instances were reported of disabled children being refused care or given 

substandard care. Dental care is especially problematic. Most dentists in B&H and 

Bulgaria refuse to treat a child with an intellectual disability or epilepsy. In addition 

mothers report situations where medical staff did not know how to approach their 

children. Such insensitivities as giving parents an ad hoc diagnosis, accusing them of 

neglecting their child or blaming them when their child fell ill, were also reported 

during the focus group interview. One mother reported being made to wait for seven 

hours in a hospital corridor before she was seen by somebody. 
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4.3 MOVING TOWARDS SOCIAL INCLUSION OF DISABLED CHILDREN 

AND THEIR FAMILIES 

As argued in chapter one, social exclusion is related to inequality and lack of 

opportunity, and these experiences are common for both the parents of disabled 

children and the children themselves. This picture is repeated by the findings of the 

current research and confirms Dowling and Dolan's (2001) view, that when applying 

the social model of disability we can see that barriers in society relate to the entire 

family and not just the disabled child. This of course adds weight to the argument that 

support needs to be geared to the family as a whole. Support is especially critical for 

families who are unable to meet the costs of caring for a disabled child. However, a 

system of comprehensive financial support, community resources and provision of 

relevant and timely information are either insufficient or completely lacking in both 

B&H and Bulgaria, a fact confirmed by parents, and professionals alike. 

Parents had a number of suggestions to make with regards to how the present 

situation can be improved. The mothers in the focus group in B&H praised a new 

preschool for children with special needs: I In Banja Luka we have a special preschool for 

these children and that is a real asset for the town. You have some kind of safety when your 

child is there' (Jelena, mother, B&H). In addition numerous suggestions were put 

forward for how parents' organisations can be strengthened to provide community 

support for them and their children. Parents who accessed community day centres 

testified to what a great difference this service had made to their lives. Financial 
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support also featured high on the priority list for parents, as well as the need to 

improve services and to educate service providers about different impairments. This 

would allow the children to benefit from local community services instead of having to 

attend specialised clinics and special schools. All parents agreed that support is 

required from the outset. One mother in Bulgaria envisaged how such a support 

system might work, both logistically and practically. 

Support for parents can be a policy here. By supporting parents to stay together you 
actually support the child. When a child gets a diagnosis somebody or a team needs to 
starts working with that child whilst another team can start working with the parents 
to stay together as a family; but at the same time parents can be trained how to work 
with this particular child and how to approach his/her disability (Ana, mother, 
Bulgaria). 

The expressed need for such a support system transcended the occupationat 

educational or financial status of the parents. All parents reported this is what they 

desire and need, whatever differences they may have. The academic literature shows 

cognisance of the considerable complexity and diversity which exists among families of 

disabled children (Carpenter & Carpenter, 2002) something which was well captured 

in this study. The differing circumstances in which families live, highlights the need for 

individually tailored packages of care to meet both common and individual needs; it 

also indicates that care packages must be directed toward the social inclusion of these 

families. The examples given in the next section show that services need to be able to 

respond to the complexity of families with disabled children. 
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This research identified numerous examples of mothers fighting for their children's 

rights, for increased financial support, dealing with professionals and trying to 

improve service provision. Ryan and Runswick-Cole (2009) argue that mothers of 

disabled children advocate more frequently and with more complexity than mothers 

with non-disabled children. Furthermore they argue that mothers often take on the role 

of activist, even though they do not always identify themselves as such. The same has 

been found in this research indentifying numerous instances of mothers advocating on 

the levels of service provisions and policy. In addition, chapter six shows how mothers 

of disabled children in B&H and Bulgaria organised service provisions previously 

missing in the community. However the role of mothers and parents as activists is 

unrecognised. 

4 . 3 . 1 M E E TIN G THE NEE D S 0 F D IV E R S E FA M I LI E S - SO M E CAS EST U DIE S 

One of the families visited during this research comprised a single mother, Azra, living 

with her severely disabled son Sead in a rural village in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The 

trip there, in icy, wintry conditions, was thought provoking and brought home to me 

how remote and difficult a place this is to access. This is especially so during the winter 

period when Bosnia is covered in snow for months on end. The bitterly cold conditions 

made the village seem even more isolated and remote. No people were around and 

only two cars and an old mini -bus passed by on the way. At the centre of the village 

was a sn1all mosque, a grocery store and a betting shop. When I asked for Azra and 

Sead's house a young man outside the shop said: 'Is it tllnt womnn with that child, thnt 

immobile boy'? 
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Case study 1. Sead and his mother Azra 

Sead is 13 years old and has a severe form of cerebral palsy. He does not use 

speech to communicate, but Azra says he is perfectly able to indicate his 

preferences and wishes. They live in Azra's brother's house which has not been 

made physically accessible for a child in a wheelchair. Azra's husband left when 

she gave birth to Sead and has never made contact since. It did not look like she 

wanted to elaborate on this topic; it seemed that she wanted to talk about Sead 

and not so much about herself. She spoke about the practicalities of taking Sead 

to different therapies. He needs spa treatments, speech therapy and defectology 

treatment, though these services are not available in the village. To reach the 

nearest town where some of the services are provided they must travel for 25 

kilometres in a small and difficult to access bus: ' ... it was not too bad when he was 

smaller, but he is heavy now and it is increasingly hard for me to manage'. Sead never 

received a wheelchair or any mobility aids from social services and so he uses an 

old, rusty, oversized wheelchair that once belonged to an old man in the village 

who died. As a single mother, who has suffered tragic circumstances in her 

extended family Azra takes care of Sead all by herself on very limited finances. 

Her chances of employment in the village are non-existent which means they 

cannot afford to move to a bigger city and pay for rented accommodation. Azra 

is however very much looking forward to a relatively large increase in disability 

allowance brought about by the 2006 amendments to the law governing social 

welfare in B&I-I. She said this money would make a great difference to her life 

and make her finances manageable. 
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This case shows, and NCO workers in B&H and Bulgaria have confirmed this, that 

levels of social exclusion are usually much higher when disabled children and their 

families live in remote villages. Distances from towns and services, parents' poverty 

and impoverished environments further exacerbate social exclusion. Furthermore 

community day centres are not built in small villages. A community day centre and 

rehabilitation centre was, in fact exactly what Azra needed, but they were not 

reachable. Another option would have been an outreach service whereby a 

defectologist or social worker could visit regularly to work with Sead. Furthermore a 

local school needs to be encouraged to include Sead in the education process, instead 

of keeping him excluded from other children in the village. 

The needs of another family encountered in B&H were much better met - this foster 

family enjoyed far more positive experiences. As previously discussed in chapter two, 

fostering is not well developed in Bulgaria, but in B&H is gaining increasing attention 

and popularity. Even though foster parents are unlikely to take on disabled children in 

B&H (UNICEF, 2003) there are exceptions and this study includes one foster family as 

shown in the next box 4.2. 
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Box 4.2 Case study 2- Foster family Saliha and Mirza 

The woman, Saliha who is in her early sixties and retired, said that she became 

interested in fostering some 6-7 years ago when her husband died and two of her 

children left home. She started to care for fourteen-year-old Mirza last year, who, 

following the tragic death of his parents spent time in a psychiatric hospital and 

an orphanage. Whilst in the orphanage his situation deteriorated and he 

developed learning difficulties and emotional problems. It was a defectologist in 

the hospital who suggested a foster care placement for him. Since being in foster 

care his emotional problems have subsided, whilst his learning and educational 

outcomes have improved dramatically. Saliha says she receives sufficient 

support and money for raising Mirza: 'They visit me every month, either from the 

centre for social work or from organisations (an NGO that works on fostering), they are 

all connected. Every last Thursday in the month we have a meeting in the organisation ... I 

In addition Saliha reported that foster carers are trained to provide parenting to 

children and are supported in times of hardship, something that biological 

parents said they were missing. She said that training provided by the NCO 

promoting and supporting fostering in B&H was very useful to her. Both Saliha 

and Mirza talked positively about their experiences. Their example shows that 

the needs of diverse families can be met with timely and carefully tailored 

interventions. 

As previously indicated, family policies and attitudes towards disability have shifted 

with the transition from communism to democracy. These changes were reflected 

upon by one family who have experience in using services for disabled children in both 

systems. Anuska is a disabled Bulgarian woman, an activist and a poet. She is now in 

her thirties and has complex needs and lives with her family in the suburbs of Sofia. 

When Anuska was growing up in communist Bulgaria the schools were completely 

inaccessible, hence she had to give up formal schooling at the primary school level. Her 
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parents had no support from the state and her mother worked full time, with the 

family having to pay for Anuska's extra care themselves. Now Anuska has a personal 

assistant under a new municipality scheme. She and her family said that things were 

markedly different now - disabled people are more visible and there were various 

initiatives, aimed at improving social inclusion, being launched in Bulgaria. 

Unfortunately their experience is that these initiatives are often not sustained or do not 

reach all the people who need them. For example accessible transport is still limited, 

whilst rehabilitation and appropriate medical care are not fully available. Anuska said 

that she experiences numerous barriers in participating in mainstream society. This 

was confirmed by another Bulgarian family, as presented in case study 3. 

Box 4.3- Case study 3: Iva and grandparents 

A family interviewed in Bulgaria was one where the grandparents took care of a 

nll1.e year old girt Iva, who has Down's syndrome. The grandparents were 

reluctant to take on the responsibility, but Iva's father had left the family, and 

her mother was not receiving any state help. Due to the lack of employment 

opportunities in Bulgaria Iva's mother decided to leave her with her 

grandparents and to go to work on a foreign owned ship, a job that does not 

allow her to come honle and visit her daughter often. However she is now able 

to provide financially for Iva, herself, and her parents. The grandmother Radka 

spoke of numerous problems in her efforts to access services and take 

appropriate care of Iva. Due to the lack of opportunities for schooling and no 

day centres in the town where they lived they had moved house and came to 

live III Sofia, which the grandparents found difficult to deal with. Even though 

they feel that life in Sofia offers more opportunities, there are certain barriers in 

using services. For instance it has still not been decided whether the 

grandpar nt can be registered as personal assistants. Furthermore th y have 

not y t be n allowed to u day centres, and will be able to only if the adopt 

Iva or if th moth r giv th In authorisation. F r th m the day nlr 1 

p ially ilnp rtant in umm r during th h 1 br ak. 

'. 

" 
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As with the case of Sead, the example of this grandparent's family shows that services 

are inflexible towards the needs of diverse families. 

4.3.2 CHILD RE N' S RI G HTS- PARE NTS' WISH ES -PRACTITI 0 N E RS' DEC I S 10 N S 

Apart from an adequate standard of living, disabled children also value education, a 

nurturing environment and participation and involvement in decisions that affect their 

lives (Middleton 1999; Morris, 2001). These are dimensions in addition to the rights 

enshrined in the UNCRC (1989) that can increase the social inclusion of disabled 

children. However, as seen throughout this chapter these rights, even though seen as a 

vehicle for inclusion (see chapter one), are all too frequently violated for disabled 

children. During the research it became manifestly clear that children's choices in both 

B&H and Bulgaria are severely restricted by disabling social structures. The boy who 

lives in a rural area likes being with other children and likes going out, but more often 

than not spends his days at home, in one room with his mother. Nobody ever 

suggested enrolling hiIn in a mainstream school, whilst trips outside the house are 

difficult not least because the house where he lives is inaccessible and he lacks an 

appropriate wheelchair. 

Parents gave many examples of children being discriminated against - in education, by 

medical doctors and in not having friends. Even when children stay with their families 

they often live in poverty, miss out on education and are prevented from using 

community services because of numerous structural barriers, and societal prejudices. 

Poor standards of living, lack of day centres and inclusive educational opportunities 
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were seen as problematic by both children and parents. These issues are recognised as 

problematic by policy makers and attempts are being made to advance inclusion 

through the opening of day centres and by improving access to mainstream schools for 

disabled children. 

However, this research demonstrates that disabled children's right to participate is not 

being adequately addressed in policy making. The right to participate, be consulted 

and supported to make choices has not been prioritised either by professionals or 

parents, even though there is abundant evidence (see chapter one) to suggest that 

children's participation is central to social inclusion (Hill et al., 2004). For example, 

both professionals and parents usually spoke about parents' wishes when considering 

inclusive or special educational options. However there were instances when the 

wishes of parents were apparently taken into consideration, but behind this it was 

professionals who made the actual decisions or convinced parents that a particular 

option would be best. Apart from occasions when parents engage in activism and form 

an association themselves, it is professionals and policy makers who develop laws and 

decide what they consider is best for the child. In the struggle between parents and 

professionals concerning what is best for children, nobody is asking the children and 

this is especially true where children with severe disabilities and communication 

impairments are concerned. 

It seems that Mirza, the boy now living in a foster family, \yas given more 

opportunities to make choices once he left the orphClnage. He talked about what he 
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wants to do when he grows up, what he likes to do now and how he chooses his 

friends. In an interview he said that the chHdren's horne reminded him of an arTIlY 

barracks, with too many children, unreasonable routines, and uncaring staff who 

sometimes used physical punishment. Of his foster home Mirza said: 'I am so happy 

here, as if I was born here. I have my privaC1J here ... I passed this year with very good grades in 

school, it was impossible before ... You know, for me this house is like heaven'. There are a 

number of reasons why it is that he has more opportunities to make choices now that 

he has left state care. His foster parent is trained by a forward thinking NCO that 

addresses children's rights; he lives in the city; he does not need mobility or 

communication aids and he was fortunate to corne across professionals who suggested 

inclusive options for him. The path he has taken has proven to be a good one for him, 

but again it was professionals who were deciding what is good for him. 

4.3.3 UNMET NEEDS AND UNHEARD VOICES 

The concept that a child's disability of necessity causes distress, crisis and pathology is 

gradually being superseded in Western societies by an understanding that families 

with disabled children have a variety of possible responses to their situation (Bernal, 

2006). These views informed this research and during interviews care was taken not to 

impose models of individual pathology or tragedy. Unfortunately parents in Eastern 

Europe are only just beginning to experience the possibilities provided by support and 

altenlative visions of disability in society. This is no doubt why their stories are so 

dominated by frustration and disappointment. Even though none of the parents 

presented their life as a tragedy, they often steered discussion into talking about the 

hardships and difficulties they face in conducting their usual activities. 
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In spite of unmet needs all parents were adamant that they would never place their 

children in state care. All the mothers continued to stress how much they love their 

children and that they will never give them up, as long as they can care for them. More 

than half of the mothers, did however, express concern about what will happen once 

they are no longer able to take care of their disabled children themselves: 'Now I am 60; 

I am divorced; if I die I don't know what will happen to him. There should be protected 

houses ... with a little care he can manage' (Snezhana, mother, Bulgaria). This is in line with 

Grant and Ramcharan (2001) who argue that families apart from' caring for' express 

'caring about' which is emotional labour and worry for the child with intellectual 

disability. 

Some of the parents in this study had had to move house so that their child would be 

able to use community resources in bigger cities, rather than going into residential care. 

Others went to great lengths to ensure not only that education and professional 

support was available for thejr child, but also that the child would remain with the 

family: 

We used kindergarten from Monday to Friday, so we would take him there in the 
morning and take him back in the afternoon. Sometimes there would be a big snowfall, 
but we would still take him back home, because at home he has his own bed, his parents, 
his sister (Rosa, mother, Bulgaria). 

When parents were asked whether institutionalisation had been suggested to them by 

professionals, 7 out of the 23 parents who took part said that it had, but that they had 

refused. Institutionalisation vvas more often suggested in Bulgaria then in B&H, 
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especially where the child had a severe disability. One mother in Bulgaria said that 

professionals suggested institutionalisation straight awaYf trying to convince her by 

exhortations that: 'everything is free; it will be convenient for you'. The suggestions were 

usually made without too much persisting. However Tatyana, a mother in Bulgaria, 

who was 42 years of age and unmarried when she had her son, had a very different 

experience immediately after the birth of her son: 

When I was in the hospital they came to me 2 or 3 times asking me whether I was 
thinking of leaving the child, because I was 42, a single mother, no husband. Every time 
I had to explain that at this age I was able to make an informed decision whether to 
have an abortion or to keep the child, and as I decided to keep the child, there was no 
point asking me now whether I want to leave him in the hospital for somebody to adopt. 
I said to them, in the hospital office, to get in touch with each other and to understand 
my position that I will not leave the child and to stop harassing me with that ... 

It is to be expected that in recent years, with pressures from the EU and human rights 

approaches, attitudes may have changed. Indeed, social workers in B&H stressed that 

institutionalisation of a disabled child is absolutely the last option for them. In 

interviews with staff in residential institution in B&H they said that in the last few 

years they had hardly received any requests for admitting a child. However, reports 

from Bulgaria on abandonment were mixed, so that while some professionals and 

policy makers said that the number of children in institutions had been reduced, there 

were others who claimed that children are still being institutionalised. 

Institutionalisation, it should be remembered, does not only happen to disabled 

children, but also to Roma children and children born to young single Inothers, as 

illustrated by one Bulgarian informant: 
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Some babies are just left in the yard of institutions/ while some were abandoned after 
the first year; actually this is a new phenomenon; first of all we have girls who get 
pregnant between the age of 14-19/ so we have 10/500 babies out of 17/000 babies in 
2005/ borne by these girls. We have these girls who either abandon their children right 
away/ or they try to take care of their child for a year/ because they receive some kind of 
payments/ but when that ends they leave their child in a baby home (International 
NCO worker/ Bulgaria). 

This chapter has presented and analysed the voices of parents and children in B&H 

and Bulgaria and uncovered what they identify as barriers and obstacles for inclusion. 

The parents valued participating in the research and reported seeing it as an 

opportunity to communicate their experiences and practices as well as the effects of 

policy. The views of disabled children and their parents are rarely acknowledged in 

policy making in B&H and Bulgaria/ even though their voices are crucial in identifying 

what makes services effective and workable for them as opposed to what works for 

professionals (Beresford et al./ 2003). The parents reported numerous issues in 

accessing education/ health care and community services. It emerged quite strongly 

that as families they frequently felt discriminated against and excluded/ thus 

supporting the position that the exclusion of disabled children needs to be addressed 

in a family context. The parents argued that increased financial support/ as well as 

provision for early childhood care and education/ is vital if inclusion is to be realised. 

Obstacles to inclusion have been identified in the work of professionals who frequently 

see impairment without any regard for children/ s needs or rights. As identified in this 

research the relationship between parents and professionals is an area where 

significant improvements are needed. This chapter has also shown that the diversity of 
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families is something which has not been addressed sufficiently in policy and practice. 

Parents in rural areas for example, have even less access to services than their 

counterparts in cities. In spite of the challenges they faced all the parents that took part 

in this research decided to raise their child in a family environment. However, unmet 

needs and lack of support are the main reasons why parents in Eastern Europe do 

place their children in residential care - sometimes this has been the only option 

(UNICEF, 2005). Institutional care remains a hotly debated issue in Eastern Europe

both because of its quality and its prevalence. This is a debate which is loaded with 

emotional and political significance. The next chapter then turns to the question of 

residential care - as one which is significant in exclusion/inclusion debates in B&H and 

Bulgaria. The voices of those from inside institutions - both children and staff - most 

often go unheard. The next chapter includes these voices in the debate on residential 

care in Eastern Europe. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INSTITUTIONAL CARE OF DISABLED CHILDREN 

This chapter focuses on residential institutions and residential special schools in Bosnia 

& Herzegovina (B&H) and Bulgaria. These establishments are frequently seen as a 

Inajor obstacle to the social inclusion of disabled children. Once a child is placed in 

residential care, family and community ties are usually broken and the life of that child 

is confined to that institution's walls. In order to contribute to an ongoing debate on 

the topic this chapter will examine this complex issue in more depth, starting by 

outlining the main characteristics of institutional care. The two sections that follow 

will examine the institutional discourses, constructions of disabled childhood and life 

in residential care from the perspectives of staff and children. The final part debates 

deinstitutionalization strategies and the obstacles to it and outlines possibilities for 

transforming residential institutions. 

5.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTITUTIONAL CARE IN B&H AND BULGARIA 

In B&H residential institutions are places where disabled children or adults live, 

receive rehabilitation and attend occupational workshops. In the Bosnian language 

these places are called 'zavad ', which means institute and signifies a scientific 

orientation. In Bulgaria however, residential institutions for children are more 

frequently called children's homes or social homes, thus stressing housing and a 
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protection component in its approach. In this thesis residential special schools are also 

considered as a form of institutional care, even though they are different from 

permanent residential institutions. The major difference is that children living in 

residential special schools usually keep contact with their families and go horne for 

holiday, school breaks, or weekends. However different in their physical structure and 

in the purpose they serve, all residential places in this research have, to varying 

degrees, some similarities and resemble a number of Coffman's (1961) characteristics of 

total institutions. The crucial similarity is that places of work or study, rest, play and 

sleep are not separated. Everything is done within the same premises and within one 

social group, whilst the hierarchy between staff and residents is clearly visible and 

used to exercise controL 

In the literature residential institutions in Eastern Europe are seen as an obstacle to the 

inclusion of disabled children and places where their rights are too frequently violated 

(UNICEF, 2005, 2007). Indeed, during this research residential institutions were 

discussed by almost all participants, not only by people who work in them. The 

informants from outside of institutions were NCO workers, professionals and 

government policy makers. Their perspective is considered relevant because of their 

direct or indirect involvement with issues of residential care. For example some of 

these informants were previously employed as staff in institutions. It was NCO 

workers and staff from international organisations especially, who offered the 

strongest critique of institutions. Using numerous examples, they illustrated how 

institutions serve as places for exclusion and maltreatment of children and are of more 

use to the staff who work in them than children themselves. The views from inside 
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institutions were obtained from staff who work in them and children and young 

people who live in them. 

As discussed in chapter two, institutional care and residential special education is 

much more widespread in Bulgaria, a country with one of the highest number of 

institutionalised disabled children in Europe (European Commission, 2009). 

Furthermore Bulgaria, together with Romania and Russia has been heavily criticized 

for poor conditions in residential care institutions (Amnesty Internationat 2002; MDRI 

2006; Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, 2006). In B&H on the other hand there are only 

89 disabled children currently living permanently in residential care. The number of 

special schools is also disproportionately higher in Bulgaria, which has 91 specials 

schools compared to 7 in B&H. Correspondingly, during this research it became 

evident that residential institutions are a much more problematic issue in Bulgaria, and 

Bulgarian informants mentioned institutions more frequently. The case of the Mogilino 

residential home shown in the BBC film (Blewett, 2007) is used here to illustrate 

characteristics of social homes in Bulgaria. The quote below, used as a sub-title, is from 

one informant from an international organisation (10) in Bulgaria. 

5.1.1 'YOU PROBABLY HEARD ABOUT THE NOTORIOUS MOGILINO CASE' 

Many would probably never have heard of Mogilino village in Northern Bulgaria, had 

it not been for the BBC 2007 film 'Bulgaria's Abandoned Children' directed by Kate 

Blewett. Those who saw the film saw images of neglected disabled children lying in 
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their cots, naked, dehydrated and hungry, in the care of negligent staff. The film 

outraged viewers around Europe, whilst the majority of Bulgarians were shocked that 

this cruelty was happening in their country. Even though there were those who 

thought of it as a western conspiracy against Bulgaria, the film played a crucial role in 

bringing Bulgaria's children's care homes to the attention of international and national 

policy makers and the wider public. Almost all Bulgarian informants mentioned the 

film, either as a proof of how bad things are or as an event that initiated public 

pressure bringing previously hidden issues to public attention. Some talked about the 

public outrage that inhumanities like this were happening in their country and they 

gave examples of members of the public organizing demonstrations and demanding 

that the government take urgent action. Several informants said that Mogilino 

motivated people to take part in charitable actions and many Bulgarians donated 

money towards improving the situation in Mogilino. 

For some people the Mogilino story was a family drama. The informants highlighted 

how several citizens disturbed by it rushed to donate money, unaware that their own 

child also lived there. This transpired months later when these parents got letters 

asking them to take a child back into the family from the Mogilino home. Some 

parents did not even know their child was alive let alone that he/she was living in 

Mogilino. When asked how these people did not know that their own children were in 

this institution, a Bulgarian informant from an international organisation (10) 

explained that some parents thought their children were somewhere else: 'The staff did 

not bother to keep contact with parents, and there were even situations when parents were told 

their child had died'. 
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The Mogilino film confirmed that institutions served the function of hiding disability 

in Bulgarian society, a practice in line with' social automatism' discussed in chapter two. 

This was strengthened by pathologising disability and viewing disabled children as 

'others' since they are outside the universal construction of childhood (O'Dell, 2003). 

Within this climate it was acceptable, and even encouraged that parents abandoned 

their disabled child. They did so, partly because it was not acceptable to have a 

disabled child, but more often because there was no support for raising such a child. 

The example of parents who did not know their children were in Mogilino 

demonstrated the power of denial and socialisation into a collective culture of 

'forgetting' disability. When asked whether Mogilino was an isolated case, the 

respondents in Bulgaria mostly agreed that it was not. In fact many argued that 

Mogilino was not much worse than any other residential institution in Bulgaria. It 

emerged that Mogilino illustrated everything that was and still is wrong with 

institutional care in Bulgaria: 'Suddenly all our officials jumped up and said- no it is not like 

that- but conditions are exactly like that in most of these places' (Former government official, 

Bulgaria). 

Indeed, Bulgarian informants from NCOs, INCOs and lOs, as well as parents, agreed 

that institutions are still places of social isolation that create the opportw1.ity to mistreat 

and abuse children. They characterised social care homes in Bulgaria as establishments 

situated in small villages, with no doctors, medical staff or teachers. In addition, social 

care homes are run and managed by locals, who have no training in care for disabled 

children. Once human rights organisations entered care hOll1es they found children 

with physical and emotional development hampered due to lack of appropriate care. 
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Furthermore the high mortality rates of children in institutions had not raised concerns 

until recentlYI with doctors refusing to go to these remote places to investigate. Instead 

they would just accept and record what the cause of death a member of that institution 

staff would tell them on the phone. Later investigation into these deaths showed that 

children died because of inadequate care and poor conditions. MoreoverI the Bulgarian 

informant from an 10 commented: I Staff do not perceive this as a serious problem because 

they expect these children to die anyway. They think these children died because of their severe 

disabilities', As shown in the example of Mogilino the construction of disability can 

have extreme consequences or it can in various ways shape the lives of disabled 

children in care. 

5.2 CONSTRUCTING DISABILITY- STAFF IN INSTITUTIONS 

Arguing that discourse plays a powerful role in the formation of identities and the 

interpretation of meaningsI Armstrong (2003) reminds us that in seeking to understand 

processes of exclusion we need to listen to discourse in different contextsI in order to 

deconstruct what is being said. When analysing interviews with staff in institutions 

(see appendix two for full list) in both B&H and BulgariaI several similar themes 

emerged. InstitutionsI staft unlike other informantsI kept stressing that institutions 

offer protection to disabled children. Furthermore the way they talked about disabled 

children was very different to that of people from outside. The staff in residential 

institutions also showed stronger opposition towards social and educational inclusion. 
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The discourse used by staff in institutions was poignant and examining it gives a richer 

picture of the characteristics of institutional care. 

My immediate impression was that the institutions' staff are oblivious to efforts in both 

countries to adopt less offensive language in relation to disability. In discussing 

disability, staff in institutions used derogatory terms such as retardation, or 

oligrophrenia4
, and one member of staff in a residential institution whispered the word 

'idiotia' when describing one disabled boy. This practice is in direct conflict with an 

understanding that language used to refer to persons with disabilities plays an 

important role in maintaining negative stereotypes. It also shows little regard for the 

international instrument, such as the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities (2006) that emphasises the importance of language in combating 

stereotypes, harmful practices and discrimination. 

The discourse in institutions for intellectually disabled children was very different to 

the discourse in other places visited. Children were talked about, but I was strongly 

discouraged from talking to them. The main characteristic of staff discourse was: a 

focus on children's limitations; children were seen as problems, and the staff's work 

was not deemed valuable. Disabled children and adults were objects of charity and 

4 The term "oligophrenia" (congenital mental retardation) is described as an impairment of all cognitive functions, 
without a progressive course, due to pervasive organic injury of the hemispheric structure. Severity levels are: debils 
(mild retardation), imbecils (moderate), and idiots (profound). There is a further classification into excitable and 
inhibited types (Oavydov, 1983, pp. 231-232) in Gindins (2010). 
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there was an underlying component that people who work with them do that firstly 

out of the goodness of their hearts and then for a salary. 

The analysis showed that the discourse of staff in institutions is related to their way of 

working and the organisation of activities, confirming that: 'all discourse is action and all 

action is discursive' (Hammersley, 2002, p. 2). For example when talking about residents, 

the staff in Zavod Breziljek - a residential care institution in B&H, used the Bosnian 

term 'stieenici', which means somebody who is protected or looked after by individuals 

in a position of power. In this case it is professionals in institutions who have power, 

usually based on medical diagnoses and their professional knowledge of disability. 

Disabled children and adults were seen as powerless, objects of protection, without 

human rights. For example staff in Zavod Breziljek referred to all residents as children, 

even when they were middle aged or elderly persons. When asked about clarification 

on actual numbers of children, up to the age of 18, one member of staff responded: 'well 

that doesn't matter, chronological age doesn't matter for this category of intellectual disability' 

(Art therapist, Zavod Breziljek, B&H). It transpired later that only 25 children or persons 

up to age of 18 lived in this institutions, while the other 354 people were adults. This 

shows that the staff see intellectually disabled people as in a permanent state of 

childhood and helplessness, which accordingly justifies their policies of 'protection' or 

rather overprotection and control. 

In addition to protection, the traditional charity discourse was very prominent in all 

residential places visited in both B&H and Bulgaria. In these establishments children 
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and adult residents had rooms for making various crafts, ornaments, decorations and 

pictures. Visitors are usually offered these as memorabilia gifts and these objects are 

displayed around corridors and in staff rooms for decoration. Children usually make 

these items as a part of their occupational therapy and staff do not attach any price to 

these products. As one teacher in a special school in B&H commented: I it is important 

that they have a sense of purpose in doing it and they are very happy in these workshops. It is 

more for them to feel useful'. What adults and children produce is also used in donors' 

presentations to demonstrate that residents are benefiting from receiving special 

educational training and rehabilitation. 

In Zavod Breziljek in B&H, residents even had a place for the production of small 

carpets and, in contrast to special schools, these items were priced. The profit is 

however not paid to residents, but used for running the institution. Furthermore in this 

institution disabled adults work on maintaining gardens, gate keeping and cleaning for 

which they receive a token salary. Since they are not allowed to leave the institution, 

they use this salary to buy cigarettes and sweets in the institution's small shop. The 

staff expressed the opinion that disabled people are benefiting from performing this 

cheap labour, because it makes them feel useful and occupied and gives them a sense 

of contributing through work. This is, however, not the common reason why residents 

usually agree to this form of exploitation. Monk (2010) argues that some residents 

prefer to work as it gives them more freedom and an opportunity to bypass the 

institutions' rules and restrictions, or as Manning (2008) argues, working residents can 

have higher status amongst their peers within an institution. 
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A traditional charity discourse was also encountered in the \vays institutions attract 

donations. In Bulgaria, the principal in a special school reported that they receh'e 

unwanted furniture and clothes, usually from successful businesses. In B&H 

institutions also received numerous donations in food, clothes and money from 

individuals and organisations. In Zavod Breziljek staff gave examples of how some 

food companies and supermarkets give them food, instead of throwing it away, once it 

was close to its use by date. The discourse and actions illustrated here suggest that 

children and adults in Zavod Breziljek are perceived by staff as being content with 

much less than non disabled people, such as substandard food, or old clothes that are 

no longer fashionable in the outside world. As discussed in chapter one the charity 

discourse and charitable actions are challenged by the proponents of the social model 

of disability as it undermines disabled people and reinforces a view of disability as 

tragedy. 

5.2.1 WE KNOW THEIR LIMITS 

A focus on limitations, when talking about disabled children, was very prominent in 

both special schools in B&H and Bulgaria. The principal in a special school in Bulgaria 

gave numerous examples of how children with intellectual disabilities have very 

limited potential. According to this interviewee, although they have classes in the 

morning and then again in the afternoon, to repeat what they have learnt, the children 

cannot attain the results that parents want. Moreover the staff from special schools for 

intellectually disabled children in both B&H and Bulgaria supported their stories of 

limitations by highlighting the health problems of children, arguing that these 
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problems need to be 'corrected' by medical procedures. Furthermore the staff were 

very doubtful that intellectually disabled people can live independent lives and they 

used every opportunity to stress this. 

The staff in residential places discussed again disabled children's limitations when 

asked about possibilities for future employment. After primary school, children with 

intellectual disabilities can only go to vocational school and work as helpers. The 

principal in a special school in Bulgaria viewed this as a natural outcome of their 

limitations: 'They will not cook, because thelJ cannot do this, but thelJ will assist and their 

activities will be supervised by the chef'. Even when they do find employment, if the 

young people have an intellectual disability, there is a scornful view of how they 

perform their duties. For example, the principal in the special school in Bulgaria 

laughingly, but affectionately, described how one disabled girl does her work. On the 

whole the staff strongly emphasised that intellectually disabled people can only 

perform very simple jobs in a protective environment. The staff discourse in residential 

institutions conveyed a message that intellectually disabled people cannot be 

contributing members of society. 

Discourse on limitations was often put together with altruistic stories of the dedicated 

care and protection children are given in institutions. In special schools for 

intellectually disabled children, as well as in Zavod Breziljek, the staff emphasised how 

much they do for the children and how much children achieve in these institutions. 

They seemed very sincere when talking about it and appeared to believe very much in 
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the positive aspects of institutional life. The staff emphasised protection elements 

throughout the interviews, telling numerous storjes about how educationalh' and 

behaviourally neglected the children were before they came to their institution or 

school. 

It is notable that special school staff in B&H were more critical of their work, than staff 

in special schools in Bulgaria and in Zavod Breziljek. However a major difference in 

the construction of disability was encountered in a school for blind children in B&H. 

While institutional staff who work with children with intellectual disabilities 

emphasise limitations and controt the attitude of the principal of the school for blind 

children was oriented towards children achieving their potential. He very much 

emphasised individual characteristics of each child and favoured working towards 

extending possibilities; however this was for blind children only: 

The possibilities for the blind are great. If a child is only blind lots can be achieved with 
good education. I cannot say that blindness is not a barrier in life, but difficulties can be 
reduced if a child is given timely attention '. 

Furthermore he did not use a traditional charity discourse and argued that with the 

appropriate support blind children can overcome barriers and reach their educational 

and professional potentials. His views were not limited to the idea of one natural 

childhood. Instead he prioritised children's interaction with the environment and with 

other people, the perspective that corresponds to the 'new sociology of childhood' 

(Cooks, 2009). 
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5.2.2 THEM AND US 

Based on large-scale research in residential institutions across the United States, Taylor 

and Bogdan (1998) claims that staff develop shared definitions of residents with 

intellectual disability and the same phenomenon was observed in residential 

institutions in B&H and Bulgaria. Taylor and Bogdan (1998) argue that for institutional 

staff, residents have an object like quality, whilst the division between 'them' and 'us' 

is a regular frame of reference. Coupled with the perceived need for strict control of 

disabled people, this indicates that staff do not see disabled people as equal human 

beings. For example the staff did not hide their surprise that some residents wanted to 

have nice clothes, cosmetics, hair products and a mobile phone. Even a young member 

of staff in B&H, an art therapist, who did not have disability training in the old system, 

accepted a 'them and us' discourse provided by older staff and expressed surprise that 

'protectees' are interested in fashion with some of them wearing the same clothes as 

herself. 

Furthermore, the staff in B&H did not hide thejr disapproval when it came to people 

with intellectual disability having children, emphasizing the need for gynaecological 

control and monitoring of residents' sex lives. It transpired that several couples who 

live in Zavod Breziljek in B&H are monitored. A member of staff explained their 

institutions' policy: 'We observe their behaviour and if they argue we try to reconcile 

them ... we have some couples who are living together as a family, but they sleep in separate 

rooms' (Grollp interview, Zavod Breziljek). Furthermore, staff do not refrain from advising 

how these people should manage their relationships, so that adolescents in institutions 
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are taught that adult relationships for disabled people are about friendship and not sex. 

Whilst an increase in more positive attitudes and acceptance towards sexuality of 

people with intellectual disability is reported elsewhere (Gilmore & Chambers, 2010) 

staff in Zavod Breziljek control opportunities for intimate relationships. These 

restrictions and lack of clear communication about disabled people's needs can have 

dramatic consequences, as illustrated by this story from Bulgaria: 

One woman with an intellectual disability fell ill and she was taken to hospital, where 
she was, without her consent, subjected to an operation and doctors' removed her 
reproductive organs. Then one day after she was released from the hospital she ran away 
from her group home and nobody could find her; the worst of all is that they could not 
understand why she had run away ... nobody connected these two events' (INCO 
worker, Bulgaria). 

Research by Q'Driscoll and Walmlsey (2010) argues that absconding is more common 

than acknowledged and is the way in which residents with intellectual disabilities are 

showing active resistance to incarceration and the way they are treated. 

It was also noted that staff in residential institutions want to differentiate themselves 

from residents by emphasizing their position of power. In Zavod Breziljek in B&H, 

staff strongly objected when their former manager tried to introduce new practices, 

including advising staff to stop wearing white medical coats. In this resistance it is 

possible to recognize the underlying need to hold on to power, so staff interpreted 

taking off white coats as stripping them of their symbolic power, thus reducing the gap 

between them and residents. In addition the stories of institutional harassment, misuse 

of resources and corruption in this same institution were encountered in the report by 

a human rights organisation (Ombudsman B&H, 2009). These were also reported by 

other informants, but not those working in the institution. The staff in this institution 
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and other residential places communicated that they were united and supportive of 

each other in their efforts to provide the best care for disabled children. 

When discussing obstacles for change in institutional care, outside informants often 

mentioned older professionals educated in the previous system. However, the 

interviews in institutions revealed that younger and more recently employed members 

of staff in both B&H and Bulgaria accept traditional institutional discourse, their views 

converging with established members of staff who have been working there for a long 

time. They used discourse employed by older staff members, nodding and agreeing 

with what they said in their presence but also when they were interviewed alone. 

Taylor and Bogdan (1998) argue that institutional staff develop shared definitions with 

those around them because they spend a great deal of time with one another, talk 

about past events, share stories and experiences and explore meanings in a 

concentrated way. This might present a problem, as inclusion requires challenging 

assumptions, reflecting on professional practices and re-examining constructions of 

disability (Booth et al., 2000). 

In addition, the social construction of disabled children, as well as the need for 

personal and intimate care, increase their vulnerability to various forms of abuse 

(Westcott & Cross, 1996; Cross, 1998). Disabled children in residential care are 

commonly subjected to psychological, physical and sexual abuse (Carter, 2005). 

Neglect appears to be the most common form of abuse of disabled children arising 

from ignorance of their needs, especially the need for stimulation (Cross, 1998). 
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According to Peake (1997), because they are away from home, children are additionally 

vulnerable and less able to speak out. The topic of this thesis was not to investigate the 

abuse of disabled children, as that would require a different methodological approach. 

Nonetheless, in the context of residential care, the importance of this topic needs to be 

acknowledged, especially since abuse of disabled children in residential institutions 

across Eastern Europe has been reported consistently (Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, 

2002; MDRI, 2006). These reports dealt with neglect, extremely poor living conditions, 

unden10urishment and chaining children to their beds, but not with the sexual abuse 

of disabled children. 

The whole context of residential care creates opportunities for abuse (Roberts & 

Hamilton, 2010; French, 2010), as confirmed in this study. In Bulgaria, children's 

homes are in remote places where neglect and mistreatment of children has been going 

on for years and this has been reported in the literature and by informants from lOs 

and NGOs. No reports of this kind have emerged from B&H, where institutions are not 

so secluded and they frequently have visitors from outside. Still this does not 

guarantee an abuse free environment. It transpired that abuse is something the social 

workers in this study did not like discussing. When I asked them about protocols in 

reporting abuse they were taken aback and appeared suspicious about my motives. 

There does not seem to be recognition that disabled children are more vulnerable to 

abuse due to the power imbalance and because they are easily silenced, as argued by 

Cross (1998). In addition as reported in both countries, the social workers who inspect 

homes most often do not talk to children. They talk to staff and inspect documentation. 
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This approach does not allow children to report abuse and it is something that needs to 

be addressed in safeguarding children's wellbeing and addressing malpractices. 

5.3 OUTSIDE INCLUSION: THE LIVES OF CHILDREN IN RESIDENTIAL 

INSTITUTIONS 

In portraying the life of children in institutions I will depend heavily on children's 

voices, personal observations and analysis of institutional songs. In this section the 

most space is given to lives of children in Zavod Breziljek in B&H. This is because this 

institution was studied in depth and the most complete stories about children and their 

lives were accessed there. However, these stories are not exclusive to children in 

Zavod Breziljek, instead they highlight important issues of rights, participation and 

abuse common to many disabled children in care. Even though it was not possible to 

interview children living in residential care in Bulgaria, observations of the conditions 

they live in and proxy stories of staff and other informants provided some insight into 

their lives. 

5.3.1. LIFE BEHIND A FENCE 

In Bulgaria children are placed in institutional care for social reasons, mostly because 

of poverty and because parents are not supported to care for their children at horne. 

This is somewhat true for B&H, but in B&H it is much less likely that a disabled child 

will be institutionalised and if that happens social workers report that it is only after all 
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other possibilities have been exhausted. It emerged that there are various reasons why 

children ended up in Zavod Breziljek in B&H. For example one boy was abused by his 

father, because he had a disability. Another two children were there because their 

family was very dysfunctional and could not cope with their disabilities, so social 

services placed the children in state care. Once a child is placed in an institution, the 

family ties often break: 

... and then when they placed the child in an institution, most of them considered that 
the problem was solved. Some of them come here occasionally, some never ... simply that 
obligation of family towards the child is taken away, once the child is placed here. 
(Defectologist, Zavod Breziljek) 

The staff in the Zavod Breziljek reported that many children who come to the 

institution are likely to stay there for the rest of their lives. According to one member of 

staff only 6-7 children were reintegrated back into their families in the last 31 years, out 

of 1200 residents who lived in Breziljek throughout that time. Furthermore, for these 

children contacts with family were infrequent, as some families live in towns far from 

this institution, which involves high transport costs. Although it does not happen 

often, children said they love it when parents came to see them and they love to go 

home: 'The other day he (one of the interviewed boys) was complaining and he asked me why 

his parents are not coming. I said to him they probably cannot come because it's cold' (Teacher, 

Zavod Breziljek). The staff interviewed in the special schools in Sarajevo said that some 

children miss their parents and suffer emotionally. They were aware that this 

arrangement of separating children from their parents is not a good solution, but they 

justified it by the lack of opportunities for their education in the children's home 

towns. 
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The children interviewed in Zavod Breziljek have different levels of learning 

difficulties and significant cOlmnunicatjon impairments. Still, once 'xe established 

communication, the children were able to express their preferences, and with the help 

of their teacher, convey some things about their lives. Several themes were comn10n to 

all of them. They all experienced traumatic life events: such as physical abuse, death of 

a sibling or life with alcoholic parents. The staff revealed that some children are 

emotionally needy and have difficulties in adjusting to life in the institution, which 

does not come as a surprise, considering the grave experiences some endured. For 

example one 17-year-old young man talked about his life on the streets, \;\~hich 

involved abuse by strangers, extensive alcohol consulnption, cigarette smoking and 

drug abuse. When visitors come to the institution he goes cap in hand asking for 

cigarettes and money. When asked about the future he said: 'I would like to go to 

Germany ... I would find a nice wife and a job; I would work there. I've had enough of Bosnia. I 

just need a chance to get out of here ... they have a better life there'. His needs and vision of 

the future do not accord with the views staff hold about disabled young people and 

their limitations. 

The children from Zavod Breziljek in B&H said they liked socialising with their peers 

and the activities they are engaged in. However, they all said that being able to explore 

life outside the institution is something they desire, but do not often have the 

opportunity to do. When asked why that is so, one boy said: 'management decision'. 

Exploring the outside world usually consists of hanging out in the institution yard 

with other residents, an exploration that ends at the tall fence. The residents show 

enormous excitement when a car pulls up in front of the main building. Usually they 
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all gather around to greet visitors, talk to them or ask for something. HO\\Oe\Oer, this is 

usually done by the older residents, as smaller children are taken outside only by the 

staff. The staff were aware of the children's need for more outings and they talked 

about occasional trips to the cinema, holidays on the Adriatic coast or a visit to a fair. 

However, the staff explained that they cannot organise more outings because they only 

have a small van which can take a limited number of children at one time, so going 

outside the institution is not often on the agenda. 

The grounds around Zavod Breziljek are nicely kept with trees, flowers and benches. 

There is also a small makeshift swimming pool. In SUlnmer time residents splash in 

the poot play football or netball or just lounge around in the shade. For a moment one 

can think that this is an ordinary summer camp, but the tall fence around signifies that 

the outside world is not within easy reach. Furthermore, the presence of staff in white 

coats gives the whole atmosphere a medicat instead of a holiday feel. Residential 

special schools are much less medicalised, even though staff in medical coats were 

occasionally encountered. The special schools overall are more children's places, whilst 

in Zavod Breziljek, children were very much outnumbered by adult residents. 

With two older boys in Zavod Breziljek I explored their feelings towards girls and 

relationships a little bit. One boy said that he wants to get married and have a family. 

The other boy said that there is nobody that interests him in that sense. The staff in 

institutions said that older boys have interests but they have very little opportunity to 

Ineet someone their age, because it is mostly adults who live in their institution and 
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trips outside are rare. It emerged that the boys did get interested in girls from a 

mainstream hairdressing schoot who used to do their practical in the institution, but 

the girls never came back once they had finished their placements. 

5.3.2 CHILDREN'S VOICES IN INSTITUTIONS 

As discussed in chapter three professionals in institutions attempted to exclude 

children from this research. Their considered view - that the voices of disabled children 

are irrelevant - is connected to their perception of these children and their abilities. A 

defectologist in Zavod Breziljek did not hide her surprise when I asked to interview 

children. Referring to her professional knowledge she firstly tried to discourage me 

from talking to children, but then resorted to giving me instructions: '1/vhen you talk 

with those children, you need to limit yourself to some 100 words so that they can understand 

you; and not only for that reason but also to get answers to the most simple questions'. The 

other staff in the same institution supported that view, apart from one teacher who 

thought that interviewing children would not be a fruitless job. She supported the 

interview with each child by giving me their family histories, talking about their life in 

the institution and helping in interpreting their responses. 

The strongest opposition, however, to talking to disabled children carne from the 

principal of a residential special school in Bulgaria. She did not even want to consider 

it, justifying it with children's lirnitations, but more with the concern that we (the 

interpreter and I) might frighten the children. After an interview with her she 
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suggested taking us around the school and classrooms. We were again firmly 

reminded not to ask children any questions. She opened the door to a small stuffy 

classroom where children sat still in their benches. There were 12-15 children who 

looked at us with curiosity. The teacher's desk was at the front. The principal clearly 

signalled that we were not welcome to enter the classroom by positioning herself at the 

door, thus acting as a barrier between us and the children. This only gave us a chance 

to peek inside. The principal used the opportunity to tell us how severely disabled the 

children were and how the teacher struggled with them. The same happened when she 

took us to a second classroom. 

It was evident that in this school disabled children were talked about but not given a 

chance to be talked to. The school principal was an example of how powerful actions 

by professionals are and how much control they can exert over the lives of disabled 

chHdren. Furthermore it transpired that in both B&H and Bulgaria, special schools 

apply the same practices even when the state monitoring and evaluation agencies are 

visiting. The people from these agencies do not talk to children, as mentioned earlier. 

There is no practice where disabled children are asked for their opinions or how they 

feel about something. For example one boy in Zavod Breziljek mentioned missing his 

family and not wanting to be in the institution. When asked whose decision it was he 

simply replied: 'socials' (short for social workers). This lack of participation is in strong 

contrast to inclusion philosophy and is a direct violation of children's rights, as 

discussed in chapter one. The staff in institutions however did talk about rights, but 

their view of them was restricted to protection, the need to improve health care and the 

institutions' facilities, whilst the participation component was never mentioned. This 
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view corresponded to their constructions of disabled childhood and the idea that 

children are passive recipients of adult care, instead of active agents and holders of 

rights. 

5.3.3 INSTITUTIONAL CEREMONIES AND SONGS 

The term 'institutional ceremony' was used by Goffman (1961) and refers to all social 

events in residential institutions. During the research in B&H I took part in one whole 

day's institutional ceremony in Zavod Breziljek. It was a day when international 

donors were visiting and a special program was organised by staff. The institution's 

manager and donors gave speeches about the importance of iInproving the lives of 

children in institutions; the importance of creating better conditions for disabled 

people and achieving inclusion in society. The residents were not offered the chance to 

say anything; instead they performed their rehearsed songs and dances on the stage. 

The audience was visibly moved and emotional. The residents proceeded to give us 

gifts they prepared, and they consisted of souvenirs they had made. Presumably this 

was to suggest their gratitude for our visit and attention. 

The cerelnony proceeded to another place, a nearby village where some small homes, 

built to re-house some residents, were showcased. Again more speeches were 

delivered by donors, and this time they were recorded by a television crew. The view 

was that this type of living represents a move towards social inclusion. Stilt there was 

no voice from residents, who waited inside the perfectly tidy house, to greet the 
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visitors. After the speeches everybody walked through the house. The guests were 

then taken for lunch to the seminar room in the main building. This lasted for several 

hours during which nice food and drinks were served and guests were mingling and 

engaging in conversations. Again no residents were present. 

According to Goffman (1961) occasions when outsiders visit residential institutions can 

be also classified as institutional ceremonies. Visits to special schools in Bulgaria 

resemble Goffman's classification closely. The interpreter and I were taken around by 

the school principal and showed classrooms and displays of crafts and pictures made 

by children. The talks with children were often made in1possible and the staff that got 

involved in our visit seemed to talk only along institutional lines. We were not left 

alone at any moment but the impression was that every effort was made to send us 

away convinced that life in institutions is best for intellectually disabled children. 

Goffman (1961) argues that institutional ceremonies, such as Christmas parties and 

theatrical plays in total institutions, can temporarily reduce differences between staff 

and residents, and provide role release and reversal of usual social roles. This was, 

however, not the case with the institutional ceremonies observed in this study. It might 

be that the character of the ceremony or presence of large numbers of outsiders 

prevented this from occurring, or the divide between intellectually disabled residents 

and staff was too great. 

During the institutional ceremony in Zavod Breziljek residents sung several songs, one 

of which was introduced as their institutional hymn. Also during the time I spent in 
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this institution I frequently heard residents humming or singing these songs. These 

songs and music are the original work of residents, and reproducing them in a proper 

music CD was supported by a foreign organisation and professional musicians (Salein

Watts & Salein-Watts, 2007). This is not a surprise as disabled people frequently use 

songs and poems to comment on social oppression and prejudice (Cameron, 2009). As 

already described, visitors are not encouraged to talk to children with learning 

difficulties, and they do not get much opportunity to discuss their feelings, fears and 

hopes. In that respect, interpretation of these songs is valuable as residents use them to 

communicate something about themselves, but it is also as insight into the institution's 

and societal discourse. A full text of translated songs is available in appendix six. 

The music and lyrics of the first song, regarded as an institutional hymn, has a very 

emotive tone. It is a song in which the institution is regarded as the only home; 

however the final verse tells about longing for the natal home: in my mind I often fly over 

the wire; my thoughts carry me, I want to fly, to land for a moment' in my family home, The 

second song is a call for friendship and tells us that disabled children want friendships, 

but this is not easy to achieve. A verse that says I your star might be brighter than mine' 

indicates disadvantage. The third song is sung by a child and it tells about routines in 

this institution, as well as an emotional connection between residents themselves and 

with staff. However the overarching theme in this song is the secret nostalgia children 

feel for their mothers: ",'When the night comes and darkness falls and children's sleep comes 

over us, quiet and daring like from a tale, the face of a mother appears b~fore our eyes', 
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These three songs are sad, but moderate in tone. In all three songs children go home in 

their dreams or imagination, implying that the desire is unrealistic, whilst life in 

institutions is their only certain reality. The fourth song, however, is very different to 

the other three. The song is written in a style of a'sevdalinka' song, which is a unique 

type of folk music developed in Bosnia in the 15th and 16thcenturies. The'sevdalinka' 

type of song is dominated by melancholic, evocative tones and slow rhythms. The 

songs are usually emotionally charged and contain longing for something lost or gone, 

most frequently love or home. This one is not moderate, like the previous three songs, 

but is a very sad and weepy song. Being an orphan is described in this song as an 

ultimate tragedy. In any case 'siroce' (an orphan) in the Bosnian language carries the 

saddest connotations. This song was not originally supposed to appear on the CD, but 

residents insisted on including it. The underlying story of this song is being alone and 

abandoned, and this is something that had been reported by interviewed children too. 

Even though conditions in institutions might not always be bad, as was the case in 

B&H, the impression I got from talking to children, staff or people from outside is that 

placing children in an institution, especially permanently, is a tragedy in itself. It 

strongly implies abandonment, disadvantage, removal from family and losing touch 

with family. Grunewald (2003, p. 3) argues: 'The trauma of being involuntarily separated 

from one's parents, friends, and familiar home environment creates a fundamental conviction of 

being unwanted and powerless, of being an object, rather than a unique individual'. In 

addition there is a broad agreement in international child care policy that institutional 

care negatively affects the social and physical development of children. It is also agreed 

that the practice of institutional care perpetuates social exclusion. This is accepted by 
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governments of the Eastern European countries and various deinstitutionalisation 

programs and strategies are currently bejng implemented, as discussed in the next 

section. 

5.4. DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION - POLICIES, PRACTICES AND 

RESISTANCE 

As discussed in chapter two, in B&H deinstitutionalisation is not an urgent policy 

priority because the proportion of children living in institutions is not as high as in 

Bulgaria (Stubbs, 2007). Bulgarian participants agreed that institutions are in a terrible 

state, and frequently talked about processes for deinstitutionalisation, reflecting on 

present policies and strategies. The policy choices of the Bulgarian Goverrunent seen 

as a way to replace institutional care are: prevention of abandonment of children, day 

care centres for children and adults with disabilities, centres for social rehabilitation 

and integration, supported homes for people with mild intellectual impairments 

(Government of Bulgaria, 2006, United Nations, 2009). SOlne projects are funded by the 

EU budget and some by the Bulgarian government. In 2004 the Ministry of Labour and 

Social Policy started to implement a large scale EU supported PHAREs 2003 project, 

'Improvement of the quality of life of people with mental disabilities', with the idea of 

prOlnoting and developing alten1atives to institutional care. The project also 

5 'The PHARE programme is one of the three pre-accession instruments financed by the European Union to assist the 

applicant countries of Central and Eastern Europe in their preparations for joining the European Union'. Source: 

http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/financial_assistance/phare/index_ en.h tm 
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incorporated training for social workers in Social Assistance Directorates6 and for staff 

working at the specialised institutions. 

Indeed! during interviews with Bulgarian government policy makers, their efforts and 

willingness to reduce the number of children in institutions was repeatedly 

emphasised. They praised development of their community resources such as day 

centres and rehabilitation centres as a good alternative to institution. Whilst 

government policy makers mostly communicated successes, other inforrnants argued 

that the state agency working on this issue does not have strategic plans and does not 

know how to address this problem in an efficient and productive way. Several 

participants mentioned a lack of alternative services: 

Yes, deinstitutionalisation is high on the government's agenda! but it happens to be 
very difficult especially because to close the institution you have to have all other 
support! especially family support services developed! because where are you going to 
put children; and these are not developed (NCO worker! Bulgaria). 

Furthermore! in discussing deinstitutionalisation strategies! informants in Bulgaria 

agreed that more attention is given to what will happen to people who work in the 

institutions and buildings if children are offered alternatives: 'They never think, they 

never put children first and their best interest ... it's the building! the staff and eventually 

children! (Policy maker! ro! Bulgaria). Also informants from NCO, INC Os and lOs agreed 

that the strategies such as family reunification are underdeveloped. In spite of 

h Social Assistance Directorates are government structures promoting social protection related to the Social As~istance 
Agency, the Child Protection Department and the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy. Source: i\lcstan (2006) 
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numerous criticisms of government policy, most of the participants did agree that 

deinstitutionalisation is on the agenda of the Bulgarian government, but one that is 

difficult to achieve. 

In B&H the policy efforts are on preventing further institutionalisation and improving 

conditions and transforming the few existing institutions. The approach to the reform 

of large institutions in B&H was encountered in projects implemented by the Zavod 

Breziljek, the efforts supported financially and technically by one international and one 

national NGO for children and adults with intellectual disabilities. The project started 

in 2007 and smaller housing units had been built in a nearby village, for relocating 

their residents, as discussed previously. Depending on the size of each house, they 

accommodate 5-12 residents, usually children and young people with intellectual 

disabilities. They live in the house with professional support, but the idea behind tIle 

project is to foster independence and to develop community living for people with 

intellectual disability. 

The project is understood and promoted in B&H media as a pilot project of 

deinstitutionalisation and as a new approach in accommodating disabled children and 

adults, an approach which is closer to European Standards. However, it is difficult to 

say if this is a deinstitutionalisation project or the reform of an existing institution. The 

relocated residents still have their education and rehabilitation in the old institution 

and have little contact with the village community. This appears to be relocation and 

improvement in housing conditions, leaving all other aspects of the institution in place. 
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The staff in Zavod Breziljek expressed the desire to be part of the new trend, but their 

interpretation of it was not exactly in line with inclusion philosophy. They were very 

proud of building new houses within the institution declaring it as a move towards 

integration. If they were critical of anything they do, they usually blamed financial 

resources and not their approach. 

5.4.1 STAYING WITH AND GOING BACK TO FAMILY 

The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006) stresses that 

States must ensure that children with disabilities have equal rights with respect to 

family life. Furthermore, States have to prevent concealment, abandonment, neglect 

and segregation of children with disabilities. The Convention states that in no case 

shall a child be separated from parents on the basis of a disability of either the child or 

one or both of the parents (article 23). This provision means that large residential 

institutions will have to be phased out, whilst practices that separate children from 

families need to be changed. Family reunification is recognised as a 

deinstitutionalisation strategy (Davis, 2005) and this has been attempted to an extent in 

several institutions in Bulgaria. However informants from Bulgaria argued that social 

workers and staff in institutions still neglect the family as a resource, even when 

implementing deinstitutionalisation projects. 

As explained by a Bulgarian informant, the opinion among people working with 

disabled children is that these families would not want their children back, so they 

never put any effort into building relationships with these families. Even those who 
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started projects on building alternatives for children from institutions did not realise 

this straight away and the family was overlooked for some time. However this 

informant argued that this opinion is unjustified: 

If you explain to them what kind of services they can get, what additional financial 
support a family can receive, the1j are willing to accept their children back. So it is an 
area that has not been explored and that is still not at all worked on (International 
organisation, Bulgaria). 

The informants in Zavod Breziljek in B&H said they are trying to re-establish 

cooperation with families. They gave the example of Croatia where they have seen 

parents taking part in the activities, and stated that they would like to do something 

like that. The problem is that residential institutions are most often not close to the 

parents' home and visiting has to involve costly and time consuming travel, not easy 

for some parents to afford. 

An additional problem is that in both B&H and Bulgaria residential care institutions 

receive more money than parents or community services, which directly contradicts 

the inclusion philosophy and rights agenda. In Bulgaria in 2008, per client standards 

were introduced for financing residential placements. So a child deprived of parental 

care, who is often in an institution for disabled children, receives 1,800 euro per year 

for a school age child and 2,700 for a preschool age child. Non-residential day centres 

receive 2,500 euro. In B&H a residential care institution accommodating and providing 

care for a disabled child receives an even higher amount per resident (around 3.900 

euro per year) from social services (Ombudsman of B&H, 2009). Parents of disabled 

children never receive this amount of financial support, even though there is 

recognition that poverty is a significant reason why parents resort to institutional care 
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as well as a cause and consequence of social exclusion. Still redirecting resources from 

institutional care to family does not seem to be a straightforward process. Social 

workers in B&H, parents and staff from local and national disability NGOs thought of 

it as a good way to support families and prevent institutionalisation. On the other hand 

Bulgarian government officials and several policy makers from international 

organisations were against this option. They reasoned that supporting families 

financially would increase their dependency or that that the money will not be directed 

to the needs of children, but used for other family purposes. 

Neglect of the family as the main resource in preventing new children from entering 

institutions in the first place emerged strongly in this study. A parent from a parents 

organisation in Bulgaria, talked about the need to establish regular parents' centres: 

'Since our organisation has been talking about deinstitutionalisation this is the first thing to do, 

to think about this early intervention process as a first step in providing services for children 

with disability'. From children themselves, as well as from other informants it is fairly 

easy to conclude that children do not have a choice about being sent to an institution. 

Once institutionalised, these children lose contact with their family and community 

and they reported developing relationships in the institutions where they currently 

lived. With programs for deinstitutionalisation taking off, children are sometimes 

being moved to different living arrangements. Unfortunately, in this process some of 

the same patterns are happening as with process of institutionalisation. Somebody else 

is deciding who will be deinstitutionalised, how and when. 
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5.4.2 RESISTANCE TO DEINSTITUTIONALISATION AND EDUCATIONAL INCLUSION 

Resistance toward deinstitutionalisation projects and social inclusion was more 

prominent among people working in residential care and special schools rather than 

parents, policy makers and NGO workers. One policy maker from Bulgaria described 

an instance in which teachers from special schools had organised demonstrations 

against the perceived closure of their school, bringing with them children from the 

school. The resistance was also more prominent in regards to children with intellectual 

disability and complex health needs. For example staff in Zavod Breziljek, 

acknowledged that it is unjust that the family receives much less money for care of 

disabled children then residential institution, but then they proceeded to justify this 

policy choice: 

In a family that child cannot get professional support ... then parents would have to take 
the child every day to special school. .. , than you can have abuse ... now we have foster 
families, but there is a big question if children in those foster families can have a 
dignified life; they take disabled children but you don't know what is their motivation 
for that ... most often it is money (Zavod Breziljek, B&H, group interview). 

Participants in the residential special schools in both countries had a lot to say about 

educational inclusion, but analysis reveals much stronger resistance to change and 

inclusion in Bulgarian special schools. The principal of a special school in Bulgaria 

expressed resistance to inclusion on a number of occasions during interview and this is 

just one example: I children here feel better ... even though they have these mental disabilities-

oligrophrenia, they have feelings ... this integration would be very good for children with 

physical disabilities, but with mental and intellectual disabilities this would be very d~fficult ... '. 

Other members of staff in the special school in Bulgaria openly criticized inclusion 
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initiatives saying that very soon the authorities and parents will realise it is unrealistic 

and then they will want to re-establish special schools. They said they do not feel 

threatened by social and educational inclusion initiatives, but they kept justifying their 

work and the existence of their school during the interview. The principal in a special 

school in Bulgaria gave the example of children with health problems and incontinence 

in support of her argument that inclusion cannot work for them. In both countries 

these views were usually attached to expressions of concern for children: 

If you like, I can show you one of these children; they cannot be placed in such an 
environment (mainstream school). It is not good for them and of course not good for 
other children in that environment. Primarily we have to plan something that is in the 
best interest of the child, and being in such an environment is not in the best interest of 
the child. With this we automatically imperil other children in the mainstream 
(Defectologist, special school, B&H). 

Yet the account about educational inclusion given by the principal of the school for 

blind children in B&H was very different to those obtained in special schools and care 

homes for intellectually disabled children. This principal insisted on an educational 

component, even though they organised other activities for children who live in the 

school as well. Furthermore, this informant highlighted that their education 

establishment is there so that parents al1.d children can have a choice, and nobody 

should be strictly advised what school to attend. 

Even though resistance to inclusion was evident among special schools in both 

countries, in B&H, unlike in Bulgaria special schools are making efforts to take part in 

projects on educational inclusion. They believe they can offer expertise in this area and 
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special schools in B&H work on supporting inclusion through mobile teams that go to 

communities and support parents: 

Apart from our usual activities in education and upbringing, we have one group of 
~eople, u:ho besides their regular duties in the school, work in the community. We called 
zt a mobzle team. For example if we find out there is a blind or visually impaired child in 
some other town (we are given this information by the association for the blind) we offer 
ourselves as some kind of service to the family and then we work with parents and with 
the child. It is most important that parents have decided to work with a child; the earlier 
they start, the better it is. If a child is here in the school, then we maintain regular 
contact and cooperate with the parents ... in the future we plan to open some type of 
resource centre for parents ... (Principal, special school for blind children, B&H). 

However, even though they offer their expertise, staff in a residential school for 

children with intellectual disability in B&H complained they are frequently excluded 

by government and international organisations, when inclusion projects are 

implemented. This was the case in Bulgaria too, where the majority of informants 

noted that policy makers do not communicate well with staff from special schools. It is 

further reported, that this lack of communication, especially in Bulgaria, increases 

resistance to inclusion among special schools' staff. Several informants in Bulgaria 

stressed that specials schools feel threatened by integration because they see it as a 

direct risk to their jobs and livelihood. A government policy maker from Bulgaria 

gave an example of demonstrations organised by one special school when rumours 

about closure reached them. Also in Bulgaria special schools safeguard from closure by 

attracting Roma, whose parents prefer specials schools for social reasons. However, the 

principal of the special school in Bulgaria strongly claimed that all children in her 

school are moderately or severely disabled, arguing that she does not know how many 

children are Roma. Including Roma children in mainstream school would significantly 

reduce the number of children in special school in Bulgaria, thus making these schools 
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even more vulnerable to closure In B&H staff m· spe -l·al s h I d·d t 
• L C 00 SIno express 

concern about the threat of closure. 

The resistance to inclusion is not only evident among special schools in Bulgaria. Great 

resistance to social inclusion comes from the general public. For example when the 

Bulgarian government announced plans to build group homes to re-house children 

from the residential institution, Mogilino locals organised demonstrations against it, 

arguing they did not want houses for disabled children in their neighbourhood. This 

example shows that the social climate towards disability is slow to change, which 

undermines inclusion initiatives. 

This chapter showed that children placed in institutional care are currently de facto 

outside the inclusion agenda. The participation of children in care and opportunities 

for self determination are almost completely absent. Looking from the social model 

perspective, chHdren and young people are prevented from exercising their rights in 

residential care due to economic and social constraints, but this is often the case for non 

disabled children too, as children are overall the econOlnically most disadvantaged 

group (O'Dell, 2003). Moreover taking into consideration a social constructionist 

perspective, the social exclusion and violation of rights is happening because disabled 

children are viewed as helpless, needy and persons who will never be able to 

contribute to society and achieve personal autonomy. The dominant view is that they 

need constant protection and control as in the mainstream world they will not be able 
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to cope because their impairment. This view is used as a major justification for 

maintaining segregated facilities. 

For Finkelstein (1993) incarcerating disabled people in institutions is the ultimate form 

of social exclusion and oppression and the way for disabled people to lose control over 

their lives and become socially dead. Even though I support this view to a great extent 

there are several factors that, in the current climate in B&H and Bulgaria, introduce 

complexity to the issue. For example, currently, since inclusive options are largely 

unavailable the only way for disabled children to access education, prepare for later 

life and participate in social activities is to attend special schools. During this research 

examples were given of children who were permanent] y kept at horne and treated as 

ineducable before they accessed special schools. In those cases special schools meant 

some form of social inclusion. Additionally this chapter has shown that in some cases 

(for example, the school for blind children) residential care is a temporary phase that 

will prepare children for inclusion in mainstream society, but also develop a positive 

identity related to blindness, as previously reported by French (2004). This shows that 

the special/mainstream dichotomy does not necessarily mean a straightforward 

exclusion/ inclusion division. Memories from institutions can also sometimes be 

positive, often in relation to friendship or participation in sporting activities 

(Hreinsd6ttir & Stefansd6ttir, 2010) and this has been reported by children in Zavod 

Breziljek. 
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The chapter also shows that residential care homes and special schools are very 

entrenched in both countries, especially in Bulgaria and after the 20 years of transition 

these establishments are still going strong, with many of them untouched by inclusion 

initiatives. Furthermore deinstitutionalisation programs are happening too slowly or in 

an ad hoc fashion. The overall tendency is to close the institutions down completely 

like they are trying to do in Bulgaria, but the process is proving to be too slow. In B&H 

on the other hand institutions are attempting their own reform, which sometimes 

reproduces institutional culture, as seen in the example of Zavod Breziljek. The 

problems with deinstitutionalisation are plentiful and Mansell (2006) highlights several 

problematic issues. In a market based system the focus is on cost rather than quality, 

resulting ill. under-investment, whilst the domination of a particular ideology creates a 

situation where services are judged by their intention instead of result. 

Mansell (2006, p. 73) also argues that with the rise of the social model of disability, 

attention has shifted towards de-differentiation of disabilities and staff training in anti

discriminatory practices, rather than in the professional support which will increase 

the skills of people with significant intellectual disabilities. In Bulgaria, where 

institutions are in poor state (Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, 2002; Blewett, 2007), 

alternatives such as independent living and group homes are not questioned for 

quality. In B&H however, these issues emerged from the interviews when several 

professionals questioned the safety, quality and performance of small group homes for 

young people with intellectual impairments organised by NGOs and people who are 

not disability specialists. 
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Moreover my understanding is that alternative strategies of hov.; special schools and 

institutions can be transformed and brought closer to the inclusion agenda are 

underexplored. UNICEF (2005, 2010) gives examples from the Region, of special 

schools and residential care transforming into resource centres providing professional 

services to inclusive places and support for parents and children in transition for 

children living in residential care. Another potential for residential institutions is 

respite care centres, an opportunity completely absent in B&H and Bulgaria. However 

in attempting transformation of institutions there needs to be a realistic assessment of 

the professional and physical capacities. As already presented in this chapter in 

Bulgaria many residential places are in remote locations, usually staffed with locals 

who are not professionals in child care or education. The informants from lOs, lNCOs 

and NCOs argued that places like this have little potential for change and 

transformation and that the only option is closing them down completely. Apart from 

deinstitutionalisation strategies, this research also identified promising examples of 

preventing institutionalisation in the first place by increasing the development of 

community services as discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES AND COMMUNITY CARE 

Services such as education, social care, health care and community centres are all part 

of a context in which the disabled child lives and interacts. Acknowledging the 

relevance of the context for making inclusion possible, this chapter examines to what 

extent these services in B&H and Bulgaria facilitate or obstruct the development of 

social inclusion. History and literature on traditional government services such as 

education, defectology, social care and categorisation commissions were introduced in 

chapter two. Building on that background, this chapter firstly presents how these 

traditional state services respond to the inclusion challenge. The second part looks into 

new community services currently being developed and promoted in B&I-I and 

Bulgaria, such as day care centres, opportunities for independent living, and foster care 

programs. Finally I will identify what services are missing and examine whether 

philosophical and conceptual changes are taking place. The chapter begins by 

considering the education sector. 

6.1 EDUCATION FOR DISABLED CHILDREN 

Before 2003 Bulgarian children with mild intellectual disabilities were excluded from 

mainstream schools and placed in special schools, while children with more severe 

intellectual disabilities were regarded as "ineducable" and placed in institutions or 
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cared for by their parents at home with no educational options (Open Society Institute, 

2007, p.3). The situation was similar in B&H and children with special needs were 

educated in special classes within mainstream school or special schools. The shift in 

national policies happened in B&H and Bulgaria at around the same time (2000-2003) 

with the adoption of education policies that emphasise non-discrimination and the 

right to education, and emphasise the inclusion of disabled children into mainstream 

schools (Tsokova & Becirevic, 2009). As presented in chapter two, there is a general 

commitment among national policy makers, as well as pressures from the international 

community, to develop an inclusive orientation in education. 

This research identified changes in the education of disabled children in both countries. 

A defectologist from a special school in B&H reflected how this change is observed in 

practice: 

Before this law, children with moderate and severe retardation did not have access to 
school. .. it was discrimination. Now the law on primary and secondary education since 
2003 gives the possibility to every child to go to the nearest mainstream school and 
children with mild mental retardation usually go, whilst here we get children with 
moderate and severe retardation or children with mild retardation and health problems. 

The same trend was not reported in special schools in Bulgaria, however Bulgarian 

policy makers claimed that more children are being integrated into mainstream 

schools. 

In respect to special education in B&H and Bulgaria, some strong differences enlerged. 

The network of special schools was much more developed in Bulgaria, than in B&H. 
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There are 91 special schools for the education for children with intellectual disabilities 

alone in Bulgaria, compared to 7 special schools in total in B&H. In B&H special 

schools are based in city centres and town centres, whilst in Bulgaria they were on city 

edges or in villages. Also there was more resistance to inclusion from special schools in 

Bulgaria (see chapter five). Staff in the special schools in B&H had doubts about 

inclusion, but wanted to be part of inclusion initiatives. 

Even though informants in special schools in B&H spoke positively and optimistically 

about inclusion they were against inclusion in certain conditions and one defectologist 

formulated it as follows: 'some parents insist that children go to mainstream schools ... but it 

is sometimes more the wishes of parents and the satisfaction of their ambitions than the best 

interest of the child ... and then the child is isolated in those schools '. Furthermore, participants 

from special schools in B&H talked about special school as a transition period for a 

child, a place where a child will be prepared for inclusion in society: 

I think for these children it is more important that special schools find ways to include 
them in society; it means that we go to various community events, walks through the 
towns ... and that parents do the same .. .for them it is not inclusion if they go to 
mainstream school and then sit there isolated ... (Defectologist, special school, B&H) 

The big issue in Bulgarian special education is the over-representation of Roma 

children, with 51 % of children in special schools in Bulgaria being Roma. These 

children are placed in a special school not because they have special educational needs, 

but because parents and professionals see special school as places that can address 

their social disadvantage, by providing them with a place to live and food (Open 
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Society Institute, 2007). This issue contributes towards the misinterpretation of national 

statistics on disability and causes confusion when establishing how many children 

have been transferred from special schools into mainstream schools, because it is not 

possible to tell if these children are disabled or Roma. In addition, attracting Roma 

children into special schools contributes towards bringing numbers up in special 

schools which safeguards from closure. The education of Roma children in special 

schools strongly perpetuates social exclusion, and discrimination against the Roma. It 

also presents problems for disabled children attending special school: 

We sent him to an ordinary kindergarten in a speech disorder group ... he improved and 
had no problems, neither with teachers nor with other children. He learned the letters 
and how to count up to 10 and backwards and he was included in all celebrations .... 
Then again after the recommendation of specialists, we enrolled him in a special school. 
He stopped speaking; he was the only Bulgarian child there, all the others were from the 
Roma population, and spoke the Roma language and he could not communicate at all 
(Rosa, mother Bulgaria). 

Negative practices from one a semi-residential special school have been also reported 

in B&H, such as the resistance of staff to adapt to new ways of working. Also, there 

were examples where the interest of an institution was put before the interest of the 

children. A former institution employee, currently working in a centre for social work, 

expressed the following concerns: 

Some institutions adjust classes at the children's expense just to secure government 
support. An institution receives almost 500 KM (250 euro )for each child, yet they 
provide little for children in terms of nutrition and professional care; that is a lot of 
money and it would be enough for a whole family to live on, but a family receives only 
40-80 KM (20-40 euro ) (Social work manager, B&H). 
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OECD (2006) reports that in some areas of education progress has been evident, but 

exploration of the issues around inclusion is still in its infancy, whilst UNICEF (2007, p. 

13) reports that 'Separate provision for children with disabilities is still the rule'. Even 

though there are moves towards inclusive education on the level of policies, in practice 

there is lTIuch debate about whether this is integration and whether it is the best 

educational option for children. Similar issues are raised in developed countries 

(Booth & Ainscow, 1998). There is, however, a general agreement among 

educationalists that all children should have equal access and rights to education but 

whether that will be fulfilled through special or inclusive education is still a subject for 

debate (UNICEF, 2007). The problem identified in this research is that integration and 

inclusion seems to be understood as appropriate for some groups of children and not 

for others. The informants expressed opinion that inclusion is more problematic for 

those with moderate and severe intellectual disability, for example: 

The majority of professionals declaratively support inclusive education. However, when 
asked, they list a number of reasons why all children cannot be included, especially 
children with more severe intellectual disabilities. They believe that for children with 
disabilities, being with others like themselves is the best option educationally and 
emotionally' (B&H, government policy maker). 

The professional practice frequently mentioned in literature on Eastern Europe in 

relation to education of children with disabilities is defectology (UNICEF, 2005, 2007; 

OECD 2009) and the next section will analyse this practice. 

6.1.1 THE ROLE AND FUTURE OF DEFECTOLOGY IN B&H AND BULGARIA 

Traditionally in B&H and Bulgaria defectologists were responsible for the education 

and rehabilitation of children with special needs. The inclusion agenda, which is 

relatively new for this region, brought about new developments and requirements for 
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different professional profiles. As discussed in chapter two de£ectology is presented in 

the literature as the discipline responsible for segregating disabled children, and 

imposing strict medical approaches. In addition when planning the inclusion of 

disabled children there is no discussion of how defectology can be involved. However, 

closer inspection during this research revealed de£ectology to be relevant and 

influential in the rehabilitation and treatment of children with disabilities in Eastern 

Europe. Recognising this gap in the literature and a lack of regard for defectology in 

the process of reforms, this research looked into theory and practice around 

defectology. When talking about inclusion in education, a majority of the participants 

in B&H referred to the professional role of defectologists because of their expertise and 

understanding of impairments. However the views of defectologists towards inclusion 

are far from uniform whilst at the same time the discipline is currently undergoing 

significant change, especially in Bulgaria. 

The reform of special education, involving changes in defectology, that took place in 

the 1990s in Bulgaria was discussed in chapter two and the effects of this reform were 

reflected throughout the interviews with professionals in Bulgaria. For example, 

younger informants in Bulgaria hardly knew anything about this discipline an.d did 

not use the word defectology. This is how one younger informant responded to a 

question about defectology: 'Before, it used to be a separate area of expertise "Defectology" 

and I think that speech therapy was only aile of the branches in it. But right now I am not quite 

sure whether it is separated or what happened to defectology'. Another, younger participant, 

knew a bit more, but again was not able to provide precise answers to the current 

status of defectology in Bulgaria. However, mid-career professionals in Bulgaria 
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sometimes referred to defectology when talking about practices around disability. 

When asked about teaching of defectology and if it is finished in Bulgaria one 

informant, a university professor explained: 'Yes, it is finished at university where I am 

teaching, we have dejectology, but this is the last group of students. I think the iden is that they 

will be trainers for resource teachers'. 

In B&H, however, defectology is still an influential discipline, and the majority of 

informants were not critical of defectology, nor did they present defectology as a 

problem. Instead, they presented the lack of trained defectologists as an obstacle to 

inclusion. This finding stands strongly in contrast to literature on this topic (UNICEF, 

2005, 2007). Most of the participants talked about defectologists as a resource and the 

professionals who are most equipped to work with children with special needs. For 

example, in order to support educational reform and inclusion in B&H the government 

launched a program of mobHe teams, where defectologists have the central role ilL 

providing consultation to mainstream teachers and supporting the inclusion of 

disabled children in mainstream classes (UNICEF, 2010). Initially this program was 

seen as a low cost and effective solution. A theme that was very prOlninent among 

B&H participants was that defectologists have a crucial role in supporting inclusion. In 

fact as soon as inclusion appeared to be an option in education, people turned to 

defectologists for support and advice. Furthermore the majority of defectologists who 

took part in this study expressed firm beliefs that inclusion comes under the remit of 

defectologists. 
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Defectology is composed of five sub specializations which deal respectively with 

intellectual disabilities, physical disabilities, partial and complete blindness, hearing 

difficulties and speech difficulties (Handicap International, 2004). Defectologists are 

specialised to work in these five different areas of disability. However one participant 

in B&H, a defectologist himself, raised his concerns that specialist defectologists can 

not address an array of impairments: 

For example as a defectologist in a mobile team, I can come twice a week to a school that 
has five children with different impairments, one with visual impairment, one with 
hearing impairment, two with mental retardation and one with behavioural problems. 
How can I adequately address all these issues? .. 

Also, a few years after the implementation of this programme, un-anticipated issues 

emerged related to the work of mobile teams, as mentioned by the infonnants in this 

research. Firstly there are some practical aspects. In B&H 'lnobile teams' are supposed 

to visit schools and provide support to mainstream teachers and individual children, 

especially with the development and implementation of individual education plans. 

However, difficulties with the operation have been noted by a B&H informant from the 

NCO sector: 'Either they don't have a car to go to schools, or a mobile team consists of one 

person. Furthermore the purpose of mobile teams to facilitate inclusion has been questioned 

because they usually work with the disabled child separately'. 

Also several tensions emerged when participants discussed defectology and inclusion. 

Some informants voiced their dilemmas about the role and place of defectology in 

inclusion: 'Educational inclusion must be the issue of pedagogy and not defectology, 
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psychology, medicine or sociology. Pedagogy is the discipline that needs to give answers to the 

problems of inclusion and decide how other disciplines will be involved' (Policy maker, B&H). 

In addition, several participants raised questions as to what extent the philosophical 

approach of defectologists can support inclusioJ .. 

Defectologists, as educated today at our University in Tuzla are more medically 
oriented. Little attention is given to didactico and teaching methods, and I can see it 
from these young graduates that start working here. I think the old system of 
defectology training was better because it gave more attention to a didactic-pedagogic 
approach to a child .. . still neither is appropriate for inclusion. Defectologists cannot 
work as a defectologist in inclusion; this has to be done by teachers who take 
postgraduate studies and become specialists in the field ... ' (Defectologist- special school 
B&H). 

This introduces dilemmas about the future of defectology and inclusion. 

The majority informants in B&H talked about defectologists as the most competent in 

addressing disability issues, however it emerged that different professions are 

beginning to take on their respective roles in inclusion. To what extent this 

complements defectology remains to be seen, as these practices are developing. It 

appeared that defectologists were not feeling threatened that their profession might 

become margjnalised nor concerned that services will cease to require defectologists. 

Furthermore, they seemed to be unaffected or unaware of strong criticism in foreign 

literature. Stilt there was one defectologist in B&H who voiced concern about the 

fu ture of defectology: 

There is something that I call the 'watering down of defectology ... because defectology is 
currently being adopted by other complementary disciplines, especially pedagogy which 
shows lots of interest in children with special needs. Now in B&H there is a 
postgraduate course in special needs. However the big problem is that this course is 
taken by people who did not graduate from complementary professions, so you have a 
person taking this postgraduate course who did English language studies. If you 
compare a defectologist with someone who studied English language you will see that 
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there is a huge difference. That person doesn't have knowledge in medicine, psychology, 
psychiatry and other disciplines important for defectology and work with children with 
special needs '. 

Those who took part in international exchanges stressed how different defectology is 

from special education in the West. Unlike other professionals they were more critical 

of special education in other countries and believed that the discipline of defectology 

has a place in the disability fjeld: 

Whenever I have had contacts abroad, I realised that my 7unrk is not clear to them. They 
say you are a doctor and a teacher at the same time ... Our system is very specific and 
our experts have a different education from those experts from the West ... I think that 
we do something better, especially individual work with the child ... colleagues from 
Slovenia and some colleagues from Germany were impressed when they saw some 
aspects oj our work (DeJectologist and policy maker, B&H). 

All defectologists who took part in the study stressed how important is to achieve 

progress with disabled children. One informant reflected on work with disabled 

children in the Region and in the West. 

We are a more eastern school, and the difference is that the eastern school is more 
focused on what a child cannot do and we try to improve that. In the west they work 
according to the social model, and they accept, sometimes too early in our opinion, the 
limits of that child. For example we get a chance to teach a child to walk at the age of 
seven, while somewhere else they would already get a wheelchair ... we move these limits 
a bit more ... (DeJectologist and policy maker, B&H). 

This research shows that defectologists now work in various settings such as 

residential homes, special school and special classes in mainstream schools. In B&H 

defectologists are increasingly seen as facilitators of educational inclusion, through 

their work in mobile teams. There are also defectologists who work in community 

centres such as NGOs and day centres, and they are the people who actively work on 
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supporting educational inclusion. These findings challenge viev\'s encountered in the 

literature that portrays defectology as a discipline responsible for segregation (Des 

Power & Blatch, 2004; UNICEF, 2005). Even though defecto]ogists have been 

somewhat responsible for encouraging segregation, it is worth noting that they are 

now making serious attempts to take part in inclusion initiatives. There has been some 

recognition that the name defectology is inappropriate and in the last few years 

attempts are made to address this. For example previously known faculties of 

defectology are increasingly being renamed in faculties for education and 

rehabibtation and defectologists into special pedagogues. 

Arguably, then, defectologists can have a place in special education and inclusion, but 

their training and practice needs to be examined and reformed in line with the social 

inclusion agenda. For now, the Faculty of Education in Tuzla in B&H still has a very 

medically oriented curriculum without much of a social component (University of 

Tuzla, 2007). Efforts to explore defectology further could help in bringing practices in 

Eastern Europe more in line with human rigl1ts and the social inclusion oriented 

approaches. This could also improve our knowledge of how this discipline is changing 

and provide unportant insights into the professional roles necessary for building more 

ul.clusive societies. This research shows that defectologists can be supported to follow 

trends in inclusion if efforts are put into re-designing education in defectology and 

systenl.atically including defectologists. However defectology is not the only profession 

that needs to be equipped to respond to the inclusion agenda, and the next section 

looks into the role of social workers. 
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6.2 SOCIAL WORK AND INCLUSION 

As discussed in chapter two, social work developed differently in B&H and Bulgaria, 

influenced by different styles of communist regimes. In Bulgaria, during communism., 

there was a denial that social problems existed, whilst social work was deelned an 

unsuitable activity. USAID (2008) claims that the emergence of the social work 

profession and many of the community-based services in Bulgaria have developed as a 

response to the movement to de-institutionalize children in vulnerable situations. In 

B&H the social work profession was recognized as important in combating social 

problems back in the 1950s. Right now, legislation in B&H provides a vision for family 

support services including outreach, psychosocial counselling and mediation, but lack 

of resources to pay salaries, let alone benefits to clients, makes social work difficult 

(USAID, 2008). Centres for social work in B&H are severely understaffed, with most of 

the centres operating at half of the legally required staffing levels (UNICEF, 2003; 

UNDP, 2007b, 2008). 

This situation was borne out by this study and most of the participants criticized the 

work of social workers in both countries. Sometimes the criticisms were not centred on 

the way social workers perform their duties, but lnore on the lack of resources 

available to them, poor premises and understaffing. The centres for social work in 

both B&H and Bulgaria are poorly equipped, whilst staff frequently do not have access 

to computers or are not trained to work with computers. A participant in an 

international organisation in Bulgaria formulated it as follows: 
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The social worker's job is at the bottom of the helping professions. Supporting jobs are 
not well recognised by the state, not well paid, and there is a huge turnover in the child 
protection department because of very low payments and salaries and there is a 
recognition that it has to change. 

A social work manager in B&I-I, however, stressed that how much social work~rs v\'ill 

be able to provid~ depends a lot on the development of the municipality and municipal 

budgets. This participant also talked about the practice of outreach work in B&H: 

According to the law on social care the outreach work is obligatory ... Our municipality 
has 18,000 citizens and so it is easy for us to control the situation in the field. We 
regularly s') into the field and monitor the situation and provide interventions 
accordingly .... (Social work manager, B&H). 

The less optimistic view is provided a UNDP (2008) report that analyzed the situation 

in the social protection system in B&H. According to this report, social assistance 

usually consists of means tested cash benefits to vulnerable families, in the form of 

child allowance and different types of family allowances. In addition, however, UNDP 

(2008) gives examples of understaffed and poorly equipped centres for social work 

across B&I-I, some without IT equipment, unable to respond adequately to the needs of 

citizens. UNDP also claims that social work centres do not collect or analyze data on 

the social needs of the population, while citizens are not informed about their rights or 

criteria for claiming. 

Parents and NCO workers stressed that social workers are mostly concerned with tile 

administrative nature of their work with a focus on financial benefits. Even though 

social workers reported that their job is to go into families and conduct assessments, as 

reported in chapter four, parents say they do not receive any individualised services. 
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The majority of participants agreed that the social work profession is not supported by 

adequate resources as explained by a participant from an internatioJ 1al organisation in 

Bulgaria: 

Social workers are people who keep documentation in Bulgaria. They don't do social 
work; no one pays them to do that. They have no monel) for mobile phones, or for 
transportation; no one expects them to go and see the clients, people they provide 
services to, so they just stay in one office, talk on the phone to different ... YOll know 
clerks ... and that is everything they do. 

Even though in one part of B&H (in the Federation of B&H) social workers at least 

administer larger cash benefits than before, the role of social workers appears to be 

very problematic. To what extent social workers can supp, lrt inclusion in current 

circumstances, it is difficult to say. The job of social worker seems to be undermined by 

poor working conditions and low salaries. In addition decisions about disabled 

children are mostly made by categorisation expert commissions, psychologists, 

medical doctors and defectologists. It SeelTIS that currently social workers offer very 

little to clients, especially if they are employed in government social work centres. 

The above findings are in line with the comments by Stubbs (1999) who criticizes the 

approach of social workers in B&H, because instead of challenging oppression and 

working with individuals, groups and communities they follow pathologising 

individualistic flameworks dominated by psychologists and defectologists. According 

to Stubbs, the true community development social workers in B&H are human rights 

activists and workers in women's groups, rather than those with a diploma in social 

work. The role of the latter group is primarily one of administrative relief of poverty, 
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individualistic work and being servants to psychologists (Stubbs, 1999, p. 26). 

-However, while others criticized their work, social workers themselves talked 

positively about their practices. Their concern was a lack of resources that they have 

available to distribute to families! but not the approach they adopt in fulfilling the 

needs and rights of disabled children. Still it appears that social workers do not have a 

clear vision of inclusion and, as Stubbs claims! they work without challenging old 

oppressions, one of which is the categorizations commissions. According to a manager 

in social care centre in B&H! the categorisation commission has the final word on what 

provision and services will be made available for the disabled child: !Only witlz the 

categorisation document made by that commission can a child exercise certain rights in respect 

to social care'. 

6.2.1 CATEGORISATION COMMISSION/DISABILITY ASSESSMENTS 

Services that can strongly influence the lives of disabled children and adults are 

disability assessments boards! or categorisation commissions! as they are traditionally 

known in B&H and Bulgaria. Categorisation commissions can be defined as official 

bodies performing disability assessments and are a very important link in a chain of 

social and medical administration addressing disability in B&H and Bulgaria. In B&H 

the! Commission for Categorisations and Assessment on the Competence of People 

with Difficulties in Development' is established on cantonal level or the level of 

Republika Srpska and it assesses capacities of people with disabilities according to its 

criteria (OECD! 2006). The commission usually consists of a paediatrician, a clinical 

psychologist or neuro-psychiatrist, a social worker, a defectologist and a medical 

doctor specialising in a particular impairment (an ophthalmologist or a hearing 
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specialist) In the literatu d- b-l- - h -- re on lsa 1 lty ill t e regIOn, the categorisation commissions 

are often described in a negative light and blamed for putting children into specialised 

institutions (OECD, 2007). 

The commissions are only bodies that can legally confirm disability status and 

percentage of disability, which is a basis for claiming social benefits, educatjonal 

support or a disability allowance and pension. In Federation of B&H disability 

assessment of children is conducted on a cantonal level and in Republika Srpska on a 

municipal level. Assessments are conducted by professional commission consisting of 

medical doctor of different specialisation (depending on impairment), social worker, 

defectologist of particular sub specialisation and psychologist. All members of 

commission do their assessment and then produce one document with main findings 

and opinions, which is done on the basis of International Clarification of Diseases-ICD-

10 (Cuk, 2007). One of the major problems with categorisation commission lays in the 

fact that it gives the percentage of disability on the basis of which benefits are 

calculated, but this often does not reflect the real needs of a disabled adult or a child_ 

In Bulgaria, categorisation is done by regional medical psychological commissions, 

attached to resource centres. In order to make assessments more educationally relevant 

Bulgaria created Complex Pedagogical Assessment Teams (CP AT) in 28 regional 

structures of the Ministry of Education and Science - the Regional Inspectorates of 

Education (RIE). Parents have the right to be involved in the assessment. According to 

OECD (2007) these are still constituted along traditional medical/defectology lines. The 
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Bulgarian I-Ielsinki Committee (2002) t th . B 1 .. . repor s at ill U gana chIldren are easIly placed 

in special schools, even children who have minor ed ucational difficulties. Furthermore 

the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee reveals a case of a psychiatrist who was unaware 

that children with moderate and severe learning disabilities are not considered 

uneducab1e according to new regulations and that these children can be placed in 

special schools. 

One participant working on children's rights commented on categorisation 

commIssIOns: 

Parents cannot claim social benefits for their child unless they have a categorisation 
document as a proof In our state everything has to be supported by papers. That 
administrative apparatus is extremely powerful. People in the centre for social work 
want their position to be covered by seeing appropriate documentation before they 
approve benefits. For them it is not enough to see a child, they have to see the 
categorisation paper. Even when they finish school, whilst waiting for employment they 
have to have categorisation again in order to claim benefits. Therefore everything starts 
with the assessment of psycho-social abilities of the child (NCO policy maker, B&H). 

Another problem reported by professionals is that mistakes in assessments do happen 

and they can have serious consequences, such as recommending the placeluent of a 

child in an institution. Once categorised, re-assessments are rarely done and changing 

the original disability assessment is a difficult adluinistrative procedure . 

... regulations for categorisation are not used in some places, because we don't have 
enough psychologists to assess a child properly. There are not enough d~fectologists who 
will write a diagnosis .... I am under the impression that professionals in these 
cOlJlmissions usc tests for the normal population, trying to find ad hoc solutions for the 
disabled child (NCO policy maker, B&H). 
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There W,IS a strong recognition among participants that the work of categorisation 

commissions is currently problematic and in need of reform. The difficult\- is that in 

B&H there is no consensus on a definition of disability, so disabled people are 

differently defined in different legal documents, which then affects their entitlements 

(IBHI, 2007). OECD (2007) recommends that efforts be made to ,",'ork directly with the 

Commissions or Boards. This would inform them of the requirements and to improve 

assessment and gate keeping practices aimed at preventing the placement of children 

with special needs in institutions or special schools in the first place. Furthermore, as 

mentioned in the introduction, the OECD has developed a cross national classification 

which will assign children to one of three categories A- disabilities, B-difficulties, C-

disadvantage (OECD, 2009). 

An example of positive change ill carrying out assessments is the efforts made by the 

special school, Vladiluir N azor, in Sarajevo. 11us school is trying to make the testing of 

children with disabilities more accurate, but also less stressful and more family 

friendly. Now parents can stay with their children in the school over the several days 

that it takes for tests to be carried out. However, they have to pay for their 

accommodation wluch is the downside of this positive initiative. Social workers and 

NGOs are very eager to recommend this service and they argue that more centres like 

this should be opened. Unfortunately, however, the assessment made by this centre is 

not legally valid and it is only taken as a recommendation. 
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The categorization commission is a legacy of the old system, a body operating under 

the medical model and seen as undermining inclusion. The way a categorisation 

commission works perpetuates the approach where disabled children's lives are 

dominated by professionals. The examples given above show that categorization 

commissions do little to support inclusion. When assessing disabled children these 

commissions assess individual impairments, disregarding obstacles in society, or 

interaction between disabled people and environments. They do nothing to challenge 

traditional oppressions. In addition to traditional services, new types of services are 

being developed in both countries and the next section looks deeper into these new 

developments with the aim of bringing to light how much these support social 

inclusion of children with disabilities. 

6.3 TOWARDS COMMUNITY CARE 

There is a unanimous agreement in international childcare policy that community 

services offer a better and more humane approach to the care of disabled children than 

large residential institutions (Mansell, 2006). Policy analysis in the Region also usually 

argues for a move from large institutional care towards community care as the 

preferred option (Save the Children, 2003; UNICEF 2005, 2007; European Commission 

2009). In 2005 UNICEF reports that l ,l though institutional care is still the dOlrunant 

approach, new forms of care are starbng to take place in the region. In the course of 

the present study I identified and visited places considered to be delivering 

community services and alternatives to institutional care. The services singled out as 
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the most popular and desired by parents are day centres and these will be presented 

first, followed by other services. 

6.3.1 DAY CENTRES 

In B&H and Bulgaria day centres are considered to be a type of service that can greatly 

contribute towards changing care for disabled children from segregated towards 

inclusive models. The number of centres, however, and financing are currently very 

different in B&H and Bulgaria. According to the IBHI (2007) study on disability policy 

there are numerous day centres in the cantons and municipalities of B&H, however 

participants in this study mentioned only nine day centres that offer a regular service. 

Official day centres are: Los Rosales Mostar, Sunce Pale, Day centre in special school 

Vladimir Nazar Sarajevo, Kuca Nade Odzak, Duga Novi Travnik, Day centre Maglaj, a 

day centre in a special primary school in Zenica, and Koraci Nade Tuzla. However the 

participants claimed that most disability associations provide some type of day 

activities, so unofficially there are many more places providing some form of day 

centre services. Just within the network of SUMERO (Union of Organisations for 

Support to Persons with Intellectual Disabilities in Federation of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina) there are fifty associations that provide some kind of day service for its 

users. 

In B&H day centres are built and equipped by international NGOs or foreign donor.::. 

who train staff in the initial phase. Day centres provide day care for children and 

youths with physical and intellectual disabilities. This includes providing meals during 
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the time children spend in the centres, education, therapy and socialisation. 

Continuing support for day centres depends on cantonal or municipal budgets. Fe,,' 

centres have become part of social w)rk activities and most are financed on a project 

basis or sporadicalJy by municipality funds. The status of the dLlv rentres in B&H is 

not resolved in legislation, whilst financirlg is hi ghly problematic. Unlike B&H, in 

Bulgaria the day centres are recognised as official services with extensive resources 

invested in their development and in Bulgaria the day centres were a very prOD inent 

theme throughout the research. Government officials present them as their effort 

towards de-institutionalisation and bringing practices closer to the European Union. 

Parents on the other hand praised day centres as the only place that offers them 

something useful and a place where they feel their (hild is safe. Some parents also said 

that they noticed progress in their children's development once they enrolled in a day 

centre. 

In Bulgaria day centres became more prominent in the pre-accession Llnd accession 

stage when Bulgaria was required to show progress in social policies for disabled 

children. Initially this left the impression that community centres were only introduced 

recently with the ED accession projects. However, as explained by one NGO \vorker 

Bulgaria started to move towards commlmity care long before the EG accession. This 

informant explained that the Irishman John 0' Gorman, prominent in the de

institutionalizing movement in Ireland, carne lO Bulgaria in 1993 and encouraged and 

supported parents to start the first day centres, usinf'. the premises of disused 

kindergartens. As explained by this informant, at the time the government \\';1S not 
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interested at all. This shows that community initiatives were present on a smaller scale 

but a lack of proper support meant it did not generate bigger social change. 

The partkipants who worked in day centres and rehabilitation centres in Bulgaria 

talked about accessing funds and achieving the status of official service provider 

through a popular ED/government initiative of outsourcing. An NCO needs to go 

through a rigorous licensing procedure and fulfil standards related to premises, staff, 

and financing in order to obtain a service provider license and win a contract for 3-5 

years. The programme of outsourcing is very popular and well received as it provides 

an alternative to government run services, but the problem is that the contracts are not 

guaranteed. For example one NCO can invest significant resources and efforts to start a 

day centre and win the contract in the first place, but then on the next tender in 3-5 

years this job can be taken away from theln by a different service provider. According 

to Bulgarian informants NCOs would like to have some sort of guarantee that their 

contract will be automatically extended if municipality and service users are satisfied 

with the service. However they are aware this is against ED regulations. 

Professionals from the day centres in Bulgaria strongly emphasised that centres are not 

another form of institutionalisation and they work hard in integrating these centres in 

the community. The professionals from the centres said that parents sometimes get Lhe 

wrong idea that the centre will replace institutional care and this is what they arc 

trying to avoid. So apart from taking the child home every day, thev make sure parents 

are included in the activities and aware of progress. In addition they make eflorts In 
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integrate children who attend day centres into mam· stream hI· 1 h 1 sc 00 s or speCIa sc 00 s. 

Even though day centres are not as developed in B&H, a similar attitude was 

encountered in Centre Koraci Nade (Steps of Hope) in Tuzla. This centre emphasises the 

social model and inclusion, with activities aimed at the promotion of children's rig:!t::; 

rehabilitation and socialisation, and integration of disabled children into mainsh-eam 

schools. It also provides education for parents in order to equip them fnr the role of co-

therapist. The centre works closely with the Faculty of Defectology in Tuzla, which 

organises some of their practical teaching and provides student volunteers for the 

centre. 

The atmosphere in day centres was very different to that in residential institutions. 

Firstly the day centres are situated in towns in densely populated residential areas. In 

addition, day centres looked like any other school or pre-school place, with staff much 

more informal than in residential special schools and residential homes. The 

participarlts in Bulgaria were full of praise for the day centres since they allow parents 

and children to access different services, such as rehabilitation and logoped (speech 

therapy) services in one place, whilst providing day care at the san1e time. Another 

reason why day care centres are seen to be popular is because of service quality and 

better and more effective utilisation of resources. A majority of participants agreed that 

day centres provide an alternative to institutionalisation and serve as a vehicle lor 

social inclusion. 
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6.3.2 SERVICES PROVIDED BY PARENTS' ASSOCIATIO\S 

Official day centres sometimes developed from parents' assodations, but this research 

also identified a diversity of unofficial community services provided \'\'ithin parents' 

associations in both countries. For example, due to a lack of professional expertise on 

autism, parents of children with autism in Bulgaria developed their own services, as 

well as knowledge and skills on autism, as this was the only way to address the needs 

of their children. According to informants from this centre they had to develop 

specialised services within their association, as most of the centres for children with 

disabilities are not willing to accept chHdren with autism because of challenging 

behaviour. Instead of waiting for the government to start a service in a difficult period 

of social and poJitical transition, they took an old municipality building, renovated it, 

equipped and furnished it and now they are looking for ways to integrate their centre 

into the government's official activities. 

The above example confirms the view that day centres started to develop within 

communities and some of the actions are clear examples of development projects and 

grassroots initiatives. This was also confirmed by participants from the parents' 

association in B&H. Since 1967 their association grew from one providing only 

humanitarian aid to one engaged with the community in producing sustainable social 

change. The work of parents associations confirms the view that projects in the 

community for care and support started to develop long before international influence 

demanded it. During the interview in one organisation, two ll1anagers, who are also 

parents of disabled children, gave numerous examples of the Yariety of their pn\i('~h. 

Their approach was very systematic, starting with needs assessment in the community. 
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Unhke government centres for social work they developed a data base containing the 

needs of fan lilies with disabled children. As they say: 'Considering that we are parent:; 

ourselves we knew what a family needs'. With their assessment they confirmed the 

urgency of addreSSing the needs of pre-school age children with intellectual disability 

and that is one of their projects. This organisation went on to develop different 

activities for parents, disabled children and adults. They also started to increase their 

advocacy activities in addressing the rights of people with intellectual disability. They 

currently work with various international organisations, but also motivated the 

municipality to give them support. They came up with an original and profitable 

employment strategy for disabled young people, as explained by the organisation 

manager: 

We thought that schools and preschools are not equipped enough. So we decided to go 
for ecological toys and learning materials. There is expensive equipment imported from 
abroad; nobody produces that here, so we started producing those toys with natural 
paint and materials. 

It has been noted that the approach to the employment of a person with an intellectual 

disability in parents' associations and day centres is very different to that found in 

traditional residential care and special schools. While special schools and residential 

institutions view the work of intellectually disabled people as a labour without market 

value, as discussed in chapter five, parents and staff in community centres are keen to 

develop commercially valued employment opportunities for intellectually disabled 

young people. In addition they reversed attitudes so that products should be \'icwed as 

having a higher value if they are Inade by intellectually disabled people, instead of 

being devalued and promoted as a charity: 
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This is still an experimental workshop, we are not a company and we cannot be very 
profitable. They cannot produce so many of these products, everything is handmade. 
Every product goes through tJiC hands of a person with mental retardation, and that 
gives the value to the product (Vesna, mother and parents' centre manager, B&H). 

6.3.3 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE AND FOSTER CARE 

As reported by participants in B&H and Bulgaria, personal assistance is a service that 

can enhance social inclusion, supporting disabled adults in being independent whilst 

for families with disabled children it helps permit parents to work and cl iJ other things, 

apart from providing care. In B&H personal assistance it is still in its infancy and only 

a small number of people receive this service, but it is something that the NCO sector 

strongly advocates for. Right now personal assistance is run on a project basis and it 

still has not been taken up as a national policy approach. According to research by 

International Bureau for Humanitarian Issues (IBHI, 2007) personal assistance is 

provided in both the Federation of B&H and Republika Srpska but to a limited extent. 

Altogether 18 organisations provide personal assistance services, which includes help 

with personal care at home and with going out. There is no data on the 1· umber of 

users covered by these services. It is important to note that parents of disabled 

children can take the role of carer, which in legislation is defined as I care and help by 

the other person' and as such personal assistance extends to many more individuals. 

The Bulgarian government policy makers said that personal assistance is a national 

programlne supported in part bv EU funds. At the time this research was carried out 

policy makers reported that personal assistance schemes covered 16,000 people from 

the national budget and 4,000 from the European budget. The policy makers said they 
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wanted to broaden the programme to give support to all families. One Bulgarian 

family that benefits from this program reported a great experience and said that 

personal assistance significantly improved the quality of their lives. However problems 

have been reported, too. For example, parents can only receive an allowance for 

personal assistance if they completely give up their job, as discussed in chapter four. 

Furthermore the service is unequally developed, as explained by a participant from an 

international organisation in Bulgaria: 

It is available in many municipalities, but not in all. Again, it depends on the 
municipality, if they want to develop it. There is no obligation on local government to 
provide the service. If the municipality wants they will do it. And f7:is is what we want 
to change ... we want government to ensure a minimum package of service. 

Also, all participants in this study agreed that foster care prevents the 

institutionalization of vulnerable children. According to Bulgarian government policy 

makers the government is developing foster care with at the present time 155 foster 

families in Bulgaria, of which 55 are professional foster families. However, according to 

the international charity Absolute Return for Kids foster care is undeveloped in 

Bulgaria with only 90 children in foster care placements (ARK, 2008). This view was 

supported by an informant from an international organisation: 'Nobody is working with 

the families. We don't have foster care developed at all; we have 80 foster families'. Based on 

interviews and available data, this research shows that foster care is much more 

developed and more popular in B&H than in Bulgaria. 

Inforn1al types of foster care or kinship care have a long tradition in B&H, ",,·here 

children who lost parents remained with relatives instead of being sent to orphanages. 
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The development of foster care in B&H was supported by the presence of international 

organisations. Save the Children UK and UNICEF are the organisations best known for 

this work. According to the Policy on Protection of Children without Parental Care 

and Families at Risk in Bosnia and Herzegovina 2006-2016 (Ministry of Labour and 

Social Policy FB&H et al., 2006) there are about 1,400 children in B&H placed in foster 

families, mostly with relatives. Referring to figures from the 2005 document there are 

805 children in FB&H, 500 children in RS, and 47 children in Brcko District. In 

Republika Srpska foster care is more widely used than other forms of placement 

(Minish-y of Labour and Social Policy FB&H et al., 2006). This is encouraging, and 

foster care in B&H has the potential to replace institutional forms of care, but attention 

needs to be given to the following issues. 

Foster care is very unequally developed across the country and a major problem is that 

foster parents in B&H rarely accept disabled children (UNICEF, 2003). However, there 

is evidence of change according to the informant in this study who works on foster 

care in B&H: 'Centres for social work in Tuzla Canton in (B&H) place disabled children in 

foster families in the city of Tuzla. Disabled children are placed in foster families in Tuzla and 

Sarajevo so that they can attend special schools there'. Further research is needed to 

ascertain the extent of fostering of disabled children and to determine best practices, 

but the above claim indicates that situation maybe changed since 2003, when 

UNICEF's research was conducted. 
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Several problems with fostering practice are noted: the absence of standard 

procedures for recruitment, selection, training, support and supervision of foster 

families. Also funding and regular payments of cash benefits for the costs of meetina 
b 

the needs {)f children placed in the foster families are different between the Federation 

of B&H and Republika Srpska, as well as bet ween cantons (UNICL1, _003). However, 

this research shows that unlike the biological parents of children with disabilities, 

foster parents are more likely to receive training in childcare, appropriate financial 

help, support from social workers and they can attend a foster care programme. The 

experiences of one foster family have been presented in chapter four. Being supported 

and equipped to care for a disabled child is also dependent on other available 

resources lnd factors. For example, the prevalence of fostering as kinship care means 

that cultural factors are important for the continuation and extension of fostering for 

disabled children. Fostering of disabled children needs to be promoted and developed 

in different parts of B&H by resourcing local NGOs and local centres for social work. 

6.4 CURRENT PRACTICES AND SERVICES -FOR OR AGAINST INCLUSION: 

This chapter has looked at how currenl practices and services in B&H and Bulgaria 

contribute towards or obstruct social inclusion efforts. Davis (2005, p. 9) claims: 'Central 

and Eastern Europe clearly has made tremendous progress in changing the policy and legal 

t mmework needed to transform the system of care in the region from residential to communihJ-

based ... ' . The efforts to transform the services \\Tere identified, but the data obtained in 

this study in B&ff and Bulgaria cannot support Davis's claims that tremendous 
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progress has been made. Nevertheless it has been found that serious efforts are 

invested in developing inclusive education and new services, such as foster care and 

day centres. Community services, changes in social care and tl ~ launching of inclusive 

education are supposed to improve the inclusion of disabled children alld their 

families and these services and new practices are starting to take shape in both 

countries. A majority of participants view day centres and community services as a 

way to facilitate social inclusion. In spite of numerous obstacles, this study indentified 

significant level of agreement amongst policy makers, frontline workers and especially 

families that this is the way forward. 

On the other side little effort is being invested in training people working in existing 

services such as social and health care, special schools, or the categorisation 

commission to respond to inclusion agendas. In addition the practices identified as 

obstacles to inclusion were first and foremost the existence of large residential 

institutions, especially in Bulgaria and once a child is placed there society allows the 

failure to include. Many respondents, but not all, reported that special schools also act 

as an obstacle to inclusion. Others say that special schools are preparing disabled 

children for inclusion in society by equipping each child with various skills that will 

help hiln/her find and keep a job. ll1ey are aware that this is not the best approach. 

According to them, however, it is better than if the child sits alone and Inarginalized in 

a mainstrean1 class with a teacher who is resentful because he has been given this 

responsibility, in spite of not being prepared to take on the task. Educational inclusion 

is not only problematic in Eastern Europe, and varying degrees of success have been 

reported world wide (Booth & Ainscow, 1998; Armstrong, 2003, Florian, 2007). Still 
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inclusion is being talked about and used by professionals as a buzz i\-ord in both 

countries, but to what extent their work and current services respond to the inclusion 

agenda is highly debatable. 

6.4.1 WHAT IS MISSING? 

The participants prioritised several reasons as to why inclusion is not developing faster 

in B&H and Bulgaria. Among professionals, lack of resources was seen as the most 

important reason as to why greater social inclusion has not been achieved. They 

argued there are not enough social workers and teachers, whilst premises are not as 

well equipped as in developed western countries. Some even think that the new 

developments are creating confusion, as expressed by a medical doctor fYOlTI B&H: 'If 

we compare the situation for persons with disabilities from 1995 t,· now only small 

improvements have been made. Organisationally the situation is worse than in 1991, but the 

expertise has improved'. Also professionals in government services said their professions 

are underpaid and devalued by the society. These issues have not been reported by 

professionals in new community services. The professionals also said they lack 

opportunities to go abroad for professional exchange to learn how inclusion is 

implemented elsewhere. Those who had had the experience reported changes in their 

views on disability, as well as in their practice. 

In addition there is a clear gap in provision of services. Both professionals and parents 

in B&H and Bulgaria stressed that ezuly intervention services are missing and this 

presents a problem and undermines inclusion initiatives: 
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As fa~ as the a~e 0-3 is concerned there is a great gap it: the Bulgarian system for the 
early mterventzon process and usually families go from one institution to another and 
they are looking for different kinds of help. Usually the Ministry of Health hasn't got 
the necessary infrastructure to work on this process so these families, which have 
children, are not provided with the proper care at such an early age at the mOnIL'11 t' 

(Ana, mother, Bulgaria). 

Also the work of categorisation commissions, one of the most important elements in 

getting support, is bureaucratic and not child friendly with a strict focus on 

impairment. Another problem is that families receive little individualised service and 

support whilst respite care opportunities are non-existent. The 'liveliness of the 

issues' around SOCIal inclusion is something to be kept high on the political agenda - it 

would be easy to sink under the task of changing/decomn1issioning institutions. 

Additionally, several participants reported that traditionat as well as new services do 

not reach the most ilnpoverished people. Little regard is given to people suffering 

multiple discrimination, for example disabled Roma children. There are no services in 

rural areas and disabled children's parents living in rural areas often do not know how 

to navigate their way through the maze of bureaucracy and how to fight for their 

children's rights, as explained by an informant from an inten1ational organisabon in 

Bulgaria: 

In a day care centre you have people, how to say, who are on middle of the road. p, lJple 
of the middle class, who are knowledgeable, who know how to access services, who know 
their rights, and what the provisions are, but efforts on behalf of the state have not been 
made to access the most disadvantaged and actually these children from the 7!ll

l st 
disadvantaged families will end up in residential institutions. Tilis is s(lnzetlzing which 

needs to /)1' addressed ... 
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Furthermore there is an important contradiction in inclusion efforts because the 

majority of new places developed to support inclusion are used only by disabled 

children. Even though these places prevent children being sent to residential care the 

question is how much do they support actual inclusion? We cannot say that children 

are included, if they stay in the cormnunity but spend most of the time only in the day 

centre with other disabled children and staff. Unfortunately limited initiatives are 

recorded where disabled and non disabled children play and learn together in the 

same day centres or kindergartens. This model is, to an extent, encountered in 

inclusive education, but it does not appear to extend to social inclusion as a whole. 

Policy makers and professionals in B&H and Bulgaria need to be clear what they mean 

by inclusion. 

Inclusion efforts are also undermined by the envirOlunents in B&H and Bulgaria and 

the many features that act as forces against the inclusion of disabled children. These 

forces are noticeable straight away and can be listed in the following order: inaccessible 

environments, especially inaccessible public transport from the moment the child 

leaves the house and all the way to school; social services; public places like cinelnas, 

theatres, supermarkets. In addition there are nUlnerous structures which keep Fointing 

to the importance of impainnents, such as categorisation cOffilnissions, as well as 

rehabilitation experts who keep preparing and adjusting disabled children to fit 

mainstream environments. 



Participants in both countries also talked about lack of awareness and knowled"e of 
t' 

disability issues in society and the struggle to overcome the old exclusionary system. 

Informants in both countries showed an awareness that existing practices arc 

problematic in many ways. They frequently evoked issues of traditional training and 

the power of the medical model of disability. A perspective on how much could be 

improved if professional resources are increased was given by the informant from an 

international organisation in Bulgaria: 

In Mogilino [residential institution discussed in chapter five], we put an additional 
team of 24 people to work along with existing staff and these 24 people are 
rehabilitators, defectologists, some additional social workers, art therapist~; and so tJlere 
is an enormous development in the skills, in what children can do, their performance ... 
enormous; there is a paediatrician who visits them every week and looks after their diet 
and they put on quite a lot of weight. 

Finally even when resources are invested to develop services, there is no systematic 

evaluation to establish what programs and interventions support social inclusion and 

improve the quality of life of disabled children and their families. For exarnple 

Panayotova (2009) argues that schemes aimed at independent living in Bulgaria are not 

monitored or evaluated and no impact assessments have been cOll11nissioned by the 

government, nor any reports made public. This approach has been encountered in 

B&H too (Maglajlic-Holicek & Residagic, 2007). As discussed in chapter one, being 

consulted and supported to participate is important in facilitating inclusion, but these 

practices have not been reported in B&H or in Bulgaria. Plans are usually made by 

professionals, without the participation of disabled people, whilst disabled children arc 

usually not asked about their experiences. 



6.4.2 THE NEED FOR INCLUSION DEBATES AND A PHILOSOPHICAL SHIFT 

This study reveals an absence of debates in B&H and Bulgaria on how professionals 

understand and experience inclusion policies and practices. Even though in Bulgaria a 

professional discussion (m the role of defectology took place during the reform process 

it is hard to say to what extent professionals really accepted this pl"1jlosophical shift. 

'The debates about commonalities and differences between defectology and special education, 

have been quickly brushed under the carpet, replaced by a more pressing preoccupation with the 

'what, how and who' of inclusion and inclusive education' (Tsokova & Becirevic, 2009, p. 

395). In B&H everybody still accepts defectology as the discipline responsible for the 

education of children with special needs as well as inclusion, with, it seems no 

discussion as to its appropriateness. As noted previously in this chapter only a few 

professionals questioned the role of defectology in inclusion, whilst wide-spread 

discussion on disability models, inclusion philosophy, as well as a meaningful 

engagement with the children's rights agenda is almost completely absent. 

Another important conceptual problem aITIong professionals working in services for 

disabled children in B&H and Bulgari(1 is a complete disregard for the chj]dren's voice 

in planning and delivering interventions. The construction of disabled children as 

passive recipients of social and health care interventions, instead of active holders of 

rights, perpetuates social exclusion. How can we talk about inclusion and rights when 

disabled children are not asked where they want to live or go to school, and \\hen 

disabled adults are denied the right to represent themselves? Professionals in 

government services and in NGOs who do not understand the inclusion principle, ~1nd 
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who focus on the child's impairments further reinforce exclus" ti" d ' 10T1ary prac ces an 

suggest that inclusion is too difficult to achieve. 

Rhetorically the majority of professionals in this study did favour inclusion, but their 

understanding of inclusion seemed disconnected from empowering children; fulfilling 

children's rights; participation or addressing barriers in society; all prerequisites for 

achieving inclusion, as argued in chapter one. The responses of professionals 

interviewed corresponded to some extent with the nonnalisation principle. They 

expressed a belief that services need to be improved and that the lives of disabled 

children need to reselnble the standard and form for non-disabled children, which is 

one of the postulates of the normalisation principle. Even though they talked about 

inclusion and rights, a majority of participants did not challenge the oppressive social 

climate, nor did they advocate for greater participation of disabled children and adults 

in decision making. The dOlnination of disabled children's lives by decisions made on 

behalf of them by professionals is regarded as an acceptable state of affairs. This 

corresponds with Chappell's argument (1997, p. 4) that in the move towards 

community services, normalization legitimated the authority of professionals, without 

addressing power relationships between professionals and service users and 

disregarded econolTlic and social contexts. 

As argued in chapter one the social model gives a different perspective on disability 

<1nd draws attention to exclusionary forces and barriers. However, inten"ic\\'s with 

professionals did not reflect discourse from within the social model. The prominent 
2 1\' 
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discourse was that of the medical model whilst disabled chl'ld . d . 
ren were Vlewe as m 

need of protection and professional help After vears of expe . ·th. 
• J nence WI vanous 

community services in the United Kingdom, Oliver and Barnes (1998) warn that these 

services, even when organised with the best intentions, frequently mean continuous 

domination of professionals over service delivery with little evidence of disabled 

people being involved in planning and delivery of these services. Reflecting on 

Eastern Europe Iarskaia-Smimova (1999) argues that existing social institutions need t" 

be humanised, while dismantling the old stereotypes that created rigid social 

structures. 

Service providers have a crucial role to play in challenging the exclusion of disabled 

children and their parents (Middleton 1999; Clarke, 2006). Policy actions related to 

inclusion cannot be implemented if teachers, social worker and professionals in 

categorisation commissions are not supportive of inclusion. This chapter has shown 

that in B&I-I and Bulgaria inclusion ideas are not always well received. Resistance of 

special schools in Bulgaria, persistence of the individualistic medical rrlOdel approach 

and bureaucracy are conUTIon features in how professional services operate in these 

two countries. At the SaIne time, eXaInples of grassroots' initiatives hy parents and the 

modest but promising developlnent of cOlnmunity care as such, is seen as an ilnportant 

transfonnation in general service provision. Professionals and services, however, do 

not operate in isolation, but are part of a wider social and econon1ic climate in which 

disability is being constructed and addressed. This is debated in the 11e\~l charler c,n 

national and international disability politics. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DILEMMAS AND TENSIONS OF INTERNATIONAL AND 

NATIONAL DISABILITY POLITICS 

The theme that loomed large throughout the whole study is that the disability and 

inclusion agenda in B&H and Bulgaria is deeply intertwined in the larger national and 

international context. According to Lendvai (2007, p. 28) South East Europe has a 

crowded international policy space and for over a decade now it has had a multi-level 

social policy goven1ance, which was confirmed in this ~)tudy. The aim of this chapter is 

to map the various influences in disability, inclusion and child care policies currently 

taking places in B&H and Bulgaria; to identify dilemmas and tensions that corne with 

these influences and to suggest ways forward. Therefore the first part of this chapter 

maps the diverse international influences on the development of social and inclusion 

policies, whilst the second part presents contradictions and dilemmas that corne with 

this diversity. Potentially problematic issues emerged after examining the use of 

exclusion/inclusion concepts, as well as the social model of disability in B&H and 

Bulgaria, as argued in the third part of this chapter. The final section suggests several 

ways forwards in advancing the inclusion of disabled children and their families. 
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7.1 CHANGING EXISTING DISABILITY POLITICS - DIVERSITY OF 

INFLUENCE 

As argued in chapter two in B&H and Bulgaria, political, economic and social 

transitions in the early nineties, the (1992-1995) war in B&H and recent drives towards 

EU integration, introduced the phenomenon of strong international influences 

(Deacon, 2000; UNICEF, 2003; Lendvai, 2004; Deacon & Stubbs, 2007; Saurugger & 

Radaelli, 2008). Currently the strongest pressure comes from the European Union and 

countries aspiring to join have to demonstrate progress in social reforms. As shown in 

chapter one, the EU in recent years has increased its attention paid to issues of social 

exclusion/inclusion, which affects member, as well as potential member states 

(Atkinson et al. 2005; UNDP, 2007; European Communities, 2010). 

This research was conducted soon after Bulgaria became a full member of the ED. This 

timing provided an opportunity to discuss with participants the influence of the ED 

prior to accession and to consider its immediate effects on Bulgarian disability politics. 

This chapter, overall, is based on views of policy makers, activists and professionals 

directly involved with policy making or knowledgeable about policies. Those were 

informants from ministries, international organisations (lOs), international NGOs 

(INGOs) and national and local NGOs. They were asked if they thought that joining! or 

aspiring to join the EU impacted on policies in their respective countries. The responses 

from the two countries varied significantly. Bulgaria experienced very strong 

pressures, prior to joining the EU, to demonstrate quick progress with social policies. 
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Before joining the ED Bulgaria was required to reduce the numbers of children and 

young people in residential institutions and special schools, and to develop policies for 

education and social inclusion of children and young people from ethnic minorities. 

One Bulgarian policy maker from an international organisation (IO) articulated these 

issues especially welF. 

In the pre-accession period Bulgaria was heavily criticized by the EU monitoring report 
on the conditions of children and people with disabilities and especially children and 
people living in institutions. At that time we almost had no community services and 
family support service and there was quite a pressure on government to start creating 
different alternatives. 

An issue that deserves attention, according to several Bulgarian participants, is that the 

ED funds are very difficult to administer. The ED style of working is new to 

government ministry staff and they are often unable to respond to calls for proposals 

or to access available funds. During this research it was found that even when funds 

were secured, sometimes due to a lack of human resources in a particular government 

agency, they were not spent. It transpired that resources were sometimes available, 

but relevant ministries lacked the staff and know how to start these projects. Another 

concern that was raised by the participants was that the ED requirements on child 

protection were not a high priority: 

... the whole pre accession was based on making the system aligned with the European 
Union and since child protection is a domestic issue it's not covered by the key areas 
and there weren't many specific requirements; it's not like the labour law where you 

7 Remarks from this participant are therefore used several times. 
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have very sp~cific r~qu~rement, or internal affairs that requires very specific legislative 
changes. SocIal pOlICY IS more open and considered as a domestic issue ... (Policy maker, 
10, Bulgaria). 

Furthermore, as a majority of participants discussed, the ED inclusion agenda is 

frequently misinterpreted by professionals in special schools and residential 

institutions in Bulgaria. Moreover there were occasions when inclusion strategies 

caused disputes among different policy makers and professionals on the ground, 

especially because the need to satisfy the ED requirements in Bulgaria was sometimes 

carried out in a great haste. The participants talked about situations where some 

residential homes were closed just temporarily to meet the ED demands, whilst 

children living in those institutions were transported in a rush without notice or 

explanation to another residential home. This corresponds to concerns raised in the 

literature by Bulgarian disability activists (Panayotova, 2009). The participants 

expressed the opinion that staff in residential homes felt threatened by closures and the 

prospect of losing their jobs. For example one school took the extreme step of 

frightening the children by telling them stories about how they would lose the only 

home they had. They also brought distressed children to protest in front of the 

Ministry of Social Policy to try to stop the closure of this school. 

Nevertheless Bulgarian government policy makers confirmed their commitment and 

expressed political will for the policies of deinstitutionalisation, support for family, 

inclusion and the inclusive education of children with disabilities. Unlike participants 

from NCOs, INCOs and parents they offered official and optimistic versions of the 
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current development. This is interesting, because what happens on the ground in 

Bulgaria, especially in residential institutions, does not mirror this rhetoric. In addition 

government policy makers have never challenged or acknowledged the fact that 

elements of the inclusion agenda are difficult and unreasonably requested by outside 

organisations, such as the EU. 

The participants in B&H had different views and a more relaxed attitude towards the 

EU polices than Bulgarian participants: 'The European Union should be our goal, but 

within our capacities ... we need to be given the opportunity to slowly build society accordi ng to 

the EU standards, instead of just doing it for the sake of gaining membership' (NCO worker, 

B&H). In B&H the major political ambition is EU membership, but the accession is not 

certain in the near future and so there is much less pressure than in Bulgaria. Whether 

they will have the same approach closer to the actual accession or rush into ad hoc 

solutions to satisfy the EU requirements remains to be seen. This research shows that 

the European Union is a major driver of the inclusion agenda in B&H and Bulgaria 

(Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2009; Republic of Bulgaria, 2010). However, 

economic and political pressures that come from other powerful agents also influence 

inclusion in B&H and Bulgaria. 

Supranational organisations and financial institutions such as the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB) have a very powerful role in shaping 

the future of welfare and social policies in both countries. In fact, political globalisation 

and the influence of major stakeholders such as the World Bank, tend to move policy 
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making away from a unified European Union model (Deacon, 2000). The works of 

Deacon, Hulse & Stubbs (1997) and Deacon and Stubbs (2007) draw attention to the 

importance of analysing the frequently competing influences of international agents in 

South East Europe. Numerous international organisation and international NGOs are 

involved in social policies and education, for example; Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD), Organisation for Security and Cooperation in 

Europe (OSCE), United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), UNICEF, the Open 

Society Institute (formerly known as the SOROS Foundation), to name but a few. The 

role of the WB and the IMF Fund is different from other organisations and agencies, 

since they facilitate reforms by giving large sums in loans and credits which are 

conditional on specified criteria being lnet (Stubbs, 2007). 

The World Bank declares its aim as fighting poverty and emphasises that disability and 

poverty go hand in hand (Braithwaite, et al., 2008). They claim to support inclusive 

development where disabled people and the parents of disabled children are 

encouraged to contribute economically and to move from benefits to full employment 

(World Bank, 2008, 2009). It is very questionable, however, as to what extent this can be 

achieved in countries facing high levels of unemployment like B&H and Bulgaria. This 

is especially the case since attitudes and views towards disability, as well as resources, 

are still at a level that does not permit implementation of these programs. If policies are 

only focused on labour productivity, excluding other means of support, like cash 

benefits, disabled children and their families will be pushed deeper into poverty and 

exclusion. However, a reduction of material support is exactly what the World Bank is 

arguing for, extending strong criticisms of the B&H government for spending too 
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much money on social protection cash transfers (World Bank, 2009). In Bulgaria the 

World Bank achieved this goal and cash benefits are reduced to a bare minimum 

(World Bank, 2008) something that the parents strongly objected to on the grounds that 

they need financial support to pay high care costs and there is still a lack of jobs. 

More recently, in order to save stand-by arrangements with the IMF, B&H, gave in to 

requests to impose restrictions and savings on pensions, and disability benefits among 

others. The World Bank requests reductions of 10% in cash benefits before they 

approve large loans (Dnevni A vaz, 2009). In 2010 the IMF exerted even stronger 

pressure on B&H to reduce benefits and disability allowances for (1992-1995) war 

veterans. Even though these allowances are generous compared to allowances for 

people disabled for other reasons, this measure resulted in demonstrations and fierce 

political battles by the army veterans (Reuters, 2010). 

Apart from supranational agencies, the diversity of influence also comes from various 

policy'experts', discussed by Deacon et al., (2007) who argue that these people have 

an important place in shaping social policies, but their role is not addressed fully. 

These policy' experts' were not interviewed for the research, however I am familiar 

with their work through professional networks and conferences. The issue was also 

raised by the research participants and it appeared that international workers, 

consultants, and experts are established as legitimate actors in policy making in the 

regIOn: 
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There were many consultants working here last year in the social area, the World Bank 
as well; we had a big program on child welfare reform and it was co funded by the EU, 
but the Japanese government as well and it was meant to bring in good examples ... 
Actually the whole strategy was developed by external experts who worked with the 
government .... (Policy maker, international organisation, Bulgaria). 

Another significant influence in the social policy arena comes from international and 

national NGOs. With the promotion of social inclusion, NGOs in both countries found 

a place and role in providing community services or working on raising awareness 

about the human rights of persons with disabilities. During this research it emerged 

that NGOs play an important role in facilitating the inclusion of disabled children. 

They advocate for human and social rights, start alternative services and participate in 

policy making. There were, however, significant differences between local and 

international NGOs, and international organisations such as UNICEF, OSCE, OECD 

and Handicap International and their approach in advancing social inclusion. 

It was clear that international NGOs (INGOs) and international organisations (lOs) 

have greater power and resources and are more prominent in influencing government 

policies than local and national NGOs. They participate in popular round table 

discussions and they commonly lead the development of plans and actions. INGOs are 

more focused on awareness raising, policy making and research, keeping away from 

direct service provision unless it is through partnership (funding and monitoring) of 

local and national NGOs. In addition they involve policy' experts' mentioned 

previously who conduct research and publish policy reports, which are used by 

government as needs assessments. National disability NGOs, on the other hand, see 
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their role primarily as providers of servicesf with few engaged in disability activism. 

They often take part in policy making but have much less influence than INGOs and 

lOs. This reflects the tension between international and local agentsf often influenced 

by an imbalance in financial and technical resources. There are occasions when these 

actions are complementary with large international organisations providing financing 

and support to national and local NGOs. Often thoughf these imbalances create 

tensions and an atmosphere where international experts and NGO workers impose 

their ideas without regard forf or willingness to support local knowledge. 

7.1.1 THE INFLUENCE OF THE DISABLITY AND CHILDREN'S RIGHTS AGENDA 

At the time when this research was carried out the UN Convention on the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities (2006) (UNCRPD) was gaining momentum around the world 

with many countries signing and ratifying the convention. As argued in chapter onef 

this convention is seen as a significant instrument in advancing inclusion. Howeverf in 

2007 and 2008 the convention still did not have a powerful influence in B&H and 

Bulgaria and it was hardly mentioned by participants as an instrument that had any 

relevance to national policies. Stilt the disability rights activist in B&H who was 

present at the UN when the convention was discussed said: 

I had an opportunity to see how much the B&H delegation advocated for acceptance of 
the convention

f 
especially the act concerning disabled children .. however our country 

still has not signed let alone ratified the convention . .. and that is maybe the biggest 
problem. To be honest I do not know to what extent the country is ready for it. The . 
standards rules have been adopted in 2003 f but they are not obligatonj. The conventIOn 
is indeed obligatory and that is probably the reason why is still has not been signed 

(Disability activistf NGOf B&H). 
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By 2010 the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006) was 

signed by both B&H and Bulgaria. However it has been only ratified by B&H and this 

came after strong pressure by disabled peoples' organisations. 

The United Nations Standard Rules on the Equalisation of Opportunities for Persons 

with Disabilities (1993) were highlighted as the instrument that has contributed the 

most towards advancing the position of disabled people in B&H. Organisations of 

people with disabilities in B&H actively promoted these rules, so that in September 

2003 they were adopted by the Council of Ministers of B&H as a document that needs 

to be used as a basis in policy making (Cehovic & Zahirovic, 2006). The UN 

Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) was also mentioned, especially by lOs 

and INCOs, as a good basis in advanCing inclusion. Both B&H and Bulgaria signed and 

ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) but the rights of children, 

especially disabled children are too frequently violated, as highlighted throughout the 

thesis. This is especially the case with article 12 on child participation and evidence 

shows that this article is almost never observed. This can have grave consequences, 

especially if the state is considering placing a child in an institution: 

The Commission in Centres for Social Work decides whether a child will attend 
mainstream school or go to residential special school or an institution. In this situation 
a child is not really asked. The UN disability convention states that the opinion of the 
child will be considered in decisions regarding that child. I think it was in fact tile 
suggestion of B&H to incorporate that article, but this is surely about children who. 
have mental abilities preserved. We cannot expect from a child with mental retardatwll 
to decide where and how he/she will live and go to school. .. (Disability activist, NGO, 

B&H). 
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As discussed in chapter one the statement above shows a strong relationship between 

the ways impairments are socially constructed and the implementation of rights. When 

it comes to disabled children, especially children with intellectual disabilities, a main 

postulate that 'rights apply to all children' seems to be forgotten. Furthermore there are 

misconceptions in applications of these rights. Professionals, even disability activists 

express opinions which can be interpreted as a social acceptance that human rights 

fulfilment depends on social conditions, good will and nature of the impairment. 

Since rights are unconditional one would think that these violations would be 

recognised by the UN committee, supposed to monitor rights implementation, which 

would then instigate remedial actions. However, one Bulgarian activist talked about 

how this is not the case in practice and how organisations compete and misinform one 

another when it comes to UN committee hearings. According to this informant there 

are lobbies within the country, which want to present a particular picture and they try 

to exclude those who have different findings, especially those who are very critical of 

the situation in relation to children's rights. The usual procedure is that at the UN 

committee hearings the countries present a state report and an alternative report. The 

alternative report is usually compiled and finalised by an INGO that often takes the 

lead in doing so of its own accord. Information can be rather selective or they might 

not have a sufficiently nuanced picture of what is happening in particular areas, like 

disability for example. As argued so far, diverse influences, and the work of NGOs, 

INGOs and lOs, bring in new ideas and opportunities for inclusion. However 

throughout the study it emerged that the social inclusion field is also loaded with 
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tensions, dilemmas and contradictions and they will be further d' d' th 
IScusse m e next 

section. 

7.2 CONTRADICTIONS, TENSIONS, DILEMMAS, AND THE SEARCH FOR A 

WELFARE MODEL 

Even though the EU and international agencies have the same broad inclusion agenda 

for the Region (UNICEF 2007; European Commission, 2009; OEeD, 2009), 

implementation strategies on the ground vary significantly. As presented in chapter 

one financial support for parents of disabled children is necessary in overcoming 

exclusion and this has been also expressed by parents in chapter four. However policy 

makers in B&H and Bulgaria expressed completely different views on this. For 

example B&H, especially the Federation for B&H, is more inclined towards increasing 

financial assistance to families as specified in the Amendment of the Law on Social 

Care (Government of B&H, 2006). Bulgarian policy makers however, argued against 

this approach, claiming that increasing financial assistance will create dependency and 

foster poor productivity. Their policy approach is the provision of community services 

for children and employment for the parents. They maybe favour this policy approach 

because of the pressing need to overcome institutionalisation issues, but also because 

they have been exposed to closer scrutiny by the EU, IMF and the World Bank. 
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This is just one example of a contradictory approach in addressing inclusion in B&H 

and Bulgaria. Furthermore, when considering disability policies in Bulgaria, 

Panayotova (2009) argues that major changes are needed with policy measures which, 

formulated alongside the medical model, fail to take into account the problem of social 

exclusion. There are also unresolved issues in how changing welfare models reflect an 

inclusion agenda. Wagener (2002) argues that the communist welfare state was very 

different from the European (EU) model and that the countries of Central and Eastern 

Europe need to achieve the transformation of their political and economic system, 

including catching up with productivity levels. In communism, welfare was a worker's 

privilege rather than a citizen's right. In daily life, of course, the difference was 

minimal, since almost everybody was a worker. Wagener argues that the convergence 

of social conditions will be the outcome of economic convergence; it cannot be its 

precondition. Hence, candidate countries need to be free to choose welfare regimes 

which they think are appropriate for their stage of development and their social 

culture. However due to international pressures and loan conditionality, achieving this 

goal might be difficult. 

In relation to disability, the Bulgarian system is now more oriented towards labour 

productivity and community services, avoiding cash benefits. The B&H social policy 

system was for many years exposed to a complex mix of humanitarian and security 

interventions which directly affected the processes of social and political change 

(Deacon & Stubbs, 2007). The transition from communism and socialism in B&H was 

different from the transition in other countries, since B&H was not exposed to what 

8 4) II I h k therapy of neo-liberal adjushnents'. Instead a 
Stubbs (200 ,p. ca sa s oc 262 



humanitarian approach for a long time dominated internati' I infl ona uence. The effects 

of this influence are still felt and the needs of disabled peo I d child P e an ren are often 

met through the works of humanitarian organisations The'Tn f h " . .u.uage 0 umarutanan 

actions is not easy to shake off and there are those who still see NGOs and 

international organisations as organisations delivering humanitarian aid instead of 

being agents of political action and change. This is a difficult tension to resolve as 

humanitarian aid provides the cash and assistance to vulnerable families, but this 

relieves the state from responsibility and undermines a rights based approach. 

However, the humanitarian approach in B&H is possibly acting as a buffer to the neo 

liberal agenda promoted by the World Bank in the Region. The World Bank advocates 

for privatization of health insurance and the promotion of productivity above social 

safety, which impacts unfavourably on disabled children and their families. With their 

neoliberal agenda the W orId Bank contradicts the EU social solidarity model (Deacon 

et al., 2007), which has a direct implication for the inclusion agenda. One of the 

participants in Bulgaria highlighted the contradiction between the inclusion rhetoric 

and the reduction in financial and human resources in social work centres. Institutions 

like social work centres, schools and community centres need to be strengthened to 

cater for the diversity of the population and this will require resources. Naomi Klein in 

her famous book Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism (2007) strongly criticizes 

the World Bank's neo-liberal ideology arguing that it destroys indigenous capacities 

and exacerbates poverty. Klein (2007) argues for a mixed economy where developing 

nations are not coerced by the developed Western nations who run the IMF and World 
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Bank, but are allowed to choose their economic destiny. However it is very unlikely 

that developing nations can resist these powers, because of pressing needs for funding. 

Both Bulgaria and B&H are adjusting to a mixed economy of welfare, from the 

bureaucratic state collectivist system of welfare and state paternalism that dominated 

Eastern Europe (Deacon, 1992). With change still ongoing, it is not yet clear where on 

the Esping- Anderson (1990) classification: Scandinavian, Bismarckian, liberal or 

conservative, these countries fall. In addition there is a popular political rhetoric 

among policy makers in both countries that policies need to be adjusted to a 'Social 

European Model'. However they fail to acknowledge that there is no clear European 

Model, nor common understanding of what the characteristics of EU welfare in current 

member states are (Deacon & Stubbs, 2007). In addition it must not be forgotten that 

economic indicators in B&H and Bulgaria are much poorer than those of Germany, the 

UK, Italy or France and this inevitably reflects on welfare development indicating that 

the social model cannot be the same across Europe. 

This brings up the next agenda in the development of social policies for disabled 

children and that is the relationship between the state, parents' and children's rights. 

This agenda is not being addressed in B&H and Bulgaria. In spite of a strong rhetoric 

on children's rights, it is by no means a radicalliberationist agenda based on views that 

children need to be given complete freedom and the same rights as adults (Harding, 

1991). The zeitgeist in both countries is that children need to be protected and cared for 

and it is parents who have the most power to decide the wellbeing of their children. 
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This, according to Harding (1991) reflects the social policy orientation where the state 

is supportive of birth family and parent's rights. This is a change from what it used to 

be like before, especially in Bulgaria, where the state assumed responsibi;ity for 

disabled children in a network of residential institutions. Currently the state plays a 

part, but it is not a completely protectionist system where the state is quick to 

denounce the rights of parents, or interferes much with family life. However due to the 

large number of residential institutions and slow changes in the mentality of 

professionals and policy makers, Bulgaria is still trying to overcome a protectionist 

communist legacy. Furthermore in the old system there were no mechanisms to lobby 

for needs anonymously from below and welfare recipients were the object of 

provisions, but never active subjects in defining needs and running services (Deacon, 

1992). This is something that needs to change in the minds of service providers, as well 

as the general public in both countries. 

7.2.1 POLICIES: TRANSFER, TRANSLATION OR A PROJECT? 

The tensions and dilemmas around the social inclusion agenda also arise because of 

numerous examples of unsustainable, as well as unhelpful and contradictory strategies 

among different stakeholders. The research found that the national policy choices 

frequently sprung from individual projects, without due consideration for the 

... . . t . s Furthermore policy making in both countries is capaCIties m receIvrng coun ne . 

influenced by the actions of foreign NGOs, which often look for quick solutions from 

d I d tr· of the ED For instance both B&H and Bulgarian participants said eve ope coun Ies . 

that they look for examples from abroad. It appeared that in Bulgaria, the UK was very 
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influential in bringing in new polices as commented on by a poli ak fr cym er oman 

international organisation: 

.... . in th~ UK you. c~n do it as a pilot model and if it proves successful it will 
con.tmu.e; m Bulgarza zt doesn't matter if it is successful or not you have to change it in 
~egzslatlOn. The model can be very good, but legislation takes time and then you've lost 
zt. 

The presence of international agencies and foreign consultants in South East Europe 

(SEE) could be seen as encouraging policy transfer (Deacon et al., 2007). However 

Lendvai and Stubbs (2007) put forward the idea that the process of policy translation 

rather than policy transfer is more appropriate to describe policy processes in SEE. 

Policy translation is a more fluid and dynamic process where policies are not copied in 

their original form but are constituted by multiple actors, networks and policy brokers. 

Whether policy transition takes into consideration the fit with local conditions and 

sustainability, is not always clear. The policy makers were asked how they construct 

policies and whilst there were strong indications that they look for examples from 

abroad, the straightforward transfer does not happen: 

In policy making we usually look for examples from abroad. However, this usually 
shows that they cannot be applied directly here. I don't like the fact that we always try 
to translate policy making initiatives either from the region or from the West. We need 
to recognise that Sweden, Norway and the UK have much better standards when it 
comes to policy and practice so we cannot really copy them exactly (NCO worker and 

policy make, B&H). 

It has been reported that the development of policies in the field of disability is 

increasingly conducted with the participation of disability activists, who are sometimes 

disabled people themselves or parents of disabled children. However their opinions 
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are not always respected as the mothers from parents' organisations reported. This was 

confirmed by a Bulgarian policy maker from INCO when asked if parents participate 

in policy making: 'On paper it's supposed to be. In practice it isn't really the case'. In 

commenting on the currently popular model of development of strategies and plans of 

actions, government policy maker in B&H said: 'Those strategies are often the outcome of 

individual projects and are not based on assessment of the actual situation '. This was also the 

case in Bulgaria, where parents and informants from INCOs and NCOs stressed that 

the needs of communities were not assessed and researched. This approach resulted in 

a situation where services in some towns have no users, whilst in Sofia for example 

there is a great demand but not enough day centres. Furthermore, Bulgarian parents 

and NCO workers claimed that research could establish what clients need and help in 

creating diverse services, instead of offering the same to everybody. 

This may be related to government planning and the style of policy development. For 

example policy makers did not talk about policy cycles, which is a commonly accepted 

approach within the field of policy making (Young & Quinn, 2002) nor developing 

policies based on assesslnent, policy proposals, implementation strategies and 

evaluation. Also it emerged that domestic policy makers are unsure how to carry out 

the process of harmonising national legislation with the EU legislation. One policy 

maker said that these processes are very unclear to domestic stakeholders, who look 

for similar laws and regulations in other countries, but then the problenl is that these 

are not readily available. What usually happens is that international agencies put on 

., . b' . their experts engage NGOs and 
strong pressure on government mInlstrIes, rmg m , 

provide injection of funds for solutions to be accepted. This results in a situation wh;~~ 



policies or strategies are not embraced by all stakeholders with fu . , some re smg to take 

these new developments on board. In addition participants in both countries argued 

that these policy documents are loaded with messages about child ' . ht ]. ren s ng s, equa lty 

and non discrimination, but lack implementation and enforcement mechanisms, as 

commented on by a Bulgarian policy maker from an international organisation: 

In Bulgaria, in order to be implemented, policy or strategy has to be transformed in 
legislation. I did an assessment of all policies concerning children and their rights and 
there were 22 of them; there was strategy for children with disability, for street children, 
for children in institutions, I mean everything that you can think of None of them was 
budgeted for and frankly, very few of the measures were really implemented. 

Several practitioners claimed that the parents of disabled children advocate for the 

individual needs of their child, even if they are politically strong, instead of using their 

experience to advocate for all disabled children. These claims are however contradicted 

with examples of parents' activism in both countries. Parent organisations were highly 

praised by parents and it is sometimes the only place where parents and children get 

much needed support. In fact parent organisations are becoming increasingly 

recognized by professionals themselves, as communicated by this defectologist in 

B&H: 

You need to visit parent associations here; they are very transparent, they are doing a 
great job, I can only congratulate them .. . After all they are parents 0.( th.ose children. 
Imagine what a defeat that is for our profession, w~en.a parent a.ssoczatzon s.how~ better 
qualihJ in certain jobs than defectologists do. That zs lzke some kznd of deterzoratzon of 

defectology .. . (Defectologist from special school, B&H). 

OveraII it transpired that policy making does not reflect an inclusive approach and that 

children are never asked what they think about policies and projects that are 
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developed for their 'benefit'. An important contradiction within social exclusion action 

is that it excludes the people and groups who are socially excluded from the debates 

and plans to tackle social exclusion, as discussed by Beresford and Wilson (1998 in 

Warren & Boxalt 2009). The situation may be slightly better for some groups such as 

Roma, and disabled adults, but disabled children are completely excluded from the 

discussion. This is especially the case for children who have intellectual impairments 

and/or those who do not use speech to communicate, as confirmed and debated in 

chapter three and five. This is in stark contradiction to inclusion philosophy where 

child participation is one of the main components. Another important factor in 

advancing inclusion and exposing barriers are NGOs and civil society. In the UK, 

disabled peoples' organisations have made a major impact on disability politics and 

policies (Barnes & Mercer, 2001; Oliver, 2004). This research however uncovered that in 

B&H and Bulgaria there are numerous problematic issues around the work of NGOs. 

7.2.2 NGOS AND INCLUSION 

Even though NGOs occupy an important place in advancing inclusion, bringing in 

new practice and generating social change, this research identified various problems 

with their work. This research recognized that the position NGOs occupy is not clear in 

the current climate. They frequently have to compromise between struggling to keep 

their organisation going, increasing their profiles and providing services. Several 

participants in this study expressed doubt that NGOs are able to bring about social 

change and advance inclusion. One of the reasons for this doubt, as stressed in 

Bulgaria, is because most of the national and local NGOs are established with people 

d k
· th ld system responsible for the exclusion of disabled children. 
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They are people who do understand why the system needs to be changed. Lack of 

professional capacities and the levels of people's knowledge have been also mentioned 

in the literature (see Maglajlic-Holicek & Residagic, 2007), as well as concern over 

financial transparency (DFID, 2005). The criticisms from the literature were reflected in 

interviews too. A government policy maker in B&H remarked: 

In B&H we have an 'aristocracy' ofNGOs where around ten of them have a monopoly 
and they do not share information. When we cooperate the partners are individuals and 
not organisations ... most of the resources are used on their expenses and travel. There 
are no mechanisms through which government can give support to disabled individuals 
through NGOs. 

These concerns raise an important question: whether NGOs do their job because they 

want to address disability issues and generate social change or whether they do it for 

the sake of securing employment for themselves? These problems are more acute in 

cultures burdened by poverty and inexperienced in civil society actions in generat as 

argued in chapter two. Issues have been acknowledged in the literature and NGOs in 

SEE have been criticized for following donors' agendas rather than the expressed 

needs of communities; for short term 'project cultures'; for an emphasis on building 

organisations instead of addressing social goals, and for distancing NGOs from 

grassroots activism (Stubbs, 2006). Major growth in the number of NGOs in the past 10 

years has been related to the actions of international donors. These, according to 

Maglajlic-Holicek and Residagic (2007), stimulated the rise of NGOs which, instead of 

being truly civil organisations, now resemble a private business sector focused on 

absorbing donors' funds. Also experienced professionals from the social sector are 

I d d fr k
··th the international NGOs if they do not speak English. 

exc u e om wor rng WI 

Furthermore evaluations of the projects are frequently conducted without users' 
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participation (MaglajIic & Hodzic, 2005). In addition problems.th .. 
WI momtormg the 

work of NGOs were mentioned in both countries as comment d b B. 
, e on y one osman 

participant: 'no-one is able now to monitor them to see what kind of u l·ty th ·d h 
q a l ey proVl e, w at 

kind of capacities their services have'. 

With national and international NGOs becoming official and unofficial providers of 

services, the tensions about the quality of services have been highlighted too. In B&H 

professionals from government institutions expressed suspicions about the way some 

NGOs work and the services they provide, especially around independent living for 

disabled young people. In Bulgaria however NCOs were critical of the quality 

provided by government agencies: 

The quality of the services goes down after the municipality takes over. Unfortunately, 
the situation is that when the municipality starts to govern these NGO activities, they 
put in staff who are not so well qualified, but they put these people in because of their 
private relationships (NGO, Bulgaria). 

The actions of INCOs also introduce tensions and dilemmas and sometimes go against 

country policy objectives. At times they provide desired community services such as 

play groups, toy libraries, preschool services, mobility aids temporarily, thus creating a 

false impression of true improvement and change, with these unsustainable services. 

Furthermore different NGOs and donors work according to different agendas, 

son1etimes not clearly thought through. The following quote illustrates this point: 

B 't' h F h and German NGOs donated really enormous amounts of money to ... rz IS I renc . . 
residential institutions ... and now after several years they see that everythmg IS stolen 
or hidden and none of the toys or equipment they provided is uscd .... because there are 
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no professionals, but they never, never think about the people .. .I say to them NO you 
should pay salaries, you should train people and never buy clothes, shoes, but that is the 
donor mentality, they continue to do that ... (INGO worker, Bulgaria). 

The above also highlights the problem of corruption that has been raised by several 

participants in Bulgaria, who gave examples of misuse of donations by people who run 

homes for children. Another level of corruption is amongst officials and people in 

power who employ staff in child care centres and services not according to the 

knowledge of the staff but because of personal connections, as mentioned above. In 

addition allocation of government's funds to national and local NGOs, as expressed by 

both B&H and Bulgarian participants is not always done on the basis of the NGOs 

capacities, but on their good or bad relationship with particular ministers and personal 

lobbying. This is a low level of corruption compared to what is happening at the higher 

levels. In fact Bulgaria, was branded as the most corrupt of 27 members of the EU and 

was excluded from receiving 500 million euro in financing from the EU European 

funds in 2008 due to corruption (Castle, 2008). 

This study has identified a patchwork of frequently contradictory government, lOs, 

INGOs, and national and local NGO initiatives in disability policies and practices. 

These contradictions sabotage a clear understanding of social inclusion and a radical 

I f fu · . that some stakeholders invest in improvement of residential examp e 0 con sion IS 

h ·l t th truggling to close down as many residential care facilities as care w 1 s 0 ers are s 

possible, all under the guise of the inclusion agenda. Some policy makers also 

f th d ti· f fm· ancial assistance some for an increase, again all to advocate or e re uc on 0 ' 

. . f f·Ii d children and advance inclusion. Apart from 
improve the SItuatIOn 0 amI es an 

. . d d b diverse agents this study revealed that the 
contradictions and dIlemmas mtro uce Y' 272 



reason for many problems in taking inclusion forwards and tr I· Ii·· ans ating po Cles mto 

practice stem from negative social attitudes and the ways m· I . . d c USlOn IS un erstood or 

misunderstood. 

7.3 ATTITUDES AND TRANSLATING EXCLUSION/INCLUSION AGENDA IN 

B&H AND BULGARIA 

Analysing the responses from both countries it became clear that negative social 

attitudes towards disability still prevail. It emerged strongly that twenty years after 

transition from communism, attitudes and social awareness about disability issues are 

changing, albeit too slowly. An NGO worker in Bulgaria expressed this in the 

following way: 

For me the biggest problem is the attitude which the communihJ has towards these 
children. I think this is not because we are not a tolerant society, but because of this 
practice put in force years ago. The medical model is still in place. I hear that there is a 
lack of social activities with families in the hospitals and I heard there are still doctors 
who advise families to leave their child because it will be difficult. 

Even though B&H was a socialist country with a moderate form of communist 

ideology, as discussed in chapter two, it still lags behind western European countries 

in changing its culture and attitudes towards disabled people. This was reflected upon 

by a doctor in Sarajevo who was very critical of the prevailing culture in society 

regarding disabled people: 
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When I just started to work as a neurologist I spent some time in Holland and there I 
saw lots of people. with differen~ impairments and in wheelchairs on the streets, which 
took me by surprzse. It looked lIke they have many more disabled people compared to 
B&H; because disabled people in B&H were removed from society and placed in 
ins:ituti~ns. We ~o not s~e them on the streets and those we see are usually beggars 
whIch gIve a bad Impresszon of them. There are not enough actions to sensitize the 
popUlation and there is not enough pressure to change the situation. 

Stilt examining the ways participants talked about attitudes it emerged that negative 

attitudes are discussed as an abstract phenomenon; almost something that nobody is 

directly responsible for. However the experiences of all the parents and children who 

took part in the study revealed this phenomenon as an unpleasant everyday reality. 

Mothers referred to their hurtful experiences in the playgrounds, shops and 

community settings; as well as the bullying of disabled children. They defined these 

negative social attitudes as a universal issue that causes hurt and distress. In addition 

mothers in Bulgaria mentioned very negative attitudes towards disabled children 

displayed in the media. When the Bulgarian government announced plans to build 

community housing for disabled children in one small town, the locals organised 

demonstrations that were televised. The parents said that this public display of 

prejudice and animosity towards their children was especially hurtful. One mother 

recalled: ;They were saying we know who gives birth to such sinful children ... '. The idea that 

religious views impact negatively on acceptance has been explored in the literature and 

this is a reminder of how these views operate in different cultures (Cross, 1998). In 

addition non-acceptance of disability relates to the socio-cultural construction of 

disability as discussed in chapter two, and in B&H and Bulgaria negative constructions 

th d b l·ti· I ideology that denied the existence of difference. were streng ene y po 1 ca 
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Even though negative attitudes prevailed, the research identified attempts at 

awareness raising and barrier removal in both countries. For example in B&H some 

television programs include signing for deaf people and disability issues are 

increasingly being reported in the media. However these reports frequently contain 

charity messages or express pity towards disabled people, fOCUSing on impairments or 

poverty, with little or no critique of cultures in society, barriers and prejudices. There 

are also more charitable actions by B&H and Bulgarian citizens who donate money, 

and old clothes, especially to residential care institutions and these actions are seen as 

an indicator that society is changing. This is very much in contrast to the social model 

of disability, which is very critical of the charity approach (Barnes, 1992). It is also 

contrary to the children's rights approach, which is based upon the premise that 

children have rights that need to be fulfilled not as a matter of charity, but as an 

obligation and responsibility of government and its institutions (Lansdown, 2005). 

Even though many participants blame negative attitudes for exclusion, the analysis of 

the situation in B&H and Bulgaria corresponds to what Barnes (1992, p. 5) argued 

when writing of UK society: 'the type of discrimination encountered by disabled people is not 

simply a question of individual prejudice, though this is a common view, it is institutionalised 

in the very fabric of our society', 

. tt'tud' both B&H and Bulgaria, disabled children and adults 
Apart from negative ales ill 

. hId d by inaccessible physical environments. The majority of 
are still very muc exc u e 

. . 't d' their responses that physical environments present a big 
partiCIpants were uru e ill 

. . ch t f from the perspectives of families. Participants 
obstacle, as dIscussed m ap er our 

. . t essible whilst pedestrian spaces are usually 
confirmed that pubhc transport IS no acc , 275 



too narrow for wheelchair users or blocked with illegally parked cars. The time spent 

in B&H and Bulgaria confirmed this, and is something that is indentified in several 

other studies too (Disability Monitor Initiative South East Europe, 2006; Panayotova, 

2009). Bulgarian participants commented how for example the authorities in Sofia city 

claimed they made the metro service accessible, but the outcome did not do much for 

disabled citizens as the changes were not well thought through or implemented. For 

example, a disabled activist told of how she tried to reach an entrance for disabled 

people. She had to cross the busy road and push her way through overcrowded 

pedestrian areas blocked by illegally parked cars to get to the place that was supposed 

to be accessible, but once she got there the access was out of order. Public offices and 

universities in B&H increasingly have adjusted entrances and ramps. However, 

accessible building entrances alone cannot solve access issues, because all other routes 

as well as transport to those places are usually inaccessible. As in Bulgaria a majority of 

professionals and parents expressed the view that access is problematic and a medical 

doctor from Sarajevo formulated it as follows: 

We had some random actions 5-6 years ago such as building ramps and adjusting 
entrances; however that is now used mostly for bicycles and children's prams. Well 
those ramps were not made for children with disabilities in the first place, but for war 

veterans with physical disabilities ... 

. .ty foIl· cy makers in B&H also mention the different treatments 
Furthermore, a rnaJon 0 p 

. . (1992 1995) r veterans. They are people who volunteered to defend 
gIven to BosnIan - wa 

.. t . il· lives Unlike people who are disabled from birth 
the country, savmg mnocen CIV Ian . 

th 
. dent pensions and allowances. The attempts to 

or for other reasons ey receIve ec 

b tl groups' usually ends up in heated political 
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debates and gets dropped. It appears that in the social consciousness of B&H citizens 

there is an acceptance of responsibility for people who sacrificed themselves for others 

in war. The same support is not there for people who are disabled for other reasons. 

Furthermore because Bosnian Paralympics sportsmen are known for good results they 

also command respect and admiration. This creates a situation where disabled people 

are treated in stereotypical ways, either as needy victims or heroes (Shakespeare, 1997). 

7.3.1 THE SOCIAL MODEL OF DISABILITY IN B&H AND BULGARIA 

As discussed in chapter one the social model of disability is an important part of the 

UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006) as well as an integral 

part of an inclusion philosophy (Handicap International 2004; UNICEF 2005, 2007; 

Disability World, 2007; United Nations, 2010). However the social model has not been 

very influential in countries of Eastern Europe where the medical model remains the 

dominant discourse (UNICEF, 2010). The way participants spoke about disability 

reflected overwhelmingly the use of charity and medical discourse, communicating the 

idea that disabled people need to be helped, instead of empowered to make choices 

and take an active part in the society. A striking example of a lack of awareness about 

the social model and the internalized ideas of the medical model emerged in an 

interview with a young disabled woman, who is a disability activist in B&H. After 

asking her about the social model of disability and her views on barriers in society she 

responded: 'The biggest barriers are in disabled people themselves, nobody prCI1ents them from 

doing anything, but they have low opinions of themselves and they are not fighting for their 

. th t th ession results in disabled people intemalising negative rzghts'. It seems a e oppr 
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views of themselves which prevents them from clearly examining their own 

oppression, which would be possible if they were working from the social model. 

Only three participants in this study made references to the social model and barriers 

in society and the model's potential to contribute to the improvement of the lives of 

disabled people in Eastern Europe. Interestingly, all three participants who mentioned 

the social model of disability were employed by INGOs. One had studied in the UK 

and was familiar with the social model as presented in UK academia. Several other 

participants mentioned the social model in relation to their activities, but more as an 

umbrella term, for example: 'we work according to the social model'. Once discussed 

further, it transpired that this includes a range of activities, from charity to social 

rights, with little or no empowerment and little participation by disabled people. It did 

not therefore correspond to the social model as developed by disability activists (see 

chapter one). It become clear that disability is still overwhelmingly understood as an 

individual phenomenon and not something that society actively creates by presenting 

obstacles to disabled people. This corresponds to practice discourse in B&H and 

Bulgaria being dominated by the medical/individual model of disability. In addition 

the distinction between the social model and the medical model still does not feature 

high among policy makers or practitioners . 

. 1 d 1 f dI·sability comprises in B&H and Bulgaria is unclear at this 
What the SOCIa mo e 0 

. . I t th same model of disability as is found in the UK, even though 
stage. It IS certam y no e 

onents such as participation and rights. Under the 
it has some of the same comp 
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various influences - both political d .. 
an non political - it cannot be expected that the use 

of the social model in B&H and Bulgaria will . . . . 
nurror what IS found ill the UK. It IS 

likely that, under the influence of the human rights agenda B&H and Bulgaria will 

adopt the social model as defined internationally rather than in the UK only. For 

example this is how the United Nations (2010, p. 8) defines disability and the social 

model: 

The focus is no longer on what is wrong with the person. Instead, disability is 
recognized as the consequence of the interaction of the individual with an environment 
that does not accommodate that individual's differences and limit:> or impedes the 
individual's participation in society. This approach is referred to as the social model of 
disability. The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities endorses this 
model and takes it forward by explicitly recognizing disability as a human rights issue. 

Whilst attention is given to social barriers and participation, this definition does not 

say that disability is only a product of social organisation as argued by the UK social 

model. The basic premise is however the same; attention is shifting from the individual 

to society. The social organisation is seen as crucial, but much importance is also given 

to interaction between impairment and environment. Even though this model is largely 

based on the UK social model of disability, the UN emphasises diversity and 

importance of experiences of persons with disabilities, social rights and person first 

language. This model maybe influenced by a relational approach between impairment 

and society, as emphaSised in the Nordic Relational Approach (Traustad6ttir, 2004). 

More recently the references to the social model are encountered sporadically in the 

literature and websites from B&H and Bulgaria (IBHI, 2007; Panayotova, 2009), but its 
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use needs further reflection. The social model is translated directly and literally as 

'socijalni model', To me this translation does not adequately represent the philosophy of 

the UK social model, nor relational model, nor the UN human rights/social model. 

Moreover this translation presents a danger of misrepresenting the social model 

completely. For example' socijalni' in the Bosnian language is used in relation to need, 

to social services, or when talking about someone living in poverty. The more 

appropriate translation would be 'druStveni model', This phrase would make it clear that 

emphasis is on ' drustvo' or society and not on social services. 

Even though the social model has not been so prominent in Eastern Europe it has a 

place, as it is a powerful tool in uncovering and confronting oppression, and exclusion 

and empowering disabled children, as argued in chapter one. This is of course if the 

social model is understood, debated and accepted by the receiving countries. 

Currently, sporadic mention of the social model does not mean that the social model is 

being introduced in Eastern Europe. Furthermore, being literal in translating reflects a 

haste and misunderstanding on the part of translator instead of something carefully 

considered. The social model of disability and inclusion are concepts that emerged in a 

fight against oppression, developed by individuals with a certain vision and 

understanding of the way society impacts on people with disability (Barnes & Mercer, 

2001). The social model is also the basis for a political approach for activists, but as 

such it might not be appealing to every disabled child or adult. If these concepts are to 

be used in B&H and Bulgaria they need to be debated, understood and carefully 

considered in relation to the socio-political and economic context. This includes 
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translating them in the spirit of the Bosnian and Bulgarian languages, to reflect the real 

nature and thinking behind the social model. 

Furthermore this research found that the children's rights approach, when it comes to 

disability, did not sink deep into the minds of policy makers, professionals or disabled 

people. Human rights discourse was most used by people from international 

organisations and human rights activists. The children themselves never mentioned it. 

The same applies for many parents who did not know enough about rights and 

entitlements: 'The problem is that parents are not informed, many parents don't know about 

any rights, let alone how to go about claiming those rights' (Ana, mother, Bulgaria). At the 

same time the mothers were more interested in social rights than the civil and political 

rights of their children. The main problem is that social rights are dependent on the 

determination of need. Within this framework disabled people have been positioned 

not as holders of rights within the welfare state, but as needy and dependent people 

whose access to special and segregated provision is governed by a 'panoply of 

professional experts'(Ellis, 2005, p. 693). Furthermore professionals often expressed views 

like 'these children need to be helped' and 'we want to help them', instead of 'we are 

responsible for fulfilling their rights '. While some of the problems are universal and arise 

from different interpretations of inclusion (Evans & Plumridge, 2007), the 

interpretation of the exclusion/inclusion agenda has SOlTH: special characteristics in 

B&H and Bulgaria as will be discussed next. 
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7.3.2 EXCLUSION AND INCLUSION: UNRECOGNISED AND MISUNDERSTOOD 

This study identified that inclusion, children's rights, child participation, independent 

living and community care are western policy agendas and the UK terminology which 

were mostly brought into both countries by the presence of international agencies. The 

problems related to importing ideas and inclusion policies from abroad instead of 

encouraging the organic growth of inclusion initiatives in the communities, are 

reflected in the use of language around inclusion. For example in B&H (and something 

similar has been reported in Bulgaria) there are clumsy translations of some key terms. 

For example in B&H it became popular and appropriate, with the actions of 

international organisations, to use the term' djeca sa posebnim potrebama' which is a 

literal translation of the English term' children with special needs'. Practitioners 

however have reported confusion when using this term, unsure if this applies to 

disabled children or children with special educational needs. Furthermore, inclusion 

in B&H and Bulgaria has been literally translated from English and used as I inkluzija' 

with various interpretations and meanings attached to it, without exploring shared 

understandings of what inclusion means or how it is to be carried out. 

This might be one reason why inclusion is used for a variety of activities and 

programs, some of which can be hardly classified as inclusion. For example one 

institution's staff talked about inclusion when children are moved from large 

residential institutions to smaller type housing, even though they still remained within 

the premises of the institution. Attending any form of social activities, even though it 

might not be part of mainstream activities, is talked about as inclusion. Instead of being 

taken as an approach to developing society, inclusion is often restricted by different 
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criteria, and is therefore not something that applies to everyone. For example those 

children with milder impairments are more likely to be part of inclusion projects. 

Attaching criteria to who can and cannot be included defies the whole purpose of 

inclusion and it is something that societies need to strive to overcome. This indicated 

that the terms are used tokenistically. 

Apart from using inclusion as a promiscuous concept this study identified another 

potentially problelnatic issue. As argued in chapter one the concept of social exclusion 

has been on the policy agenda in European countries for some time now (Burchardt et 

al., 1999; Atkinson & Davoudi, 2000), whilst the debates on social exclusion came 

before the social inclusion agenda. This however was not the case in B&H and 

Bulgaria. For example, the concept of exclusion that is widely used in international 

documents (UNDP, 2007; European Commission, 2009) in relation to disability is 

hardly ever used in national policy and practice discourse and it has clumsy literal 

translation attached to it. In Bosnian language this translation does not reflect the 

philosophy that exclusion is about inequality and discrimination. More importantly it 

emerged in the study that the concept that a society excludes people is unknown or 

rather, unacknowledged. In B&H the idea that somebody is excluded from education, 

because of the way the system is structured was completely unrecognised (Becirevic, 

2006). This finding is supported by the review of the literature that shows that the 

concept of social exclusion has not been used until recently in B&H and Bulgaria. Even 

now, when it is used it is mostly in international agencies' reports (UNDP, 2007; 

UNICEF, 2010). 
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The reason why B&H and Bulgaria have not had the same development of exclusion 

debates can be related to the communist past (see chapter two). Communism presented 

itself as a socio-political and economic program that was about collective goods, 

equality, a ' one for all- all for one' ideology, concealing economic and social 

inequalities. Health care, education, housing and pensions were universal and this 

'ideal' officially left no scope for being excluded, disadvantaged, living in poverty or 

suffering discrimination. Presenting arguments like this in those times would 

constitute a critique of the system itself, which was strongly discouraged. This ideology 

responded to removing disabled people and children out of public sight. Families were 

not supported to care for disabled children at home and frequently the only option was 

institutional care. This climate denied the existence of exclusion and left no room for 

academic debates or an examination of exclusion. It was the same with Roma people, 

who were either assimilated or largely unaccounted for, as they did not conform to 

socially imposed norms (European Roma Right Centre, 2004). 

As argued in chapter one, inclusion requires understanding about and removing 

exclusion barriers. Not acknowledging exclusion in the first place is in itself an obstacle 

to inclusion. The ideas of exclusion and inclusion came in with international agencies 

and it will take some time for these ideas to become embedded in national awareness. 

The issue of language was used to illustrate problems when it comes to importing 

polices and global agendas from a completely different economic and social context. As 

argued in chapter three, this problem is not only confined to Eastern Europe, and it 

relates to the way global agendas are translated into local contexts (Crossley & Watson, 

2003). Understanding concepts, having the language for them and agreement that 
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these policies are needed, are essential steps for genuine acceptance in receiving 

countries. So in the pool of dilemmas and problems, what is the way forward? A 

number of possibilities have been identified in this study and they will be outlined in 

the next section. 

7.3.3 WAYS FORWARD 

Considering all the evidence it appears that resources, as well as the global inclusion 

and human rights agenda that corne with international agents, are not sufficiently 

utilised in B&H and Bulgaria. Foreign players exert power over domestic 

policymakers, a power which is not always productive, but domestic stakeholders are 

apprehensive about criticising their actions. Therefore some of the actions are officially 

endorsed, but simply passively resisted (Deacon et al., 2007). These issues need to be 

addressed by all national stakeholders, who need to take a more proactive approach in 

cooperating with foreign stakeholders, from international NGOs to big donors, 

creating a window for debate. In addition, government and non government 

organisations need to be coordinated in their efforts towards inclusion; so that they can 

influence donor agendas and avoid programmes and projects that are not fulfilling 

inclusion principles. The coordination could be improved if policies are developed 

systematically and evaluated regularly, with users' participation, something that is 

currently not the case (Maglajlic & Hodzic, 2005). Competing and sometimes 

contradictory inclusion strategies can be overcome if inclusion is debated as a national 

policy agenda, addressing all opportunities and constraints in the current context. 
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Furthermore public stereotypes and the way disabled people are portrayed in the 

media and discriminated against in public needs to be exposed and challenged. The 

language around disability and inclusion is very much scrutinised in disability 

literature in the UK (Barnes, 1992; Oliver & Barnes, 1998) but the same scrutiny was not 

encountered in B&H and Bulgaria. Moreover language needs to be given additional 

attention because of policy transfers and translations that are currently taking place, 

which are tied to particular language and discourses. This chapter showed how 

concepts can be lost in translation, reinforcing the idea that culturally appropriate 

terminology and understandings of concepts need to be developed. In addition the 

presence of children's rights organisations and their involvement in policy making is 

an opportunity for strengthening a children's rights approach to inclusion. This is an 

opportunity to move the policy agenda and the way policies are developed from a 

'protective' understanding of childhood to one in which children are given 

participatory rights. 

When a project fails to achieve sustainability or when initiatives do not take off in a 

non-western country, international NGOs tend to blame cultural influences for this 

(Burr, 2004), a problem recognised in this study too. International organisations need to 

change their approach in B&H and Bulgaria and start taking existing practise more 

seriously, instead of what Burr (2004, p. 156) describes as 'presenting themselves as 

rescuers and sole defenders of children's rights'. According to Deacon et al. (2007, p. 238) 

'the specific ways in which IDs relate to local players matter. The1J mould local knowledge and 

expertise, strengthening some think tanks and scholars and not others. The1J co-opt scholars into 

IDs, dissolving potential criticisms ... '. For example excluding national professionals, if 
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they do not speak English and do not conform to a particular agenda, from \\"orking in 

lOs and INCOs is a negative practice because it deepens the gap between international 

and national agendas and creates the existence of two opposing groups. It also lessens 

the opportunity for appropriate cultural translation. It would be beneficial to overcome 

this practice and combine the first hand experience of B&H and Bulgarian social 

workers, teacher, medical doctors with new developments and international best 

practices available through international organisations. 

This chapter has considered a number of factors and players that contribute in creating 

changes in policies, practices and the overall situation with the disability agenda in 

B&H and Bulgaria. Undoubtedly there is no lack of agencies, organisations and 

diverse influences that work on promoting inclusion. The international hUlTIan rights 

agenda is slowly creating a better ahl10sphere, as is EU accession, as well as the actions 

of international agencies and national NCOs. However, the strong presence of diverse 

actors in the disability field and policy making has both positive and negative effects, 

which are hardly debated. This period of changes and diverse influences could perhaps 

be an opportunity for debate, but also an opportunity to avoid the slowness of 

developments in the West and to use experiences from the West to advance inclusion. 

The concepts of the social model of disability and social exclusion do have the potential 

to contribute to this debate in B&H and Bulgaria, as long as they are not lost in 

translation. Further opportunities and obstacles in advancing inclusion in B&H and 

Bulgaria are debated in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 8 

OBSTACLES) OPPORTUNITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

INCLUSION IN B&H AND BULGARIA 

This final chapter considers how the thesis has fulfilled the proposed research aim and 

outcomes. The chapter discusses the application and appropriateness, in B&H and 

Bulgaria, of the concepts of children's rights, social exclusion, the social model of 

disability and the 'new sociology of childhood' in researching exclusion and advancing 

the inclusion of disabled children and their families. Taking into consideration the 

socio-political context in B&H and Bulgaria, this concluding chapter also summarises 

the obstacles and opportunities for greater social inclusion and suggests ways forward 

by providing a set of recommendations. The final sections of the chapter address 

contribution to knowledge and the applicability of the thesis in advancing the inclusion 

of disabled children and their parents in B&H and Bulgaria. The work concludes by 

exalnining whether the current situation and recent developments in the arenas of 

policy and practice which affect the lives of disabled children and their families in B&H 

and Bulgaria constitute inclusion or merely the illusion of inclusion. 
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8.1 REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH AIM, OUTCOMES AND CONCEPTUAL 

APPROACH 

The aim of this study was to conduct a broad investigation concerning the general 

approach of the state, policy makers and professionals towards the care and support of 

children with disabilities and their families in B&H and Bulgaria. This aim was 

specifically addressed in chapters four to seven, where different aspects of exclusion 

and inclusion, based on the views of children, parents, professionals and policy makers 

were dealt with. This diversity of informants meant that problems could be identified 

at the policy level and disconnections between policy and practice examined. Such 

disconnections include for example, lack of support for families, negative views of 

disabled children in both societies, lack of children's participation, and ad hoc policy 

making. Throughout the thesis suggestions have been proposed for how these 

problems may be tackled, and these are drawn together in this final chapter. 

Five research outcomes were initially anticipated. Firstly the study aimed to provide a 

rich qualitative account of the situation for families with disabled children in Bosnia & 

Herzegovina and Bulgaria. This was achieved by employing a methodology which 

gave children and parents plenty of space to both express themselves and 

communicate anything they saw as relevant. The flexibility of qualitative methodology 

and the use of semi-structured interviews, focus groups and informal observations, 

enabled a holistic view, one which contextualised exclusion and inclusion. It emerged 

that the parents and children not only use a different language to professionals when 
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talking about their lives, but also prioritize different issues. The adaptability of the 

methodology employed allowed me to spend prolonged periods of time with families, 

as well as with staff and children in residential institutions in the environments in 

which they live. 

Secondly, a critique of the current policies and practices as they relate to disability in 

B&H and Bulgaria is developed throughout the thesis, notably in chapters six and 

seven. The failure to increase financial support persistent use of traditional disability 

testing, reinforcement of segregated settings and lack of early childhood education are 

some of the national policy choices responsible for exclusion. In addition chapter seven 

highlights negative aspects of the international influence in B&H and Bulgaria, 

questioning whether the actions of the IMF and the WB are more about promoting a 

neo-liberal agenda and creating economic domination and dependence in the region 

than rectifying any shortcomings - perceived or actual- in social inclusion. In this 

context the thesis argues that power relations between national and international 

stakeholders are unbalanced and unproductive, negatively influencing policy making 

and inclusion efforts and need to be addressed urgently. 

Thirdly the thesis findings suggest that accession to the ED is a major driver of change, 

which to date has been implemented through funding instruments and a range of 

direct and indirect pressures on acceding countries. The influence of the EU was 

especially evident in Bulgaria, less so in B&H. Details of how the EU influences the 

dcveloplnent of inclusion, l1S well as problems with accessing EU funds and translating 
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the inclusion agenda are discussed in chapters two and seven. Fourthly and fifthly the 

thesis has identified obstacles to inclusion, and the best practices for developing the 

inclusion and integration of children with disabilities that can be applied in other 

countries. These two outcomes are summarised together with recommendations for 

policy and practice in section 8.2 of this chapter. 

8.1.1 CONNECTING CONCEPTS AND THEORIES TO ADVANCE INCLUSION 

Throughout this research I have reflected on the question posed by Levitas (2003, p.4) -

does the idea of inclusion have the potential to be a transformative idea? I argue, here, 

that it does, though not in isolation. Other concepts and theoretical approaches are 

needed to understand exclusion and advance the inclusion of disabled children and 

their families in B&H and Bulgaria. This thesis began by taking the concept of social 

exclusion as central, but not as the sole basis for interpreting data and understanding 

social process. It is argued that exclusion and inclusion are not necessarily polar 

opposites. Rather they form a complex set of overlapping and intersecting possibilities 

whereby some criteria for inclusion may be met whilst others are not. Hence both 

concepts are more fluid than they at first appear (see chapter one). 

In line with the theoretical and conceptual underpinnings presented in chapter one, the 

research undertaken has enabled me to test and apply the social model of disability, 

'the new sociology of childhood' and the utility of children's rights in examining 

exclusion and inclusion in B&H and Bulgaria. I have argued that constructions of 

disability and childhood (see chapter two) have changed little since communist times 
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and present an obstacle to a social inclusion agenda. These constructions are present 

among staff in institutions, among policy makers, a variety of professional groups and 

the general public. That disabled children are persistently viewed outside 'normal' 

childhood criteria affects the implementation of the currently popular policy agenda of 

social inclusion. As O'Dell (2003, p. 24) argues, universal concepts of childhood and 

child development oppress children who do not fit in with the supposed universality. 

Disabled children are not embraced within the dominant construction of childhood 

and consequently are positioned as problematic. This is especially the case for children 

with intellectual disabilities who are seen as imnlature, vulnerable, irrational, and 

unable to reach the status of adulthood. Staff and policy makers see them as unable to 

communicate their wishes or express choices. These children are viewed as non

contributing members of society, in need of protection, control and dependent on other 

people's will (Oswin, 1971; Morris, 1998; Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). This construction is 

associated with lower standards of service quality and reduced wellbeing for disabled 

children and is in complete opposition to a philosophy of inclusion that is concerned 

with empowerment meaningful participation, achieving equality, being valued and 

removing barriers. 

Furthermore the findings from B&H and Bulgaria echo a problem identified by 

Middleton (1999), which is that services, in spite of being designed to help, can create 

passivity, whilst society gives disabled children the message that they are not 

important. From the data emerged a view of uncertainty and lack of conviction that 

di~abled children can be fully included, consulted, and participate in mainstream 

society. In addition conl'eptual and theoretical connectedness is evident in the 
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relationship between children's rights and the social construction of childhood, both 

highly relevant concepts for inclusion. There is evidence throughout this thesis that 

disabled children's rights are frequently violated and they are often constructed as 

powerless objects of protection rather than active agents in their own lives (Priestley, 

2003). Disabled children also come in contact with a number of professionals and 

rehabilitators who in various ways try to fix their bodies and eradicate impairments 

(Priestley, 2004). This approach does little for fostering independence or building a 

positive identity in relation to disability (Middleton, 1999; Priestley, 2004). 

Utilising the social model of disability, whilst at the same time encouraging parents 

and children to discuss experiences, revealed how political and personal issues are 

intertwined, an approach favoured by feminist researchers in disability studies 

(Thomas, 2001). Furthermore, applying the social model of disability to whole families 

(Dowling & Dolan, 2001) shows that it is the family and not just the disabled child that 

suffer from the effects of disabling barriers. This approach is useful when examining 

the situation of children living with their families, but is not so appropriate for those in 

permanent state care, living away from families, or for children in foster care. 

Moreover as Barnes and Mercer (2003, in Barnes 2006, p.18) argue the majority of 

disabled children live with non-disabled parents, some of whom might not be 

knowledgeable about disability issues. They argue that the absorption of disability and 

child related benefits into the family budget, in combination with parental over 

protection, unemployment and prejudice, can create prolonged dependence in 

disabled young people and therefore act as obstacles to empowerment, independence 

and inclusion. 
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On the whole it emerged that the social model of disability and thlnking related to it 

has not been significantly utilised in B&H and Bulgaria. Even among disability activists 

there appears to be no clear conceptual understanding as to how to take inclusion 

forward. They talk about human rights and inclusion, but their actions have been 

focused almost exclusively on entitlements and benefits. Whilst social rights and basic 

security are prerequisites for advancing other rights (Barnes and Mercer, 2001), the 

current approach by disability activists leaves unchallenged issues of social barriers, 

power issues with professionals and violation of political and citizens' rights. 

Sociological critiques by disabled people themselves, which were so instrumental in 

the UK (Oliver, 1996; Oliver & Bames, 1998; Shakespeare, 2006) are largely missing in 

B&H and Bulgaria. Moreover this study has argued that the successful incorporation of 

the social model cannot be considered without also questioning how it may be most 

appropriately translated in the native languages of B&H and Bulgaria (see chapter 

seven), thereby contributing to debates on the application of the social model in other 

cultures (Stone, 1999). 

Using the concept of social exclusion in relation to disabled children and their families 

provided new insights. For example in B&H and Bulgaria debates on social exclusion 

have until recently been absent. Inclusion itself appeared on the policy agenda well 

before exclusion was even addressed, a process quite different to other European 

countries. In France for example social exclusion first appeared on the political agenda 

in the 1970s (Popay et al., 2006) and in the UK in the 1990s (Burchardt et al., 1999). The 

absence of exclusion from debates in B&H and Bulgaria and the reasons for this are 

discussed in chapter seven. However it can be seen from applying the concept that the 
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situation of disabled children and their families in B&H and Bulgaria illustrates many 

of the aspects of social exclusion articulated by Daly (2005), Levitas (2003), Burchardt et 

al. (1999). 

The majority of families demonstrated that the exclusion they experience is complex 

and multilayered, and usually composed of unfavourable economic, social and 

political circumstances. In addition parents described being segregated from the wider, 

non disabled, community confirming Saracheno's (2001) arguments about exclusion. 

Furthermore it emerged that parents and children suffer from what Ward (2009) terms 

material and discursive exclusion, material exclusion being reflected in the denial of 

access to education, employment, health and social care services and discursive 

exclusion in the use of language and in professional practices which focus on 

limitations and charity, whereby reasons are enunciated why disabled children cannot 

be consulted and need to be controlled by professionals. This is a way to justify and 

maintain social exclusion and as such it is ideological in its nature. 

An important element that perpetuates exclusion is an overall disregard for the 

material poverty of the families of children with disability. This is actively encouraged 

by the IMF and WB in their advocacy of reductions in social benefits (see chapter 7). 

Worryingly, it is emerging that in B&H and Bulgaria, inclusion strategies replicate 

what exclusion strategies have been criticized for, diverting attention from poverty 

(Levitas, 2005). This approach, even if unintentional, is highly problematic as popular 

community strategies, such as day centres will not ipso facto be able to solve family 
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poverty. Hence poverty is something that needs to be addressed. Still, in both 

countries a general orientation towards inclusion was apparent, albeit with some 

differences in implementation strategies. 

8.1.3 COMPARING INCLUSION ADVANCES IN B&H AND BULGARIA 

The major differences identified between B&H and Bulgaria in relation to the social 

exclusion/inclusion of disabled children are firmly grounded in the socio-political past. 

As discussed in chapter two, totalitarian Soviet style communism has had a major 

influence on the Bulgarian disability agenda, something that the country is struggling 

to overcome. The regime rendered disabled people almost completely invisible and 

through an extensive network of residential care in remote places denied social 

differences and problems. Even though accession to the EU has stimulated and 

accelerated change (chapters two and seven), Bulgaria is slow in overcoming this 

legacy of severe exclusion of disabled children. The burden of this history explains 

why there is much more resistance amongst the Bulgarian public towards inclusion 

when compared with B&H. 

In both countries the inclusion agenda has brought issues of disability into the 

limelight and has resulted in an increase in the development of policies and plans 

addressing disability. However, in Bulgaria, because of the high numbers of children in 

residential care, deinstitutionalisation is a policy priority, which is not the case in B&H 

where there are only a small number of disabled children in residential care (chapters 

two and five). Bulgaria continues to struggle with the deinstitutionalisation and closure 
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of sodal homes and residential special schools (UNICEF, 2007b). One reason for 

keeping institutions and segregated facilities open pertains to the vested interests 

involved in preserving employment there. Also in Bulgaria family substitute services 

are underdeveloped, whilst progress in this area has been noted in B&H with foster 

care programmes. Bulgaria is however developing community care services at a faster 

rate, stimulated by the EU accession pressures and funding. Even though past practices 

in B&H do not conform to what we would recognise as inclusion, extensive 

institutionalisation was never the problem that it was in Bulgaria, and so decarceration 

is a much less pressing issue in B&H. Furthermore this research identified that the 

overall attitude towards disabled children in B&H is more accepting, with less 

resistance to inclusion from residential places and special schools. 

Recent ED pre-accession and accession processes have brought change that reflects 

positively on Bulgaria, which now has one of the most cOlnprehensive lists of 

community based services in the region (UNICEF, 2007b) with the EU's Open Method 

of Coordination adding to the pressure on Bulgaria to demonstrate further positive 

changes. To date, B&H remains more progressive in addressing the poverty of 

families. It has shown greater resistance towards implementing IMF requests, although 

recently this resistance has been diminished somewhat by the government promise of 

significant cuts in the public sector in exchange for a 1.6 billion dollars Stand -By 

Arrangement with the IMF (International Monetary Fund, 2009). In response to the 

i111plementation of these austerity measures disabled war veterans organised protests 

in Sarajevo in April 2010, which turned into violent clashes with police. Because of its 

relatively strong central government in comparison with the highly decentralised B&H 
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government Bulgaria is in a better position to implement unified policies and monitor 

changes. In both countries the number and work of NGOs has flourished in a similar 

way, but they are not always funy supportive of inclusion, even though they tend to 

present themselves as advocates of inclusion. Moreover conceptual misinterpretations 

about inclusion, as well as the domination of the medical model are still present in both 

countries (see chapter seven). 

8.2 OBSTACLES, OPPORTUNITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

CHANGE 

This section summarises the obstacles to and opportunities for inclusion in B&H and 

Bulgaria. These are briefly introduced in the table below, followed by discussion 

organised around national and international policies; the shift from institution to 

community services and professional practices. Whilst the grounds for proposing 

particular recommendations have been argued throughout the thesis, the overview of 

recommendations in this section contains particular strategies, practices and changes 

aimed at facilitating inclusion, which hopefully can aid B&H and Bulgaria to develop a 

more inclusive/integrated society for children with disabilities and their families. 
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Table 8.2 Obstacles and opportunities for inclusion 

Obstacles Opportuni ties 

- Negative societal attitudes - EU accession, pressures, 
- Unchanged paradigms and funding 

unchallenged construction of - Status of the inclusion agenda, 
disability which has been developing for 

- Reliance on residential institutions some time internationallv 
J 

and special schools and their - Increasing focus on UNCRC and 
resistance to change, especially in UNCRPD 
Bulgaria - Presence of diverse stakeholders 

- New developments and - Increasing parents' advocacy 
deinstitutionalisation strategies are and activism 
frequently reproducing old - Emergence and significant 
practices growth of civil society sector 

- Misinterpretations of exclusion - Development of comrnunity 
and inclusion centres and inclusive education 

- Contradictions between the EU - Policy reforms 
and the World Bank and IMF - Promotion of democratic 

- Uncoordinated actions of NGOs governance 
- Insufficient support for families - Increased recognition that 
- Economic underdevelopment and access and transport need to be 

strong drives towards a neo-liberal further improved 
agenda - Some recognition that 

- Shortage of social workers and defectology needs reforming 
lack of people trained to work in 
inclusion 

This study has proposed that one of the major obstacles that must be addressed in 

order to achieve greater inclusion of disabled children and their families is the thinking 

attached to disability in B&H and Bulgaria. The understanding of disability in these 

countries remains focused on children's impairments and the activities that disabled 

children cannot do, with impairments seen as reasons for exclusion. The majority of 

informants in this study regarded public attitudes as a real problem in improving the 

situation of disabled children and their families. It would be easy to put the blame on 
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an uneducated public, but it must be remembered that disability was for a long time 

hidden in Eastern Europe. Reforming social policies and ilnplementing inclusion 

projects needs to include the simultaneous education of the public. If issues of 

disability are publically deconstructed it will help in breaking the prejudices and 

misconceptions about disabled children and inclusion. 

The social model of disability has successfully challenged stereotypical views in the UK 

and the US for over 30 years and can be used as a strategy to challenge and remove 

social, environmental and attitudinal barriers (Oliver, 1996; Barnes & Mercer, 2004). 

Furthermore disabled children would benefit from positive identification with disabled 

adults, who according to Middleton (1999) have a central role in challenging the view 

of disabled people as passive and non-contributing. Disabled boys and girls can 

address their issues with those who have experience of being disabled, and for all these 

reasons, disabled adults have a legitimate right and responsibility to be involved in 

issues related to disabled children. 

8.2.1 POLICY CHANGE AND INTERNATIONAL TRENDS 

The ilnpetus in favour of policy reforms in B&H and Bulgaria provides an opportunity 

to design policies and plans geared towards social inclusion. This research however 

b,lS identified several problems which stand in the way. For instance the importance of 

developing policies supporbve of whole falnilies is not yet fully recognised and 

families of disabled children do not receive adequate financial support. This is 
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particularly true in Bulgaria. In defence of this approach Bulgarian policy makers 

claim that their orientation is toward supporting families with community services. 

This however neglects the problem that community services are far from universally 

available and there are in addition examples of the government's ad hoc approaches to 

reducing the number of children in institutions and implementing inclusive education. 

The research is consistent with Sotiropoulou and Sotiropoulos's (2007, p. 145) 

argument that the government's urgent drive to reduce the number of children in 

institutions, without planning alternative measures, sterns largely from European 

Union pressures to meet the obligatory requirements, rather than from any real 

conviction that change is necessary. 

This study indentified a range of significant problems related to policy making in B&H 

and Bulgaria: the lack of participation of service users, confusion when translating 

international policy agendas into national policies and laws and an almost complete 

absence of policy evaluation. Furthermore, policy makers acting within existing 

govenunent structures are often poorly equipped or disinclined to negotiate the 

pressures and demands directed from powerful international agents (EU, IMF, WB) 

even when these may adversely affect citizens' welfare. As a result of this 

unproductive process, policy initiatives are sometimes passively resisted (Deacon et al. 

2007), whilst reforms are conducted without careful planning and consideration of 

socio-political and economic factors. This situation results in a waste of available 

resources that might otherwise be directed towards developing social policies and 

building a welfare system that could effectively respond to the needs of citizens. 
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In addition many parents, professionals and activists have felt let down either by 

changes or the lack of changes brought about by the accession processes. However the 

evidence from this research suggests that policy and practice reforms are taking place. 

The relative absence of research in this field and a lack of understanding of the 

processes involved have also caused frustration among stakeholders. As Guillen and 

Palier (2004) argue, changes in social policy in candidate countries are not only 

dependent on EU pressures, but the interaction between the EU, international 

organisations and the capabilities and constraints presented by domestic structures. 

The findings from this research are consistent with Deacon and Stubbs's (2007) 

assertion that post-communist social policy in Eastern Europe is being influenced by a 

number of international agencies with the most influential of these being the World 

Bank, European Union, Council of Europe and OECD. 

The present work confirms Lendvai's (2004) arguments that in spite of EU failure to 

address core social policy competencies in Eastern European countries, the accession 

process has opened up new agendas for policy making with respect to disability, Roma 

issues, and women's issues. This is identified as a clear opportunity for change. 

Moreover, apart from the immediate EU policy influence, some of the las, as well as 

national and INGOs have made a real impact in formulating policy developments. This 

is especially the case with organisations applying a human rights approach. Even 

though it is not always accepted and implemented approaches based on human rights 

exert significant pressure on domestic actors. However there are counter arguments 

that other powerful actors, such as the World Bank, counteract the influence of 

European social policy (Deacon, 2000). 
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Chapter seven discussed the changes in welfare state organisation in Eastern Europe 

that reflect the influence of a neo-liberal agenda promoted by both the IMF and World 

Bank. However as Wagener (2002, p. 172) argued, the state, as legislator, regulator and 

organiser, remains responsible for the quality and legitimacy of welfare state 

transformation. However good governance and lack of available resources are serious 

problems standing in the way of transformation in B&H and Bulgaria. In order to 

improve the process of policy development and implementation more research based 

policy making by domestic actors is needed. Furthermore this research has identified 

the same issue as Sotiropoulou & Sotir0poulos (2007), that acts and legislation are not 

followed by guidelines and plans and budgets for realising successful implementation, 

and which are necessary to avoid policies failing in practice. Both countries need more 

professional assistance, rather than simply pressure from the EU, as many government 

organisations just do not have the knowledge and capacity to implement projects to EU 

standards. Policy making can be further in1proved if the processes of policy translation 

and transfer are addressed, instead of attempting to copy polices from other Western 

European countries whilst disregarding local economic, social and cultural factors. 

There is a need to improve the level of cooperation between international agents and 

domestic stakeholders when translating international agendas into action. In this area 

thf' study identified a number of questions that require attention and further research. 

What is it that domestic stakeholders need when translating an international agenda 

into national legislations, plans and strategies? What national capacities need to be 

developed further? What are the communication strategies that can make this process 

more efficient? What are the tensions and dilemmas operating between a human rights 
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oriented agenda, market efficiency, social justice and opposing ideologies currently 

operating in an already complicated policy space? There is a need for understanding 

the way international pressures associated with financing and existing political 

agendas operate in anyone country and the way in which these power dynamics are 

reflected in the policies of a country already heavily dependent on international 

support. Power dynamics between national policy makers and international policy 

makers need to be addressed for more balanced relations to be achieved. 

Box 8.1 Summary of recommendations for policy makers 

Governlnent and NGOs stakeholders need to develop and implement policies 

with a policy cycle in mind (i.e. identification of needs/problems, development of 

policy proposals, policy implementation, and regular evaluation of policy effects) 

which builds upon the active participation of users. 

Government, national and INGOs need to coordinate their efforts towards 

inclusion, and be able to influence donor agendas to ensure that all programmes 

and projects that are developed and implemented put inclusion principles into 

practice. 

Once the legislation is passed, governments need to develop guidelines and 

programmes of implementation and designate a budget for them. 
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8.2.2 FROM INSTITUTION TO COMMUNITY SERVICES 

This thesis has devoted significant attention to issues of residential care (see chapters 

two and five). The problem is that in spite of political commitment to 

deinstitutionalisation only a small number of children are actually being decarcerated 

in Bulgaria, whilst in both countries the availability of community services for disabled 

children and their families is uneven (Panayotova, 2009; European Commission, 2009). 

There has also been little evaluation into how effective the new services actually are in 

meeting the needs of children and families in both B&H and Bulgaria (Maglajlic-

Holicek & Residagic, 2007; Panayotova, 2009). We do know that rural exclusion is not 

being addressed effectively and that the understanding of the notion of community is 

itself ambiguous. The term may carry multiple meanings - for example referring to the 

nature of social relations in a geographical area or to a sense of belonging there 

(Cowen, 1999). Definitions are especially problematic when using community and care 

together, where questions about the caring capacities of the communities and the 

government's role in supporting this arise (Hill, 2007). As Mansell et al. (2004) suggest 

transition from institutional provision to services in the community should be based on 

the widest possible consultation with users and families, with preferably a national 

mandate and local agreements between all potential service provider sectors. This 

research in B&H and Bulgaria is consistent with Mansell et al's. (2004. p. 9) arguments 

contained in the EU report on deinstitutionalisation: 

service-providing agencies on their own are likely to be constrained by their past and 
present ways of thinking and working; the new models of service require a partnership 
between disabled people (and those who help and represent them) and agencies planning 
and providing services. 
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Even though institutionalisation is a major problem in Bulgaria, until recently there 

was no common strategy for closing institutions (UNICEF, 2007b). The study identifies 

a major tension between the efforts of some stakeholders to improve existing 

institutions and others who believe that these institutions should be closed down 

completely. However, based on the model of de-institutionalisation they have been 

developing in Bulgaria for several years, UNICEF recently agreed with the Bulgarian 

government on a master strategy for de-institutionalisation (United Nations, 2009). 

Also the dramatic portrayal by the BBC of the Mogilno institution in Bulgaria (see 

chapter five) provoked public outrage and policy reactions by drawing attention to the 

severe injustices to disabled children unfolding in Bulgaria. Recently Kate Blewett, the 

director of the film returned to Bulgaria and witnessed the extraordinary in1pact it had 

had. The previously neglected and beaten children, shown in 2008, were now living in 

community housing, playing, and attending schools and displaying significantly raised 

levels of cognitive functioning (BBC, 2009). Similar change was found in this study 

(see chapter five). 
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Box 8.2 Summary of recommendations for advancing community services 

~----------~~~~~--------------------------------------

Disability assessments process and efficacy needs to be revised. New standards and 

procedures are necessary which involve consultation with professionals, day centres, 

parents and carers and disabled children (see chapter 6). This is something that 

international policy actors can influence. 

There is a need to reorganize the current financial system which continues to create 

powerful incentives to maintain the existence of institutions and the number of 

children in them (see chapter 5). 

Consideration needs to be given to strengthening the capacities ot and financial 

support to, parent organisations and local NGOs in delivering services in order that 

they can address barriers in their locality more effectively. Successful local grassroots 

initiatives need to be identified and supported by the government and international 

donors (see chapters 6 and 7). 

Foster care, independent living, personal assistance and respite care need to be 

developed further to cover the whole country. Further research is needed to 

determine best practices that are culturally appropriate for B&H and Bulgaria. 

Evaluations will clarify what further developments are needed. 

In B&H attention needs to be given to the sustainability of day centres (see chapters 4 

and 6). 
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Box 8.2. continued 

Cooperation and trust between individual NGOs should be improved, for 

example by having NGOs identify specialist areas and focus on these areas; by 

increasing their financial transparency and by demonstrating how communities 

are benefiting from their actions. The projects developed by NGOs in principle 

should not be owned by the NGOs, but by the community in which they are 

developed (see chapters 6 and 7). 

Mechanisms for parents and carers to claim their rights and benefits should be 

strengthened. Advocacy campaigns by the government on the rights and 

entitlements should form an essential part of government action (see chapter 4). 

Services need to be delivered that address the requirements of the whole family 

and efforts need to be made to include fathers and siblings whenever possible 

(see chapter 4). 

Davis (2005) argues that that the principles of the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child strongly influenced policy frameworks in Central and Eastern Europe and 

contributed in transforming the system of care in the region from one which is 

residential to one which is community-based. The research undertaken here in B&I-I 

and Bulgaria suggests that this is an overly optimistic view. However the raising of 

awareness about rights, as well as the potential to legally enforce the application of 

certain rights enshrined in the UNCRC and the UNCRPD, creates an opportunity to 

advance inclusion. It is expected that the situation for families with disabled children 
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will be given more attention once the UNCRPD (2006) begins to exert its influence. 

However, the protection of human rights and access to entitlements for disabled 

children involves an understanding of the complexity of individual and family 

experiences of impairment and disability in the social (including socio-economic) 

context (Clarke, 2006). It remains to be seen whether all the pressures that come from 

the EU, UNICEF, and INGOs have the sensitivity and capacity to address the social 

and family complexities of disabled children and their parents or carers and increase 

their social inclusion. 

8.2.3 UNCHANGING PRACTICES 

Inclusion needs to be implemented and supported with adequate professional 

practices and services. However as shown in chapters two, five and six there is 

evidence that current professional practices often act as an obstacle to inclusion. The 

focus in the literature (UNICEF 2005, 2007) is on the practice of defectology as an 

obstacle to inclusion. Moreover INGOs are not addressing defectology (see chapters 

two and six) and in implementing inclusion projects tend to leave defectologists 

behind. However this research gives indications that defectology when adequately 

reformed, can be turned into a vehicle for inclusion. This thesis suggests that 

segregation and segregated special education are not simple products of defectology, 

but arise by a complex interplay between policies, practices, culture and history. In 

addition this study identified that no group of professionals, and not just 

defectologists, have made a paradigmatic shift in implementing inclusion practices. 

The orientation towards individual and tragic discourse, identified among 
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professionals, presents an obstacle to inclusion. For instance it seems too often 

forgotten that inclusion requires more than placing a child in a mainstream school and 

developing an individual educational plan. Inclusion is about everyone in the school 

and the community as well as developing an inclusive service culture (Booth et aL 

2000). An inclusion agenda and change in policy can give opportunities to 

professionals to re-examine their practice and the theories on which they base their 

work. At the sanle time, the recogni:jon of children's rights promoted by NGOs is an 

opportunity that has not been sufficiently utilized. 

Obstacles to inclusion have been indentified in curricula for university training of 

professionals. To take inclusion forward systeluatically, major changes have to be 

made in the training of defectologists, special educators, social workers and other 

professionals. The curriculum for defectology (University of Tuzla, 2007) in B&H is 

overwheln1ingly medically orientated, which conflicts with an inclusion philosophy 

that defectologists engage with when practicing in community services. In addition, in 

2009 whilst presenting findings from this research to social work students in Sarajevo, 

it was apparent that they do not engage with issues of exclusion or children's rights 

and do not reflect critically on current practices. As Morris et al. (2009b, p. 234) argue, 

the approach of these social workers, which is based on a preoccupation with 

individual outcomes, is likc1y to limit their capacity to challenge the barriers to 

inclusion. However the opportunity to move practice towards inclusion was evident 

as students were eager to lean1 new methods, theories and strategies. 
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It was also of some concern to hear that students who are in the final stages of their 

social work training had never discussed child participation and never learned how to 

communicate with disabled children or children who use limited or no speech. 

Developing professional cultures that will involve communication with disabled 

children has to be taken seriously in both B&H and Bulgaria and recognised as a 

necessary ongoing process. Social workers have an important role in enabling 

communication with disabled children and thus contributing to the reduction of 

exclusion, but they need to be equipped to do so from the time of their initial training 

(Mitchell et al., 2009). Opportunities should be provided for students to learn from 

learning disabled people and those who communicate non-verbally, about their 

experiences and what they need from services (Mitchell et al., 2009. p.320). This advice 

should be taken up in B&H and Bulgaria in reforming social work education. 

Collaboration emerged as a significant issue in discussions with the majority of 

professionals and parents who mentioned lack of communication, knowledge 

exchange and partnership between different ministers, agencies and services. These 

informants believed that a multi-disciplinary approach is required in addressing the 

needs and rights of children and families, but is unfortunately largely absent. When 

partnership does happen it has the potential to stimulate inclusion. However the 

customary practice is for parents or carers of disabled children to bring documentation 

from one service to another when attending categorisation commissions or claiming 

benefits. International and national NGOs, sometimes work with government agencies 

in delivering services or drafting policy strategies, and lessons learned from these 

partnerships also go undocumented and are not shared. Overall strategies for 
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partnerships between government services are nonexistent and underexplored in B&H 

and Bulgaria. Professionals and parents claimed this has a negative impact on 

inclusion. In particular professionals in special schools felt excluded from the inclusion 

agenda. This is, to an extent, the reason why special schools in Bulgaria are resistant tu 

inclusion and see it as a threat to their practice. 

Balloch and Taylor (2001) address the benefits of partnership, as well as the tension 

and power issues associated with it, something that needs to be explored further in 

B&H, as one aspect of improving services. However, they argue that partnership is a 

very large and broad topic with many possible research strands and it is beyond the 

scope of this thesis to suggest exactly how partnerships need to develop in B&H and 

Bulgaria. In addition, as Balloch (2007) reminds us, partnerships and collaboration can 

produce better results, but only if combined with other strategic steps from 

government. 
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Box 8.3 Summary of recommendations for practice 

Professionals in special schools and residential institutions need to be 

supported to take part in inclusion initiatives. Pedagogical institutes, 

ministries and international and national NGOs who work on inclusion need 

to include professionals from special schools in their training and seminars. In 

this way they are more likely to take part in developing inclusive practices, 

instead of being sidelined in new developments, evidence of which was 

encountered in the research. 

Supporting defectologists to modify their training and practice to fit better 

with developing community social inclusion initiatives is a key 

recommendation from this research. 

The current university training of social workers, pedagogues and teachers 

needs to be examined in depth. The reforms need to include training in 

working and communicating with disabled children, children's participation. 

The above recOIrunendations for practitioners point to the need to explore professional 

practices in depth, including the evaluation of pre-service and in-service training to 

establish how compatible they are with inclusion. Social workers need to learn about 

child participation, disability and exclusion. The hearts and minds of government 

professionals need to be won over to an inclusion agenda, but to make this possible 
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they need to have a shared understanding of inclusion and the potential it has for 

disabled children and the wider society. If they see inclusion as driven by an 

ideologically and politically motivated external agenda there is little chance for 

success. The idea of inclusion is popular but is usually pursued by professionals in 

international organisations who rarely have a permanent role in its development. 

Furthermore based on their research in Bulgaria, Sotiropoulou & Sotiropoulos (2007) 

argue that persistent problems exist in the undelTIocratic nature of public 

administration where feedback from practitioners is not only not valued; but worse is 

actively criticised and can lead to dismissal. They see this as indicative of an anti 

democratic state mentality in which rules are set by elites. 

8.2.4 IDENTIFICATION OF SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES 

One of the desired outcomes of this study was to identify successful practices for 

developing inclusion and the integration of children with disabilities that can be used 

in other Eastern European countries. This section draws together successful practices 

identified in the course of the research. For instance, well plarmed and targeted 

international exchange was mentioned as an effective and practical way to learn about 

and understand best practices in other countries. Whilst for some people going to more 

develuped countries could be demoralizing as they beCalTIe aware of how better 

resourced others are, for others it challenged their assumptions about disability and 

gave thcm ideas for their own practice. This type of exchange is something that NGOs 

can organise and support. 
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Successful practices were encountered in local NGOs and in services provided by 

parents' associations, as discussed in chapter six. Taking into consideration the needs 

of local communities and the available resources they managed to develop innovative 

employment opportunities, rehabilitation and workshops for children with particular 

impairments, such as autism. An especially practical, and potentially life changing 

example was encountered in an NGO in B&H which provided transport for children in 

a residential special school, so that the children can return home every day instead of 

sleeping in the school. This initiative was hugely welcomed by both parents and 

children and is something that can be achieved in other residential special schools. 

Successful practice encompassing service partnership in the community was identified 

in the work of a day centre for children with multiple disabilities IKoraci Nadel (Steps of 

Hope). The centre was opened in 1994 with support from Oxfam and has developed into 

an important community resource for children and parents. For several years the 

centre was financed by various international organisations and NGOs, though half of 

the financing now comes from the Ministry for Social Policy with the rest coming from 

various fundraising activities. This centre emphasises social models and inclusion, with 

activities aimed at the promotion of children's rights, rehabilitation and socialisation, 

and the encouragement of disabled children into mainstream schools. It also provides 

education for parents in order to equip them for the role of co-therapist. The centre 

works closely with the Faculty of Defectology in Tuzla which organises some of their 

practical teaching and provides student volunteers for the centre. 
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Another successful practice concerns the transformation of professional practice. In 

Bulgaria through the TEMPUS programme of international exchange in 1996, 

defectology was reformed and renamed as special education. Professional assumptions 

carne under scrutiny and review, in a period when the establishment of the Bulgarian 

Journal of Special Education allowed the dissemination of project outcomes and 

professional debate (Tsokova & Becirevic, 2009). In Bulgaria the reform and renaming 

of professional defectology practices as special education practices was one of the first 

steps taken in reforming practices around disability in general. However it is 

questionable what impact this reform has had on practice since Bulgaria is still heavily 

dependent on institutions and special schools. In B&H defectology is significant for 

inclusion but remains officially unreformed. Changes were however noted between 

defectologists who work in community settin.gs, INCOs and national NGOs and those 

who work in special schools, with the former being more enthusiastic about inclusion 

(Becirevic, 2006). There needs to be a mnely engagement with the reform of 

defectology in B&H, and in other countries of Eastern Europe. 

A successful practice related to the extension of fostering to disabled children has been 

encountered in B&H. The personal account of a boy who was transferred from an 

orphanage into foster care, presented in chapter four, is an example of the 

fransformative power of well tailored interventions. Dedicated attempts by UNICEF to 

reintegrate children from Mogilino back into their families have been Inade in Bulgaria 

and it is ,1 str<ltegy that can be employed elsewhere. The NCO workers took the role of 

1i<llsing between institutions and families. They sent letters to families, pictures of their 

children, informed them of progress and organised and supported parents' visits to the 
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institution. The strategy is slow but it has the potential to reunite families and 

reintegrate children back into communities. Another important change aimed at 

supporting parents and children is the increase in the financial allowance to parents, 

which happened in the Federation of B&H. As reported by informants, this has made a 

difference to living standards as well as family dynamics and is a policy option which 

needs to be seriously considered not just in the other part of B&H but also throughout 

the wider region. 

8.3 FINAL REFLECTIONS 

This final section addresses the contribution to knowledge made by the thesis and its 

potential applications. This section provides an indication to as whether the situation 

for disabled children and their families corresponds to one of inclusion or merely the 

illusion of inclusion. But first of alt sOlnething needs to be said regarding the 

limitations of the study. 

The research approach, and the selection of informants, was organised around the aim 

of conducting a broad investigation concerning the general approaches of the state, 

policy makers, professionals and service users towards disability in B&H and Bulgaria. 

As such the research was not designed to investigate the in-depth specifics of how the 

exclusion of children with autism, physical disabilities, Down's syndrome, cerebral 

palsy or other specific inlpairments operates. However references to specific 
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impairments and exclusionary practices associated with it were made throughout the 

thesis (see chapters four and five). Furthermore difficulties were experienced in 

accessing children's views, as gatekeepers were unconvinced that children could make 

a contribution to this research. If the situation in Bulgaria had been different it would 

have been desirable to include more children through individual interviews and focus 

groups. 

8.3.1 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE AND APPLICATIONS OF THE THESIS 

There are several works that have examined disability issues regionally, or with a focus 

on particular issues such as educational inclusion and deinstitutionalisation (Amnesty 

lnternationat 2002; UNICEF, 2003, 2005, 2007; Handicap Internationat 2004; Open 

Society Institute 2005; OECD 2009). However the topic of social exclusion/inclusion in 

Eastern Europe has not been subjected to any in-depth comparative cross national 

studies. To my knowledge this is the first study that provides cOlnparative analyses of 

social exclusion/inclusion of disabled children and their families in B&H and Bulgaria, 

and as such constitutes a unique contribution to knowledge in this particular field. It is 

situated in an overall regional context, but with a clear focus on these two countries. 

The study takes a holistic approach considering historical legacies and socio-political 

currents, as well as contemporary policies, professional practices and community 

changes in examining the exclusion of disabled children and their parents. 

Furthermore the approach that utilises the views of children, parents and practitioners 

in formulating policy recol1l.n1cndation has not previously been applied in these 

countries. 
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On the level of professional practices this study makes an important contribution as it 

engages in analysing the discipline of de£ectology and the work of defectologists in 

relation to inclusion. Prevjously, defectology has been either criticised or overlooked 

entirely in the literature, whilst proponents of inclusion have failed to include 

defectologists in the inclusion agenda. This thesis however reveals that the discipline 

can be changed and transformed to support inclusion. Whilst giving recommendations 

as to how defectology can be reformed and accommodated within the inclusion 

agenda, I argue for an approach that will actively engage with aspects of defectology. 

Furthermore this study analyses the interplay between national and international 

stakeholders, uncovering issues concerning the dominance of international fjnancial 

institutions in ways which are counterproductive to inclusion. This is an issue that has 

been largely ignored in B&H and Bulgaria although recognised in the djsability 

literature elsewhere (Holden, 2004). The study also reveals that strategies and practices 

which are used to advance inclusion in B&H and Bulgaria, for example 

deinstihltionalization and cOlnillunity care may sometilnes actually replicate exclusion. 

Ways to remedy this situation are offered. 

Methodologically the study has made advances, in the context of B&H and Bulgaria, 

by accessing the voices of children, parents and carers, providing previously missing 

data on how families and children respond to policy and practice interventions (Morris 

et al., 2009, p. 39). Additionally with liInited knowledge of the role of translation in 

translating policy into practice the study has made a methodological contribution by 
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providing insights into the use of the Bosnian, Bulgarian and English languages in 

researching and interpreting issues around inclusion/exclusion and disability. Analysis 

of the ways key concepts are translated from English indicated significant levels of 

misunderstanding as to what the concepts represent. Furthermore, work with 

translators in Bulgaria demonstrated that translation can provide an opportw1ity for 

cross cultural research, while translators can be a source of support, aid triangulation 

and help in the interpretation of meaning. The cross-national policy research enabled 

comparisons of exclusion/inclusion issues in B&H and Bulgaria, again something that 

has not been previously done. On a conceptual level the study revealed a focus on 

inclusion but an absence of discussion concerning exclusion, not to mention lack of 

recognition of exclusionary barriers. In addition, the study identified (in chapter seven) 

that the social model of disability is interpreted in various ways which are frequently 

unrelated to the social model as presented in UK academic discourse. 

This study opened up a number of topics that warrant further investigation, not only in 

B&H and Bulgaria, but also the rest of Eastern Europe. It emerged for example that 

although B&H and Bulgaria are preoccupied with developing policies, policy measures 

and practical work, more attention needs to be given to parents' activism utilising 

qualitative, in-depth or longitudinal studies in order to further understand how 

parents can be supported in advocacy for inclusion. The same applies to disabled 

children and young people where so far little research has been done to investigate the 

levels of their participation. This research has also identified problems related to young 

people's employment, transition from institutions and sexual relationships, all jssues 

that warrant further investigation, along with evaluation of de-institutionalisation 
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projects, community centres and inclusion in schools with an emphasis on children's 

and parents' experiences. This would best assess the impact, as well as increase 

know ledge about the practical significance of inclusion initiatives. 

This research identified hidden issues that need further attention; such as the bullying 

of disabled children in mainstream schools, as well as exclusion in special schools 

because of the language barrier between Roma and Bulgarian children. The picture we 

have of the inclusion of disabled children and their families would benefit further from 

an ongoing longitudinal investigation. This would provide insight into how different 

policy measures, such as financial aid or community centres, impact on families over 

time. In addition, Eastern European countries have made different advances in 

inclusion and there is a need to understand what theoretical and conceptual 

approaches are informing these changes. Apart from opening discussion on the 

theoretical concepts and models used in Eastern Europe, the work in this thesis has 

also contributed to understanding exclusion and inclusion in B&H and Bulgaria in a 

number of other ways. 

The policy and practice recommendations given in this thesis (see sections 8.2.1 and 

8.2.3) are relevant for other countries of Eastern Europe for several reasons. This is 

firstly because of similarities across the region in child protection systems, professional 

practices and currently similar socio-political changes. To these countries EU accession 

and aspiration to it is pivotal for policy change and reform. Insofar as B&H and 

Bulgaria experience strong WB and IMF influences, so do other countries of Eastern 
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Europe which creates common pressures on welfare structure. In relation to practice all 

Eastern European countries are dealing with reforming disability assessments, 

improving statistics, negotiating the role of a rising civil society, deinstitutionalisation 

and reforming systems to community based care. The whole region for example has 

historically adopted defectology as an approach to address disability, so the findings 

that defectologj can be reformed and utilised in an inclusion agenda are of particular 

relevance. However to be applied the findings need to be disseminated. 

The recommendations and main findings are likely to be useful to large stakeholders 

(government international and local stakeholders), as a tool for developing their work. 

So far the study has benefited from cooperation with UNICEF, an organisation with 

strong policy inputs into Eastern Europe. Importantly, throughout the research, 

participants made numerous remarks about the dearth of disability studies in B&H 

and Bulgaria. TI1e potential for practical applications of this thesis emerged during 

discussion with informants - for example when a mother and activist in B&I-I 

remarked: 

... we need something to support our arguments and advocacy. We are not scientists in 
this topic, we are parents and when we say something is good for our children they do 
not believe us, we don't have scientific evidence. We need research about us and our 

children. 

The plan then is to prod uce a sun1ffiary of the thesis, in the form of a report and in 

accessible fonnats for distribution to disability and parents' organisations in B&H and 

Bulgaria. The ain1 of this is to support advocacy, fill the gap in the literature about 

disabled children and their families in B&H and Bulgaria, but above all for this 

research to empower individuals and communities (Lather, 2003). 
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In the beginning of the thesis I referred to my personal and professional experiences, 

however it was not until the end of my PhD that I understood how strongly these 

experiences impacted on me during the research. Whilst revisiting the concept of the 

social exclusion I started to recognise that I was socially excluded myself during the 

years when I was a refugee. Doing a PhD included years of reading and critical 

reflection which enabled me to recognise and understand the mechanisms of 

discrimination and exclusion and deconstruct this experience. Having the space and 

a bility to understand this from a different perspective helped me in confronting 

feelings of discrimination and injustice that have been with me for a long time. 

Apart from this personal journey I began to see the larger picture of international 

children's rights, social politics and policies. For this reason my continuing work for 

international agencies and NGOs will never be the same. I became aware of the 

ambigUities and complexities of inclusion and the need to frequently revisit conceptual 

underpinnings and critically reflect on the actual outcomes instead of adhering to an 

ideology in vogue. Furthermore, in the past my focus was on seeing through a single 

project but now I am able to attend to politics, power dynamics and issues associated 

with receiving foreign aid and negotiating with donors. Finally I developed a 

conviction that we, the Eastern European professionals and policy makers, need to 

have a stronger voice, as well as a lTIOre prominent international presence in informing 

and guiding developments in our countries. 
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8.3.2 ILLUSION OR INCLUSION? 

After intense deliberation about exclusion and inclusion in B&H and Bulgaria I am left 

unable to claim firmly whether the situation in these countries is one of inclusion or the 

illusion of inclusion. The question is not an easy one to answer and others have 

pondered simHar dilermnas (Barnes, 2006), though in different contexts. The changes in 

B&H and Bulgaria are developing for a variety of politicat philosophical and 

pragmatic reasons. These are sometimes piecemeal rather than strategic responses of 

real conviction in relation to the rights of disabled children or to belief in the inclusion 

ideal. The situation in B&H and Bulgaria is changing and disability is currently on the 

agenda of social policy, whilst practical attempts to integrate disabled children via 

education and community centres have been noted. 

This study showed the same problem highlighted by Vann and SiSka (2006, p. 429) 

who argue that the inheritance of segregation is difficult to overcome in a new political 

and economic system. They observe that 15 years after the transition from communism, 

the Czech Republic was I still coming to terms with its legacy'. However, in concluding 

this thesis about inclusion and disabled children and their families, there is a need to 

emphasise that B&H and Bulgaria have also come a long way in the last fifteen years. 

Having said this, I am not claiming these countries are close to achieving the standards 

of inclusion seen in Italy, the UK or Scandinavia, but that attelnpts to transform the 

system and culture from ideological and systematic exclusion to inclusion are evident. 

In conclusion the thesis returns to reflection on the popular, but often de

contextualised critique that Eastern Europe countries are lagging behind in inclusion in 

comparison to Western Europe. 
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It is clear that the development of inclusive disability policies and practices in Eastern 

Europe follows a different trajectory to that taken by Western European countries. 

Whilst the rest of Europe developed inclusion over a long period of time, the post 

communist countries are expected to join an already developed agenda in a much 

shorter time and without other necessary changes being in place. These other changes 

and supportive factors, which preceded and facilitated inclusion in Western Europe, 

were initiated in the 1960s. The changes included the rise in disability movements, anti

discrimination legislation, parents' activism and the increased significance of human 

rights (Barnes & Mercer, 2001; Oliver 2004). 

At the same time, on the conceptual level, thinking has moved on from nonnalization 

and the medical model to the social model and from integration and assunilation to 

inclusion (Rieser, 2001). De-institutionalization was also happening gradually, 

provoked by poor conditions in institutions, economic changes and the early and 

influential critiques of institutional culture (Goffman, 1961; Oswin, 1971). These 

debates were strengthened by powerful critiques of the misuse of medical power; 

challenging discourses and practices in psychology and psychiatry; questioning the 

arbitrariness of psychiatric diagnosis and oppressive mental health systems (for 

example: Foucault, 1973; Szasz, 1983; Laing, 1985). These show that changes towards 

u1clusion grew simultaneously from communities and activists, supported and 

lheoretically developed by academic debates ",hich 'ivere followed by policy and 

practice development. 
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The appearance of inclusion on the policy and practice agenda in B&H and Bulgaria 

has not followed the same timeline or the same sequence. Instead the development of 

inclusion is being attempted in a condensed form with a leap from segregation to 

inclusion in a significantly shorter space of time. It needs to be remembered that the 

commitment to segregating disabled children did not end with the transition from 

communism in 1989. As presented in chapter two, the years of transition with the war 

in B&H and economic upheavals in Bulgaria produced an even more unfavourable 

situation for disabled children and reinforced institutional care, because of increased 

unemployment, poverty, war and economic crisis. 

In B&H and Bulgaria significant questioning of the appropriateness of the care of 

disabled children only started in the mid to late 1990s. This was encouraged by 

humanitarian organisations and international NGOs, so instead of being a grassroots 

movement it came more from the outside than the inside of the countries and 

communities. When integration appeared on the agenda, B&H and Bulgaria had not 

developed disability movements or parents' activism. These also developed later than 

in other countries, again with the encouragement of international organisations. This 

corresponds to the view of Birzea (in Oancea, 2005, p. 8) who argues that cultural 

transition in Eastern Europe is slower than legal, economic and political transition. 

Furthermore in Eastern Europe transition has meant the erosion of previous socialist 

values and the promotion of capitalist ones (Pringle, 1998), again developments that 

have mixed consequences for disabled children. Reflecting on the past whilst 
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considering the present, it can be said that communism was an ideology of equality of 

disadvantage (Deacon, 1992), but capitalism, or the so-called free market economv so 
.I ' 

eagerly awaited by many Eastern Europeans, did not necessarily bring prosperity or 

inclusion. Instead it continues to widen the gap between people and increase 

inequalities. The problems in reconciling capitalist ideology with inclusion of disabled 

people have been addressed elsewhere (Oliver, 1994b; Barnes, 2006). As argued in 

chapter seven, the tensions in this respect in B&H and Bulgaria are felt through the 

World Bank and IMF requests to reduce welfare expenditure. My argument is that 

these policy requirements will only deepen the exclusion of disabled children and their 

families, though it must be said B&H and Bulgaria have little power to resist these 

demands. 

In relation to institutionalisation transformations are happening and disabled children 

are more likely to stay with their families instead of being sent to residential care. In 

addition disabled children may benefit from using community resources like day 

centres. In spite of these changes a deeper examination opens up the question as to 

whether inclusion is happening or whether new opportunities are creating the illusion 

of inclusion. This question is not addressed adequately in B&H and Bulgaria and 

changes aimed at inclusion are not examined, evaluated or critically reflected upon. 

For example, the inclusiveness of new community developments is not questioned, 

even though some reproduce segregation, albeit in a different form (European 

Commission, 2009). The problem is that even though disabled children stay in a 

community they are grouped in facilities like day centres or rehabilitation centres 

attended by disabled children only. In implementing de-institutionalisation whilst 
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advancing inclusion, policy makers, activists and practitioners in B&H and Bulgaria 

need to be aware of the issue, eloquently formulated by Bates and Davis (2004, p. 198): 

Bringing people back home demands more than relocating their beds - relationships 
have to change as well. In both social capital and inclusion thinking, service users are 
recognized as citizens, and the traditional focus on the relationship between worker and 
service user is replaced by an emphasis upon the reciprocal relationship between citizen 
and community. 

Right now, in both countries, human rights conventions are contributing to fulfilling 

the rights of children and, as already argued, the United Nation Convention on the 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities has the potential to change the situation further. 

However, as suggested by Panayotova (2009) clear indicators are necessary in 

establishing the effectiveness of the UNCRPD. Furthermore Panayotova (2009) argues 

for a clearer focus on the actual situation and needs of disabled children and their 

families, as laws and policies on the European level are focused on adults and 

employment. Moreover as Sotiropoulou and Sotiropoulos (2007, p. 152) argue: 

'promotion of children's rights has to be understood as a necessity for society's development and 

not as a priority that will facilitate the country's accession to the EU'. 

In addition, in combating the exclusion of disabled children and their families, it is 

important to address both the causes (social barriers and lack of opportunities) and the 

consequences (poverty and isolation) faced by families. The experience of parents and 

children is that of slow change, particularly in the context of serious financial hardship 

resulting from loss of earning power and the expense of care. Oliver and Barnes (2006, 

p.l) argue that 'the rights based approach to disability would be counter-productive if pursued 
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as an end in itself rather than as a means to an end'. This argument is relevant to the 

current disability agenda in B&H and Bulgaria, which heavily relies on human rights 

that are, unfortunately, too frequently not observed. 

For that reason this thesis argues that the human rights approach is not sufficient by 

itself to carry inclusion forward, nor is the development of community care or welfare 

rights. This has already been argued by those who see welfare as a way to conceal deep 

seated oppressions (Oliver & Barnes, 1998). Inclusion, or rather inclusiveness needs to 

govern services, public spaces, schools and upbringings and it needs to be connected to 

the development of democracy. As such there is a need to place debates on exclusion, 

inclusion and development of new polices in the public domain, instead of keeping it 

exclusively in the circles of policy makers and civil society elites. 

Still, having worked in Eastern Europe and having lived in B&H most of my life, my 

personal conviction is that things have moved on and improvements are visible. This 

research captured some of these improvements and an array of promising actions by 

some of the dedicated state professionals, parents, carers and NGO workers. However, 

my belief is that those who work on inclusion need to always aim higher, using 

reflection and constructive criticism to move things forward. This unfortunately has 

been lacking in B&H and Bulgaria. However, it needs to be stressed that the countries 

of Eastern Europe have been going through major economic, political and social 

changes in the past twenty years. They cannot therefore be expected to have developed 

inclusion in any manner which conforms to the ideal. Based on this research I can only 
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say that processes towards inclusion have been started, albeit sometimes clumsily, and 

it can be predicted they will develop further. Inclusion, as an idea and practice is 

growing in these societies and hopefully this thesis will contribute to moving it 

forward. It is a reason for optimism that citizens are gaining power, raising their 

voices and taking action, something that was unimaginable twenty years ago. 

In Eastern Europe the question of inclusion is not only about ending residential care or 

developing community centres, but the larger issue of how disabled people are viewed 

and why, as Varm and Siska (2006) discuss in relation to the status of people with 

learning disability in the Czech Republic. These arguments apply to disabled people 

everywhere and for that reason I examined issues outside of a purely economic 

framework, even though Oliver's argument, that exclusion from economic 

participation is the key to understanding social exclusion is valuable (Oliver, 1994). 

Considering the situation in B&H and Bulgaria, my argument is that improving the 

material situation of families, getting children out of institutions, making the 

environment accessible, and building day centres is just part of the picture. It is more a 

prerequisite for inclusion, whilst the real challenge is challenging those who do the 

excluding (Morris et al., 2009). It is about changing the minds of non-disabled people, 

service providers, and ensuring that non disabled children grow up respecting and 

valuing their disabled peers. It is about society treating exclusion as an immoral and 

unethical choice (Gallagher, 200t p. 651). After years of oppression, exclusion and 

injustice, disabled children and their families experience achieving change like this as a 

long process, but one that has begun in Bosnia & Herzegovina and Bulgaria. 
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Appendix 1a-lnformation sheet -a(so provided in Bosnian and Bulgarian language 

PARTICIPANT ~TORMATION SHEET 

You are being invited to take part in the A QnaJitatin Study of Chlldl"f'n with Disabilities 
and their Families in Ea'Stern Eo.l'ope. It is important that )'Ol1understand why res.e~ch is 
being done and what it involves., so please ake time to read the following information.. 

Tbis ~ch is, ab01.lt rituation for disabled children and their families in Eastern. Emope. To 
find out this the focus groups and inte[yiews will be held \/aith disahled children, their parents 
and people- who work with disahled children, .as well as people who are in position of making 
policie~. Children are very imp<lrtant in this research because this study i& mostly about 
children and clrildrell' s stories and children' s views will be treated with great respe.ct and 
appreciation. 

In 200712008 the researcher Majda Becirevic is planning to condnct interview" in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and Bulgaria with people who work with elisa led chil~ doctors,. teachers, 
pedagognes, defectologists., psychologists and social wOlken. The group talks will be held with 
disabled children, but if a child deem' feel comfOrtable talking in the group the talk cm be 
done privately. The groop talks will 11.s approx.imate1y between 1-2 hoUTS-. In®l dWll 
mteJviews will last between half and one hour. The group talks and individual interviews will 
be audio taped ifparti<:ipanfs agree. 

E':~g that pmicipmts say during this rerearch will be treated as confidential information 
and no names '\! 'ill be mentioned in any publieation that comes out as result of this resem-ch. 
\\lnen we finish the interview if you chmge your mind md tell me you don't want me to use 
infonnation that will be ok. In any ca ~e I will be happy that l1aIked to you. 

This research has been approved by the Open umversity Hmnan Participants and 1\{aterials 
Ethics Committee, The idea of this rese.arch is: make your voice heard and to use it in 
advocating for change. If you har, e any questions abol]! the research or if }\.lU have comments 
or suggestion ple.ase contact me: 

Majda Becire1;Jc 
Faculty of H ealth and Social Care, The Open U'ni\rersity. Walton Hall, Milton Keynes., 

e-mail DlbecireviC@open.ac:uk 
Phone: 44(0)19-0& 3322 57 

If panicipant wish to speak with some-one- else about the research 
my supervisor professor Monica Dowling from the Open University can be reached on 

+44(0)1908659317 and e-mail m.s.dowlin!!:@open..ac.uk 

111_ ...... rc,. ... : Majda 8«tfevlc ha~ a deore~ In ~eh logy dnd ma:.ter doI!oJi~ k\clu ~'tl ~I"td speclel 
allon. She 'W<)fke.d Ii'\ 8o!n11l nd ~ool/'Ina on prOI l(}ti rt.!l Jl o~ lion or IIdl 's t10 ~ k>r !ev al '!"ell,",. 

C\Jtren sIle Is a I'lll tlm., PhD 5bJd~nt &t the pen 1\)1 iii E rl~ ' nd Ild U I res.e rd\ on ~Ii f'/I 

dlsabl e:! and '.a.m ,t!! In E tel' Eur !. 
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Appendix 1b: Infonned consent- provided in Bosnian and BulgarWllanguage 

and ~gned by all part'cipants. 

IXFonrrn COX'SL'IT 

We 3l'e inviting )'OU to take'part in A QuAr..rrATIVE STrmy OP CmLnREN \l!ITH DrllBrLrrIEs 
AND THEDl.F AMILlE3 IN E.As'rERN EUROPE. If yon agree to pmicipate, you will be asked set of 
questiom about your wmk (fur parents: life with disabled child) with or for disabled children and 
about your opiniong on disability policies and. practices. 

We ~'lmt to asmre you that all answer.> will remain confidential. All data will be kept in a locked 
file cabinet in a secured place. Access will be limited to the re.s-ea:n:h.er and researcher's supervisors 
only. Every peISOD. parti<:ipating will be assigned pseudonym in order to protect privacy. No 
infonnation about your answers or this irnteIView win be pIovided to anyone. 

Participation in this study is vobmtuy. If, for my reason yeu change)'OlIf mind abo your 
participation the interview can be discnlltim:red without any cOllSequence~ If after the int&View you 
wish to remove your data or if you have any questions about this ~dy please ccmtact Majda 
Becirevic on: Phane in the UK: +44(0)19G8 l3 22 57 or in B&H +3873.3451326 OT at 
m.becirevic@open.ac.nk. The request for data rauoval will be Dilen until J lit of March 2009. 

Your participation in this study is much appreciated. Thank you. 

I AGREE ___ DO NOT AGREE ___ to participate, in this study. 

I prefer researcher 0 use AUD 0 RECODING ____ _ TAKE NOTES_ Please circle one. 

Si~d _____________________ _ 

~te ______________________________________ ___ 

Profession~ __________________________________ _ 

If you would like a ropy of any publication resulting from these data, please prm,ide your address. 
Keep in mind that work like this can take up to few years. 
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Appendix 2: List of interviews in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Bulgaria 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Place and date of Place of work Position Method-
interviews description 

Sarajevo, July 2007 International Project officer Interview 

organisation 

Sarajevo, July 2007 B&H national NGO o rganisati 0 n Interview 

director 

Sarajevo, July 2007 University hospital MD- Interview 

paediatrician 

Sarajevo, July 2007 Centre for social work 3 Social Group interview 

Sarajevo workers 

Breziljek, July 2007 Residential Institution Defectologist Interview 

Breziljek, July 2007 Residential Institution Pedagogue Interview 

Sarajevo, disability Ministry of social affairs Deputy Interview 

conference, November Republika Srpska minister 

2007 

Sarajevo, disability Ministry of social affairs Defectologist- Interview 

conference, November Republika Srpska advisor 

2007 

Sarajevo, November Special school for Defectologist Interview 

2007 children with 

intellectual disabilities 

Sarajevo, November Special school for blind Principal Interview 

2007 children 

I 

Banja Luka, November Parents' association- President Interview 
i 

2007 local NGO ~ 
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Banja Luka, November Parents' association- Manager Interview 

2007 local NGO 

Banja Luka, November Pedagogical institute of Advisor for Interview 

2007 Republika Srpska preschool 

education 

Banja Luka, November National NGO-watchdog o fficer- Interview 

2007 role psychologist 

Banja Luka, November National Disability NGO Spokesperson Interview 

2007 

Sarajevo, November International NGO Country Interview 

2007 manager 

Banja Luka, December Centre for Social Work Director Interview 

2007 

Banja Luka, December Parents-mothers 9 mothers Focus group 

2007 

Village Middle Bosnia, Mother and son Family Interview 

December 2007 

Sarajevo, December Mother and son Family-foster Interview 

2007 care 

Zavod Breziljek, January Residential institution Resident/ child Interview 

2008 

Zavod Breziljek, January Residential institution Resident/ child Interview 

2008 

Zavod Breziljek, January Residential institution Resident/ child Interview 

2008 

Zavod Breziljek, January Residential institution Resident/ child Interview 

2008 
I 

Zavod Breziljek, January Residential institution Teacher- Interview 

2008 defectologist 

--
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Zavod Breziljek, July Residential institution Manager Interview 

2008 

Zavod Breziljek, July Residential institution Art therapist Interview 

2008 

Bulgaria 

Place and date of Place of work Position Method 
interviews 

, 

Sofia, May 2008 International Project officer- Interview 
organization social policy and 

planning 

Sofia, May 2008 State agency for social Director and Group 
assistance Deputy executive interview 

director 

Sofia, May 2008 Family Disabled woman Group 
activist and her interview 
family 

_. 

Sofia, May 2008 National NGO- Social Policy Interview 
humanitarian Officer 
organization 

Sofia, May 2008 Bulgarian national Executive director Interview 
disability NGO 

Sofia, May 2008 University University Interview 
professor and 
former 
government policy 
maker 

Sofia, May 2008 Parents' organization- Centre managers, Group 
Centre for rehabilitation and therapists - Interview 

and integration of both parents 
children with autism, 
Sofia 

Sofia, May 2008 Day care centre Pokrov Logoped and Interview 

Foundation coordinator 

Sofia, May 2008 International NGO Sociologist Interview 
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Place and date of Place of work Position fethod 
interviews 

Sofia, June 2008 Sofia University Lecturer in special Interview 
needs education 

Sofia, June 2008 A family Grandmother Group 
(primary carer) interview 
and and play 
granddaLghter 

Sofia, June 2008 Ministry of Education- Director Interview 
special needs unit 

Sofia, June 2008 Centre for Autism 3 mothers Focus group 

Sofia, June 2008 Pokrov foundation 3 mothers and one Focus group 
father 

Sofia, June 2008 International Researcher Interview 
organisation 

Kranevo,October2008 Kranevo special Principal Interview 
residential school interview 

Kranevo, October 2008 Kranevo special 2 teachers talk+ Group 
residential school visit to classrooms interview 

Varna, October 2008 Day centre for children Director Interview 
with learning disabilities 

Varna, October 2008 Integration Centre for Director Interview 
young people 
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Appendix 3: Interview excerpt 

Interviewee with Logoped (coordinator) - Bojana -pseudo name 

Day Centre, Sofia 
Transla tor Marriella Pantcheva 
Sofia- 15th May 2008 
Interviewer Majda Becirevic 
Duration 59 mins 

Yellow highlights are codes and text in red are associated themes and interpretation 

Marriela and I introduced Bojana with the research and explained ethical issues. Boja.na 

said that she doesn't have statistics and she was worried that she will not be a good 

informer. I explained that that is ok, because this is a qualitative research looking into 

views of people. 

Majda: Can you just say little bit about the centre. What do you do in this centre? 

Bojana: of course, but I may also give you internet site of tlle centre and there is lot of 

information. This is a project of Bogorodicen Foundation. Pokrov Bogorodicen is big 

foundation that has project in different spheres. Our project is training, education, 

integration and reintegration of children with disabilities. And now we are expanding 

out activities among young people. We are not financed by the government... we are 

not financed by the government budget. The project was financed by sponsored from 

Germany for the first three years. (tinle on the tape -3,40). Financing and international 

intluence 

Since 2006 Pokrov foun dation has provided the prenlises and we ha been zetting 

some money frOln private donors and we also contribute some m.oney which we g t 
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from successful project. Other resources we get from private donors, business, projects, 

companies and some money from Pokrov FOW1dation- Financing. 

Initially all the money was from Pokrov Foundation and now we are successful in 

finding money alone and in Inanaging things ourselves. - Sustainability 

Of course we received some money from government organisations after 

applying ... but only project work,-lack of commitment by the government? for few 

months and that was for additional activity for the children. 

People find out about is because there is information on internet and we are let's say 

well known. People and professionals from the medical establishlnents, like children's 

psychiatry and children's neurology clinics send their parents and children here. They 

give information about us and that is how children come here- referral mechanism 

7.27 

also children are coming here from other centres. We are communicating with each 

other- cooperation. There are not so many day centres. Lack of day centres 

The main things which we do depend on child's needs- mention of needs but no 

mention of child's rights .... what is his or her situation, what are the majn problems, 

what the parents want for the child.- parents' wishes. 

And what we can provide to them, that is the lTIOst important thing. That is \ ery 

important for the:ommunication, because the child's needs can be cOlnmunicated tn 

special schools and theraF ics. 
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We work with several universities, they send their students here and they do speech 

therapy, psychology, they teach something and network is expanding.- cooperation 

Some of the universities don't pay for training placements and some pay, it depends 

what we have negotiated. If the university doesn't have money to pay for the training 

students are working mainly with the children and they have been of course advised 

by the specialist here and if the university has some money or some has been negotiate, 

the university pays for the centre specialist and that person trains students. 11.45 

how do we work when parents come here with the child-we require from them to 

provide some documents, doculnentation about situation of the child and of course we 

listen what do they say about the child. -listening to parents, but no mention of 

communicating with disabled children. We should have SOlne initial information 

about the child. We do an interview. Then the child gets exalnined by the speech 

therapist, psychologist and the pedagogue. And it takes little bit time, depending on 

individual child. Some children need 2-3 interviews and after the interviews are 

cOlnpleted we decide what to do with this particular child. Decisions made by 

professionals and parents, children's wished not mentioned. 

Than individual progranl is made for every child here in the centre 14.15. individual 

programme - this individual program contains details on the health status of the child, 

also analysis of the speech therapist, pedagogue, and by the psychologist and it 

contains detailed information about learning skills of the child and detailed 

information what the obje lives are and the activities with the particular hild \ ilh 
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educational activities' and other activities, like sport, or art classes and computers 

skills. The program is for one year and it can be developed and mended in accordance 

with changes which can happen with U1e child. 16.25 

The idea is to work one year with the child and to try to integrate that child, for 

example here in the groups or other opportunity to integrate it to mainstTeam school. 

We work with several mainstream schools and several private schools. If that is 

possible we want to integrate child into mainstream school. It depends entirely on the 

child. Integration depending on the child-focus is on changing the child

normalisation. Some children go once a week for two hours. Others go 3-4 times a 

week for several hours. We have children who go half a day to ordinary school and in 

the afternoon they come here to us. It varies. Different models of ' in tegration'. 
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Appendix 4: Interview Protocol 

INSTITUTIONS 

Professionals in institutions (pedagogues, rehabilitators, defectologists) 

What is the role of this institution in the lives of disabled children? 

How do chHdren get here? 

What is your role in professional sense? 

Is it better for children to be here or in their families? 

What happens with children when they reach 18? Stay in institution? 

Vocational training opportunities. 

Independent living opportunities. 

People with disabilities and decision making. 

What support is provided for the fan1ilies? 

Respite care opportunities. 

Education opportunities-mainstream or special? 

Structural barriers. What are they in your opinion? 

Opportunities to work in ,ill open market or sheltered workshops? 

Children in institutions 

When did you come to live here? 

How do you find it? Like it or not? What do you like about this place? 

Something that you didn't like? 

Do you have friends here? 
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What would you like to do when you get older? Do you like to stav here or 
.I 

move somewhere else? 

What do you do in you free time? 

Do you like school here? 

Is there anything you would like to change? 

Do you have friends outside this place? 

How do you get on with the staff here? 

Do you have privacy here? 

If you want to go out. Hovv is that organised? 

If you don't like something is there anyone you can talk to? 

What about your things, clothes. Who takes care of that? 

COMMUNITY and professionals in the community 

NGO workers 

What does your organisation do for disabled children? What sort of support do 

you provide? Do you have any partnerships - cooperation's with municipality, 

local NGOs, international NGOs? 

How did you get involved in work around disability? 

Does your organisation have philosophy or mission statelnent about disability. 

What are the is~~ues that disabled children are faced with in B&H/Bulgaria? 

What are the issues for the family? 

What do you think about educational opportunities? 

Have things changed for disabled children in the last 12 years? How? 

What do you think still needs to be changes and how? 
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Professiona Is: 

How is disability diagnosed in B&I-IIBulgaria? 

What do you suggest to parents one diagnosis is Inade? Do you then do a 

follow up with the same child? Do you give them advice about care, 

education? 

How is assessment made for pension or child allowance? 

Are parents advised to send children to institution? 

What rehabilitation is on offer? Is it available? Free? 

What is the role of social worker / defectologist/pedagoguehnedical 

doctor/teacher in issues around a disabled child? 

Are you part of categorisation commission? How does that work? 

What support is provided for a child? 

What support is provided for the family? 

On the basis of what support is decided? (Needs or right of the child?)Who 

decides? Do you ask child what he/she needs? Do you ask parents? 

Do you do family visits? In which siluations? 

Do parents and children come here? 

Are you more in favour of children with disabilities living at home or living in 

jnstitution? 
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Children living with the family 

What do you like doing? 

Do you like your school? 

Do you have friends in school? 

FAMILIES 

Do you hang out with them after school? Do you go to their homes? 

Do you have friends in your neighbourhood? 

What would you like to do when you get older? 

How do you go to school? 

Are you involved in any after school activities? 

Parents 

What support do you receive from the government? 

Are you involved in work of NGOs? 

Are you involved in policy making? 

Do you work? How do you organise yourself with work (md care for your 

child? 

Does your child go to school? Which school? How did you decide to enrol 

hin'l/her in this school? What is your experience of his education? 

What is it like to have a disabled child in B&HIBulgaria? 

Where did you learn about his/her ilnpairment? 

Does anyone help you with the child care? I-fow? Hm;\ often? \Vhat do they 

do? What about other family melnbers, your parents, cousins? 
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Did you consider opportunities for his/her further educabon? 

What do children's rights mean for you and your child? Do you know what 

rights your child has? 

What rights do you have as a family? 

What is your experience with doctors, pedagogues, teachers? 

In your opinion how are disabled children accepted in community, society? 

What change would you like to see happening? 

POLICY MAKERS 

Government policy maker 

What is the government policy for disabled children in B&H/Bulgaria? 

What support/benefits are offered to disabled children and their families? How 

does this work? Do you think this support is sufficient? Who gives support? 

How does the government decides on amount of support? 

Are there any special provisions for employed parents? Childcare? 

How do you go about developing policies? Who do you consult with? 

Do you model policies on some other country? 

What is the role of the ED? 

In your opinion, to what extent disabled children can be included in society? 

Is there any particular philosophy behind government decisions about 

disabled children and their families? 
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International organisations/International NGOs/National and local !'.;GOs 

What your organisation does in the field of disability? 

How do you see the situation for disabled chHdren and their families in 

B&H/Bulgaria? 

Do you participate in policy lTIaking? If yes, how? 

What opportunities children with disabilities have in B&H/Bulgaria? What 

they do not have? Do you know why? 

Where did you learn about disability? Does your organisation have training 

programmes for disability? 

What do you think needs to be changed? 

Who is the lTIOst responsible for funding in relation to disability? 
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Appendix 5: An example from the fieldwork diary 

22nd October 2008. 

Kranevo, Bulgaria- residential school for children with intellectual disabilities 

Sunny day in Bulgarian seaside resort of Varna, a modem tcwn with plenbful 

investments compared to rest of Bulgaria. Luba (the interpreter) says it's busy with 

people during summer season, but now it appears quiet. Few weeks previously we 

arranged to visit school for children with intellectual disabilities in the town near 

Varna. Arranging the visit and interviews took some convincing and Luba had to pull 

in connections with her friends in Varna who vouched for us with the school principal. 

Friend of a friend called the school principal and explained what we want to do. This 

gave me almost no control of the whole situation and since favours were being done I 

was not able to make special requests for interview conditions. Few days before we are 

due to go to the school I suggest Luba calls the principal to confirm it will be OK to 

speak to children and to ask her if someone can help us set up the interviews. Luba 

said the principal wasn't too happy and said interviews with children are too difficult 

to organize. Stilt at this stage, I was hanging on to little bit of hope that this will be 

possible .... 
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The school looked bit old from the outside and very quiet. There v.;as no one in the 

playground. We were early and a porter shown us to principal's office. We sat on sofa 

outside her office prepared to wait, but she appeared soon and said it is OK to start 

early. She seemed very keen to start talking and immediately got into stories about 

school and what they do there. After some time I realized that she had her agenda; to 

promote her school and to convince us to give some money for the school. She asked 

us about possibility for doing projects together. It did not take long to realize she was 

against inclusion and social integration. She openly said that for children with 

intellectual disabilities or 'oligrophrenia' as she called it, inclusion is impossible. After 

seeing boys outside and few children on the corridor I was under impression that they 

were not disabled, so without mentioning that, I asked her how many disabled 

children you have in the school and she said defensively they are all disabled. 

She said she will take us around to some classrooms but asked us politely and firmly 

not to ask children anything because they will be distressed if we try to speak to them. 

Her request was quite firm, so we observed from the door. Children looked at us. 

There were 10-12 of them, many Roma, curious about us, but quietly sitting at their 

little tables. The classroom was small and stuffy, with old fashioned desks and chairs. 

The teacher was sitting in the front facing children, one small boy was in her lap. The 

principal tells us that he is very disabled and that teacher has to hold him in her lap. 

The second classroom was similar . We didn't speak a word to children, there was no 

chance. When we can1e back into her office she repeated several times how severely 

disabled these children are and that they cannot say much, some of them only 10 

words, some cannot even say their name. 
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During the interview we were interrupted few times with people coming into her 

office and asking her to open a classroom for them or some cupboards. When she 

popped out to unlock these rooms luba pulled a face and whispered to me: 'She holds 

all the keys'. I loved this sharp remark. To me it was a symbolic reflection of 

atmosphere in the schooL ... 

Later, the principal inlToduced us to two teachers in the schooL who kept confirming 

director's opinion. One of them openly said how much she is against integration. For 

her that is impossible. She said inclusion is being forced, but very unsuccessfully. 

Children are neglected by teachers in mainstream schools and teased by their peers. 

She proceeded to say: 'When they see it is not working for disabled children in the 

mainstream they will open special class again and then resort to special school. This now is 

pointless, history will be repeated'. I wanted to contradict and enter into debate with them 

but remembered it was not my role. 

After interviews with principal and two members of staff we eventu,llly left the school. 

We waited at the bus stop for a long time, both of us quiet. We agreed that this school 

W(1S not physically bad and it was not too far frOID the town. However the atmosphere 

in the school was undemocratic, controlling and we felt that the principal wanted to 

impose her power on us, by constantly reminding us what we may and may not do. It 

left us feeling frustrated and manipulated. However this was daily reality for children 

in the school. We waited and waited and then the bus finally arrived, but it did not 

take us far. Not easy to leave this place. 
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Appendix 6 OSOP strategy for analysing data 

This OSOP shows analysis for the topic family life. Other OSOPs included data on institutions, 
professionals and policy making. Italics are exacts quotes, the rest of texts are summaries of the codes. 

I Themes Codes 
Ambivalence Trying many cures and therapies, faults of medical doctors, 'delivery not performed 
towards child's well', 'he would be normal if the doctors had not made mistake', 'he did not get 
disability enough oxygen at birth', 'doctors were negligent' .... 
Importance of Mother's claimed doctor's lack of knowledge- 'how that come that doctors did not 
diagnosis recognise impairment straight away', told diagnosis in hurtful way, confusion about 

diagnosis, not enough information, poor communication with doctors-'they said he 
will be handicappedforever', feelings of personal failure and inadequacy, tragedy 
discourse used by professionals in communicating diagnosis 

Caring is a Only one father attended focus groups, tathers rarely come to association 
woman's job activities, 'he just left after birth', 'after while he stopped calling', 'J have good 

marriage but in some things I am alone', , if they stay with the fami~v father's work 
and provide financial support', mothers provide extensive complex care, 'relatives 
do not always provide support for disabled children' 

Mothers Fighting for rights, social benefits, some speaking on television, establishing 
advocating associations, trying to convince authorities to improve provisions, 'we want to use 

your research for our advocacy'. 
Relationships in 'my relatives turned back on mel, 'disabled children are treated differently by 
a family grandparents', relatives do not know how to care for disabled child, some 

grandparents provide extensive help with care, 'siblings often take part in 
providing care " , siblings sometimes receive less attention " ' siblings can become 
more responsible and better able to understand diversity', warm and caring 
relationships with parents and carers 

Prejudices 'People stare at us', 'children avoid playing with her', he was bullied in school', 
'our birthday parties are only attended by other disabled children and their 
parents " 'no friendships with non-disabled children' ... 

Predominantly Lack of information, 'doctors are kind but often not able to help', ' he gave him 
bad relationship sedatives which made him worse, 'we have to wait in GP's surgeries for a long 
with time', bureaucratic and insensitive approach of social workers, 'social workers 
practitioners never visit us at home', professionals do not treat parents as partner, several 

examples of helpful professionals ... 
Accessing Exclusion from education, hurtful experiences with disability 
serVIces assessments/commissions, 'there is no support without categorisation', slow 

renewals and high costs of disability assessments, 'they gave percentage of how 
damaged he is', 'dentists refuse to treat child with intellectual disabilities or 
epilepsy· ... 

Finances High cost of therapies, medication, spas, loss of earning, problems in claiming 
disability allowance, increase in disability allowance in one part of BiH, personal 
assistance, free transport in Bulgaria, employers' lack of understanding, personal 
assistance scheme not well designed ... 

Diverse families Families in rural areas with poor transport and no services, positive experiences of 
foster family, lack of understanding for grandparents' as carers, some parents had to 
move house to access services ... 

Participation Disabled children do not participate, parents and practitioners decide what is best 
for a child, children are never asked, and services do not include children in any 
developments ... -

Parents Increasing financial support for families, counselling, individually adjusted 

suggested packages for diverse families, policy makers considering pers~ectives. fro~ par~nts. 
need to improve transport, increasing numbers of day centres, Improvmg mclu~lve 
education, increasing inclusive early childhood care options, raising awareness of 
public and professionals. 
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Appendix 7: Translation of institutional songs- Zavod Breziljek 

Song 1 

'There is a Jove sadness and happiness in this house, like anywhere else; the sun is 

yellow, the sky is blue, here the spring is fragrant too. This is my house here I live this 

is my house, only one for me'. 

Can you see me like a bird my friend, in my mind I often fly over the wire; my 

thoughts carry me, I want to fly, in my family hOlTle to land for a moment'. 

Song 2: 

'Under the same sky we were born, but your star might be brighter than mine, my 

heart is full of love, for all people like you and me. Corne, on be my friend, I am same 

like you; look I am giving you lTIy hand, embrace it; I often travel on tracks of dreams, 

easily I drift into imagination; my life is different and you thlnk why. 

'Morning wakes sleepy pupil; carer calls him instead of mother, she calls him with the 

gentle smile, the school bells he will hear soon. The children's buzzing is everywhere, 

smell of fresh bread and hot tea, rattle of plates, spoons and cups, it's pretty this 110use 

of ours; When the night comes and darkness and falls children's sleep comes over us, 

quite and daring, like from the tale the face of luother comes to us (appears before our 

eyes)'. 

Song 4: 

'Big as the world, shone on by raphlTous sun, nobody is more orphan than me IUY dear 

mother. Father I don't have, mother I don't have, no family anywhere, only betraying 

woman, the dear God will judge her. If my mother was alive she would cOlufort me, 

bUl lTIy old lTIother is covered by green grass'. 
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